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Abbreviation 

 
4PS Product, Price, Place, and Promotion (Marketing mix) 
AC(s) Agricultural Cooperatives 
ADB Asia Development Bank 
APPP Agricultural Productivity Promotion Project in West Tonle Sap (JICA) 
ARS Agricultural Research Station 
AusAID Australian Agency for International Development 
BAPEP Battambang Agriculture Productivity. Enhancement Project (JICA) 
BB Battambang 
BFPP Boosting Food Production programme (MAFF, Cambodia) 
BRAND Battambang Rural Area Nurture and Development Project (JICA) 
CA Competent Authority 
CARDI Cambodian Agricultural Research and Development Institute 
CAVAC Cambodia Agricultural Value Chain Program 
CFAP Cambodian Farmer Association Federation of Agricultural Producers 
C/P Counterpart 
CRF Cambodia Rice Federation 
CS Certified Seed 
D, DS Dry Season 
DACP Department of Agricultural Cooperative Promotion 
DAO District Agricultural Office 
DCS Department of Crop Seed 
DRC Department of Rice Crop 
DX Digital Transformation 
E, EW Early Wet Season 
FAO Food and Agriculture Organization for the United Nations 
FFS Farmer Field School 
FS Foundation Seed 
GDA General Directorate of Agriculture 
IRRI International Rice Research Institute 
JCC Joint Coordinating Committee  
JICA Japan International Cooperation Agency 
KC Kampong Chhnang 
LAREC Local Agricultural Research and Extension Centre (NGO/ Swiss Church Aid) 
MAFF Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries  
NAL National Agriculture Laboratory 
NGO Non-Governmental Organization 
OJT On-the-job training 
OM OM5451, Vietnam long grain white rice 5451 
PDAFF Provincial Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 
PDCA Plan-Do-Check-Act 
PDM Project Design Matrix 
PRDU Phka Rumduol  
PV Prey Veng 
QDS Quality Declared Seed (System) 
QR QR (Quick Response) code 
Rice-SDP Climate Resilient Rice Commercialization Sector Development Program (ADB) 
RS Registered Seed 
RSPP The Project for Rice Seed Production and Promotion (JICA) 
RUA Royal University of Agriculture 
SKOB Sen Kra Oub 
SNS Social Networking Service 
SPG(s) Seed Producer Group 
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SWOT Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats analysis 
TK Takeo 
TOT Training of Trainers 
W, WS Wet Season 

 
 
 

Unit and Currency 
Length/Distance  

mm = Milimetre(s)  
cm = Centimetre(s)  
m = Meter(s) 
km = Kilometer (s)  

 
Area 

cm2 = Square centimeter(s)  
m2 = Square meter(s) 
km2 = Square-kilometer(s)  
ha = Hectare(s) (10,000 m2)  

 
Volume  

cm3 = Cubic centimeter(s)  
m3 = Cubic meter(s) 
L = Liter (1,000 cm3)  

Weight 
g = Gram (s) 
kg= Kilogram(s) 
ton or MT = Metric ton(s) 

 
Time 

sec = Second(s) 
min = Minute(s) 
hr = Hour(s) 

 
Others 

℃ = Degrees Celsius 
% = Percent 

 
Currency rate 

1US dollar = 4,100 Cambodian Riel 
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Photos 

   

Training on QDS inspections for 
GDA and PDAFF C/Ps (December 
2019) 

On field training of field inspection 
for PDAFF C/Ps (December 2019) 

Business forum on QDS seed to 
network among seed producers and 
seed business stakeholders (January 
2020) 

   
Training on QDS laboratory 
inspections for PDAFF C/Ps 
(February 2020) 

Training on QDS seed production 
for seed growers (June 2020) 

Procured warehouse for the target 
AC (August 2020) 

   

Target ACs promoted the QDS seed 
at the CAVAC event (May 2021) 

The second field inspection done 
by GDA and PDAFF C/Ps 
(December 2021) 

Training on maintaining the 
procured seed grader (December 
2021) 

   
Procured tractor for the target AC 
(May 2022) 

Minister of MAFF participated in 
inauguration ceremony of procured 
post harvesting facility (September 
2022) 

Event of issuance of the QDS tag for 
the target ACs was broadcast via 
national TV program (March 2023) 
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The Map of Target Provinces 
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1. Project Overview 
1.1. Background 

Agriculture is an important sector of Cambodian economy, occupying 24.4% (as of 2021) of the gross 

domestic product (GDP) and 31% (as of 2023) of the working population2. Among those, rice production, which 
occupies 75% of the total cultivated land, is essential for the stabilization of the national economy, poverty 

reduction, and food security. Based on the above recognition, the Cambodian government has placed the highest 

priority on agricultural development and is promoting the improvement of productivity, diversification, and 

industrialization. Regarding to rice, the government formulated the "Promotion of Paddy Rice Production and 

Export of Milled Rice" in 2010, and has been promoting the improvement of productivity and quality of rice. 

Cambodia's rice production has been increasing year by year, and after achieving self-sufficiency in the 
1990s, the country now produces a surplus of nearly 3 million tons per year, and in recent years has become a 

major rice exporter3. On the other hand, production per unit area (yield) remains low compared to neighboring 

countries. In addition to productivity, there is also quality issue, and there are requests, mainly from rice 

manufacturers and exporters, to improve the quality of the paddy and milled rice. 

To overcome those problems, improvements in irrigation facilities and other infrastructure, as well as the 

development and introduction of superior rice varieties and improved cultivation techniques, are essential. The 
percentage of rice farmers who use quality seeds remains low due to low field irrigation rates and farmers' low 

awareness of quality seeds, in addition to the lack of a well-functioning seed multiplication system and immature 

rice seed production technology in Cambodia. According to the JICA's preliminary survey report, only 20-30% of 

rice farmers renew their seeds regularly every three crops. 

Given these backgrounds, this project aims to strengthen the seed production system and promote the use of 

quality seeds, thereby increasing rice production and improving rice quality. Through activities focused on rice 
seeds, the project will contribute to the development of infrastructure of the country's rice industry. 

 

1.2. Project Summary 

1.2.1. Overall Goal 

More quality rice seed is produced, and more farmers use it for production nationwide. 

1.2.2. Project Purpose 

System for producing and distributing quality rice seed is established and functions properly in the target 

provinces 

1.2.3. Outputs 

Output 1 Capacity of the General Directorate of Agriculture (GDA), Provincial Department of 

Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (PDAFF), Agricultural Cooperative (AC) / Seed Producer 

 
2 MAFF 2021, Ministry of Labor and Vocational Training 2023 
3 MAFF 2012 
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Group (SPG) and private sector is upgraded in the fields of seed production technique and its 

management.  

Output 2 The rice seed inspection and certification system are introduced in target provinces. 

Output 3 Rice seed business is accelerated in target provinces. 

 
The Quality Declared Seed System (QDS) is adopted for this Project as a certification system for quality rice 

seed. The QDS system is a form of seed quality control and certification system developed by the Food and 

Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) for developing countries. In general, certification system 

requires a full inspection at the field and quality control, and the quality of the seed is "guaranteed" by the official 
body of the country upon passing the inspection. In contrast, the QDS system requires a random sampling of 10% 

of the products for field inspection and quality control, which can be practiced even in environment with limited 

financial and human resources for inspection. Therefore, the seed produced under the QDS system is guaranteed 

by the seed producer, not by the national public agency. 

 

(1) Management Authorities 
・ As a Competent Authority (CA), GDA shall conduct inspections and registration procedures based on 

application form submitted by seed producers. It also shall issue QDS label based on quality control reports 

prepared by inspectors. 

・ Under the supervision of CA, CA or PDAFF inspectors shall conduct two field inspections based on 
Declaration A (Seed Production Plan) submitted by the seed producers. In addition, inspectors shall conduct 

sampling and quality control based on Declaration B (Quality Inspection Request) submitted by the seed 

producers. 

 
(2) Requirements of the Application for registered seed producer 

・ The seed producer shall produce seeds of the same variety in at least 5 hectares of fields in the same crop 
season for QDS seed production and business registration. 

・ The seed producer shall have attended seed production training before applying for registration (a training 
completion certificate must be attached to the application). 

・ Producers shall produce registered variety seeds approved by the CA. 
 
(3) Application procedures 

・ The producer shall submit an Application Form for registration to CA or PDAFF in the province where the 
production field is located at least two months before starting QDS seed production. 

・ The CA shall issue a Certificate of Registration for QDS seed production and business within 14 days of 
receipt of the Application Form based on the result of the application review. The certificate of registration 

shall be valid for three years. 
 

(4) Production and inspection procedures 
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・ The registered seed producers shall submit Declaration A (Seed Production Plan) to CA or PDAFF within 
ten days after sowing; 

・ CA or PDAFF inspectors shall conduct two field inspections based on Declaration A; 

・ Seed producers shall allocate lot numbers of final products after post-harvest processing then submit 
Declaration B (Request for Quality Control) to CA or PDAFF; 

・ CA or PDAFF inspectors shall conduct sampling and quality control based on Declaration B and prepare 
an inspection report; 

・ CA shall report the audit results to the producers within 15 days after sampling and issue the QDS labels. 

 

 

Figure 1: Overall flow of seed production process according to the QDS system in Cambodia 

(5) Procedures and criteria of field inspection 

・ CA or PDAFF inspectors shall conduct field inspection twice before flowering and at the dough stage. 

・ QDS seed production fields shall meet the following requirements. 
 The total seed production area shall be at least 0.5 ha for Registered Seed (RS) production and 5 ha for 
Certified Seed (CS) production of the same variety in the same cropping season. 

 No different varieties of rice must be produced in the previous cropping season. 

・ Seed production must be conducted using Foundation Seed (FS) or RS that meets the criteria. 

・ Seed production must be conducted by line transplanting for RS, random transplanting or direct line sowing 
for CS. 
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・ The criteria for each field inspection are as follows. 
 

Table 1：The QDS Field Standard 

Items Details 
Standard (per 10 m2) 

FS RS CS 
Off-type plants Other varieties of rice plants, 

including red rice 
No off-type 

plant 
Maximum of 
one panicle 

Maximum of 
three panicles 

Noxious weeds 1. Echinochloa spp. 
2. Leptochloa chinensis 
3. Cyperus iria 

No noxious 
weed 

Maximum of 
three panicles 

Maximum of 
five panicles 

Plants infected with 
seed-borne diseases 

1. Rice Blast 
2. Brown spot 
3. Sheath blight  

No more than 50% of rice plants in infected 

 

 
(6) Procedures and criteria of quality inspection 

・ CA or PDAFF inspector shall conduct sampling for quality inspection based on Declaration B submitted 
by the producers. 

・ The sampling is carried out randomly by the inspectors using a method determined according to the total 
quantity of the products. A sample of 700-1,000g is collected, of which 500 g are used for quality inspection 

in the laboratory. 

・ The main criteria of quality inspection are listed in the table below. 

 

Table 2：The QDS Seed Quality Standard 

Factors 
Seed Class 

FS RS CS 
1. Pure seed (Min. %) 98 98 98 
2. Inert matter (Max. %) 2 2 2 
  Weed seeds (Max. number of seeds/500g) 3 5 10 
  Other crop seeds (Max. number of seeds/500g) 2 3 5 
  Other rice variety seeds (Max. number of grains/500g) 1 5 15 
  Red rice (Max. number of grains/500g) 0 2 5 
3. Germination rate (Min. %) 85 85 80 
4. Moisture content (Max. %) 12 13 14 

 

 

1.3. Project Sites 
Four provinces, Battambang (BB), Kampong Chhnang (KC), Takeo (TK) and Prey Veng (PV) 

1.3.1. Climate and crop schedule in the target provinces 

The table below shows the climate conditions of the target provinces. 
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Table 3: Climate conditions of the target provinces (the average of 1999-2021) 

  Prey Veng Takeo Battambang Kampong Chhnang 
Annual precipitation 
(mm) 1,642   1,438   1,111   1,414   
Max. 272 (Oct) 263 (Oct) 200 (Sep) 245 (Sep) 
Min. 12 (Feb) 15 (Feb) 14 (Jan) 10 (Feb)          
Average temperature 
(℃) 27.4   27.4   27.7   27.9   
Max. 29.4 (Apr) 29.1 (Apr) 29.6 (Apr) 30.0 (Apr) 
Min. 26.4 (Dec) 26.3 (Dec) 25.8 (Dec) 26.3 (Dec) 

(Source: CLIMATE-DATA.ORG) 

The below table shows crop schedule of the target provinces. 

Table 4: Crop schedule of the target provinces 

    1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Prey Veng/                            
Kampong Chhnang SKOB                         
                            
  PRDU                         

Takeo/ Battambang*                           
  SKOB                         
                            
  PRDU                         
              

    Dry season   Wet season  Early wet season 
* There is no PRDU variety production in Battambang. 

 

1.4. Counterparts and Implementing Agencies 
GDA, PDAFF, District Agricultural Office (DAO), and SPG4 

 

1.5. Duration of Project 
The initial duration of the Project is as follows. A six-month extension was proposed by the counterpart (C/P) 

and accepted by the JICA Headquarters at the 5th JCC meeting in May 2022. Therefore, Phase III of the Project is 

extended until June 2023. 

 
Phases Duration 

Phase I October 2017- November 2018 
Phase II November 2018 – November 2019 
Phase III [Before] November 2019 – November 2022 

[After] November 2019 – June 2023 
 

1.6. Inputs 

 
4 SPGs are subordinate organizations of agricultural cooperatives that are specialized in seed production, however, there are many 

Agricultural Cooperatives (ACs) that produce and sell seeds without SPGs. In this project, the term "AC" will be used hereafter to 
refer to either SPGs or agricultural cooperatives engaged in seed production, since the beneficiaries include agricultural 
cooperatives that do not have SPGs. 
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1.6.1. Japanese side 

(1) Dispatchment of the Japanese experts 

The person-month of the dispatched experts shows in the table below. The actual dispatchment is included in the 

Appendix. 

 

No. Position 
Person-month 

Cambodia Japan Sub-total 
1 Chief Advisor / Seed Business Expert 7.33 4.80 12.13 
2 Deputy Chief Advisor / Seed Business Expert 9.13 9.08 18.21 
3 Seed Production and Inspection Expert 1.93 2.07 4.00 
4 Marketing 5.63 0.10 5.73 

5 
Extension of seed production and inspection 
Expert 

8.00 7.45 15.45 

6 Farmers Organization Expert/ Marketing 4.27 3.40 7.67 
7 Coordinator/ Equipment Procurement Expert 29.64 6.05 35.69 

 Total 65.93 32.95 98.88 

 
(2) National staff members 

The national staffs of the RSPP team are as follows. 

 
No. Placement 
1 Administrator 
2 National consultant 
3 Technical assistant 1 
4 Technical assistant 2 
5 Marketing assistant 1 
6 Marketing assistant 2 
7 Driver 1 
8 Driver 2 

 

(3) Training in third country 

The training was originally scheduled to be conducted in Japan, but due to impact of the COVID19, the training 
in Japan became difficult. Therefore, the training was changed to training in a third country. The training in third 

country was conducted at the headquarters of the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) in Philippines from 

22 to 28 January 2023 under the theme of rice seed production management system. 10 participants from GDA 

(Crop and Seed Department and Rice Crop Department) and 12 from PDAFF in four project provinces participated 

(See Activities 2-1. / 2-2. Technical Guidance on Rice Seed Quality Control). 

 
(4) Equipment 

The equipment procured by the Project was as follows. Upon completion of the project, all equipment was 

provided to counterpart institutions. 
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Equipment Specification Number Location 
multi-function 
printer 

Kyocera TASKalfa5550ci 1 GDA 

Computer Microsoft Surface Pro 1 GDA 
Computer Asus A442UA 5 GDA 
Motorcycle YAMAHA SIRIUS 8 PDAFF (BB, PV) 
Motorcycle SUZUKI 8 PDAFF (KC, TK) 

Seeder Eli rice seeder 5 

Bopea Sen Chey AC (PV) 
Ang Kamping Puoy AC (BB) 
Baphnom Meanchey AC (PV) 
O'Saray AC (TK) 
Lve Rong Roeung AC (TK) 

Moisture meter SATAKE SS-7 9 

GDA 
PDAFF (Four target provinces) 
Agricultural Research Station (ARS) (BB, PV) 
Baphnom Meanchey AC (PV) 
O'Saray AC (TK) 

Diaphanoscope 220V Diaphanoscope 5 
GDA 
PDAFF (Four target provinces) 

Electronic 
scale 

Precision Balance-AND 5 
GDA 
PDAFF (Four target provinces) 

Seeder Lun Heng seeder  2 
Baphnom Meanchey AC (PV) 
LAREC (KC) 

Seed grader 
AGROSAW Seed Grader, Model 
UC-2 

2 
Baphnom Meanchey AC (PV) 
O'Saray AC (TK) 

Tablet 
Samsung Galaxy Tab  
S6 Lite 

20 

GDA, National Agriculture Laboratory (NAL),, PDAFF (four 
provinces) 
Baphnom Meanchey AC (PV) 
O'Saray AC (TK) 
Chamroeun Phal Rieng Kesey AC (BB) 
Camseed Pichangva AC (KC) 

Moisture meter Kett FG521 2 
Chamroeun Phal Rieng Kesey AC (BB) 
Camseed Pichangva AC (KC) 

Seed grader 
Phuminhphat 
LS1.5 

1 Chamroeun Phal Rieng Kesey AC (BB) 

Tractor 
Kubota M6040SU 
Kubota RX220H 
4 wheels trailer 

1 Camseed Pichangva AC (KC) 

 
The equipment procured by JICA Cambodia Office is as follows. 

 
Equipment Number Location 

Car (Isuzu Mu-x) 1 GDA 
Car (Isuzu D-Max) 1 GDA 

Post-harvesting 
facility(warehouse) 

3 
Baphnom Meanchey AC (PV) 
O'Saray AC (TK) 
Chamroeun Phal Rieng Kesey AC (BB) 

Drying yard 3 
Baphnom Meanchey AC (PV) 
O'Saray AC (TK) 
Chamroeun Phal Rieng Kesey AC (BB) 

 

1.6.2. Cambodian Side 

(1) Deployment of Counterparts (C/P) 
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The Cambodian side deployed 35 staff members as C/Ps as shown in the following table during the 

implementation of this Project. 
 

No. Name Department Position 
1 Ms. Sin Sophorn GDA Deputy Director General 
2 Dr. Kong Kea GDA, Department of Rice Crop Director,  
3 Dr. Srun Khema GDA, Department of Crop Seed Deputy Director 
4 Mr. Chea Sokly GDA, Department of Rice Crop Vice Chief of Research and Training Office, 
5 Mr. Prum Vuthy GDA, Department of Rice Crop Vice Chief of Rice-based Farming System Office 
6 Ms. Tim Savann GDA, Department of Rice Crop Vice Chief of Rice Seed Management and 

Development Office 
7 Mr. Nget Sovann GDA, Department of Rice Crop Vice Chief of Rice Seed Development and 

Management Office 
8 Mr. Sovann Dara GDA, Department of Rice Crop Vice Chief of Rice Post-harvest technology and 

Marketing Office 
9 Ms. Nget Chanbo GDA, Department of Rice Crop Officer of Rice Seed Development and 

Management Office 
10 Mr. Tai Chandara GDA, Department of Crop Seed Deputy Director 
11 Mr. Mao Ratthana GDA, Department of Crop Seed Vice Chief of Variety Registration and Seed 

Certification Office 
12 Mr. Thim Thuok GDA, Department of Crop Seed Vice Chief of Variety Registration and Seed 

Certification Office 
13 Ms. Phorn Sochea GDA, National Agriculture Laboratory  Officer of National seed lab 
14 Ms. Soy Soban GDA, National Agriculture Laboratory Officer of National seed lab 
15 Ms.Vong Phalla GDA, Deputy Director, Department of 

Agricultural Cooperative Promotion 
Deputy Director 

16 Mr. Chhim Vachira PDAFF, Battambang Director of PDAFF, Battambang 
17 Mr. Set Vinit PDAFF, Battambang Vice Chief of Agro-industry Office 
18 Ms. Pov Lina PDAFF, Battambang Vice Chief of Agronomy Office 
19 Mr. Chhin Nun PDAFF, Battambang Officer of Agro-industry Office 
20 Ms. Out Pheaktra PDAFF, Battambang Officer of Agricultural Cooperative Office 
21 Mr. Ngin Hun PDAFF, Kampong Chhnang Director of PDAFF, Kampong Chhnang 
22 Mr. Chea Sophon PDAFF, Kampong Chhnang Chief of Agronomy Office 
23 Mr. Huon Lyhor PDAFF, Kampong Chhnang Officer of Agronomy Office 
24 Mr. Chum Maochandara PDAFF, Kampong Chhnang Officer of Agronomy Office 
25 Mr. Nhem Sobon PDAFF, Kampong Chhnang Officer of Agronomy Office 
26 Mr. Tauch Poch PDAFF, Kampong Chhnang Chief of provincial Agricultural Cooperative 

development office 
27 Mr. Ouk Samnang PDAFF, Prey Veng Director of PDAFF, Prey Veng 
28 Mr. Un Ath PDAFF, Prey Veng Vice Chief of Agricultural Cooperative Office 
29 Mr. Hem Setha PDAFF, Prey Veng Officer of Agronomy Office 
30 Mr. Mauv Vandara PDAFF, Prey Veng Officer of Agronomy Office 
31 Mr. Nhep Srorn PDAFF, Takeo Director of PDAFF, Takeo 
32 Ms. Mel Chantevy PDAFF, Takeo Chief of Agronomy Office 
33 Mr. Chhorn Sarith PDAFF, Takeo Officer of Agronomy Office 
34 Mr. Chhong Phon PDAFF, Takeo Officer of Agronomy Office 
35 Ms. Tuy Rany PDAFF, Takeo Officer of Agronomy Office 

 

(2) Project Office 

The Cambodian side provided office space in GDA to the Project and covered utilities costs. 
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1.7. Summary of Past JCC 
The Joint Coordinating Committee (JCC) of the Project has organized the following meetings 

 Date Contents 

First December 22, 2017 
Agreement on Activity plan 
Agreement on Project Design Matrix (PDM) 

Second October 2, 2018 
Agreement on Project Operation 
Amendment to PDM 

Third August 20, 2019 

Report on Activities during Phase 2 
Confirmation of Procurement 
Agreement on Seed Business Model (Draft) 
Reminding of Prompt Confirmation of QDS System by MAFF 
Ownership of the Project among Japanese Experts and C/P 
Agreement on Work Plan of Phase 3 

Forth August 27, 2021 
Report on Activities of Phase 3 
Agreement on Institutionalization of QDS System 

Fifth May 17, 2022 
Report on Midterm Review 
The Extension of Project Period 
Amendment to PDM 

Sixth March 29, 2023 
Completion of Project Activities 

Post-Project Activities 
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2. Project Activities 
The Project Outputs and Activities are shown in the Table 5. 

 

Table 5: Outputs and Project Activities 

    Activities Achievement 
Output 1: Capacity of GDA, PDAFF, AC/SPG and private sector is upgraded in the fields of seed production 
technique and its management.  

1-1 

Conduct baseline survey on current 
situation and compile/submit a proposal 
for upgrading capacity as well as 
mechanism for rice seed production, 
inspection/ certification. 

A baseline survey was conducted in four target provinces in 
Phase 1. Together with the results of the status survey and pilot 
activities, recommendations were made for capacity 
development and establishment of mechanisms for rice seed 
production and quality control. 

1-2 
Conduct baseline survey on quality rice 
seed production and distribution in the 
target provinces. 

A baseline survey was conducted in four target provinces in 
Phase 1. 

1-3 
Confirm capacity of existing SPGs and 
identify tasks ahead for upgrading their 
production capacity. 

Pilot activities were conducted in Battambang in Phase 1 of the 
project to identify SPG capacities and issues to be addressed to 
improve these capacities. 

1-4 

Provide training to GDA, PDAFF, 
AC/SPG and private sector on seed 
production. 

The following activities were carried out between Phases 2 and 3: 
- Establishment of a technology dissemination system; 
- Technical guidance (seed production and post-harvest treatment 
technology) and improvement of target ACs and seed producers. 

1-5 
Provide training to staff of PDAFF/DAO 
on-rice seed production, in cooperation 
with GDA. 

Conducted with the Activity 1-4 
 

1-6 

Provide rice seed processing equipment/ 
facilities to selected SPGs in conjunction 
with training on operation and 
maintenance 

The following activities have been implemented in phase 3: 
- Provision of post-harvest processing equipment to target ACs; 
- Technical guidance on how to operate the equipment; 
- Construction of warehouses and drying yards; 
- Technical guidance on warehouse management. 

1-7 
Provide training to SPGs for upgrading 
their seed business management capacity 
through PDAFF in the target provinces. 

Business management capacity building training, including DX 
support, was provided to target ACs from Phase 2 to Phase 3. 

1-8 

Set up mechanism to incorporate market 
demands into their rice seed production 
plan through training to SPGs on 
marketing. 

Since Phase 3, trainings to improve business management skills, 
including marketing, were provided to target ACs. 

1-9 

Based on the results of above activities, 
develop final draft of manual for seed 
production and seed business 
management, and submit to MAFF as a 
basis for national guidelines in Cambodia. 

Manual preparation by QDS technical working group and 
approval by the GDA have been completed. 

Output 2: The rice seed inspection and certification system are introduced in the target provinces. 

2-1 
Provide training to GDA, PDAFF, 
AC/SPG and private sector on seed quality 
inspection and certification. 

Provided technical guidance on quality control to GDA's DCS 
staff members, PDAFF CPs, and target ACs during Phase 2 and 
Phase 3 (including the third country training). 

2-2 
Provide training to PDAFF/DAO staff on 
seed quality inspection and certification, in 
cooperation with GDA 

Conducted with Activity 2-1 

2-3 
Carry out 1-year trial of QDS system and 
evaluate the performance for the 
improvement (end/2019) 

Implemented in Phase 2, the general framework of the 
system was developed other than application procedures. 
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    Activities Achievement 

2-4 

Extend the improved QDS system to other 
SPGs in the target provinces and draft 
manuals, recommendations on 
implementation structure and budget for 
the national rice seed inspection and 
certification system are prepared 
(end/2020). 

From Phase 2 to Phase 3, the QDS system was tested and 
improved, and the results were reflected in the manuals for 
Activities 1-9 and 2-1 and in the Rice Seed Production Roadmap 
2028. 

2-5 

Provide technical support on 
implementation of the national rice seed 
inspection and certification system in the 
target provinces. 

Began in Phase 3, a roadmap for QDS seed 
production was developed in cooperation with GDA. 

Output 3: Rice seed business is accelerated in the target provinces. 

3-1 Conduct baseline survey on rice seed and 
paddy value chain 

The current status of paddy rice and rice seed value chain are 
identified through a baseline survey in Phase 1 in four 
target provinces, and through a national-level status survey. 

3-2 

Conduct demonstration activities to show 
advantage of utilizing quality rice seeds at 
SPGs' field 

Implemented from Phase 2 to Phase 3. 
Demonstration activities were conducted in Phase 3 with 
establishment of exhibition plots in the 2019 rainy season and 
2020 dry season. 

3-3 
Conduct demonstration activities to show 
advantage of utilizing quality rice seeds at 
rice farmer's field 

QDS seeds were distributed to rice farmers for demonstration 
cultivation as part of QDS seed promotion in Phase 3. 

3-4 

Verify impact of quality rice seed to the 
productivity, profitability, and quality of 
paddy based on the result of 3-2, 3-3. 
(quality is compared with export standard) 

Conducted an impact study on QDS seeds in Phase 3 to identify 
positive impacts and challenges in productivity, quality and 
profitability of QDS seeds. 

3-5 

Carry out events/workshop for networking 
the stakeholders to identify potential rice 
seed business model 
(stakeholders include SPGs, paddy 
producers (farmers), seed company/sellers, 
rice millers) 

Business forums were held during Phase 2 and Phase 3 prior to 
COVID 19. 
After COVID 19, a promotional video of QDS seeds was created 
and broadcasted. 

3-6 
Conduct trial for identified rice seed 
business model, monitor and evaluate the 
result. 

Monitored and evaluated the Activities 1-7, 1-8, and 
Outcome 3, starting from Phase 3. 

 

2.1. Output 1 Activities Related to Rice Seed Production Techniques and its Management 
 

Activity 1-1. /1-2. Outcome of baseline surveys 
In Phase 1, a baseline survey was conducted to determine the actual status of seed producers, rice seed and paddy 

rice quality, and current status and challenges of rice seed and rice value chains in the four target provinces. The 

survey consisted of (1) interviews with ACs, (2) rice seed and paddy quality inspections in laboratory under mainly 

PDAFF, and (3) rice seed and rice value chain surveys in the four target provinces, and it was conducted by the 

project experts and sub-consultants. 

Table 6: Outline of the baseline surveys 

 Items  Methodology Interviewees Objective 

(1) Interviews with 
ACs in the target 
provinces 

Structured and semi-
structured interviews 

40 agricultural cooperatives and 
NGOs, 1 organization 

Understanding the actual situation and 
status of seed producers in the four target 
states 

(2) Laboratory Quality inspection of 8 items Samples of rice seeds and paddy Current status and issues of rice seed and 
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inspections of paddy 
and rice seeds 

for rice seeds and 7 items for 
paddy rice 

rice in each of the target states (3 
samples per province) 

paddy quality in the four target provinces 

(3) Value chain survey 
of rice and rice seed 

Structured and semi-
structured interviews 

Stakeholders for rice seeds and 
rice value chain in the target 
provinces 

Current status of the rice seed and rice 
value chain in the four target provinces 
and identification of key stakeholders 

 

The outcome of the survey identifies the following issues in terms of seed production and quality control (see 

Activity 3-1 for more information on the value chain study). 

 

(1) Low and unstable seed quality 
In Cambodia, there is an absolute shortage of quality-assured high quality rice seed. This is due to a lack of 

quality control in seed production, the absence of a standardized inspection and certification system, and an 

undeveloped quality inspection system, all of which must be urgently improved. 

 

(2) Absence of fair price 
To increase the production of high quality rice seed, which is more expensive to produce than paddy rice, a fair 

price of seed (premium price) is essential to provide an incentive to do so for seed producers. However, paddy rice 

producers, who are the seed users, tend to use more seed than necessary because of their insufficient cultivation 

techniques. Therefore, they prefer cheaper and lower quality rice seed to reduce their production costs and avoid 

purchasing higher price and better quality rice seeds. Those vicious cycle has created a situation in which seed 

price does not increase, and in turn, less farmers are interested in producing rice seeds. 

While promoting standardized inspections and certification systems, it is important to identify appropriate 
cultivation methods (applied seed quantity, fertilizer application, etc.) that use high-quality seeds in a cost-effective 

manner, and to educate paddy rice producers. 

 

Activity 1−3. Identification of issue and capacity of seed producers 
In Phase 1, the Project conducted trainings on rice seed production as a pilot activity in Battambang Province. 

The contents of the training conducted are shown in Table 7. 
(i) To confirm the level of knowledge and skills of C/P and seed producers in rice seed production, 

(ii) To identify challenges faced by seed producers 

(iii) To identify activities and reflection in a detailed plan to be undertaken in Phase 2 and beyond. 

 

Table 7: Pilot activities in Battambang 

 Batch 1 Batch 2 Batch 3 Batch 4 
Item Nursery establishment 

and seeding methods 
Transplantation and rice 
field management 
methods 

Seed quality inspection 
methods 

Harvesting, post-harvest 
processing and inspection 

Date January 25- 26, 2018 February 20 – 21, 2018 March 21 – 22, 2018 April 25 – 26, 2018 
Venue Pilot fields Pilot fields National Seed Laboratory, 

GDA 
Alternative plots (Seed 
plots, IRRI) 

Participants C/Ps of GDA & PDAFF, 
DAO staffs and 18 
representative SPGs in 

C/Ps of GDA & PDAFF, 
DAO staffs and 18 
representative SPGs in 

C/Ps of GDA & PDAFF  C/Ps of GDA & PDAFF, 
DAO staffs and 18 
representative SPGs in 
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BB BB BB 
Numbers 54 persons 51persons 27 persons 48 persons 
Contents ・installing flooded 

nursery  
・installing upland 
nursery 

・controlling diseases, 
pests and weeds 
・preparation of the fields 
・Transplantation 
・managing fertilizing 
and irrigation 

・sampling products for 
the quality inspections 
・sorting out the off-type 
and other varieties 
・calculation of the purity 
rate 
・measurement of the 
moisture contents 
・Germination test 

・estimation of the total 
yield based on the yield 
components and field 
sampling 
・counting the number of 
grains 
・measuring the weight 
of 1000 grains and 
conversion of the 
moisture contents 
・recording the 
production data 

 

The outcome reveals as follows 

(i) Rice seed production capacity and knowledge level of CPs. 
-C/Ps in GDA are mainly young and therefore lack of experiences and technical capacities in seed production. 

-C/Ps of PDAFF have extensive experiences at field level but need to be strengthened in terms of systematic 

knowledge and capacities in seed production and quality inspection, as well as in their ability to apply and 

instruct about these skills. 
-There are lack of instructors who can teach on rice varieties, weed and pest control. 

 

(ii) Challenges of seed producers 
-Farmers are growing seeds by scattering and random planting, which is not appropriate for seed cultivation 
due to lack of human resources, rising labor costs, heavy workloads, and negative impacts by the climate change.  

-Line sowing by hands is difficult to guarantee the stable production because of its high costs. Rice transplanting 

machines could be an alternative of the line sowing by hands, however, they are also expensive for farmers to 

afford (as seen in the example of combine harvesters, there is potential for rice transplanting machines to expand 

as a private machine service.). 

 
Those issues identified in the pilot activities were integrated with the results of the current status survey, the 

baseline survey, and the value chain survey conducted in Phase 1, and reflected in the detailed activity plan for 

Phase 2 and subsequent phases.  

 

Activity 1-4. / 1-5. Provide trainings to GDA, PDAFF and DAO, ACs/SPGs and private sector on 

seed production 
(1) Capacity development of the C/Ps 

Through pilot activities in Phase 1, PDAFF C/Ps were found to have more experiences in rice cultivation, while 

GDA C/Ps had a theoretical understanding but few field experiences (see Activity 1-3). Therefore, from Phase 2, 
the Project decided not to adopt a cascade method of technology transfer from the Project experts to GDA C/Ps, 

and then from GDA C/Ps to PDAFF C/Ps, but all C/Ps have received trainings from the Project at the same time. 

Under that approach, the Project experts provided a combination of classroom and hands-on trainings to GDA 
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and PDAFF C/Ps during Phase 2 and first half of Phase 3 of the Project. As a result, GDA and PDAFF C/Ps in the 

four target provinces gradually gained experiences in seed production techniques to meet the standards of the QDS 
system and became able to instruct seed farmers on these techniques. 

With the C/Ps' technical skills acquired, GDA and the Project experts decided that the C/Ps alone were sufficient 

to implement the activities, and from May 2022, the Project experts were to provide mainly support in the logistical 

aspects. 

 

Table 8: List of trainings for counterparts 

Date Training contents Trainer 
Participants 

RSPP
* 

GDA PDAFF AC Others 

2019/4/1 
TOT*** on rice seed production and field inspection 
Day 1 

RSPP 6 5 8 0 0 

2019/4/2 TOT on rice seed production and field inspection Day 2 RSPP 6 4 8 0 0 
2019/4/3 TOT on rice seed production and field inspection Day 3 RSPP 6 4 8 0 0 

2021/11/12 Refresher training on controlling rice plant diseases RSPP 4 8 0 0 0 

2021/11/16 
Refresher training on techniques for managing QDS 
system 

RSPP 5 7 0 0 0 

2021/11/17 
Refresher training on techniques for managing QDS 
system 

RSPP 4 7 0 0 0 

2021/12/21 
Training on AC management capacity assessment to 
C/Ps 

RSPP 3 8 0 0 0 

2022/2/15 The Reflection WS of the RSPP RSPP 7 8 11 0 1** 
2022/6/13 Refresher training on seed quality control RSPP 8 6 0 0 0 
2022/6/23 Refresher training on the QDS Day1 RSPP 5 9 0 0 0 
2022/6/24 Refresher training on the QDS Day2 RSPP 4 9 0 0 0 

*The Project for Rice Seed Production and Promotion (RSPP) includes Japanese experts and the national staffs of the Project 
**A participant from Cambodia Agricultural Value Chain Program (CAVAC) 
*** Training of Trainers (TOT) 
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(2) Capacity development of the seed producers 
In the latter half of Phase 1, based on the selection criteria determined together with the C/Ps (i.e., (1) have 

irrigation facilities, (2) have farmland with potential for expanding seed production, and (3) are willing to conduct 

seed production and seed business), one AC in each province, Prey Veng and Battambang was selected and trained 

in seed production technology. As a result, although the QDS system had not been established yet, those two ACs 

have been able to conduct seed production based on the standards. On the other hand, challenges were found in 

post-harvest processing due to lack of facilities and equipment. In addition, the poor business management of the 
ACs required the creation of a new seed production business model. 

Therefore, in Phase 2, the Project decided to adopt a seed business model centered on a "leading ACs" that would 

be responsible for the seed production management, post-harvest processing, and sales (see Activity 3-6 for more 

information on the seed business model). Based on the idea, new ACs were re-selected. In addition to meeting the 

set selection criteria, the following ACs were selected: Ba Phnom Mean Chey AC in Prey Veng Province, O'saray 

AC in Takeo Province, and Chomroun Phal Reang AC in Battambang Province, all of which have stable business 
conditions and own land that is available for construction of a 200-ton capacity warehouse and drying yard, which 

was planned to be procured. Chomroun Phal Reang Kesei AC in Battambang Province were selected as targets. In 

Kampong Chhunan, Anhjanhrong Samey Thmey AC, which already has a warehouse, a drying yard, and a seed 

grader, was selected as a target.5 

 

Table 9: Target ACs in each province 

Target provinces Phase 1-2 (first half) Phase 2 (latter half) Phase 3 
Prey Veng Bopea Sen Chey AC Ba Phnom Mean Chey AC Ba Phnom Mean Chey AC 
Takeo NA O'saray AC O'saray AC 
Battambang Ang Kamping Puoy AC Chomroun Phal Reang Kesei 

AC 
Chomroun Phal Reang Kesei 
AC 

Kampong Chhnang NA Anhjanhrong Samey Thmey 
AC* 

CamSeed Pichangva AC 

*The seed production could not be done in Anhjanhrong Samey Thmey AC because of draught. 

 
Since the introduction of the QDS system was the first time for both C/Ps and ACs, and careful follow-up was 

required, the QDS seed was not produced simultaneously in the four target provinces, but was introduced and C/P 

capacity was strengthened in each province in staggered crop phases. In the second phase, activities were gradually 

 
5 As background, during Phase 1 and 2 of the Project, activities for training and preparation of manuals were conducted in selected 

PDAFF-recommended ACs in Prey Veng and Battambang provinces in order to secure exhibition plots for cultivation trials and 
training of GDA, PDAFF staffs, and SPGs. In the meantime, the framework and standards of the QDS system were also being 
developed and modified while conducting baseline surveys and piloting the QDS system. In the process, the Project found the 
necessity of constructing a warehouse and drying facility of an appropriate size for drying and storing at least 10 ha of seeds which 
is required for the QDS application. Consequently, it requires larger site for a seed grader with larger capacity than originally 
envisioned (small-scale specifications from the APPP is not appropriate), which led to more demanding conditions for the 
selection of the leading ACs. In Prey Veng and Battambang provinces, the target ACs were changed due to the lack of sufficient 
land for the construction of warehouses and drying yards. In Kampong Chhnang, Anhjanhrong Samey Thmey AC had a 
warehouse and drying field, but did not have a seed grader, which was not planned to be provided, and it was impossible to obtain 
stable water supply due to delays in the construction of irrigation facilities. Therefore, the target AC was changed to CamSeed 
Pichangva AC. 
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expanded to Ba Phnom Mean Chey AC in Prey Veng, O'saray AC in Takeo, Chomroun Phal Reang Kesei AC in 

Battambang, and CamSeed Pichangva AC in Kampong Chhnang in the third phase. Capacity building was 
conducted through a combination of classroom and hands-on training, and the seed production technology trainings 

based on the seed production at the field and seed quality standards established by the QDS system. The results of 

trainings conducted in each province are shown in Table 10 through Table 13. In addition, technical guidance on 

post-harvest processing was provided to the ACs. In addition to the trainings, Japanese experts and the Project 

national staffs visited fields and other sites as needed to provide technical guidance. 

Seed production does not require particularly difficult technology compared to paddy production. The main 
differences include the use of appropriate upstream seeds (Foundation seeds (FS), Registered seeds (RS), etc.), 

seeding or planting in the manner prescribed by the QDS system, and more rigorous weed control, pest control, 

and removal of different plants. In particular, weed and plant-disease control operations require considerable labor, 

depending on field conditions, yet these operations are indispensable for passing field inspections and quality 

inspections. 

Besides basic seed production techniques, the training contents were designed to meet the quality standards of 
the QDS system, focusing on the following essential items, in consideration of the above-mentioned characteristics 

of seed production. 

 

Seed production techniques in the field 

・ Use of appropriate upstream seed 

・ Ensure seed preemergence 
・ Verify the history of the field (no different varieties planted in the previous cropping season) 

・ Accurately measure the area of the field 

・ Ensure proper segregation of the field from other fields 

・ Ensure proper seeding practices for each seed class 

・ Proper control of designated weeds from the field 

・ Proper removal of different varieties from the field 
・ Proper control of designated diseases before ear emergence 

・ Combine harvesters are to be cleaned prior to harvest 
 

Post-harvest management techniques 

・ Use a grain moisture meter to measure moisture content. 

・ Use of seed graders to remove contaminants 
・ After drying and grading, conduct germination tests 

・ Each product shall be given an individual lot number 

・ Use bags with product information on them 

・ Store the product in a dry and cool place 
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Table 10: Trainings conducted in Prey Veng 

(1) Bopea Sen Chey AC 

Date Contents Trainer 
Participants 

RSPP GDA PDAFF AC 
2018/10/25 Training on rice seed production in PV Day 1 GDA 0 2 2 17 
2018/10/26 Training on rice seed production in PV Day 2 GDA 0 2 2 17 
2018/11/13 Training on rice seed production in PV Day 1 GDA 0 2 2 13 
2018/11/14 Training on rice seed production in PV Day 2 GDA 0 2 2 14 
2018/12/26 Training on rice seed production in PV GDA 0 1 3 10 
2019/1/22 Training on rice seed production in PV Day 1 GDA 0 4 3 14 
2019/1/23 Training on rice seed production in PV Day 2 GDA 0 4 3 12 

 
(2) Ba Phnom Meanchey AC 

Date Contents Trainer 
Participants 

RSPP GDA PDAFF AC 
2019/5/2 Training on rice seed production in PV Day 1 GDA/RSPP 3 2 2 26 
2019/5/3 Training on rice seed production in PV Day 2 GDA/RSPP 3 2 2 24 
2019/5/27 Training on rice seed production in PV GDA/RSPP 6 1 2 19 
2019/8/13 Training on rice seed production in PV Day1 GDA/RSPP 6 5 3 25 
2019/8/14 Training on rice seed production in PV Day2 GDA/RSPP 2 4 1 13 
2019/11/5 Training on rice seed production GDA/RSPP 3 3 1 22 
2020/2/3 Field Day for Seed Production in PV (with TK) GDA/RSPP 7 3 9 32 
2020/3/6 Feedback Training GDA/RSPP 7 3 7 13 
2020/4/8 Seed Production Training in PV GDA/RSPP 3 1 2 14 
2022/1/13 Stock management (seed storing in the warehouse) GDA 0 2 4 2 
2022/1/21 Stock management (seed storing in the warehouse) GDA 0 2 4 0 
2022/4/25 Training on seeding method  GDA 0 3 4 5 
2022/8/11 Refresher training on QDS field practices RSPP 3 8 0 2 
2022/8/12 Refresher training on QDS field practices RSPP 3 6 0 1 
2022/11/16 Field day GDA/RSPP 4 6 3 12 

 

Table 11: Trainings conducted in Takeo 

(1) O’ saray AC 

Date Contents Trainer 
Participants 

RSPP GDA PDAFF AC 
2019/6/16 Training on rice seed production in TK Day 1 GDA/RSPP 4 1 2 23 
2019/6/17 Training on rice seed production in TK Day 2 GDA/RSPP 1 1 2 21 
2019/8/27 Training on rice seed production in TK  GDA/RSPP 1 1 3 14 
2019/11/20 Training on rice seed production in TK Day1 GDA/RSPP 5 1 3 14 
2019/11/21 Training on rice seed production in TK Day2 GDA/RSPP 1 1 3 3 
2019/12/26 1st Field Day in TK RSPP 3 0 4 22 
2020/3/11 2nd Field Day in TK GDA/RSPP 6 3 8 36 
2020/4/9 Seed Production Training in TK GDA/RSPP 5 1 3 8 
2020/4/21 Seed Production Training in TK RSPP 2 0 6 10 
2020/12/10 Field management training GDA/RSPP 2 4 2 2 
2020/12/23 Harvest planning GDA/RSPP 3 3 4 3 
2021/09/16 Field training and monitoring GDA 0 3 4 1 
2022/10/05 Refresher training on QDS system and workflow RSPP 3 0 0 4 
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Table 12: Trainings conducted in Battambang 

(1) Ang Kamping Pouy AC 

Date Contents Trainer 
Participants 

RSPP GDA PDAFF AC 
2018/12/19 Training on rice seed production in BB Day 1 GDA 0 2 2 29 
2018/12/20 Training on rice seed production in BB Day 2 GDA 0 2 2 14 
2019/1/15 Training on rice seed production in BB Day 1 GDA 0 4 4 25 
2019/1/16 Training on rice seed production in BB Day 2 GDA 0 4 4 19 
2019/3/26 Training on rice seed production in BB Day 1 GDA 0 3 4 15 
2019/3/27 Training on rice seed production in BB Day 2 GDA 0 3 3 18 

 

(2) Chamroeunphal RaingKesey AC 

Date Contents Trainer 
Participants 

RSPP GDA PDAFF AC 
2019/5/8 Training on rice seed production in BB Day 1 GDA/RSPP 3 2 0 20 
2019/5/9 Training on rice seed production in BB Day 2 GDA/RSPP 3 2 0 11 
2019/6/14 Training on rice seed production in BB GDA/RSPP 4 1 0 20 
2019/9/5 Training on rice seed production in BB Day 1 GDA/RSPP 6 4 2 21 
2019/9/6 Training on rice seed production in BB Day 2 GDA/RSPP 4 3 2 4 
2021/5/13 Seed production preparation training RSPP 4 0 2 10 
2021/8/29 Harvest and post-harvest orientation RSPP 2 3 3 5 
2021/9/7 Workshop on seed processing facility GDA/RSPP 2 3 4 4 

2021/12/30 Training on how to use the seed grader RSPP 4 6 4 9 
2022/4/7 Training on internal seed quality test for AC RSPP 3 0 0 6 
2022/4/29 Field day GDA/RSPP 2 7 4 44 
2022/10/13 Refresher training on QDS system and workflow RSPP 3 0 0 4 
2022/11/30 Field day GDA/RSPP 4 6 2 2 

 

Table 13: Trainings conducted in Kampong Chhnang 

(2) CamSeed 

Date Contents Trainer 
Participants 

RSPP GDA PDAFF AC 
2021/5/6 Seed production preparation training GDA/RSPP 7 4 5 6 
2021/5/11 Seed production preparation training RSPP 4 0 3 4 
2021/5/12 Seed production preparation training  RSPP 4 0 6 4 
2021/9/2 Harvest and post-harvest orientation RSPP 1 3 4 6 
2021/9/9 Technical training on harvest & post-harvest  RSPP 2 3 3 4 
2022/6/2 Refresh training on QDS rice seed production GDA 0 3 3 13 
2022/6/2 Refresh training on QDS rice seed production GDA 0 3 3 13 
2022/9/20 Internal quality control RSPP 1 0 0 5 
2022/9/21 Internal quality control RSPP 1 0 0 5 
2022/10/13 Refresher training on QDS system and workflow RSPP 3 0 0 3 
2022/12/21 Post-harvest management (Lot split and merge) RSPP 3 0 0 5 
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(3) Improvement of seed production techniques 
Table 14 shows the results of the passing rate of samples produced under the control of the ACs in the four target 

provinces in FY2021 and FY2022 and submitted for quality inspections, calculated on the basis of the area of 

production. The results showed that 91% of the seed samples (12 samples out of 133 samples failed) met the QDS 

standards based on harvested area, although some samples did not meet the standards for purity, weed species6, 

and different varieties7 . In particular, red rice, which reduces the visual quality of white rice, was previously 

detected in many fields, but after the trainings, it was almost no longer detected above the standard. This is the 

result of thorough post-harvest quality control and voluntary germination tests conducted by the ACs. In addition, 
as shown in Table 36 below, the results of interviews with farmers indicate that the stable germination rate has led 

to a high evaluation of seed quality by seed purchasers. 

 

  

 
6 Contaminants (straw, grass, etc.) were contained, which can usually be removed by re-sorting the seeds. 
7 The results of the Project's investigations indicated that the problem was due to the quality of upstream seeds (RS) and insufficient 

field management by the growers. The detection standard for off type contamination is 15 grains or less per 500 g (approximately 
15,000 seeds), and if more than one heterosis per 1,000 plants is detected in the field, the standard will not be met. Therefore, it is 
important to carefully remove off types multiple times in the field with the closest attention to detail. 
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Table 14: The results of the seed inspections (FY2021 and FY2022) 

 Year Variety Class 
Tested 
samples 

Sample 
passed 

Passing 
rate 

Reasons of failure (number of samples) Harvested 
area (ha) 

Passing 
amount 

(kg) Purity Weed Off-type Germination 

PV 2021D SKOB CS 4 4 100%         2.87 11,240 
KC 2021D SKOB CS 10 10 100%         7.18 17,338 
KC 2021D SKOB RS 1 1 100%         0.5 NA 

PV 2021W PRDU CS 6 6 100%         6.4 9,980 

PV 2021W PRDU RS 2 2 100%         0.78 1,100 

TK 2021W SKOB CS 4 4 100%         2.08 5,581 

TK 2021W PRDU CS 5 2 40%   1 3   11 8,496 

BB 2021W SKOB CS 7 7 100%         9.15 2,647 

BB 2021W SKOB RS 1 1 100%         0.75 2,315 

KC 2021W SKOB CS 14 14 100%         10.48 42,793 

KC 2021W SKOB RS 2 2 100%         0.63 3,024 

KC 2021W PRDU CS 7 7 100%         5.6 11,212 

KC 2021W PRDU RS 2 2 100%         0.75 1,113 

BB 2021E SKOB CS 5 4 80% 1   1   6.4 16,610 

BB 2022E SKOB CS 10 10 100%         12 32,379 

KC 2022E SKOB CS 14 14 100%         10.69 39,060 

BB 2022W SKOB CS 1 1 100%         1.5 34,405 

KC 2022W PRDU CS 9 8 89% 1   1   10.7 31,560 

PV 2022W PRDU CS 10 6 60%     4   13.5 14,880 

PV 2022W PRDU RS 1 1 100%         0.5 1,490 

TK 2022W SKOB RS 1 1 100%         0.5 1,200 

TK 2022W PRDU CS 5 3 60%     2   9.3 11,180 

TK 2022W PRDU RS 1 0 0%     1   0.5 0 

KC 2022W PRDU RS 2 2 100%         1.5 2,700 

KC 2022W SKOB RS 1 1 100%         1 1,740 

KC 2022W SKOB CS 8 8 100%         5.8 16,660 

BB 2022W SKOB RS 1 - -         0.5 1,258 

PV 2022D SKOB CS 3 - -         2.3 10,220 

PV 2022D OM CS 6 - -         10.3 62,080 

Total 133 121 91% 2 1 12 0   

*Passing rate is calculated based on the harvested area. 
BB= Battambang, KC=Kampong Chhnang, TK=Takeo, PV=Prey Veng 
W=wet season, D=dry season, EW=early wet season, PRDU=PhKar Rumdoul, SKOB=Sen Kra Oub-01, SPDO= Sen Pidor 
variety, OM= OM5451 
The total number of failures does not equal the total number of reasons for failure because a single sample may have failed multiple 
items. 
"-" did not complete inspections as of April 2023. Also, the total number of inspections does not include samples undergoing 
inspection. 

 

As described above, as a result of the classroom and in-field seed production technology trainings and 

instructions provided through the Project, the seed production and post-harvest processing techniques of the target 

ACs were improved, leading to improved outcome of quality inspection. However, in order to continue maintaining 

the seed quality in the future, voluntary field and quality control needs to be strictly enforced. 
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(4) Achievement of seed production plan 
Table 15 compares the actual production area based on the production plan of the target ACs (items described 

in Declaration A in the QDS system (see 1.2.4. Outline of the QDS system)). As indicated by the results, the ACs 

did not produce as planned, and there were many cases of withdrawal or discontinuation of production in the 

middle of production. Throughout Phase 3, the Project continued to provide technical supports for seed production, 

and when production was discontinued, GDA staffs, PDAFF staffs, and target ACs were interviewed about the 

background, and preventive measures were implemented for those cases that could be prevented. In the processes, 

the Project discovered that there were three main backgrounds behind the withdrawal and discontinuation of 
production.  

The first is production withdrawal that can be prevented and is due to failure to comply the production methods 

specified in the QDS system. Typical examples include production by hand broadcasting (scattering), seed 

production in fields that had produced different varieties in the previous cropping season, and declaring a 

discontinuance for fields that actually meet the QDS standards due to lack of understanding by GDA or PDAFF 

staff (corresponding to A in the table below). However, the cancellation of OM seed production for the 2022 dry 
season crop in Prey Veng Province was a special case. During the preparation period, MAFF instructed the AC to 

produce the OM seed, and the AC started producing the OM seed but were not informed about whether they needed 

to apply for the QDS system. Later, GDA officials instructed them to produce the seed as the QDS seed, although 

half of the plots had already been hand broadcasting, so those plots had to be withdrawn from the QDS seed 

production. 

The second is uncontrollable cancellations due to climate reasons, disasters, etc. This is specified as an external 
factor in PDM Indicator 1-b. Typical examples include: heavy rainfall causing seeds and seedlings to be swept 

away or outbreaks of pathogenic insects originating from the heavy rainfall, and contrarily, insufficient irrigation 

water due to lack of rainfall. There were also several cases of insufficient water supply during the cultivation period 

due to the unavailability of private companies managing irrigation canals. Discussions on this issue were held with 

the State Water Resources and Meteorology Department, but did not succeed in changing the decision of the 

companies managing the canals. Other cases were also observed in Battambang Province during the 2022 wet 
season, such as the sudden start of canal construction without prior notice from the government, which resulted in 

the unavailability of irrigation water and the failure of seed production as planned (corresponding to B in the table 

below). 

The third is the voluntary decision by ACs to cancel the seed production, which has become apparent as the 

management capacity of ACs has improved and as the standards of the QDS system have become more widely 

known. The most common of those are cases where seed producers and laborers are unable to afford the labor 
required to manage fields to meet the QDS standards due to health problems of seed producers and laborers. As a 

consequence, these are cases where the AC or seed producer has made a business decision that switching from 

seed production to paddy rice production, which is less economically demanding, is better than hiring agricultural 

labor to replace the growers. The Project considered such a decision to be an economic decision for the target ACs 

and decided to respect it. In another case, in the production of SKOB seeds for the 2022 dry-season in Prey Veng 

province, a customer who wanted to purchase seeds requested to accelerate the delivery of the seeds even if they 
were not produced in accordance with the QDS system, and the AC had to cancel the submission of documents 

related to the QDS system, which was time-consuming for them. 
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In light of these considerations, the inclusion of cancellations voluntarily determined by ACs, such as external 

factors, in the non-achievement of PDM Indicator 1-b, "Compared to the planned volume, at least 80% of rice 
seeds produced" to measure the improvement in seed production capacity of the parties involved, which is 

Outcome 1, is not appropriate, and is equivalent to uncontrolled production cancellations (This corresponds to C 

in the table below).  

Table 15: Comparison of the QDS seed production plan and the actual production  

Variety Season 
(Planted month year) 

Planned area 
(ha) 

Seeded area 
(ha) 

Harvested 
area (ha) 

Area-based 
achievement 

rate (%) 
Causes 

Ba Phnom Mean Chey AC, PV         
SKOB-WS (Jun 2020) 30.00 14.45 4.15 13.8% A 
PRDU-WS (Jun 2020) 11.00 11.00 7.38 67.1% A 
SKOB-DS (Nov 2020) 10.00 10.00 10.00 100.0%   
PRDU-WS (Jun 2021) 11.00 10.10 6.40 58.2% A 
SKOB-DS (Dec 2021) 10.00 10.00 2.87 28.7% A 
PRDU-WS (Jun 2022) 14.50 14.50 13.50 93.1%   
OM-DS (Dec 2022) 23.10 10.30 10.30 44.6% A 
SKOB-DS (Dec 2022) 5.30 2.30 2.30 43.4% C 
O'saray AC, TK           
SKOB-EW (Jun 2020) 10.00 11.88 7.12 71.2% A 
PRDU-WS (Jun 2020) 10.61 10.61 3.84 36.2% A 
SKOB-WS (Sep 2020) 10.00 10.00 7.07 70.7% A 
SKOB-WS (Aug 2021) 10.31 1.81 2.08 20.2% B 
PRDU-WS (Aug 2021) 11.00 11.50 11.00 100.0%   
SKOB-WS (Jun 2022) 11.28 10.94 3.00 26.6% B 
PRDU-WS (Aug 2022) 10.00 11.50 9.30 93.0%   
Chomroun Phal Reang Kesei AC, BB       
SKOB-EW (May 2021) 10.00 11.70 6.40 64.0% A 
SKOB-WS (Sep 2021) 10.60 10.95 9.15 86.3%   
SKOB-EW (May 2022) 15.90 15.90 12.00 75.5% B 
SKOB-WS (Sep 2022) 6.50 1.50 1.50  23.1% C 
CamSeed Pichangva AC, KC       
SKOB-WS (Jun 2021) 10.00 10.57 10.48 104.8%   
PRUD-WS (Jun 2021) 10.00 10.00 5.60 56.0% B 
SKOB-DS (Oct 2021) 10.00 10.00 7.18 71.8% B 
SKOB-EW (Jun 2022) 10.32 10.69 10.69 103.6%   
PRDU-WS (Jul 2022) 10.20 10.70 10.70 104.9%   
SKOB-WS (Sep 2022) 5.80 5.80 5.80 100.0%   

Blue column shows the non-achievement, A: Preventable withdrawal, B: Uncontrollable cancellations due to 
climate reasons, disasters, etc, C: Voluntarily cancellation by the ACs, WS: Wet season, DS: Dry season, EW: 
Early wet season 

 

From the above, in the years when seed production in accordance with the QDS system was introduced, such as 
the 2020 production in Prey Veng and Takeo provinces and the 2021 production in Battambang and Kompong 

Tunan provinces, the production plan was not achieved due to lack of understanding of the QDS system and lack 

of technology by the parties involved. However, in 2022 production, the main causes of the cancellations were 

unpreventable, and although the PDM Indicator 1-b indicator itself was not achieved, the achievement of Outcome 

1 can be considered not to be impeded (PDM Indicator 1-b). 
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(5) Challenges of the QDS seed production 
In terms of the QDS seed production quantity, the QDS seed production across the four target provinces has 

been steadily increasing (Table 16). 

However, regarding the harvested area achievements shown in Table 17, there are two provinces (Takeo and 

Battambang) that have not achieved PDM Indicator 1-c, "produce 20 ha of QDS standard seed per year," as of 

2022. In considering the reasons for this non-achievement of 20 ha per year, the Project again cites the reasons for 

the cancellations in production plan discussed above. 
In the planned seed production in Table 15, the harvested area for the 2022 wet season in Takeo Province (the 

area circled in bold) was 12.3 ha. Of this, about 9 ha of SKOB were cancelled because of "B: Unavoidable 

cancellations due to bad weather or disasters". Similarly, in Battambang Province, in the 2022 crop season (wet 

season and early wet season), there were fields where the QDS seed production for both crop seasons (SKOB-

EWS and SKOB-WS) was cancelled because of either "B: Unavoidable cancellation due to bad weather or 

disaster" or "C: Voluntary decision by the ACs". The reasons for these cancellations (B and C) were 
As discussed earlier, such cancellations (B and C) have nothing to do with the seed production capacity of the 

ACs. Based on the above, neither Takeo nor Battambang ACs that did not meet the 20ha harvested area can be 

attributed to seed production capacity (PDM Indicator 1-c). 

 

Table 16: Quantity of the QDS seed production in 2020-22 (ton) 

 2020 2021 2022 
Prey Veng 54 21 23 
Takeo 26 14 14 
Battambang - 19 36 
Kampong Chhnang - 71 86 
Total 80 125 159 

 

Table 17：Achievement of the QDS seed production in 2020-22 (harvested area, ha) 

 2020 2021 2022 
Prey Veng 21.53 9.27 26.10 
Takeo 18.03 13.08 12.30 
Battambang - 15.55 13.50 
Kampong Chhnang - 23.26 27.19 

Total 39.56 61.16 79.09 

 

One issue tied to "B: Unavoidable cancellations due to bad weather or disasters" is the unstable cultivation 

environment. As already mentioned, water supply from irrigation canals is unstable in many fields, making it 

difficult to plan their production. Many farmers produce CS by direct seeding and hand broadcasting instead of 
line sowing to reduce labor costs. However, water management after seeding is important in direct seeding, and if 

the necessary water supply from irrigation or rainfall is not available at this time, the possibility of production 

failure will be high. In particular, when water supply is delayed and fields are exposed to direct sunlight, drought-

tolerant weeds tend to grow, making weed control more difficult, and in some cases, fields fail to meet the QDS 

standards. Currently, there are few fields in Cambodia that have access to a stable water supply, and the seed 

production that meets the QDS standards is inevitably subject to weather and other conditions. Therefore, it is 
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desirable to prioritize the development of fields dedicated to seed production. 

Further exploring "C: Cancellation voluntarily decided by the ACs", such cancellations relate to the essential 
issue of guiding the expansion of the production of quality seed in Cambodia (the Overall Goal). For seed producers, 

the cost of production is higher than that of paddy rice, even though there is no significant difference in the 

transaction price of seed produced under the QDS standard and that of ordinary seed (together, see Activity 3-4 (2) 

Impact on Profitability). In addition, producers bear the costs of the QDS system application, inspections, and the 

QDS tags. In combination with that, the opportunity cost of QDS system audits are also an issue. The administrative 

services of the GDA/PDAFF for examination and inspection are not smooth, and the long time required for the 
QDS tag issuance often does not meet the needs of seed buyers who want prompt delivery in time for the sowing 

season. In other words, the business environment for the QDS seed production at present is more expensive and 

there is a risk of missing customers (opportunity loss). In these circumstances, it is reasonable and understandable 

for the target ACs to avoid or suspend the QDS seed production as they obtain their management and marketing 

capabilities. 

 

(6) Challenges of the upstream seeds 
In Phase 1 and 2, the Project utilized training plots to provide technical instructions on high quality seed 

production. However, despite the seeds produced in those training plots, quality inspection according to the 

standards of the QDS system showed that all samples did not meet the standards (Table 17). 

In particular, abnormal values were observed for different varieties and red rice, and the Project suspected the 
quality of upstream seeds (RS) used on the plots, so the Project decided to collect samples from the Agricultural 

Research Station (ARS), which produces RS, for inspection. In addition, samples were collected from the Local 

Agricultural Research and Extension Center (LAREC), a Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) in Kampong 

Chhnang Province that produces RS with its own quality standards, as a comparison. The results showed that with 

the exception of the seed produced at LAREC, the samples did not meet the QDS standards for purity, varieties, 

and red rice. 
Producing high quality CS from low quality upstream seed is impossible. In response to the above results, the 

Project took the following measures: (1) upstream seed purchased from LAREC should be used by the target ACs, 

and (2) when using seed other than (1) above, the quality of the seed should be inspected in advance using the 

standards and inspection methods of the QDS system, and only seed meeting the standards should be used. Before 

the Project completion, all the target ACs in the four provinces have started to produce RS in-house, using seeds 

purchased from the Cambodian Agricultural Research and Development Institute (CARDI), and producing RS in 
accordance with the QDS standards. So far, they have not yet achieved in-house production of all the required RS, 

however, the ACs are well aware of the importance of upstream seed quality. 
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Table 18: The results of the seed quality inspections in 2018 and 2019 

Samples Province Year 
Products Upstream Purity Weed 

seeds 
Other 
crops 

Off-
type 

Red 
rice 

Germ. 
ratio 

Moisture 
contents 

Variety Class Seed class (%) (grains) (grains) (grains) (grains) (%) (%) 

Training plot A BTB 2019 SKOB CS RS 96.9 0 0 6 0 95.0 12.9 

Training plot B BTB 2019 SKOB CS RS 94.7 1 0 10 0 96.3 12.9 

Training plot C PV 2019 SKOB CS RS 99.6 0 0 41 35 n.a 11.7 

Training plot D PV 2019 SKOB CS RS 98.6 1 0 236 45 95.0 11.3 

Toul Samraong ARS BTB 2019 SKOB RS FS 99.0 0 0 110 106 92.0 9.8 

Polous ARS PV 2019 SKOB RS FS n.a. 0 0 3 32 57.6 12.9 

LAREC (NGO) KC 2018 SKOB RS FS 99.6 0 0 0 0 93.0 12.4 

LAREC (NGO) KC 2018 SKOB CS RS 99.8 0 0 0 0 97.0 12.5 

QDS standard of FS  - - - FS BS 98.0 3 2 1 0 85.0 12.0 

QDS standard of RS - - - RS BS/FS 98.0 5 3 5 2 85.0 13.0 

QDS standard of CS - - - CS FS/RS 98.0 10 5 15 5 80.0 14.0 

 

Activity 1-6. Provision and technical trainings of rice seed processing equipment 

(1) Produrement of post-harvest machinery 
Most seed producers use a domestic cleaner provided by government-related projects. However, the 

performance is low, capable of removing large inert matter such as rice straw, and unsuitable for cleaning QDS. 
Therefore, RSPP provided a rice seed cleaner to the ACs, except the AC in Kampong Chhnang Province, which 

already had a Vietnamese-made cleaner. Instead of a cleaner, RSPP provided a tractor and carrying cart to the AC 

in Kampong Chhnang. Since the production fields of the AC are spread over a wide area, transportation of fresh 

seeds to the drying yard after harvesting was a problem. 

 

Table 19: Procured Post-harvest machineries 

Province AC Item Date 
Prey Veng Baphnom 

Meanchey AC 
AGROSAW 
Seed Grader (Model UC-2) 

Jan 2021 

Takeo O'Saray AC AGROSAW 
Seed Grader (Model UC-2) 

Jan 2021 

Battambang Chamroeun Phal 
Riang Kesey AC 

PHU MINH PHAT 
Seed Grader (Model LS-1.5) 

March 2022 

Kampong Chhnang Camseed 
Pichangva AC 

Kubota  
Tractor (M6040SU Rotary, RX220H) 

May 2022 

 

(2) Instruction on machinery operation 
After procuring and installing the seed cleaner, RSPP provided training on operation and maintenance methods 

by inviting a professional engineer. Immediately after the starting operation, the seed cleaning process took a long 

time due to poor operation experiences. After starting the operation, we found several problems, and the provider 

performed the necessary repairs and replaced parts within the warranty. It is now working usually. The maximum 

processing capacity of the seed cleaner is 2 MT per hour, but the speed of the processing capacity depends on the 
paddy condition. The ACs made operational adjustments under the guidance of the RSPP experts, and they can 

now operate at 1 to 1.5 MT/hour.  

In each AC, the seed graders are also properly maintained. The AC in Prey Veng handles several varieties of rice 

seed, including SKOB, PRDU, and OM5451. Before sorting different varieties, the seed grader is thoroughly 
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cleaned to prevent contamination of different varieties. In the past, they cleaned only the screen where sorting was 

performed, but now they thoroughly clean other parts of the machine to minimize the risk of contamination with 
different varieties. 

The challenge for the future is to secure sufficient funds to systematically renew the seed cleaner before they 

reach the end of their service life (about ten years). Each AC is in good financial condition and can secure sufficient 

funds for equipment renewal. 

 

(3) Construction of warehouse and drying yard 
The ACs in Prey Veng, Takeo, and Battambang did not have adequate post-harvest processing and storage 

facilities, resulting in poor seed quality. Therefore, RSPP provided them with a 200 MT capacity warehouse and 

drying yard. 

 

Table 20: Construction of warehouse and drying yard 

Province AC Facilities 
Prey Veng Baphnom 

Meanchey AC 
Warehouse 20m x 12m 
Drying yard 23m x 16.4m 

Takeo O'Saray AC Warehouse 20m x 12m 
Drying yard 25m x 15m 

Battambang Chamroeun Phal 
Riang Kesey AC 

Warehouse 20m x 12m 
Drying yard 25m x 15m 

 

(4) Instruction on warehouse management 
After constructing the above facilities, RSPP conducted training on storage management and inventory control 

for AC personnel. The training on storage management included instructions on temperature and humidity control 

and allocation of the products. As a result, the ACs stack the seed sacks neatly by lot on pallets at a distance from 
the walls, where temperature and humidity can easily increase.  

In addition, all ACs use inventory control cards (Stock Cards) and keep inventory records, and they are now able 

to use to control products by lot. In addition, RSPP provided tablets for inventory management. While the ACs in 

Takeo and Kampong Chhnang manage their inventory with them, the ACs in Prey Veng and Battambang still use 

paper-based inventory. 
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Before the warehouse management trainings After the warehouse management trainings 

 

Activity 1-7. Capacity enhancement of rice seed business management 

(1) Activities in Phase 2 
In Phase 2, bookkeeping and business management trainings were conducted regularly to the target ACs in the 

four target provinces with the involvement of C/Ps from GDA and PDAFF. The trainings mainly included: 1) basic 

cycle of seed business management (PDCA cycle applied to seed business) and its application method, 2) recording 

cash in and out during the cropping season, 3) preparation of simple profit and loss statement at the end of the 

cropping season, 4) analysis of the profit and loss statement, and 5) preparation of farm management plans based 

on 4) above. As a result of the trainings, the participating target ACs gained a certain level of understanding of the 
basic cycle and management methods of the seed business, but the following issues were identified. 

・ When analyzing profit-and-loss statements and identifying areas for improvement, many concluded that labor 
costs are reduced by using family labor. It was apparent that they were not in the habit of considering family 

labor as a labor cost. 

・  The idea of expanding the scale of management through capital investment (e.g., agricultural machinery, 
warehouses, drying facilities, etc.) was not considered by many of the participants. The training tended to be 
limited to the allocation of current management resources (including internalization of labor costs, as 

mentioned above) to improve farming operations. 

・ One of the challenges for the training was the poor facilitation skills of the training instructors in the area of 
profit-and-loss statement analysis and farm management planning based on the profit-and-loss statement. In 

particular, the analysis of income statements and farm management plans required decisions on the cost of 

seed production (not only items but also appropriate quantities) and the feasibility of sales targets, which 
required support from practical experience in business, management, and agriculture and were beyond the 

scope and experience of C/Ps. 
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(2) Activities in Phase 3: implementation of digital transformation under COVID influences 
In Cambodia, profit and loss statements had to be prepared in a format specified for agricultural cooperatives. 

Therefore, to tackle the issuers identified related to profit-and-loss statement in Phase 2, the Project asked to 

cooperate in Phase 3 with the Department of Agricultural Cooperative Promotion (DACP), which specializes in 

this area and had provided support for other JICA project8 . As activities, bookkeeping training and business 

management training were provided to the target cooperatives, complementing the marketing training (Activity 1-

8). First, prior to the start of the trainings, the Project encouraged the ACs in the four target provinces to assign 
personnel for quality control, post-harvest processing, and sales, etc. The ACs, with the support of the Project, 

assigned personnel necessary for rice seed production and sales. The Project then decided to provide necessary 

capacity building training to each person in charge (PDM Indicator 1-e). 

However, due to the impact of the COVID after April 2020, Japanese experts were not able to travel to Cambodia, 

and the trainings had to be conducted remotely through local staffs. Against this background, the Project decided 

to add digital transformation (DX) supports to the above training plan for improving business management capacity. 
To start the DX support, 20 tablets (Samsung Galaxy Tab S6 Lite) were purchased with the Project funds and 

distributed to the target participants. 

Table 21: The list of tablets distribution 
 

Members who received a tablet Organization 

1 Ms. Srun Khema GDA 

2 Mr. Thim Thuk GDA 

3 Mr. Hem Setha PDAFF（PV） 

4 Mr. Ouk Samnang PDAFF（PV） 

5 Ms. Mel Chantevy PDAFF（TK） 

6 Mr. Sieng Ren PDAFF（TK） 

7 Mr. Chum Maochandara PDAFF（KC） 

8 Mr. Chum Maochandara PDAFF（KC） 

9 Ms. Pov Lina PDAFF（BB） 

10 Mr. Chhin Nun PDAFF（BB） 

11 Mr. Chea Sokly GDA 

12 Mr. Sovann Dara GDA 

13 Mr. Prum Vuthy GDA 

14 Ms. Phorn Sochea NAL 

15 Mr. Khun Saem Target ACs（PV） 

16 Mr. Savoen Pat Target ACs（TK） 

17 Mr. Bun Sothun Target ACs（KC） 

18 Mr. Soun Leng Target ACs（BB） 

19 As it is a demonstration machine for training 
purposes, it was used by the project during the 
project period and provided to GDA upon 
completion of the project. 

GDA 

20 Same above GDA 

 
8 Project for Establishing Business Oriented Agricultural Cooperative Models, May 2014- May 2019 
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Using the tablets provided, the following supports were implemented based on the contents of Phase 2 of the 

support for rice seed business management. 

・ Utilization and recording of the cash book for recording deposits and withdrawals of agricultural cooperatives 
for those in charge of accounting at the cooperatives. 

・ Recording the farm records of rice seed production in the field and post-harvest processing management for 
those in charge of production management at agricultural cooperatives. 

・ Recording of rice seed stock management and sales records for sales staff of ACs 

・ Visualization of seed business earnings and production planning based on the above records 

・ Preparation of annual financial reports and support for holding annual general meetings in collaboration with 
DACP 

The cash book, field/post-harvest management, and stock management/sales records were all formatted by the 

Project based on the results of Phase 2 of the trainings, and the cash book was developed in Excel on the assumption 
that the books would be recorded on a computer. The Project did not provide the computers and requested that the 

ACs prepare them. Although the target AC in Battambang Province was late in preparing the computer, the ACs 

in the four target provinces provided their own computers at their own expense and participated in the trainings. 

The format for field/post-harvest processing management and stock management/sales records were developed 

using Google spreadsheets, which are easy to handle on tablets, to enable bookkeeping at any location, such as in 

the field or warehouse. 
However, the Project found that providing one tablet was not sufficient to make effective use of the tablets. The 

staffing within the cooperatives is such that the person in charge of field management and the person in charge of 

stock management are usually different, and because of this, the tablet recording locations are also separated from 

the field and the warehouse. Due to the lack of tablets, stock management staffs were forced to use paper-based 

recording. Therefore, to further promote the DX use, the Project distributed one more inexpensive tablet (Huawei 

MatePad 10.4 2022) to each of the target ACs. 

 

  
Format of bookkeeping Field/post-harvesting management recording format 
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Stock and sales management recording format 
DACP C/P is teaching how to prepare the annual 

financial report in accordance with the official format 

 
The Project decided that DX supports would continue after 2021, when Japanese experts resume full-scale travel 

to the region. Furthermore, at the 5th JCC, it was decided to have a DACP staff actively participate in providing 

business management training, which has been an issue for training providers. In response to the above, the project 

promoted DX capacity building for DACP staff themselves, while the DACP staff were mainly responsible for 
preparing annual reports and supporting annual reporting sessions at the target ACs. 

As a result of the above supports, the target ACs submitted their annual reports and held their annual general 

assemblies from February to March 2023. During the assemblies, the ACs reviewed their business plans, including 

the rice seed business, and discussed their plans for the coming year (PDM Indicator 1-d). 

 

Table 22: Achievement of the business management trainings 

Target ACs Prey Veng Takeo Battambang Kampong Chhnang 
Period 2020/12/24~2023/2/20 2021/2/3~2023/1/26 2021/11/3~2023/1/24 2021/6/23~2023/2/22 
Numbers of 
trainings 

12 12 13 17 

Total 
participants 
from the ACs 

50 36 48 62 

 

(3) Collaboration with Cambodia-Japan Cooperation Center 
The ACs in Kampong Chhnang Province, where the level of understanding was particularly high and progress 

was being made in DX support related to Activities 1-7, requested to receive training in efficient and effective 

business management. The project worked with the Cambodia-Japan Cooperation Center (CJCC) to provide 
additional training on August 25-26, 2022, including promotion of understanding of business models and 

preparation of business and financial management plans. 

 

Activity 1-8. Marketing trainings for seed business operation 
In Phase 3, when the target ACs were able to produce the QDS seeds, the Project launched a survey of potential 

customers for the QDS seeds and marketing trainings for the target ACs to assist them in sales of the QDS seeds. 
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(1) Survey of potential customers for the QDS seeds and trial distribution of QDS seeds 

(coordinated with Activity 3-3) 

In the survey of potential customers, interviews were conducted with the Cambodian Rice Association (CRF) 

and introductions were made to large rice millers for export in northern Cambodia, and a list of rice producers in 

the 10-1000 ha scale was compiled from the rice millers. Since medium to large rice producers also showed interest 

in the QDS seeds, the Project decided to distribute the QDS seeds produced by the target ACs to rice producers and 

conduct demonstration activities (conducted within Activity 3-3) in order to increase awareness of the QDS seeds. 

First, information on trial distribution of the QDS seeds was shared mainly with the target ACs in Battambang and 

Kampong Chhnang provinces, which are close to the location of the list of rice producers.  

 

 

 

Table 23: List of potential customers 

No. Name Place Paddy field Notes 
1 Loss Loeurn Moung Russei, BB Broker  
2 Peu Chap Moung Russei 100 ha SKOB, Demonstration plot sown on 15 Apr. 
3 Bong Pet Moung Russei 50 ha SKOB 
4 Bong Roaun Moung Russei 40 ha SKOB 
5 Chen Moung Russei 80 ha SKOB 
6 Bang Pek Moung Russei 100 ha SKOB 
7 Pek’s brothers/ sisters Moung Russei 400 ha SKOB 
8 Bang Tuy Moung Russei 60 ha SKOB 
9 Bang Kong Moung Russei 50 ha SKOB 

Figure 2: The location of potential customers 
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No. Name Place Paddy field Notes 
10 Che Pheak Moung Russei 20 ha Not conscious about quality control 
11 Che Ny & Theum Ny Moung Russei 10 ha Also collect paddy from neighbors, Interested in 

Neang Kong, 
12 Chan Kim That Moung Russei Seed dealer Agri-shop in front of ABA Bank 
13 Roeut Sary Thma Kol, BB Broker  
14 Eung Heang Hy (Seang 

Hy?) 
Preah Netr Preah, BM 300 ha or 1,000 

ha  
SKOB, some field rent to other farmers, producing 
high quality paddy, referred by Mr. Roeut and Mr. 
Chao. 

15 May Chubaan Thma Kol?   
16 Chao Thy Thma Kol, BB Broker  
17 San Sambath Preah Netr Preah 1,000 ha SKOB, producing high quality paddy. 
18 Cheang Raum  Preah Netr Preah 30 ha SKOB and OM5451. 
19 Che Ley Lvea, Bavel, BB Broker She has her own transport. Interested in selling seed. 
20 Chhuon Mang Lvea, Bavel, BB 20 ha SKOB, Che Ley’s paddy producer. 
21 Leuk Nay Lvea, Bavel, BB 15 ha SKOB, Che Ley’s paddy producer. 
22 Sao Moeun Lvea, Bavel, BB 20 ha SKOB, Che Ley’s paddy producer. 
23 Sao Sen Lvea, Bavel, BB 15 ha SKOB, Che Ley’s paddy producer. 
24 Che Keo (Bun Savuth) Lvea, Bavel, BB 25 ha SKOB, Che Ley’s paddy producer. 
25 Chhuong Cham  Lvea, Bavel, BB 10 ha SKOB, Che Ley’s paddy producer. 
26 Yeay Ry Bavel, BB Broker  
27 Samnang Veasna Ream Samnap V. Lvea C. 

Bavel  
Input shop,  
10 ha 

SKOB, limited interest in dealing seed 

28 Chhuon Ream Samnap V. Lvea C. 
Bavel 

26 ha SKOB 

29 Chek Bunrak Daun Nhem V. Lvea C. 
Bavel 

15 ha SKOB 

30 Chen Chantra Mongkul Borei, BM Broker  
31 AC Chht Hov Mongkul Borei 1,000 ha SKOB and OM5451 
32 I Vet Banteay Neang  Mongkul Borei Seed dealer  
33 Yam Sam (Chhoung 

Vann) 
Thma Puok, BM Seed dealer PRDU 

34 Teop Vilay Bakan, PS Broker  
35 Kim Bakan 10 ha SKOB 
36 Krit & Kosal Bakan Broker  
37 Song Bakan 5 ha Somali 
38 Nang Bakan 6 ha Somali, SKOB 
39 Roeum Bakan 10 ha Somali, SKOB 
40 Art Bakan 10 ha Somali, SKOB 
41 Soeum Bakan 8 ha Somali 
42 Roat Bakan 6 ha Somali 
43 Pher Bakan 5 ha Somali 
44 Bo Channa Rolea B’er, KCH Broker  
45 Im Srey Neat Rolea B’er 30 ha Kravan. She also sale seeds. 
46 Yeay Chhean Rolea B’er 20 ha Kravan 
47 Heang Hay Rolea B’er 40 ha Kravan 

 

(2) Marketing trainings (coordinated with Activity 3-3) 
The ACs, which had traditionally practiced a passive sales approach of selling to nearby customers without sales 

promotion, did not have much experience in proactively reaching out to new customers. The Project conducted 
trainings on sales pricing and marketing necessary for sales activities for the ACs in the four target provinces, and 

prepared a manual. The specific contents of the manual are as follows. 

・ Production planning based on market demands 
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・ Understanding of product characteristics (SWOT analysis, 4PS) and development of sales tools 

・ Customer list management and sales promotion 

・ Setting sales prices and sales targets based on break-even point calculations 
 

In November 2022, the Project also re-planned an on-the-job training (OJT) type marketing trainings in the seed 

business, which are linked to Activity 3-3, Quality Seed Demonstration Activity. Specifically, a list of medium- and 

large-scale seed buyers was developed, and the QDS seeds were distributed according to the list to be used for 

paddy rice production. The Project then took the initiative to accompany the marketing staff of the target ACs to 
interview them about the results of the QDS seed use and to conduct marketing sales for the following year. 

At the same time, QDS seed promotion events were organized in the fields of Kampot Province where the QDS 

seed trial distribution activities were conducted (see Activity 3-3 for details on the QDS seed trial distribution). At 

the event, ACs in Takeo Province conducted the QDS seed sales activities with the support of the Project in order 

to promote the QDS seed sales to paddy rice farmers and to improve the marketing capacity of the ACs. As a result, 

a rice-producing cooperative and a rice miller in Kampot Province decided to purchase the QDS seeds, respectively, 
and signed a sales contract. The AC sells 10 tons of PRDU seed at 2,700 Riel/kg (including delivery charge) to the 

cooperative, and sells 5 tons of the same variety at 2,400 Riel/kg (delivery charge to be borne by the buyer) to the 

rice miller9. 

Similarly, a QDS seed promotion event was held in Prey Veng Province, where trial distribution activities were 

conducted in December of the same year, with the participation of rice farmers. At the event, marketing 

representatives from the AC in Prey Veng explained about the QDS seeds and sold the seeds at 2,700 Riel/kg. 
These direct sales activities by the target ACs included preparation of sales tools such as brochures identifying the 

activities of the ACs and the QDS seeds and business cards with the contact information of the person in charge, 

which had been an issue at the past business forums. Those activities such as visiting export rice millers and fir 

brokers and ultimately finding rice farmers are difficult for the ACs by themselves to carry out. However, managing 

customers so that they continue to purchase rice once they have been captured is possible. Furthermore, as 

awareness of the QDS system increases in the market, inquiries from potential customers can be expected10. 
 

Activity 1-9. Development of manuals for seed production and seed business management 

(1) Establishment of QDS Working Group 
The QDS system has been introduced in Africa and South Asia by FAO since 2006, though the Cambodian 

government's project by IRRI and the Asian Development Bank (ADB), which has been supporting rice seed 

production in Cambodia, has adopted a different standard and inspection method. Therefore, in establishing the 

QDS system, the GDA and its development partners in rice seed production (this Project by JICA, 

CAVAC/Australian Agency for International Development (AusAID), IRRI, the Climate Resilient Rice 

Commercialization Sector Development Program (Rice-SDP)/ADB), and established a QDS Working Group. 

Under this working group, work was conducted on designing the QDS system, setting quality standards, and 

 
9 Interviews with target ACs conducted in January 2023 indicated that home-grown seed are mostly sold less than 2,000 riel/kg. 
10 Information on the QDS business certification providers (name, location, and contact information) is available on the GDA's 

official website, which is open to the public. 
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unifying inspection methods. The results of these discussions were compiled into manuals to ensure that the 

contents follow the current rice seed production situation in Cambodia.  

 

(2) Elaboration of the QDS manuals 

Based on discussions in the working group, the Project and the CAVAC took the lead in developing a " Quality 

Declared Seed System (QDS) for Rice Seed Production and Business Manual." The GDA has officially adopted 

and endorsed the QDS system as a set of procedures and standards written on the manual (PDM Indicator 1-a). 

Based on the contents of the above manual, the "Technical Guideline for Rice Seed Quality Inspection Conforming 

to the Quality Declared Seed System (QDS)" was also developed by the Project in cooperation with CAVAC as a 

teaching tool for the trainings of field and quality inspectors required by the QDS system (PDM Indicator 2-a). 

The manuals provide detailed information on procedures, methods, and reporting methods for field and quality 

inspections, and have been used in trainings and other activities of GDA and PDAFF inspectors. 

Along with the above manuals and guidelines for the QDS system, the Project has prepared a "Rice Seed 

Production Manual" (PDM Indicator 1-a). This manual is a compilation of training materials used by the Project 

in seed production trainings and explains the technical highlights for producing seeds of QDS standard quality. It 

is a technical manual that could be used in the future when promoting and expanding the QDS system, and it is 

expected to contribute to improving the quality of rice seed in Cambodia as a whole when it is widely used by rice 

seed producers. 

 

Table 24: List of the manuals 

 English name Khmer name Publisher Target readers 

1 Quality Declared Seed System 
(QDS) for Rice Seed 
Production and Business 

្របព័ន���គុណ�ពពូជដំ
� ំ(ប.គ.ព) 
ស្រ�ប់ផលិតកម�និង�ជីវ
កម� ្រ�ប់ពូជ្រស�វ 

QDS 
Working 
Group 

All 
stakeholders 

2 Technical Guideline for Rice 
Seed Quality Inspection 
Conforming to the Quality 
Declared Seed System (QDS) 

េ�ល�រណ៍ែណ�ំបេច�ក
េទសស� ីពី�រ្រត�តពិនិត្យគុ
ណ�ព 
្រ�ប់ពូជ្រស�វ�ម្របព័ន��
�គុណ�ពពូជដំ� ំ
(ប.គ.ព) 

QDS 
Working 
Group 

Inspectors of 
GDA、
PDAFF 

3 Rice Seed Production Manual 
(Conforming to the Quality 
Declared System (QDS) for 
Cambodia) 

េសៀវេ�ែណ�ំស� ីពីផលិតក
ម� ្រ�ប់ពូជ្រស�វ 
�ម្របព័ន���គុណ�ព
ពូជដំ�កំម� �� (ប.គ.ព) 

The RSPP 
team 

Rice seed 
producers 
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2.2. Output 2 Activity Related to Rice Seed Inspection and Certification System 

Activity 2-1./ 2-2. Trainings of rice seed quality inspection 

(1) Technical trainings on the quality inspections 
In the past, rice seed production has been conducted by agricultural cooperatives and government agricultural 

research stations (ARS) with supports of other development partners. However, baseline surveys and pilot activities 
conducted during Phase 1 of the Project revealed that few producers had a clear understanding of how to conduct 

field inspections and quality inspections, and thus, appropriate field inspections and quality inspections had not 

been conducted. Some producers submitted seed samples to the National Agriculture Laboratory (NAL), a 

inspection laboratory under GDA, but did not receive reports on the inspection results and sold rice seed without 

any information on quality. Thus, the inspection system for rice seed was not well developed, and except for some 

inspectors at NAL, the C/Ps at GDA and PDAFF did not have sufficient skills and experience in field and quality 
inspection of rice seed. 

Therefore, the Project conducted a three-day QDS inspector training in June and December 2019 respectively 

by using the QDS Seed Quality Inspection Manual as the teaching material (see Activity 1-9 for more information 

on the manuals). The training was attended by C/Ps from GDA and PDAFF, and they acquired knowledge and 

skills in field and laboratory quality inspections based on the standards and procedures of the QDS system, while 

utilizing the provided inspection equipment. The main contents of the training were as follows. 

・ Overview and objectives of the QDS system (purpose of inspection, inspection criteria, inspection procedures, 
how to prepare inspection reports, etc.) 

・ Field inspection in the QDS system (methods of field selection, inspection methods, identification of weeds, 
different varieties, etc.) 

・ Quality inspection in the QDS system (Sampling methods, inspection methods, methods to identify inert 
matter, weed seeds, diseased seeds, off-type, red rice, etc., moisture test, germination test, etc.) 

 

As a result of the training, the GDA and PDAFF C/Ps who participated in the training, with the technical 

assistance of the Project, were able to continue to inspect actual fields and samples, and to conduct inspections 

using the methods prescribed by the QDS system. Since most of the C/Ps who participated in the training were 

technical staffs specializing in rice production, they were able to learn rice seed inspection techniques without 

problems, but it took them a lot of time to fully understand the operation of the QDS system. Therefore, the Project 
conducted several instruction and assessment tests on the operation of the QDS system for GDA and PDAFF staffs, 

and in the end, all GDA and PDAFF C/Ps who participated in the Project achieved a passing score of 80% or 

higher (Table 24, PDM Indicators 2-b). 
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Table 25: Technical trainings on the QDS inspections for GDA and PDAFF 

Date Training contents Trainer 
Participants 

RSPP GDA PDAFF AC Others 
2019/6/19 TOT on Seed Quality Inspection to C/P on Day1 RSPP 7 7 8 0 0 
2019/6/20 TOT on Seed Quality Inspection to C/P on Day2 RSPP 5 6 8 0 0 
2019/6/21 TOT on Seed Quality Inspection to C/P on Day3 RSPP 5 6 8 0 0 
2019/12/18 TOT for QDS Inspector (Lecture) on Day1 RSPP 5 17 32 0 8 
2019/12/19 TOT for QDS Inspector (Field) on Day2 RSPP 5 13 32 0 2 
2019/12/20 TOT for QDS Inspector (Lab.) onDay3 RSPP 5 14 32 0 2 
2022/2/16 Training on seed quality inspections for PDAFF RSPP/GDA 2 4 2 0 0 
2022/6/13 Refresher training on seed quality control RSPP 8 6 0 0 0 

 

Table 26: Results of Assessment Test for GDA and PDAFF staffs 

(Unit: Score) 

 
Section 2022/2/15 2022/9/12 2022/10/5 
Section 1: Procedure of the QDS System 4.2 4.0 4.9 
Section 2: Field Requirement 3.0 3.3 4.7 
Section 3: Field Inspection 2.8 3.6 4.9 
Section 4: Seed Quality Test 2.6 4.1 5.0 
Section 5: QDS work management 1.1 2.7 4.9 

 *The average score of 10 GDA C/Ps and 14 PDAFF C/Ps, full score of each section is 5. 

 

(2) Providing inspection equipment and trainings 
The Project provided PDAFF in the four target provinces with a set of inspection equipment needed for quality 

inspections (to be conducted in the laboratory/lab after harvesting) and provided instruction on equipment using 

during the training on quality inspection techniques. We also witnessed the actual inspections and provided 

technical guidance. As a result, PDAFF inspectors in the four target provinces gained experiences in a sufficient 

number of inspections and were able to properly use the equipment and conduct inspections with high accuracy 
(PDM Indicator 2-c). 
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Table 27: Number of samples inspected by inspectors of PDAFF  

(include field and laboratory inspections) 

  2019 2020 2021 2022 

Prey Veng 20 28 10 22 

Takeo - 36 10 17 

Battambang - - 11 14 

Kampong Chhnang 9 4 14 51 

 

The inspection equipment provided and the purposes for which it was used are as follows. 

 

 Digital Grain Moisture meter: to measure the moisture content of a sample. 

 Purity workboard: used to detect different varieties of rice and red rice. 

 Multi-Functional Precision Balance: to weigh samples and inert matter to calculate purity. 

 

Table 28: List of provided equipment for the laboratory inspection 

Equipment Model Amount Location Date 

Digital grain 
Moisture Meter SATAKE SS-7 

4  PDAFF (PV, TK, KC, BB) June-July 2019 
2 ARS in Toul Samraong and Po Loas  Nov. 2022 
1 GDA March 2023 

Purity workboard 220V 
Diaphanoscope 

4 PDAFF (PV, TK, KC, BB) June-July 2019 
1 GDA March 2023 

Multi-Functional 
Precision Balance 

Precision 
Balanace-AND 

4 PDAFF (PV, TK, KC, BB) June-July 2019 
1 GDA March 2023 

 

(3) Achievement of trainings and challenges 
As a result of the provision of inspection equipment and technical trainings on quality inspection, PDAFF 

inspectors in the four target provinces have been able to conduct field inspections and quality inspections with a 
high degree of accuracy. They are also able to accurately prepare reports on inspection results. However, there is 

still some variation in determinations among inspectors, especially in quality inspections. The Project instructed 

inspectors to make more accurate assessments by checking and discussing with multiple inspectors when it is 

difficult to judge different types of products, and other. In the future, to ensure more uniformity in inspection 

accuracy, a system of licensing inspectors and periodic technical training for inspectors should be established (see 

7.3.1. Seed production and seed business management). 

 

(4) Training in third country 

1） Outline of the training 
The training program on "Rice Seed Production Management System" was held at IRRI Headquarters in the 

Philippines from January 22 to January 28, 2023. IRRI Headquarters is a research institute that actively accepts 

trainees from various countries and has a well-developed training system. During the training period, the 
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participants also visited relevant public institutions under the jurisdiction of the Philippine Department of 

Agriculture (Bureau of Plan Industry, National Seed Industry Council, etc.) to learn about the actual production 
management from upstream to downstream seeds and the operation of the seed certification system. In the latter 

half of the training, the C/Ps of GDA and PDAFF shared their future vision for rice seed production management 

based on what they learned during the training. 

 

2） Participants 

10 C/Ps from GDA and 12 PDAFF C/Ps from the target provinces participated the training. 

 

Table 29: List of participants 

No. Name Organization Position 

1 Ms. Sin Sophorn GDA Deputy Director General 
2 Dr. Srun Khema GDA, Department of Crop Seed Deputy Director 
3 Mr. Tai Chandara GDA, Department of Crop Seed Deputy Director 

4 Mr. Thim Thuok GDA, Department of Crop Seed Vice Chief of Variety Registration and Seed 
Certification Office 

5 Mr. Prum Vuthy GDA, Department of Rice Crop Vice Chief of Rice-based Farming System 
Office 

6 Mr. Sovann Dara  GDA, Department of Rice Crop Vice Chief of Rice Post-harvest technology 
and Marketing Office 

7 Mr. Chea Sokly GDA, Department of Rice Crop Vice Chief of Research and Training Office 

8 Ms. Nget Chanbo GDA, Department of Rice Crop Officer of Rice Seed Development and 
Management Office 

9 Mr. Nget Sovann GDA, Department of Rice Crop Vice Chief of Rice Seed Development and 
Management Office 

10 Ms. Tim Savann GDA, Department of Rice Crop Vice Chief of Rice Seed Management and 
Development Office 

11 Mr. OUK Samnang PDAFF, Prey Veng Director 
12 Mr. Hem Setha PDAFF, Prey Veng Officer of Agronomy Office 
13 Mr. Mauv Vandara PDAFF, Prey Veng Officer of Agronomy Office 
14 Mr. Chuon Bunthoeut PDAFF, Battambang Chief of horticulture unit in Agronomy, Office 
15 Ms. Pov Lina PDAFF, Battambang Vice Chief of Agronomy Office 
16 Mr. Set Vinit PDAFF, Battambang Vice Chief of Agro-industry Office 
17 Ms. Mel Channtevy PDAFF, Takeo Chief of Agronomy Office 
18 Mr. Chhorn Sarith PDAFF, Takeo Officer of Agronomy Office 
19 Mr. Chhong Phon PDAFF, Takeo Officer of Agronomy Office 
20 Mr. Tauch Poch PDAFF Chhnang Chief of provincial AC development office 
21 Mr. Nhem Sobon PDAFF, Kampong Chhnang Officer of Agronomy Office 
22 Mr. Huon Lyhor PDAFF, Kampong Chhnang Officer of Agronomy Office 

 

3） Achievement of the training 
In the Philippines, public institutions are responsible for the operation and management of the system for seed 

production management. On the other hand, Cambodia has introduced a QDS system with minimal involvement 

of public institutions due to limited government budget. The training participants recognized the need for the 

Cambodian government to secure the minimum budget necessary to maintain the QDS system, as well as for the 

government to continue to develop human resources of relevant institutions and to improve and operate the law. 

In particular, public institutions in the Philippines clearly stipulate which laws and regulations under which 
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organizations are operated. Also, in the seed certification and inspection system, each relevant organization has 

detailed regulations on its operation and management methods, and public organizations are operating and 
managing in accordance with the regulations. In contrast, since the DCS has just been established, the specific 

operation of the system has not yet been fully legally established, and the operation is being carried out in a state 

of exploration. In the future, it is necessary to develop in detail the necessary regulations for the operation of the 

seed law in Cambodia. 

   
Analysis of rice seed in Cambodia Hearing the national seed certification 

system in Philippine 
Learning about hybrid seeds from the 

private company 

 

Activity 2-3. Trial of the QDS system 
In Phase 2, the Project, in collaboration with relevant development partners, designed the QDS system according 

to actual conditions in Cambodia, as requested by the GDA in the latter half of Phase 1. While designing the QDS 

system, the Project, together with GDA and PDAFF C/Ps, provided trainings to the target ACs in Prey Veng 

Province on rice seed production in line with the standards of the QDS system. Additionally, the development of a 
QDS seed production and business manual that provides an overall picture of the QDS system and a QDS seed 

quality inspection manual that provides technical guidelines for quality inspections were conducted at the same 

time, and issues raised at the production sites in Prey Veng Province were repeatedly reflected in the manual (see 

also Activity 1-9). As a result, the framework and manuals of the QDS system were generally put in place, and the 

QDS system was ready for full-scale implementation. 

On the other hand, the launch of the Department of Crop Seed, the operator and administrator of the QDS system, 
was not accomplished during the se. On the other hand, the launch of the DCS, the operator and administrator of 

the QDS system, was not accomplished during Phase 2. The reason for the delay was that the DCS was initially 

planned to be established as a unit within the DRC, where the procedures within the Ministry would be simplified. 

However, in anticipation of handling seeds of crops other than rice in the future, MAFF was decided to launch 

DCS as separated department. This required time for discussions and procedures within the Ministry for the 

establishment of the new department. Other issues such as the consolidation of seed-related departments scattered 
throughout MAFF and the establishment of the organizational structure, scope of work, and authority of the DCS 

took time for discussions and procedures within the government of Cambodia. Consequently, the procedures for 

applying for the QDS system and the identification of the process and role of labeling seeds that have passed the 

final inspection were left untouched in the second phase of the project. 
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Activity 2-4./ 2-5. Technical assistance and enforcement of the QDS system 
From the second to the third period, the QDS system was tested and improved, and the results were reflected in 

the manuals for Activities 1-9 and 2-1. From the third period onward, the QDS system was implemented, and 

technology transfer was conducted in cooperation with GDA and PDAFF to enable target ACs to carry out the 

processes such as applications and voluntary inspections in accordance with the QDS system. 

 

(1) Capacity development of the ACs in the QDS system 
Technology transfer for the QDS seed production was described in Activities 1-4, 1-5, 2-1, and 2-2. From Phase 

3, in addition to these activities, periodic monitoring was conducted on the level of adoption of the technology. In 

the monitoring, the QDS seed production process was divided into (1) planning, (2) preparation, (3) field 

management, (4) harvesting, (5) post-harvest processing, and (6) sales management, and a checklist was used to 

confirm whether the ACs in the four target provinces correctly understood and were operating the system. The 
results showed a certain level of understanding from 2021 onward, and by November 2022, all ACs had achieved 

a level of understanding of 80% or higher (PDM Indicator 2-d). 

  

Table 30: The results of the periodic monitoring on ACs (November, 2022) 

Unit : Score 

QDS seed 
production 

Prey Veng Takeo Battambang Kampong Chhnang 

1. Planning 3.80 3.40 2.40 3.40 

2. Preparation 4.00 4.00 3.75 4.00 

3. Cultivation 4.00 3.75 3.50 3.75 

4. Harvesting 4.00 4.00 3.44 4.00 

5. Processing 4.00 4.00 3.50 4.00 

6. Marketing 3.11 3.63 3.13 3.25 

Total 22.91 22.78 19.72 22.40 

* Score 4: possible to manage without the supports from the Project, score 3: Almost possible to manage without the supports 
from the Project, score 2: possible to manage with the supports from the Project. Score 1: impossible to manage 
The full score of each process is four and 24 in total. 80% understanding scores 19.2. 
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Table 31: Progress on the AC’s understanding of the QDS system 

  
  

  
 

(2) Development of Rice Seed Roadmap 2028 
In Phase 3 of the project, the Department of Crop Seed was officially launched and the operation of the QDS 

system has begun. The Project has started to support the Department of Crop Seed in developing an action plan for 

the sustainable operation of the QDS system and its expansion after the completion of the Project. 

Furthermore, at the 5th JCC held in May 2022, it was decided that the production target of the QDS seed by 

2028 is 30% of milled rice for export. In response to this decision, the Project, together with the Department of 

Crop Seeds, discussed more specific numerical targets and methods to achieve the target, and the results were 

compiled into the "Rice Seed Roadmap 2028" (see 4.4 Road Map for the proliferation of rice seeds). 
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2.3. Output 3 Activities Related to Acceleration of Rice Seed Business 

Activity 3-1. Baseline survey on rice seed and paddy value chain 
During Phase 1, from January to May 2018, a rice seed and rice value chain survey was conducted to understand 

the current status and challenges of them. The results revealed that there was a shortage in the number of seed 

distributors who could trade at a fair price, and that although demand for quality seeds was high, their supply was 

absolutely insufficient (see attached document prepared by the Technical Cooperation: Baseline Survey Report). 

 
Figure 3: Value chain of the rice seed in Cambodia 

 
Activity 3-2. Demonstration activities in the exhibition plots to indicate the usefulness of QDS seed 
utilization 
(1) Demonstration plots showing the effectiveness of the QDS seed utilization 

In the Prey Veng province, where the QDS system has been piloted throughout Phase 2 of the Project, 

demonstration fields were installed in November 2019 to demonstrate the usefulness of the QDS seed use. The 
fields were installed on 0.5 hectares (SKOB seeds) of seed-producers who were particularly enthusiastic about 

their field management among the members of the ACs. In this demonstration fields, transplanting was done using 

a rice transplanter (seeding rate of 40 kg/ha), and the farmers were asked to carefully manage their fields in order 

to serve as an example of seed cultivation. 

In February 2020, at the harvest time, PDAFF officials from Takeo Province, which planned to introduce the 

QDS system in the same year, and members of the target ACs were invited, and PDAFF and members of the target 
ACs from Prey Veng Province explained the management methods, purity, and other advantages of the QDS seed 

cultivation system (four GDA officials, nine PDAFF officials from Prey Veng and Takeo, and 10 members from 

the target ACs in Prey Veng and Takeo participated in this demonstration activity). 

The yield of this demonstration fields was 4,101 kg/ha, indicating that with careful field management at a 

seeding rate of 40 kg/ha, sufficient yield could be achieved. For reference, the yield of the same field, grown by 

the same producer in the wet season of 2019 at 80 kg/ha seeding rate (using a power seeder), was 2,789 kg/ha. 
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Through this activity, the PDAFF and ACs participants in Takeo who visited the demonstration fields learned the 

differences among the QDS seed, non-QDS seed and paddy rice cultivation, and that yields could be achieved even 
at low seeding rates if good seeds were used and the fields were managed properly. 

 

(2) Demonstration activities at the government's Agricultural Research Station (ARS) 
At the JCC in May 2022, GDA requested that QDS seed production in ARS would be included in the Project 

activities in order to promote and raise awareness of the QDS seeds. The Project agreed to this because GDA could 

demonstrate their capacity building by taking the lead in the QDS seed production, and GDA led the establishment 
of the QDS seed demonstration fields in ARS in Prey Veng and Battambang Provinces starting in August 2022. 

The production results from the ARS demonstration fields are shown in Table 32. The initial quality test results 

of the QDS seed produced at ARS in Prey Veng Province were failing, but after retesting with a re-collected sample, 

it passed. This reaffirms the issue that the quality of inspections varied among inspectors (see Activities 2-1/2-2 

and 7.3.2. Quality inspection for details). 

 

Table 32：Results of QDS seed production in ARS demonstration fields 

 
Variety 
(variety-WS 
(month-year) 

Planned 
area (ha) 

Seeded 
area (ha) 

1st field 
inspection 

2nd field 
inspection 

Harvested 
area (ha) 

Harvested 
amount 
(Mt) 

Final 
product 
(Mt) 

Laboratory 
inspection 

Prey Veng 
PRDU-WS 
(Aug 22) 

2.50 2.50 Pass Pass 2.50 9.16 7.6 Fail/Pass* 

  
SKOB-WS 
(Sep 22) 

0.60 0.60 Pass Pass 0.60 0.83 0.64 Fail/Pass* 

Battam 
bang 

PRDU-WS 
(Aug 22) 

5.00 5.00 Pass Pass 5.00 11.42 - - 

  
SKOB-WS 
(Sep 22) 

10.00 10.00 Pass Pass 10.00 34.81 23.28 Pass 

*First laboratory inspection failed but different sample from the same lot passed the second laboratory inspection. 
Process of PRDU in Battambang has not been completed by April 2023. 

 

In terms of public awareness, a field day was held in ARS in Prey Veng Province on November 16, 2022 and in 

Battambang Province on November 30, 2022 to promote the QDS seeds. Each of these events assembled 36 and 
57 stakeholders in Prey Veng and Battambang Provinces, respectively. The Project, GDA C/Ps and ARS personnel 

explained to the participants how the QDS seeds were produced and the advantages of using the QDS seeds. Many 

of the participants expressed interests in the use of QDS seed as a result. 
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A total of 36 people attended the field day held 
at ARS' demonstration fields in Prey Veng, 
including neighboring farmers' cooperatives and 
rice farmers. 

The field day, held at ARS' demonstration fields 
in Battambang, was attended by 57 participants, 
including nearby cooperatives and rice farmers. 

 

Activity 3-3. Demonstration activities of quality seeds in rice farmers' fields 

(1) Demonstration activities for paddy rice production using QDS seeds 
From Phase2, for the purpose of confirming the superiority of using high quality seeds, the QDS seeds produced 

by the ACs were used to cultivate paddy rice in the demonstration fields. 

In Cambodia, direct sowing, in which the seed is sown directly into the paddy field without seedling production 

and rice planting, has become widespread in recent years, with many farmers sowing at a rate of 150 kg/ha or more. 

This is much higher than the widely recommended 20-40 kg/ha for sowing in Japan. Consequently, farmers in 

Cambodia are burdened with the cost of purchasing seeds, which is an obstacle to investing in quality seeds for 
paddy rice. Against this background, the following activities were conducted to demonstrate paddy rice production 

using QDS seeds. 

(1) Confirmation of the appropriate seeding quantity for paddy rice production using the QDS seeds. 

(2) Comparison of yield and quality between home bred seed and the QDS seed to demonstrate the effectiveness 

of seed that meets the QDS standard. 

 

i. Identification of appropriate seeding rates 
A total of five demonstration fields were established in three provinces during the 2019 wet season and 2020 

dry season to compare yields of direct seeded cultivation with the QDS seeding amounts of 40 kg/ha, 60 kg/ha, 80 

kg/ha, and 100 kg/ha. The results showed that while yields decreased slightly at 40 kg/ha seeding rate, there was 

no significant difference in yields at 60-100 kg/ha seeding rate. One of the reasons for this is that the QDS seed has 

a high germination rate of more than 80%, which allows a sufficient number of plants to be secured even with a 
small amount of seed. This no difference in yield indicates that the introduction of the QDS seed can reduce the 

seeding quantity to about 60 kg/ha in paddy rice production. 
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Table 33: Comparison of seeding rate and yield in the demonstration fields 

(unit: kg/ha) 

Province Season Seeding rate 
40 kg/ha 60 kg/ha 80 kg/ha 100 kg/ha 

Prey Veng 2019W 2,289 3,253 3,364 3,585 
Battambang 2019W 5,343 5,390 4,640 5,613 
Takeo 2019W 4,873 5,441 5,549 5,212 
Prey Veng 2020D 1,930 2,429 2,536 2,830 
Takeo 2020D 3,207 3,226 3,673 3,399 
 Average 3,528 3,948 3,952 4,128 
 Rate* ― 1.12 1.00 1.04 

W: wet season, D: dry season 
*Rate shows increasing rate based on the left column. For example, increasing rate between seeding rate of 60kg/ha and 
80kg/ha is one and does not show significant difference.  

 

ii. Use and yield of QDS standard seed 
Table 34 shows the results of a comparison of QDS seed and farmers' home bred seed produced under the same 

conditions. The results show that yields were higher in the plots where QDS seed was used in four of the five plots, 

except in Takeo Province. The yield of QDS seed plots was lower in the plots in Takeo, but since the plots were 

produced using farmers' fields, there could be errors due to field conditions, etc. With the exception of plot B in 

Battambang Province, there were no significant differences in yields. One factor may be that the germination rate 

of even home bred seeds might be as high as that of QDS seeds. In any case, the use of QDS seed did not 

significantly increase yields, although yields tended to increase slightly. 
 

Table 34: Comparison of yield in the demonstration fields (2021) 

Province Season Seeding rate QDS Farmer's seed Yield change 
Kampong Chhnang A 2021D 100kg/ha 2,094 1,726 21.3% 
Kampong Chhnang B 2021D 100kg/ha 2,904 2,398 21.1% 
Takeo 2021D 80kg/ha 4,464 5,176 -13.8% 
Battambang A 2021D 100kg/ha 4,805 4,492 7.0% 
Battambang B 2021D 60kg/ha 5,043 3,367 49.8% 
W: wet season, D: dry season 

 

iii. Use of the QDS seed and rice quality 
Table 35 compares the quality of paddy rice (brown rice) produced using the QDS seed (CS) in the 

demonstration fields with that of paddy rice grown in the farmers' fields using self-seeded seed. The results showed 
that a large amount of red rice was detected in the rice produced by the home bred seeds, while very little red rice 

was detected in the rice from the demonstration fields using QDS seeds. 
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Table 35: Result of quality inspection of paddy (Brown rice) 

Sample Province Year 
Original 

Seed 
Sample 
amount 

Moisture 
contents 

Perfect 
grains 

Damaged 
grain 

Dead 
grain 

Colored 
grain 

Red  
rice 

Variety Class (g) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 

Demo plot PV 2019W SKOB CS 425.63 13.33 85.25 11.57 0.21 2.49 0.47 

Demo plot BTB 2019W SKOB CS 454.63 12.90 90.13 7.27 0.25 2.35 0.00 

Farmer's plot PV 2019W SKOB FaS* 120.97 12.00 82.09 11.37 0.24 1.49 4.80 

*FaS: Farmer's home bred seed 

 

(2) Demonstration activities to promote market awareness (coordinated with Activity 1-8) 
The QDS system is a new inspection and certification system (or more precisely, a declaration system to 

report quality) for rice seed established through the Project, and at the launch of the system, there were no market 
participants who were aware of its existence. In Phase 3 of the Project, when ACs gradually became able to produce 

and distribute the QDS seeds in the market, the Project began activities to promote market awareness of the QDS 

system and QDS seeds. 

Specifically, QDS seeds were distributed for free to rice farmers along with the customers list created in the 

marketing activities described in Activity 1-8, and paddy rice was produced in the demonstration plots to promote 

the QDS seed system. At the same time, a questionnaire survey was conducted among participating rice farmers 
to obtain feedback on seed quality and other issues. 

A total of 24 farmers (9 farmers for the 2021-2022 dry season crop and 15 farmers for the 2022 wet season 

crop) participated in the trial distribution activities, producing paddy rice using seeds that met the QDS standard 

produced by the ACs. The area of the trial fields was about 0.5 ha, and the cultivation method was the usual method 

used by each farmer. Based on the results of the demonstration fields in Activity 3-2, the seeding rate was set at 80 

kg/ha. However, some farmers sowed about 100 kg/ha of seeds if they wished. 
 

i. Results of Trial Distribution Activities 
After the trial distribution activities were completed, the Project interviewed the participated farmers (Table 

36). As a result, 20 out of 24 farmers answered that they would "purchase" or "probably purchase" QDS seed for 

the next crop (see Q5). One farmer answered that he would "probably not purchase" QDS seed, and he answered 

that he could use the QDS seed used in the trial for the next crop. Good germination rate was highly evaluated as 
a reason for using QDS standard seeds for the next crop as well (see Q1). Purity was also highly rated (see Q2), 

although many farmers pointed out that this was due to the fact that there was less weed contamination by using 

QDS seed. Other factors regarding the occurrence of disease were also evaluated positively, but the evaluation was 

lower than for the other items, suggesting that even if the seeds were not infected with an infectious disease, various 

factors in subsequent cultivation could cause the disease to occur. 

Seven of the 24 farmers were positive about the use of QDS seeds, despite the lower yields, especially for 
germination rate and purity. Summarizing the satisfaction scores from Q1 to Q5, the average satisfaction score was 

over 80% (20.96 out of 25 points), indicating the high level of satisfaction with QDS seeds among farmers who 

participated in the trial distribution activities (PDM Indicator 3-a). 
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Table 36: Results of demonstration with QDS seeds 

No. Province Variety Area Yield* Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Total 
 2021-22 Dry season          

1 Kg Thom SKOB01 0.40ha  55% 4  4  4 4 3 19 
2 Kg Thom SKOB01 0.55ha 76% 5  4  4 3 5 21 
3 Siem Reap SKOB01 0.40ha 85% 4  5  3 4 2 18 
4 Siem Reap SKOB01 0.60ha  n.a. 5  5  5 4 4 23 
5 Banteay Meanchey SKOB01 0.35ha  172% 5  5  5 4 5 24 
6 Banteay Meanchey SKOB01 0.50ha  225% 5  4  4 3 5 21 
7 Banteay Meanchey SKOB01 0.50ha  124% 5  5  5 4 5 24 
8 Pursat SKOB01 0.50ha  108% 5  4  5 4 5 23 
9 Pursat SKOB01 0.50ha  96% 5  3  5 4 5 22 
 2022 Wet season          

10 Kampong Cham PRDU 0.50ha  100% 5  4 5 4 4 22 
11 Kampong Cham PRDU 0.50ha  100% 4  5 4 4 4 21 
12 Kampong Cham SKOB01 0.45ha  132% 5  4 4 4 4 21 
13 Tboung Khmum PRDU 0.50ha  133% 5  5 5 4 4 23 
14 Prey Veng PRDU 0.50ha  78% 4  4 5 4 4 21 
15 Prey Veng PRDU 0.45ha  62% 5  4 4 3 4 20 
16 Svay Rieng PRDU 0.50ha  134% 5  4 4 4 4 21 
17 Svay Rieng PRDU 0.50ha  118% 4  5 4 4 4 21 
18 Takeo PRDU 0.50ha  138% 4  3 4 4 4 19 
19 Kampot PRDU 0.45ha  120% 5  4 4 4 4 21 
20 Kampot PRDU 0.50ha  100% 4  4 4 4 4 20 
21 Kampong Thom SKOB01 0.50ha  83% 5  4 3 4 4 20 
22 Kampong Thom SKOB01 0.45ha  137% 4  4 4 4 4 20 
23 Kampong Thom SKOB01 0.65ha  118% 4  4 3 4 4 19 
24 Battambang SKOB01 0.50ha  124% 4  4 4 3 4 19 

Average  114% 4.58  4.21  4.21  3.83  4.13  20.96 
 

*the yield of the demonstration divided by the yield 
of the previous year (%) 
Q1: How was the germination of the QDS seed? 
Q2: How was the purity of the QDS seed? 
Q3: How was the growth shape during cropping? 
Q4: How was the disease tolerance? 
Q5: Will you buy the QDS seed for the next season? 

 
 
1. Very poor, 2. Poor, 3. Fair, 4. Good, 5. Very good 
1. Very poor, 2. Poor, 3. Fair, 4. Good, 5. Very good 
1. Very poor, 2. Poor, 3. Fair, 4. Good, 5. Very good 
1. Very poor, 2. Poor, 3. Fair, 4. Good, 5. Very good 
1. No, 2. Maybe no, 3. I do not know, 4. Maybe yes, 5. Yes 

 

Activity 3-4. Verification of the impact of quality rice seed to productivity, profitability, and quality 

of paddy 

(1) Impact on productivity 
As indicated in Activity 3-2, the use of QDS seed contributes to the improvement of paddy rice quality, with a 

good germination rate and a low risk of contamination with different varieties or red rice, and is not expected to 

significantly increase yields. In fact, as indicated in Activity 3-3, farmers using the QDS seed also do not have high 
expectations for yield increase. This is partly due to the fact that seeds commonly used in Cambodia also retain a 

certain degree of quality, and if rice seeds of extremely poor quality are being used, yield improvement through 

the use of QDS seeds can be expected. 

On the other hand, the QDS seeds are guaranteed to have a good germination rate through quality inspections. 

In addition, each ACs conducts repeated moisture tests and germination tests before shipment to maintain quality, 
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which greatly reduces the risk of rice farmers having to re-sow seeds they have purchased without germinating. In 

fact, there was a case in which the AC in Battambang Province concluded a sales contract with a potential seed 
purchaser by showing him the germination test, indicating that seed purchasers place importance on the 

germination rate. In other cases, rice farmers commented that the use of QDS seeds has enabled them to produce 

high purity paddy rice with fewer weeds. 

 

(2) Impact on paddy rice 
The frequency of detection of red rice or different varieties in paddy rice produced using QDS seeds is 

significantly reduced. However, at present, the purchase price of paddy rice is determined by the evaluation based 

on purity, moisture content, and other factors, which makes it difficult to lead to an increase in the purchase price 

of paddy rice produced using the QDS seeds. However, as shown in the results of the trial distribution of the QDS 

seeds in Table 36, the evaluation of paddy rice production using the QDS seeds was generally high, and paddy 
farmers commented that the QDS seeds enabled them to produce high purity paddy rice with fewer weeds. 

Furthermore, as a result of interviews conducted with the target ACs in January 2023 (see Activity 3-6 for details), 

they indicated that the use of the QDS seeds had increased the reputation of paddy rice among rice millers and 

other buyers, and that the volume of paddy rice transactions had increased compared to the previous year. Thus, 

the impact in improving the quality aspect of paddy rice has had the effect of increasing the trust of paddy producers 

and their recognition in the market, and such "visualization of quality" is a major advantage of the introduction of 
the QDS system. 

 

(3) Impact on profitability 
Sales of QDS seed through the official QDS system were initiated in 2020. As shown in Table 37, a comparison 

of QDS seed sales in 2022 (at the end of the Project) with the year in which sales began in all target provinces 
shows an increase in annual sales volume of about 1.8 times (PDM Indicator 3-b). By the ACs, the volume of sales 

in Takeo Province decreased, while in Prey Veng Province, it increased slightly. One reason for this is that in the 

early years of the introduction of the QDS system in 2020, the Project led the way in encouraging the ACs to 

produce as much as possible, whereas after that year, the Project has respected the autonomy of the ACs, and the 

production volume has settled at a level that reflects market demands and the ability of the ACs to manage their 

fields. Another reason is that seed production in Takeo in 2021 was lower than expected in 2022 due to a series of 
QDS seed production cancellations. 
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Table 37: Sales volume of the QDS seed (2020~2022) 

  Variety Sales Volume   
Achievement 

rate (%) 

    2020 2021 2022* (Oldest - latest) 
PV SKOB 60.54 70.00 10.22 16.88% 
  PRDU 49.23 17.00 44.83 91.06% 
 OM - - 62.10 - 
  Total 109.77 87.00 117.15 106.72% 
TK SKOB 18.29 9.40 9.46 51.72% 
  PRDU 15.72 8.28 14.16 90.08% 
  Total 34.01 17.68 23.62 69.45% 
BB SKOB - 19.26 35.81 185.93% 
  PRDU - - - - 
  Total - 19.26 35.81 185.93% 
KC SKOB - - 55.72 - 
  PRDU - - 28.34 - 
  Total - - 84.06 - 

Total   143.78    260.64  181.28% 

*Includes estimates for FY2022, as sales have not been completed as of April 2022. 

 
Table 38 shows the profitability of farmers who produced the QDS seed and those who used the QDS seed to 

produce paddy rice. The cost of purchasing QDS seed was not a significant expense, accounting for only 1~2% of 

this profit. On the other hand, considering the diminishing risk of seed failure to germinate and weed infestation, 

it can be concluded that the use of QDS seeds is extremely economical. Furthermore, the QDS seed does not need 

to be renewed every year, and users say that even after three years of continuous use, both quality and yield do not 

deteriorate, allowing the introduction of seed that meets the QDS standard with little expense. 

Meanwhile, low profitability is an issue in the production of QDS seed itself. As shown in Table 38, the 

production of the QDS seed is less profitable than the production of paddy rice, and furthermore, considering that 

producers bear the costs of applying to the QDS system, inspecting, and issuing labels, the environment is not 

currently conducive to making QDS seed production itself a stand-alone business. In fact, many of the target ACs 

consider the objective of the QDS seed production as in-house seed production for high-quality paddy rice 

production, and adopt a business model in which QDS seed production is combined with paddy rice production. 

 

Table 38: Costs of both QDS seed and paddy rice production  

Product Yield  
Sales 
price  

Total cost   
Gross 

income 
Net 

income  Production 
cost 

Labor 
cost 

Self-labor 
cost 

(kg/ha) (USD/kg) (USD/ha) (USD/ha) (USD/ha) (USD/ha) (USD/ha) (USD/ha) 
QDS seed 3,438  0.334  724  538  82  103  1,140  417  
Paddy rice 4,039  0.264  510  430  13  68  1,069  559  

* 
 

** 

Average of 12 seed producers (3 x 4 ACs) belonging to the target ACs in 4 provinces. It does not include 
application, inspection, and tag issuance costs. 
An average of 7 farmers participated in demonstration activities using QDS seed. 
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Activity 3-5. Networking events for stakeholders of rice seed business 

(1) Networking events conducted during Phase 2 and 3 (prior to COVID 19) 
Prior to COVID19, the QDS Seed Business Forums were held from February 2019 to February 2020 for 

networking with seed business stakeholders. A total of 5 forums were held in Prey Veng, Takeo, and Battambang 

provinces, with a total of 416 participants. A networking platform on SNS was also launched. The target ACs 

actively engaged in business negotiations with the participants of these forums and SNS. 
 

Table 39: List of networking events 

Date Venue Participants Event summary 
2019/2/12 Prey Veng Total 43  

(AC/SPG 6, buyers 4, farmer federation 2, CARDI, 
rice related projects 3, GDA, PDAFF, CRF） 

・Presentation on rice seed transaction 
and its updated market information  
・Business negation session. 

2019/2/28 Battambang Total 74  
(AC/SPG 14, buyers 5, financial institutes 2, farmer 
federation 1, GDA, PDAFF, CRF, JICA Cambodia) 

・Presentation on the QDS system  
・Business negotiation session. 

2019/7/11 Takeo Total 86  
(AC/SPG 10, AC (buyers) 10, seed companies 5, 
millers 3, financial institutes 3, farmer federation 1, 
CRF, BFPP, GDA) 

・Presentation on the QDS system  
・Business negotiation session  
・ Presentation on BFPP and other 
governmental supports. 

2020/1/16 Battambang Total 116  
(seed producer ACs : 15, private seed producing 
companies : 3, rice mills 3, seed distributors : 3, seed 
purchasing ACs: 20, farmer unions : 2, financial 
institution : 1, CRF, CAVAC, Rice SDP, VSO, JICA 
Cambodia Office, GDA, PDAFF Battambang） 

・Presentation on the progress of the 
QDS system  
・Business negotiation session 

2020/2/28 Prey Veng Total 87  
(seed producer ACs: 16, private seed producing 
company:1, rice mills 2, and seed distributors: 5, CRF, 
CAVAC, RIAPIP, Rice-SDP, Polous Agricultural 
Research Center, ISF, FACE, CFAP, JICA Cambodia 
Office, GDA, PDAFF Prey Veng)  

・Presentation on the progress of the 
QDS system  
・Business negotiation session  

 

(2) Creation and utilization of QDS promotional videos 
After March 2020, due to the effects of the COVID19, it became difficult to organize events and workshops 

with large assemblies of people. As an alternative, the Project decided to create a promotional video to promote 

the QDS seeds in Activity 3-511. The promotional video was created in four parts (each about 3 minutes long), 

which included (1) the benefits of purchasing QDS seeds, (2) how QDS seeds are produced, (3) how the quality 
of QDS seeds is inspected, and (4) how QDS seeds are stored and delivered to consumers. The filming was 

completed in May 2022. 

 

 
11 The original plan was to jointly create the video with CAVAC, but CAVAC wanted to make the video as an educational tool for 

seed farmers, whereas the Project realized that it needed to make the video as part of its promotional materials for a wide range of 
potential customers, including seed purchasers. Therefore, it was decided that the Project would not conduct a joint production and 
that each would produce the necessary video. 
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Figure 4: Draft of the QDS promotional video 

 

The created QDS promotional video was utilized as follows 

・ Posting on GDA's website (URL：https://gda.maff.gov.kh/videos/04ZAIFqqGJ)  

・ Creating a QR code for the official GDA website and posting it on promotional brochures 
of the target ACs 

・ Downloaded to the tablets distributed to the target ACs and used for the QDS seed promotion 

・ Screening at the demonstration activities and field days 

・ Screening at ceremonies related to the Project 

・ Publication through SNS by government officials (such as posting on the Facebook page of the MAFF 
(total number of likes: 1,295, total number of shares: 294, as of September 28, 2022)). 
 

Activity 3-6. Trial of the rice seed business model and its monitoring and evaluation 
The Project proposed a seed business model in the latter half of Phase 1, which was implemented and improved 

through trials in Phase 2 and 3. The seed business model is a cluster model consisting of a core agricultural 
cooperative that already has a certain level of organizational management capacity and experiences in seed 

cultivation, processing, and agribusiness, and the surrounding seed-producing agricultural cooperatives. In other 

words, the seed business model refers to a business model (Figure 5) in which the core agricultural cooperatives 

play a central role in connecting seed producers and markets. Although the scale and methods might vary 

depending on the operational capacity of the core cooperatives and the surrounding environment, basically the 

form shown in the figure is defined as the seed business model in this Project. 
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Figure 5: Draft idea of seed business model 

 
Through the activities of Phase 2, the following issues and impediments to the formation of the seed business 

model were highlighted. 

・ The core agricultural cooperatives did not have sufficient business skills, such as financial management 
and fund management, to form clusters centered on the core agricultural cooperatives. 

・ Lack of business practices such as new customer acquisition, and marketing did not function. 

・ The QDS seeds were not recognized in the market and there was no market for QDS seeds. 

・ The core cooperatives lack the human resources to organize and manage neighboring cooperatives. 
 

In Phase 3, in response to the above issues, the Project decided to establish and strengthen the seed business and 

capacity of the target ACs in each province. Accordingly, activities related to Activities 1-7, 1-8 and Outcome 3 
were further strengthened (see also Activities 1-7 and 1-8). 

In the second half of Phase 3, from January to February 2023, these activities were monitored and the evaluation 

results are summarized in Table 40. The first of the monitoring items is the scale of management including paddy 

rice and the management situation of each target ACs. With the exception of the target ACs in Battambang Province, 

the main focus of management is paddy rice production, and securing good quality seeds is an issue in producing 

high-quality paddy rice. Therefore, an important management goal of each AC is to produce high-quality seeds 
based on the QDS standards and to make these seeds available to paddy rice producers. In particular, the target 

ACs in Kampong Chhnang Province are aiming to reduce the selling price of the QDS seeds in the future to 

encourage more paddy rice producers to use the QDS standard seeds. 

Next, regarding the reputation and recognition of buyers, as a result of the introduction of the QDS standard and 

seed production, paddy buyers have come to appreciate the quality of the seed, and trade in both seed and paddy 

rice has been revitalized in all target ACs. The QDS seed can now be sold at a price about 300 Riel/kg higher than 
before in all four provinces, and the demand for the seed from customers exceeds the current production volume. 

Given these factors, the QDS seed production is expected to increase in the future. 
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Table 40: Current QDS seed and paddy rice business in the target ACs as of January 2023 

AC 
Prey Veng 

Ba Phnom Mean Chey 
Takeo 

O'saray 
Battambang 

Chamroeun Phal Rieng 
Kasey 

Kampong Chhnang 
CamSeed Pichangva 

A
nnual Production 

QDS 32.6ha 
(PRDU 20ha, OM10.3ha, 
SKOB 2.3ha) 
Non-QDS 65ha 
(OM5451 65ha) 
Paddy 115ha 
(SKOB 10ha, OM 105ha) 

QDS 20ha 
(SKOB10ha, PRDU10ha) 
Non-QDS 5ha 
(Peang Chey 5ha) 
Paddy 110ha 
(PRDU110ha) 

QDS 12ha 
(SKOB12ha) 
Paddy 3ha 
(Srongae 1ha, OM5451 
1ha, SKOB 1ha) 
※Due to irrigation 
construction, the AC reduced 
the QDS production area. 

QDS 30.6ha 
(SKOB17ha, PRDU12.2ha, 
SPDO 0.8ha, IR66 0.6ha) 
Non-QDS 55ha 
(Phka Kravann 55ha) 
Paddy 200ha 
(SKOB, OM5451, Phka 
Kravann total 200ha) 

Current Business 

The AC is supplying 
65MTof OM seed (Non-
QDS) for the government 
project starting from 2023. 
The AC is negotiating the 
QDS sales with the AC in 
Svay Rieng Province.  

The AC has a contract with 
Amur Rice to supply 400 
MT of paddy. 83 farmers 
produce paddy in 110 ha. 
The AC is negotiating the 
QDS(PRDU) sales with an 
AC and rice miller in 
Kampot Province. 

Nine seed producers 
produce QDS twice a year. 
The AC sells the products 
to neighboring ACs and 
farmers. 

The AC has paddy sales 
contracts with Phum 
Young, Apsara rice, Golden 
rice, and KTS in toral 500 
MT. 

Reputation 

Orders come in even before 
the harvest. 
By offering the standards, 
the market and the selling 
price of QDS seeds have 
been increased. 

The credibility of the AC 
and its products with other 
ACs and buyers increased 

The seed has a reputation 
for not losing quality and 
yield without renewal for 
three years and for having 
fewer weeds. 
Seed quality has been 
highly evaluated, and 
inquiries from neighboring 
cooperatives are increasing. 

As a pot mark seed, the 
product becomes to be 
recognized in the markets. 
Business with rice millers 
and fertilizer companies has 
increased. 

Seed Price 

PRDU 
Buy 1450R/kg (Fresh seed) 
Sell 2500R/kg (Processed) 
The price has increased 
after introducing the QDS. 
(2200R/kg→2500R/kg) 
 

PRDU 
Buy 2100R/kg (Pre-dried) 
Sell 2500R/kg (Processed)  
The price has increased 
after introducing the QDS. 
(2200R/kg→2500R/kg) 
 

SKOB 
Buy 1300R/kg (Fresh seed) 
Sell 2500R/kg (Processed) 
The price has increased 
after introducing the QDS. 
(2200R/kg→2300-
2500R/kg) 

PRDU 
Buy 1300R/kg (Fresh seed) 
Sell 2600R/kg (Processed) 
→2300R/kg for the 
members 
 

M
arket D

em
and 

Seed prices are rising. In 
particular, the demand for 
OM seed is high since it has 
high yields. 

Demand for PRDU/QDS is 
high, while demand for 
SKOB is weak. 
Reang Chey (non-QDS) is 
in high demand for rice 
flour processing. 

OM's purchase price for 
paddy is increasing. Its 
price was 500-600 Riel/kg, 
but it is now trading at 980 
Riel/kg. 

Seed demand for PRDU 
and SKOB is high. 

Future Plan 

AC will expand QDS 
production using the 
transplanting machine, 
which the government will 
grant. 
AC will secure the budget 
to pay 20,000 Riel/day for 
field inspectors. It will be 
discussed at the general 
assembly. 

AC wants to expand QDS 
production, but drying 
capacity constraints make it 
difficult to increase 
production further. 

AC wants to expand QDS 
production from 47 tons to 
100 tons annually. 
It is difficult for the AC to 
identify red rice. 
Yield is declining due to 
unfavorable weather. 

AC wants to expand QDS 
production to improve the 
quality of paddy. 
AC aims to increase its 
production from 280 to 600 
tons annually. 

Source: Interview from the Target ACs in January 2023 
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2.4. Challenges in Phase 1 and Results of Improvement in Phase 2 Activities 
The activities during Phase 1 (November 2017-November 2018) focused on the following two points in order 

to refine the activities for Phase 2 and subsequent phase. 

(i) Analysis of the current status and challenges of rice and rice seed sector in Cambodia (baseline survey and 

survey of the current status of rice seed and rice production), 

(ii) Confirmation of technical level of C/P and seed producers' seed production through pilot activities in 

Battambang Province (in line with a previous JICA project, "Agricultural Productivity Promotion Project in 
West Tonle Sap (APPP)" ).  

In Phase 2 of the Project, a pilot activity was conducted in Prey Veng Province, one of the target provinces, to 

design a new seed certification and inspection system (later called QDS system) proposed by GDA in the latter 

half of Phase 1. The following table shows the issues identified in the first phase of the survey and pilot activities, 

and the results of improvements made in Phase 2. 
Item Challenges in Phase 1 Results of improvement in Phase 2 

Technical 

skills of C/Ps 

-The C/Ps of GDA are mainly young and therefore lack of 
experiences and technical capacities in seed production. 
-The C/Ps of the PDAFF have extensive experiences at 
field level but need to be strengthened in terms of 
systematic knowledge and capacities in seed production 
and quality inspection, as well as in their abilities to apply 
and instruct about these skills. 
-There is lack of instructors who can teach on rice 
varieties, weed and pest control. 

-Revised the cascading method of technology transfer 
from GDA's C/Ps to PDAFF C/Ps. Instead, technology 
transfer through on-the-job training by the Project 
experts was implemented for both C/Ps. 
-As a result, PDAFF C/Ps acquired not only the known 
basic cultivation knowledge, but also the specific 
techniques for seed production and quality inspection. 
-GDA C/Ps, who had lacked field experiences, have 
acquired knowledge of rice seed production and quality 
inspection through many hands-on trainings in the field. 

Challenges 

of seed 

producers 

-Farmers are growing seeds by scattering and random 
planting, which is not appropriate for seed cultivation 
because of lack of human resources, rising labor costs, 
heavy workloads, and negative impacts of climate 
change.  
-Line sowing by hands is difficult to guarantee the stable 
production because of its high costs. Rice transplanting 
machines could be the alternative of the line sowing by 
hands, however, they are also expensive for the farmers to 
afford (As seen in the example of the combine harvesters, 
there is potential for the rice transplanting machines to 
expand as a private machine service.). 

-Starting with the introduction of a low-cost power 
seeder for direct sowing and line sowing, field 
management, seed quality, etc. were analyzed. As a 
result, the Project found that the seed production for 
certified seed (CS) was feasible even with the use of a 
power seeder This made it possible for each seed 
producer and AC to select a power seeder or rice 
transplanter according to their respective business 
conditions. 

Technologies 

of APPP 

-While the APPP had generally adopted the technologies 
that had been disseminated, some of the technologies had 
not penetrated to the APPP beneficiaries. 
-As a background, the increasing cost of cultivation, such 
as labor shortages, high labor costs, and rising costs of 
work materials, made it difficult to adopt cultivation 
techniques that would be costly. 

Same above 

Other 

-The fourth training session was held at alternative plots 
due to rodent infestation in the training plot. 
-Although rodent infestation is a sudden and natural 
phenomenon that is difficult to predict, it can be prevented 
to some extent by sharing the same growing season as the 
surrounding fields, which would disperse the infestation. 

-Both the trainings and demonstration fields were 
cultivated in consideration of the growing season of the 
surrounding fields. 
-In the trainings and demonstration fields, feeding 
damage by rodents and other insects could be avoided 
to a large extent. 
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2.5. Challenges in Phase 2 and Results of Improvement in Phase 3 Activities 
In Phase 2, the design of the QDS system was initiated. At the same time, the Project prepared related manuals 

and provided technical guidance through these manuals to improve the technical issues in seed production and 

other areas that were identified during Phase 1 of activities. In Phase 3, which launched in November 2019, 

activities were carried out while addressing each of the issues that emerged through the trial of the QDS system. 

The following table shows the issues that emerged during Phase 2 activities and the results of improvements 

during Phase 3 activities. 

 
Item Challenge in Phase 2 Improvement results in Phase 3 Remaining challenges 

Output 1: Capacity of GDA, PDAFF, AC/SPG and private sector is upgraded in the fields of seed production technique and its 
management. 

Seed 
production 

-Many seed producers are not clear 
about the difference between seed 
production and paddy rice 
production, and they also perform 
inappropriate seeding and other 
practices in seed production. These 
factors result in unstable seed 
quality. 
 
 
 
-Drying, sorting, storage and other 
post harvesting activities were not 
properly conducted, resulting in 
poor seed quality. 
 

-In the QDS Seed Production and 
Production Management Manual, 
the difference between seed and 
paddy rice production is clarified. 
Moreover, a series of technical 
guidance was provided, focusing on 
techniques to meet the quality 
standards of the QDS system. The 
result was a significant 
improvement in seed quality 
(Activity 1-4). 
 
-Drying yards and warehouses were 
provided to the target ACs that did 
not have appropriate drying, sorting, 
and storage facilities. 
Technical guidance on warehouse 
management was provided to the 
target ACs. Consequently, the 
warehouse management was 
improved to secure the flow line and 
facilitate temperature and humidity 
control (Activity 1-6). 
-As a result of the guidance on lot-
by-lot inventory management, 
transactions can now be accurately 
recorded (Activity 1-6). 

Seed producers need to ensure 
quality assurance by conducting 
thorough self-inspections (field and 
quality inspection) 
(Recommendation 7.3 (1) Seed 
Production, (2) Quality Inspection). 
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Item Challenge in Phase 2 Improvement results in Phase 3 Remaining challenges 

Business 
management 
and marketing 

-Many of the target ACs lack basic 
business management skills, such as 
bookkeeping, and have not 
developed the capacity to formulate 
and improve their farm management 
plans based on their performance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-The lack of human resources 
among GDA C/Ps who can provide 
business management instruction 
causes concerns about sustainability 
of the Project after its completion. 
 
 
 
-Many of the target ACs lack 
experience in marketing and lack 
skills in how to develop new 
customers. 

T-he target ACs were instructed on a 
regular basis (monthly at first, 
gradually reducing the number of 
times) on how to close books and 
prepare financial statements. 
Particularly in COVID19, 
digitalization in this area was also 
promoted, as well as the 
accumulation and visualization of 
data necessary for business 
management (Activity 1-7). 
 
-DACP was asked to participate in 
the Project from Phase 3, and while 
conducting business management 
trainings together, the DACP was 
asked to take on support in this area 
after the completion of the Project 
(Activity 1-7). 
 
-Marketing trainings (classroom) 
were provided to the target ACs, and 
on-the-job marketing trainings were 
conducted in conjunction with the 
demonstration activities of quality 
seeds (Activity 1-8). 

In the future, as the scale of the 
operation expands, the target ACs 
need to update and reinvest in 
equipment such as seed graders (see 
7.3.1. Seed Production and Seed 
Business Management). 

Output 2: The rice seed inspection and certification system are introduced in the target provinces 

Technical 
trainings on 
rice seed 
quality 

-Few seed farmers and C/Ps were 
familiar with the methods of field 
and quality inspections. 

-By preparing a "Quality Inspection 
Manual" and repeatedly providing 
technical guidance accordingly, all 
C/Ps were able to conduct field 
inspections and quality inspections 
with high accuracy, and all passed 
the assessment test on QDS 
operation. (Activity 2-1) 

The inspection results could have a 
determination error depending on 
the inspector. (See 7.3.2. Quality 
Inspection) 

Trial and 
implementation 
of the QDS 
system 

-The launch of the DCS was 
delayed and application procedures 
for the QDS system could not be 
implemented (Activity 2-3). 

-Following the official launch of the 
DCS, institutional arrangements 
were implemented, including the 
creation of a process for the QDS 
system from application to label 
issuance (Activity 2-4). 
-In conjunction with the DCS, the 
Seed Production Roadmap 2028, a 
medium-term production plan for 
QDS seeds, was developed 
(Activities 2-4 and 2-3). 

-Administrative procedures for the 
inspections have not been smoothly 
managed, and it takes a long time 
before QDS tags are issued. There 
were cases where agricultural 
cooperatives with limited working 
capital sold seeds without waiting 
for the QDS tags to be issued (see 
7.3.3. System Operation of the QDS 
System). 
-The applicants bear the cost of 
application fees and other costs 
associated with applying for the 
QDS system. On the other hand, 
there is no significant price 
difference between QDS seeds and 
non-QDS seeds. Therefore, the 
incentive to apply for the QDS 
system is low (see 7.3.3. System 
Operation of the QDS System). 

Output 3：Rice seed business is accelerated in the target provinces. 
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Item Challenge in Phase 2 Improvement results in Phase 3 Remaining challenges 

Quality seed 
demonstration 
activities 

-Many rice farmers seed more than 
150 kg/ha, and this is one of the 
factors preventing them from using 
expensive quality seeds. 
 
-Market awareness of the QDS 
system and QDS seeds remain low. 

-In the seed demonstration fields, 
the proper seeding rate was 
confirmed to be 60 kg/ha, and the 
results were presented to 
neighboring farmers (Activity 3-2). 
-The QDS seeds were distributed 
free of charge to 24 farmers, and 
feedback was given after cultivation. 
As a result, more than 80% of the 
farmers showed high satisfaction 
with the QDS seeds (Activity 3-3). 

The QDS system and QDS seeds are 
still in the budding stage of market 
recognition, and continuous 
promotion is needed (see 7.3.4. 
Promotion of Rice Seed Business). 

Rice seed 
business 

-The target ACs have low business 
management capacity, and forming 
clusters will take time. 
-The marketing capacity for new 
customer development is low and 
needs to be strengthened in this area. 

The Project period was extended for 
six months to reinforce activities 1-7 
on capacity building in business 
management and 1-8 on marketing 
training (Activities 1-7 and 1-8). 

Refer Seed production and business 
management/marketing 
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3. Achievements of Outputs 
3.1. Modifications of PDM indicators 

The following modifications to the PDM indicators were proposed and agreed upon at the 5th JCC meeting in 

May 2022. 

 

PDM Indicator (before the modification) PDM Indicator (after the modification) 
The Project Purpose:  
System for producing and distributing quality rice seed is established and functions properly in the target provinces. 
The indicator:  
All target ACs of the Seed Business Model meet the 
requirements of the QDS system. (Need to set numerical target 
such as production area or volume of seed) 

The indicator:  
GDA counterpart institutionalizes the QDS system to ensure 
quality rice seed distributed in the market by  
i. establishing an organizational structure (CA) and QDS 
workflow,  
ii. preparing a Road Map for the proliferation of rice seeds, and  
iii. building capacity to manage the QDS database 

Output 1: Capacity of GDA, PDAFF, AC/SPG and private sector is upgraded in the fields of seed production technique and its 
management. 
1-a. A manual of rice seed production and business management is 
endorsed by GDA and the manual is utilized by GDA and PDAFF 
Counterparts who are in charge of the QDS system. (Monitor 
capacity building level using a check sheet) 

1-a. [The contents of parenthesis are erased because it is monitored 
by the other indicators 2-b and 2-d] 

1-b. Compared to the planned volume, at least 80% of rice seeds 
produced by target ACs in the Seed Business Model meet the 
standard of the QDS system by the end of the Project. (Tentatively 
set a target as 80%, but reconsider it after one cropping season of 
2019/2020)  

1-b. Compared to the planned volume, at least 80% of rice seeds 
produced by target ACs in the Seed Business Model meet the 
standard of the QDS system by the end of the Project except for 
uncontrollable losses by environmental and climate disasters. 

1-c. Each Seed Business Model produces at least 200 tons/year of 
rice seed by the end of the Project. 

1-c. Each Seed Business Model produces at least 20 ha per year of 
high-quality rice seed by the end of the Project except for 
uncontrollable losses by environmental and climate disasters. 

1-d. All lead ACs in the Seed Business Model are able to provide a 
periodical business plan and evaluate/improve it every year by the 
end of the Project. 

No changes. 

1-e. All lead ACs in the Seed Business Model allocates personals to 
key business roles such as quality control, processing, and 
marketing and they provide a periodical activity report to other 
members to show each role functions well. 

No changes. 

Output 2: The rice seed inspection and certification system are introduced in the target provinces 
2-a. An inspection manual of the QDS system is endorsed by 
GDA. 

No changes. 

2-b. Assessment criteria for QDS system inspector a introduced 
and all target PDAFF Counterparts obtain above 80% of the 
assessment criteria. 

No changes. 

2-c. Each inspector of PDAFF and GDA C/P and/or private sectors 
conducts the field and laboratory inspection of the QDS system 
above 10 samples/year. 

No changes. 

2-d. All target ACs are able to operate whole procedures as an 
applicant in accordance with QDS manual (Monitor capacity 
building level using a check sheet) 

No changes. 

Output 3：Rice seed business is accelerated in the target provinces. 
3-a. Above 70 % of the stakeholders who participate in a rice seed 
business forum understand the effectiveness of CS.  

3-a. At least 70% of paddy farmers who use high-quality rice seeds 
are satisfied with the effectiveness of CS (purity, germination rate, 
and yield). (hearing form QDS users and demo-farmers) 
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PDM Indicator (before the modification) PDM Indicator (after the modification) 
3-b. All target Seed Business Model increase the sales volume of 
CS per year, compared to the first cropping season by the end of the 
Project.   

No changes. 
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3.2. Achievements of PDM Indicators  
The modified PDM indicators and their achievements are as follows. 

 

PDM Indicators Achievement 
Output 1: Capacity of GDA, PDAFF, AC/SPG and private sector is upgraded in the fields of seed production technique and its 
management. 
1-a. A manual of rice seed production and business management is 
endorsed by GDA and the manual is utilized by GDA and PDAFF 
Counterparts who are in charge of the QDS system. 

The rice seed production and management manual was 
approved by GDA and distributed to GDA and PDAFF C/Ps 
and target ACs. 

1-b. Compared to the planned volume, at least 80% of rice seeds 
produced by target ACs in the Seed Business Model meet the 
standard of the QDS system by the end of the Project except for 
uncontrollable losses by environmental and climate disasters. 

The rice seed production and management manual was 
approved by GDA and distributed to GDA and PDAFF C/Ps 
and target ACs. 
Other than unavoidable external factors, the indicator itself was 
not achieved due to cancellations based on management 
decisions, however, the ACs have acquired sufficient 
production technology, which does not hinder the achievement 
of Outcome 1. 

1-c. Each Seed Business Model produces at least 20 ha per year of 
high-quality rice seed by the end of the Project except for 
uncontrollable losses by environmental and climate disasters. 

Same as 1-b 

1-d. All lead ACs in the Seed Business Model are able to provide a 
periodical business plan and evaluate/improve it every year by the 
end of the Project. 

Trainings on planning in the rice seed business was conducted 
in the target ACs, and various management tools were 
introduced. 
The target ACs held annual general assemblies with Project 
support and reviewed their business plans. 

1-e. All lead ACs in the Seed Business Model allocates personals to 
key business roles such as quality control, processing, and 
marketing and they provide a periodical activity report to other 
members to show each role functions well. 

In the target ACs, essential staffs for rice seed production and 
marketing were assigned and capacity building was provided 
to each staff member. 
Regular reporting of activities at the annual reporting meeting 
was conducted, despite delays in activities due to the 
COVID19. 

Output 2: The rice seed inspection and certification system are introduced in the target provinces 
2-a. An inspection manual of the QDS system is endorsed by 
GDA. 

Development of the manuals through the QDS working group 
and its approval by the GDA was completed. 

2-b. Assessment criteria for QDS system inspector a introduced 
and all target PDAFF Counterparts obtain above 80% of the 
assessment criteria. 

Assessment tests were administered to GDA and PDAFF 
inspectors and a 80% or higher correct response rate was 
achieved. 

2-c. Each inspector of PDAFF and GDA C/P and/or private sectors 
conducts the field and laboratory inspection of the QDS system 
above 10 samples/year. 

Achieved a minimum of 10 samples per year tested by PDAFF 
inspectors in each state 

2-d. All target ACs are able to operate whole procedures as an 
applicant in accordance with QDS manual (Monitor capacity 
building level using a check sheet) 

Achieved at least 80% understanding of the QDS system in 
periodic monitoring of target ACs to measure their 
understanding of the QDS system. 

Output 3：Rice seed business is accelerated in the target provinces. 
3-a. At least 70% of paddy farmers who use high-quality rice seeds 
are satisfied with the effectiveness of CS (purity, germination rate, 
and yield). (hearing form QDS users and demo-farmers) 

Satisfaction of rice farmers who participated in the QDS seed 
demonstration activities achieved more than 80%. 

3-b. All target Seed Business Model increase the sales volume of 
CS per year, compared to the first cropping season by the end of the 
Project.   

Annual sales of the QDS seed in the target provinces in 2022 
(at the end of the Project) were approximately 1.8 times higher 
than in the year when the seed was first sold. 
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Outcome 1: Improvement of capacity for seed production and production management 

Achievement: 
Achieved except for unavoidable external factors and voluntary discontinuation by the ACs due to management 

decisions. Indicators 1-b and 1-c are linked because they reflect seed production status, and both were partially not 

achieved. However, the reason for this is not due to insufficient capacity strengthening of the target ACs, but due 

to unavoidable environmental factors and rational management decisions by the target ACs as they improved their 

business management and marketing capabilities (see Activity 1-4 (4)). 

 
Output 2 Seed inspections and QDS system implementation 

Achievement:  

All indicators 2-a through 2-d were achieved. Regarding Outcome 2, "The rice seed inspection and certification 

system are introduced in the target provinces," through the activities, stakeholders were generally able to operate 

and utilize the seed inspections and certification systems well. However, uncertainty remains as to whether the 

QDS system can be stably operated by the administration in terms of budget and deployment of staffs, and whether 
the QDS system will be actively used by seed producers in terms of market recognition and demand (for details, 

see 7.3 Recommendations to the Cambodian side). 

 

Output 3 Promotion of the seed business 

Achievement: 

Indicators 3-a and 3-b were achieved. However, with regard to Indicator 3-b, the total sales volume of the target 
ACs in the four provinces increased from the beginning, but the sales volume of the target ACs in Prey Veng 

Province did not achieve the indicator. Although the indicator was achieved, it is still difficult to conclude that a 

market for the QDS seed business has been established in Cambodia (see 7.3.4. Promoting the Rice Seed Business 

for more details). 
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4. Achievements of Project Purpose 
 

No. Indicators Achievement 

Project Purpose: System for producing and distributing quality rice seed is established and functions properly in the 

target provinces 

I 

GDA counterpart establishes an 
organizational structure (CA) and the 
QDS workflow 

An organizational chart and the QDS workflow for the operation of 
the QDS system was established with the DCS under the GDA 

II 

GDA counterpart prepares a Road Map 
for the proliferation of rice seeds 

Developed the "Rice Seed Roadmap 2028", which is the QDS seed 
production target and action plan for the 6 years after the Project 
completion. 

III 
GDA counterpart enhances his/her 
capacity to manage the QDS database 

Provided operational supports to the newly established database 
and issued QDS tags. 

 

4.1. Organization structure for the QDS system operation 
There are three departments within the GDA for this project: DCS, DRC, and DACP. The DRC was mainly in 

charge of supporting seed production technology, while the DACP was in charge of improving the business 

management capacity of target ACs. 

As mentioned above in Activities 2-3~2-5, after the establishment of the DCS in Phase 3, the DCS has been the 
administering body of the QDS system, especially in the introduction and institutionalization of the QDS system, 

together with the Project. After the completion of the Project, the DCS continues to be responsible for the operation 

of the QDS system, and the division of duties for the operation of the QDS system has been defined as follows. 

 

 

Figure 6: The organizational chart of the DCS regarding the operation of the QDS system 

 
Although the Director of DCS coordinates the QDS system according to the organization chart, the Deputy 
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Director of the Variety Registration and Seed Certification Section, who is in charge of practical affairs, operates 

the QDS system in cooperation with the two Deputy Directors of the Administration, Planning, Accounting and 
International Cooperation and one Deputy Director in charge of Legislation and Seed Inspection. The Deputy 

Director General of the Variety Registration and Seed Certification finalizes the following tasks and circulation 

within the GDA, while assigning them to the respective Deputy Director Generals as necessary. 

 Receipt and confirmation of various applications related to the QDS system 

 Issuance of seed business certification (license for seed production) 

 Conducting field inspections and determining pass or fail 
 Sampling for quality inspections 

 Operation and management of the QDS database 

 Issuance of the QDS tags for seeds that have passed the inspections 

 

4.2. The trial of the QDS workflow 
Operational procedures, including the use of the QDS database system (described below), were established in 

collaboration with the DCS in order to administer the QDS system. In August 2022, after the creation of the QDS 

database was completed, a draft QDS workflow was discussed with DCS officials. The QDS workflow follows 

the QDS system and consists of the following five steps. 

 

 

Figure 7: Five steps of the QDS workflow 

 

The Project and DCS agreed to apply the proposal to the QDS seeds production in the target ACs in the four 

provinces during the wet season of 2022/23 and to finalize it after identifying improvements in the workflow. The 

Project conducted follow up and monitoring of DCS from August 2022 to March 2023 to ensure that the QDS 

system was being managed in accordance with the discussed workflow. 
The results of the QDS workflow trial and its proposed revisions were as follows. 

 

 The approval and internal circulation flow for various applications was similar to the approval flow for 

regular operations, so there was little confusion. 

 The results of field inspections and quality inspections are sent from PDAFF to the Director General of 

GDA, and then returned to the Department of Variety Registration and Seed Certification Section. This 
caused some problems in the early days, such as inspection results did not being delivered to Deputy 

Director of the Variety Registration and Seed Certification Section, but these problems were resolved as the 

staffs involved became accustomed to the new system. 

 The Project made a proposal to simplify the process of inputting the necessary information into the QDS 

database with internal approval by the GDA after the originals of the various application forms were 
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received by Deputy Director of the Variety Registration and Seed Certification Section. Due to internal 

GDA regulations, the method of storing the original documents could not be changed.  
 Variety registration and seed certification section officials' abilities ranged, and the collection of various 

original documents was slow, and sometimes the collection could not be done or was delayed without 

encouragement from the Project. As a countermeasure, a checklist of input status was introduced, as 

described below. 

 After the QDS tags were printed, the method of transporting them to the target ACs had not yet been 

discussed. During the trial period, the PDAFF staffs had to handle irregularities such as handing over the 
QDS tags when they stopped by Phnom Penh on other business, but the Project suggested using a method 

that would allow the QDS tags to be sent to the applicants as soon as possible, such as using cab service for 

shipping the QDS tags. In response to the suggestion, the DCS was willing to consider introducing the cab 

service after the 2023 dry season. 

 The method of receiving application fees had not yet been examined. During the trial period, fees were 

received in cash or by mobile money transfer. There was no particular method of fee payment prescribed 
by the Cambodian government, not only for the QDS system. To prevent confusion among applicants, the 

Project suggested the creation of a phone number and platform on a chat tool to receive questions about 

payment and other issues at the DCS. Since it was difficult to respond immediately, the alternative was to 

print the contact information of the individual staffs in charge at the DCS on the back of the QDS seed 

production technology manual and distribute it as needed. 

 The Project proposed the DCS if printing of the QDS tags could be done in-house, however, this was 
outsourced to avoid the risk of not having the printing environment to print on tear-resistant paper and the 

budget for printing costs not being available within the DCS. 
 

The revised QDS workflow based on the above is described in the attached document, Roadmap for Rice Seed 

2028. 

 

4.3. Price list for the QDS applications 
The DCS has established the following application fees for various QDS applications. The payments for 1.1~1.3 

and 2.1 are the fees required when applying to the QDS system among the five steps of the QDS workflow 

described above. 2.2 is the fee required when applying for field inspections, and 2.3 and 2.4 are the fees for 

laboratory inspections and printing of the QDS tags. However, since the fees were defined in accordance with the 
Ministerial Decree (Prakas)12, the amounts of the application fee for application of the QDS system and other fees 

listed in 1.1 through 1.3 shall not be changed at the discretion of DCS (however, it is presumed that the burden on 

applicants can be reduced through the implementation of subsidies, etc.). There is no charge for issuing QDS tags, 

though the applicant must pay the actual costs of printing and shipping the tags. 

 

  

 
12 Prakas No. 837 សហវ.្របក issued by Ministry of Economy and Finance on 19th September 2019 
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Table 41: Price chart related to the QDS seed production 

Regulation Fee/ Validity Necessary days for issuance 
1.1 Certification fee of seed 
production (production and 
processing) 

500,000 riels 
Validity: 3years 

30days 

1.2 Certification fee of seed 
distribution  
(only for seed companies, 
not necessary for ACs) 

100,000 riels 
Validity: 3years 

30days 

1.3 Quality test fee 
(For applicant of 1.2 who sells 
imported seeds, needs to submit the 
quality test result) 

Moisture contents: 20,000riels /a 
sample  
Purity: 20,000riels/ a sample 
Germination: 80,000riels / a sample 
(paid to NAL) 
Validity: 1years (if QDS seed follow 
the QDS regulations) 

Moisture takes 1day, purity 
takes 3days and germination 
takes 14days 

2.1 Training of QDS procedure and 
QDS seed production (2 days) for 
application of 1.1 (and partially for 
1.2) 

400,000 riels (lamp sum) per a person 
-it includes 3 trainers (at least, 1 from 
DCS and 1 from DRC, assistance), 
DSA and transportation for trainers, 
refreshment, a certification etc 
-No validity set 

 

2.2 Field inspection fees  -DSA 60,000 riels/person for total of 
3 personnel (1 from DCS and 2 from 
PDAFF) and  
-Transportation fee depending on 
distance (800riel/ km from PDAFF) 

 

2.3 Laboratory inspection fees/ 
Sampling fee 

-DSA 60,000 riels/person for total of 
3 personnel (1 from DCS and 2 from 
PDAFF) and  
-Transportation fee depending on 
distance 
-Inspection fees follow 1.3 

 

2.4 Printing fee for the QDS label 
with QR code 

Actual cost (in average 500 riels/bag) 
including printing and transportation 
cost 
-40kg/20kg the price would be the 
same and the AC can decide the size 
of bag. 

After receipt of the results from 
NAL, 5days or 1 week 

 
In July 2022, the DCS conducted orientations for some target ACs, yet despite repeated efforts by the Project, 

the DCS did not hold the orientations for all target ACs due to the busy schedule of the DCS management, and did 

not respond to questions raised by the target ACs at the July 2022 orientations at a later date. Furthermore, the fee 

list is not published where applicants had access to it, raising concerns about transparency regarding the collection 

of fees. The DCS is considering publishing the list of fees, but since immediate action is not feasible, the alternative, 

as mentioned above, is to print and distribute the contact information of the individuals in charge at the DCS on 
the back of the QDS seed production technology manual, and respond to individual inquiries from applicants or 

those considering applying for the QDS system. In addition, since the presence or absence of QDS tags does not 

contribute to the sales price, the target ACs have complained especially about the payment of printing costs (for 

details, see 7.3.3. System Operation of the QDS System). 
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4.4. Road Map for the proliferation of rice seeds 
The DCS, with the assistance of the Project experts, has developed the "Rice Seed Roadmap 2028," a six-year 

QDS seed production target and action plan for the period 2023-2028, after the completion of the project. 

The "Rice Seed Roadmap 2028" aims to achieve the goal agreed at the 5th JCC meeting held in May 2022 that 

"more than 30% of milled rice for export will be produced from the QDS seeds by 2028," with the period from 

2023 to 2024 as the start of the application period, the period from 2025 to 2026 as the surge period, and the period 

after 2027 as the steady increase period. The production targets for each of these periods were presented (see 
attached document "Rice Seed Roadmap 2028"). 

 

Table 42: Target production volume of seed by stages 

Seed producers 

2023-2024 
Application stage 

2025-2026 
Surge stage 

2027-2028 
Steady Increase stage 

Target 1,400MT Target 3,250MT Target 5,100MT 

4 ACs (RSPP) and 5ACs 
(CAVAC) 

900 MT/year 
(100 MT/year-applicant x 9 

AC) 

1350MT 
(150 MT/year-applicant x 9 

AC) 

1800MT 
(200MT/year-applicant x 9 

AC) 

10 newly participating ACs 500MT/year 
(50MT/year-applicant x 10 

AC) 

1000MT 
(100MT/year-applicant x 10 

AC) 

1500MT 
(150MT/year-applicant x 10 

AC) 

9 newly participating individual 
producers and private seed 
companies 

- 900MT 
(100MT/year-applicant x 9 

applicants) 

1800MT 
(200MT/year-applicant x 9 

applicants) 

 

4.5. Capacity enhancement of utilizing QDS database 
The policy of the QDS database was to introduce a cost-saving and simple system that would allow GDA and 

PDAFF to operate and develop the database on their own after the Project was completed. Therefore, the Project 

was not considering the introduction of a database system that would be outsourced and designed by an external 

contractor. Accordingly, by 2021, the Project created formats using Google Spreadsheets, and after first conducting 
field/post-harvest processing management and the QDS system submissions management within the Project on a 

trial basis, explained how to use the format to GDA and PDAFF staffs, and distributed the formats to GDA and 

PDAFF staffs. 
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Field/ Post-harvesting format QDS system application management format 

 

On the other hand, in July 2022, the DCS and CAVAC (AusAID) contracted a system development company to 

build a database system for the management of the QDS system, and the DCS as a whole has decided to utilize the 

same system. For that reason, the Project also amended its policy to support the DCS, including the use of the 

newly established database system by CAVAC. 
The new database system is designed to input the QDS application form, Declaration A, Declaration B, field 

inspection results, and quality inspection results, and once all data are entered, the QDS tags with QR codes are 

output. When the QR code is read, the name of the variety, producer information, and lot number can be confirmed. 

 

 

 
Printed QDS tags The result of reading QR code on the QDS tag 

 
Regarding the above, as described in 4.2 The trial of the QDS workflow, an overall workflow based on the QDS 

database utilization flow was created in August 2022 in cooperation with the DCS. 

Although the Project could not directly confirm the input status of the system due to Cambodian government 

regulations, a hearing on the data input status was conducted in December 2022. Since there were many areas that 
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had not been inputted, the Project prepared a checklist and encouraged the DCS to ensure the data input. In response, 

the QDS tags were issued from February to March 2023 with no problems. 
 

 

Figure 8: Checklist for the data entry to the QDS database 
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5. Results of Joint Review  
Results of Review based on DAC Evaluation Criteria 

At the Project completion, a terminal evaluation has been carried out using the DAC Six (6) Evaluation Criteria, 

namely: Relevance, Coherence, Effectiveness, Impact, Efficiency, and Sustainability. Joint Bi-annual monitoring 

by Japanese experts and Counterparts (C/P) have been conducted since the Project started in 2017, to ensure 

implementation schedule and activity targets are on track. The terminal evaluation is conducted by JICA, together 

with the Japanese experts measuring the Project’s achievement in compliance with the DAC criteria. The summary 
of the results are as follows: 

 

(1) Relevance: Rating 313 
The relevance of the Project is moderately high. The Project is well-aligned with the Development Policy of the 

Kingdom of Cambodia (hereinafter, Cambodia). Rice is one of Cambodia’s priority staple crops, with medium to 

long-term plan to strategically expand its rice export through improvement of quality and yield. While the Project 
covered activities that address the upgrading of rice seed quality, it did not cover issues on upstream seed such as 

the unstable quality of Registered Seeds (RS). 

 

(a) Relevance to the Country’s policy and development needs 

- Cambodia prioritizes the optimization of target crops' value chain by enhancing seed development, production 

technologies, post-harvest handling, and marketing (strategy 1-3), based on the country's Agricultural Sector 
Master Plan 2030. The Master Plan emphasizes the significance of boosting export of agricultural crops, which 

includes rice, maize, cassava, and others (strategy 2-3).   

- Rice is a strategically important crop to Cambodia, as such it remains as a top priority staple crop. The Project's 

scope has included the upgrading of the quality of rice through improving the standardization of seed quality, 

that has considerably contributed to the enhancement of the country's rice value chain.  

- The Project supported the drafting of the Rice Seed Roadmap 2028, that puts focus on increasing the amount 
of high-quality rice seeds. By 2028, the Roadmap aims to produce 30% of exported rice using high-quality 

seed, i.e., QDS seeds, which is compatible with the Quality Declared Seed system, a newly developed national 

seed inspection and certification system. The goal is aligned with the country strategy of improving and 

boosting rice seeds for its value chain optimization and expanding rice export. 

- According to the interview result from GDA, the Project contributed to the practical and effective application 

of existing seed laws in Cambodia which enacted in 2008. Before the Project, the rice seed production system 
was not institutionalized under MAFF, but through the Project, the endorsement of the QDS system has 

provided a foundation for MAFF and GDA  to promote rice seed production. 

 

(b) Relevance of the Project design 

- The Project covered activities of the following: 

 The improvement of the seed production and the business management,  
 The establishment of the seed inspection and the certification system, and  

 
13 4: High, 3: Moderately high, 2: Moderately low, 1 Low 
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 The promotion of the seed business, addressing the demand of the country to improve the rice quality 

and the exports as stipulated in its Agricultural Sector Master Plan 2030 and Rice Seed Roadmap 2028. 
- During the Project implementation, it was noted that the quality of upstream seeds (RS and Foundation Seeds-

FS) produced by the authorized agencies, however, were not always assured as initially premised. To resolve 

this issue, the Project selected upstream seeds that went through additional quality tests. The unreliability of 

the quality of upstream seeds affects the quality of downstream seeds (Certified Seeds-CS). The activities to 

enhance the quality of upstream seeds is still necessary to address Cambodia's country strategy on rice quality 

comprehensively.  
- In terms of the selection of target provinces and ACs, the selection criteria were mostly relevant and 

appropriate. All respondents from GDA and PDAFFs agreed that the successful QDS seed production was 

attributed to the selection of motivated ACs who had experiences of producing rice and fulfilling the minimum 

standards of facilities (i.e., an irrigation system and a warehouse). They also acknowledged that some of the 

ACs showed their weak structure and the scarcity of human resources and therefore, they could not fully 

produce the QDS seeds which was beyond their potential capacity. 
- As per the evaluation of the QDS system, all respondents from GDA, PDAFFs and ACs assured that the QDS 

system was the appropriate and effective system to improve the quality of certified rice seeds. At the practice 

level, mainly PDAFFs and ACs had difficulties to comply with the QDS standards. The difficulties are mainly 

comprehension of the QDS procedures themselves, such as preparation, submission and circulation of 

necessary documents, and capacity development of the seed growers to follow the QDS standards like a 

sowing method. 
 

(2) Coherence: Rating 4  
The coherence of the Project is high. The Project aligns with and directly contributes to the targets of Japan’s 

Country Assistance Policy to Cambodia and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). 

 

(a) Coherence with Japan’s Country Assistance Policy 
- Japan's Country Assistance Policy to Cambodia (updated, 2021) aims to support strengthening the economic 

and the social infrastructure of Cambodia. The bilateral cooperation strategy is designed to elevate Cambodia 

to the upper-middle-income countries category by 2030. 

- Aligning with the policy, the Project was formulated to promote Cambodia's priority sector, agriculture, 

through the enhancement of its rice seed production and distribution system. 

 
(b) Coherence with the SDGs 

- The Project contributes to the Goal 2 of the SDGs, for the part of "enhancement agricultural productive 

capacity in developing countries." The Project supported introduction of simple and cost-effective quality seed 

certification system, and also enhanced the extension capacity of Government staffs on quality rice seed 

production and certification through the various related activities. By using the QDS rice seeds, the Project 

has proved that paddy farmers can produce paddy with lower seeding rate and it guarantees the better 
productivity of rice in Cambodia. 

- The Project's overall goal targets Goal 8 of the SDGs, "promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic 
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growth, full and productive employment and decent work for all". Agriculture is an important sector of the 

Cambodian economy, occupying 24.4% of the gross domestic product (GDP) and 31% of the working 
population. The Project targets rice production which accounts for 75% of the total cultivated land. The 

improvement in rice production directly contributes to the growth of the national economy and poverty 

reduction.  

- The Project closely collaborated with other development partners including International Rice Research 

Institute (IRRI), Asia Development Bank (ADB), and the Australian Aid (AusAid) to establish the QDS 

system, nation-first seed inspection and certification system.  
- Addressing Goal 17 of the SDGs, "strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the Global 

Partnership for Sustainable Development," the multi-development partner collaboration was able to lead the 

system to be institutionalized by the end of the Project. 

 

(3) Effectiveness: Rating 4 
The effectiveness of the Project is high. The achievement of the Project Purpose and the collaboration with other 

development partners effectively lead to formulate an official endorsement of the QDS manuals. 

 

(a) The achievement of the Project purpose 

- The Project Purpose states that, "the system for producing and distributing quality rice seed is established and 

functions properly in the target provinces." The Purpose was successfully achieved during the Project period. 

The GDA C/P has institutionalized and operated the QDS system. 
- The key indicators of the Project Purpose are the following: 

i. Successfully established an organizational structure and QDS workflow,  

ii. Completed a Road Map for the proliferation of quality rice seeds, and  

iii.  Completed building capacity to manage the QDS database. 

- Despite the delay in the establishment of the Department of Crop Seed (DCS) and the suspension of the field 
visits of Japanese experts caused by the outbreak of COVID-19, the Project and DCS strategically worked to 
establish the organizational structure and the QDS workflow, draft a Road Map, and test run the QDS database, 

during the latter period of the Project.  

- Outputs of the Project were strategically designed to achieve the Project Purpose. 
 

(b) Others 

- The close collaboration with development partners encouraged GDA to officially approve the QDS manuals, 
which are now endorsed by the Cambodian government and referred to and used by development partners in 

their on-going assistance on rice quality improvement in Cambodia.  

- From the aspect from PDAFFs, the inputs (manuals, field and laboratory trainings, refresher trainings etc.) 
from the Japanese expert team and GDA were well designed and contributed PDAFFs to instruct ACs to 

produce high quality rice seeds.  

- From the aspect from ACs, the assistances and supports from PDAFFs, GDA and the Japanese expert team 
were well functioned to learning the QDS standards, the seed production techniques and marketing/ the seed 

business.  
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- Based on the observation from PDAFFs and ACs, there was smooth collaboration among GDA, PDAFFs and 
the Japanese expert team. 

 

(4) Efficiency: Rating 3 
The efficiency of the Project is moderately high. The Project has successfully produced three QDS manuals that 

guide the implementors and applicants of the QDS system even after the Project completion. In advocating for 

efficiency in acquiring new QDS application, however, the use of digital tools and the simplified application 

procedure could be advantageous. Creative and strategic approaches and quick pivoting of activities (application 
of the remote trainings, distribution of tablets, publishing the QDS promotion video instead of the seed business 

forum etc.) to overcome the health and travel restrictions brought by the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in the 

efficient and smooth implementation of the Project. 

 

(a) Outcomes (QDS Manuals) 

- The Project provided necessary manuals and tools for target stakeholders to implement the seed production 
and seed inspection compatible with the QDS system.  

- While Manuals are important tools to understand and manage the system, new QDS applicants could be 
guided to join and use the QDS system through a simpler document or tool, such as brochures or pamphlets, 

that can initially provide pertinent information, for example: summarized procedures, contact information, 

where to get/submit an application form. 

 
(b) Activities to Outputs 

- Based on the feedback from GDA in the interview of terminal evaluation, the contents and frequency of the 
trainings from the Japanese expert team was useful, practical and appropriate for the GDA staff to implement 

the QDS system. However, as for the trainings for PDAFFs and ACs, both GDA and PDAFF C/Ps found some 

difficulties for them to adapt what they have learnt, and thus more frequent trainings might have improved the 

situation. 

- Motorbikes, computers and other seed inspection materials were procured for PDAFFs and warehouses, 
drying yards, seed graders and tablets were procured for ACs. PDAFFs evaluated the procured equipment to 

be useful and appropriate for operating the Project activities of the field and laboratory inspections, except for 

the quality of the computers which did not perform well. This was pointed out by the PDAFF that the low 

performance was because of the low specifications like memory capacity and CPU performance. ACs 

evaluated the procured machineries supported their seed production business and raised its efficiency. 

- The COVID-19 pandemic brought about the two-year suspension of field trips of Japanese experts. The digital 
tools were introduced and the methodologies were re-strategized to overcome the health and travel restrictions 

to keep the key activities operating.  

- Moreover, the direct-marketing approaches as alternative to business forums and other large in-person 
gatherings to establish market linkage. One of the examples of the direct marketing was conducting a field 

day in the paddy farms that participated to the QDS seed trial (distribution of the QDS seeds to the potential 
customers) with the target ACs. On the field day, the target ACs promoted the benefits of using the QDS seeds 

and proceeded the sales under the cooperation by the Project. 
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(5) Impact: Rating 3 
The impact of the Project is moderately high. MAFF significantly contributed to the accomplishment of the 

Project's overall goal. However, to sustain the successful impact, it would rely heavily on the seed producers’ 

capacity in financial management and well-operation of the QDS system by MAFF, GDA and PDAFFs. 

 

(a) Overall goal 

- The Project's overall goal is that "more quality rice seed is produced, and more farmers use it for production 
nationwide." The MAFF has been taking significant steps to fulfill the Project's overall goal in line with the 

Rice Seed Roadmap 2028. 

- MAFF has already allocated the budget for the expansion of the QDS rice seed production to support the Rice 
Seed Roadmap 2028. The new government project contains the activities of procurement of the foundation 

seeds (FS), production and distribution of the registered seeds (RS), mobilization of the governmental staffs 

to implement the QDS system, the governmental procurement (purchasing the CS from seed producers) of the 
produced QDS seed (CS) and holding the QDS seeds business forum to promote the seeds. According to the 

interviews to the DRC and DCS, the period of the upcoming government project is two years for the trial 

expansion of the QDS seed production and the total budget is 2 million USD. 

- The Project resulted future expansion of the QDS seed production. Under the upcoming government project, 
the GDA is planning to increase the number of the target provinces to 13 including 4 target provinces of the 

Project. 

- The target ACs of the Project are also sure for the expansion of the QDS seed production by acknowledging 
that neighboring non-target ACs are interested in producing  the rice seeds (the target ACs are now 

outsourcing  the seed production to the neighboring non-target ACs and purchase the raw seeds from them 

by taking advantage of their experiences and facilities. In other words, the target ACs, as Lead ACs, 

concentrate more on seed processing and marketing by outsourcing the seed cultivation). 

 
(b) Other effects  

- ACs were able to increase farmgate price of paddy using the QDS seeds. According to ACs, the value-addition 
brought by their participation in the QDS system resulted in increased volume sales of paddy produced by the 

QDS seeds and established market credibility for their seed quality.  

- Business expansion entails managing the result of increase in cash-flow. Some ACs had difficulty in their 
cash-flow management, which constrained the financial flow and business growth. 

 

(6) Sustainability: Rating 3  
The sustainability of the Project is moderately high. The Project has successfully institutionalized the QDS 

system, with the first-hand training experience of C/Ps in the front line, the official endorsement of the manuals, 

and the C/P’s initiative to allocate budgets to strengthen the QDS system implementation after Project completion. 

The digitalization of the QDS operation and application procedures would be the key to manage the increasing 
numbers of the QDS applicants in the future. 
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- As mentioned above Impact, MAFF has allocated budgets ensuring the continuation of the Project activities 
to strengthen the QDS system implementation. The management skills and operational capacity of GDA is a 
crucial factor in the smooth and sustainable operation of the QDS system.  

- According to the interview of PDAFF C/Ps, the government decided to assign two personnel in each province 
at the PDAFF level to expand the QDS seed production during the upcoming government project. So far, one 

PDAFF C/P of the Project was appointed for that position in KC and TK but none for BB. The appointed 

PDAFF C/P of KC would support and collaborate with the personnel of PDAFF in BB who would be newly 

appointed. As per the PDAFF in PV, no technical C/P has been officially assigned yet but one of the Project 
C/P may be appointed for the position in near future. 

- By the Project completion, DCS was able to manage the whole administrative operation workflow of the QDS 
system. The workflow requires the paper-based circulation in GDA which takes certain amount of time. From 

the standpoint of applicants of the QDS system, the longer time it takes to complete the process, the higher 

risk of losing customers. The optimization of the procedure, particularly through digitalization, would 

significantly shorten the process time between sampling of the final product and issuance of the QDS tags. 
Meeting this valid concern of applicants will encourage more applicants and safeguard the sustainability of 

the QDS system. 
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6. Challenges, Measures and Lessons of Project Implementation 
6.1. Institutionalization of the QDS System with GDA 

The QDS system, which set the standard for high-quality seed production in the Project, was not only used in 

the Project activities, but was also endorsed by the GDA as an official system, and is now used by other donors. 

There are two factors that led to the widespread use and formal introduction of the QDS system. 

One is that, in formulating the system, specific procedures and standards were established as manuals based on 
a trial of the system, rather than a vague memorandum exchanged with the GDA and MAFF. As a result, the Project 

and GDA were able to formulate a standard that is generally free of omissions and misinterpretations, and that is 

easy for anyone to implement on their first visit to the system. The QDS Seed Production and Business Manual 

and the QDS Seed Quality Inspection Manual, which are also attached to this report, detail the operational 

procedures of the QDS system, and now that they have been officially approved by the GDA, they are official 

documents that can be relied upon when producing government-approved, high-quality seeds. 
Second, the background that led to the above manuals being operated on a daily basis in the field, rather than 

just for appearance, is the existence of a technical working group involving GDA C/Ps and other donors. The 

technical working group was formed in 2019 with the DRC, DCS, other donors such as CAVAC and IRRI, 

Japanese experts in this Project, and the national staffs as principal members, and met once every 1 to 2 months. 

In this technical working group, GDA discussed from the viewpoint of system operation in the context with the 

Cambodian background, the Project's Japanese experts and other donors discussed the technical aspects of the 
system, and the Project's national staffs discussed the operation in the field based on their own experiences in seed 

production and the feasibility of the system. Discussions were held from the viewpoint of feasibility. Through these 

discussions, the working group was able to develop a manual that was user-friendly and met the necessary technical 

requirements, even for actors at different levels, such as GDA, PDAFF, and seed producers. 

From the beginning, the technical working group has been working on the premise of incorporating the system 

into MAFF as an official system, and has always made the director-general-level GDA officials aware of this. In 
other words, the fact that they were able to make the members aware that they had created the system themselves 

is considered to have worked to their advantage in introducing the system. 

Therefore, rather than approaching MAFF and GDA after creating the guidelines and manuals, the Project team 

continued to share the goal of establishing the system with the executive level of the C/P agencies from the 

beginning of the project, which was beneficial. In addition, rather than holding official ceremonies such as the JCC 

or activity debriefing meetings, small groups such as working groups were established where not only the Japanese 
and Cambodian sides, but also project stakeholders from multiple aid agencies could exchange opinions on specific 

issues such as the QDS system. This made it possible to raise awareness of the introduction of the system among 

all participants. 

Furthermore, although it was initially envisioned that the system would be incorporated in a ministerial ordinance, 

it was decided to make it a GDA regulation instead of a ministerial ordinance because of the time required, thereby 

making it possible to introduce the system within the Project period. 
 

6.2. Initiatives to Raise Awareness of the QDS Seeds 
The Project has held networking events on seed business and promoted the QDS seed to exporters and rice 
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farmers before COVID19 (February 2019-February 2020), the Phase 2 and early Phase 3 of the Project. At that 

time, however, the QDS system was being piloted and very little QDS seed was being produced, so the event was 
limited to explaining and promoting the QDS system. The event participants were interested in purchasing high 

quality seed, and the event failed to meet the demand of the participants. 

Subsequently, the COVID19 made it difficult to organize large events related to raising awareness of QDS seeds. 

As an alternative, a promotional video of the QDS seeds was created and operated not only as a publicity tool 

for the Project, but also as a promotional tool for the target ACs to use when marketing the QDS seeds. 

In parallel with the above, the QDS seeds were distributed free of charge to 24 rice farmers of medium size and 
above as demonstration activities to boost market awareness and to promote the QDS seeds. In this trial distribution 

activities, promotional events were organized during the harvest season at rice farmers' demonstration plots, and 

the target ACs in Prey Veng and Takeo provinces, which are easily accessible to the rice farmers, conducted sales 

activities for their QDS seeds at the same time. Those trial activities were successful, and the target ACs were able 

to negotiate sales contracts with the cooperatives and rice farmers who participated in the events. The Project also 

supported the target ACs in their sales activities and sales contracts, specifically in the creation of a template for 
the contracts. This direct marketing approach also helped raise awareness of QDS seeds. 

The background of the study of the above mentioned initiatives is as follows. Seed users include both large and 

small rice producers, and between them there are both large and small distributors and retailers. In this situation, 

the Project considered how to efficiently raise awareness of QDS seed among the beneficiaries of high quality seed, 

and assumed that large rice producers are connected to large seed distributors, rice buyers, and rice millers who are 

responsible for milling the so-called export rice. Since such rice producers exist throughout Cambodia and seed 
distribution is conducted on a nationwide scale, the Project conducted a trial distribution of QDS seed to large- and 

medium-scale rice producers in the target provinces as the first step. 

In the second phase, with the cooperation of CRF, the Project identified rice millers who milled rice for export, 

rice buyers from the millers, and rice producers from the rice buyers, and conducted trial distribution to the rice 

producers. During this process, we explained the QDS system, the quality of the QDS seed, and the fact that the 

trial distribution was free of charge to all parties involved, which generated interest in the QDS system and seed. 
With this approach from both the downstream and upstream sides of the supply chain, the Project sought to raise 

awareness. Although the level of recognition is still insufficient, the Project believes that this was a foundation for 

raising the awareness of QDS seed. 

Although MAFF and GDA C/Ps, have been conducting activities such as sharing the QDS seed via SNS, it is 

difficult to conduct activities such as direct visits to the concerned parties individually due to Cambodian customs. 

Furthermore, it was important to reach out to a wide range of stakeholders in the supply chain during the project 
period, as it is expected that once awareness of the project is raised to some extent, it will naturally spread among 

the relevant parties. 

 

6.3. Efficiency in Project Management via Simplified Digitalization 
Due to restrictions brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic, Japanese experts’ travel to project sites were 

suspended. To continue project activities, digital tools were employed to facilitate a smooth implementation 

without much schedule disruption amidst health and travel restrictions. Specifically, project implementation shifted 

to a hybrid of online and in-person modalities:  
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・ Use of simple and cost-free digital tools in the conduct of activities 

・ Weekly meetings online with weekly reports shared through a secure online app (Google Docs) 
・ Rice seed cultivation management and business management shifted from paper-based to digital-based 

・ Virtual JCC meeting 
 

The Project made the User’s Interface and User’s Experience (UI/UX) as simple as possible to ensure quick 

digital migration. The user-friendly interface allows CPs to easily view and input data on their smartphones and 

tablets. In addition, Project meetings pivoted online following an agreed reporting flow, which contributed to a 
more efficient use of time and resources. The online reporting scheme followed these key pointers: 1) advance 

submission of reports prior to online meetings, 2) discussion of key issues only, and 3) address pending matters 

not clarified in the reports submitted. 

The success of digitalization depended largely on the level of communication among project stakeholders and 

the internet environment. Fortunately, the communication among project and CPs is relatively advanced, good 

working relationship was established since project started three years. As such, although there were some initial 
challenges in the digital shift of activities and reporting mechanisms, both sides quickly became accustomed to 

virtual communications and online activities given the simple digital tools and an established working relationship. 

One interesting offshoot from a hybrid of online and in-person activities allows for a more flexible work-life 

balance with conventional gender roles shifting to contemporary practicalities such as increased participation of 

women in project activities and involvement of men in childcare. The virtual workspace may have a positive impact 

on work-life balance and addressing gender constraints.  
 

  
Weekly meeting using Google Document Weekly meeting with GDA C/Ps at the Project office 

(Japanese experts join remotely) 

 

6.4. Issues on C/P travel expenses Addressed through a Series of Negotiations 
An issue that frequently arose in project administration and management throughout the Project was the 

discussion about C/P’s travel expenses. In Phase 1 C/Ps voiced disappointment in the allowable cost of travel 

expenses (accommodation, transportation, and daily allowance) offered by the Project as too low compared to 

other development partners. As such, C/Ps had little incentive to participate in the Project. Subsequently, a series 

of discussions were held with GDA and the JICA office. While a consensus was reached on the unit cost of travel, 

C/Ps continued negotiations on increasing the number of business trips and overnight stays without justifiable 

reason for the extra travels. 
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The Project notes that the C/P’s issue with travel costs is essentially a structural problem, which occurs when 

salaries of civil servants are significantly low compared to local labor market standards. In such cases, projects by 
development agencies, including JICA, become opportunities for supplemental income. As a stop-gap measure, 

the Project proposed a method of sharing general operational expenses in the Project budget with GDA, so that 

activities could be organized in terms of priority and carried out within a limited monthly budget. This method 

greatly reduced the number of business trips, allowing only the necessary travels and reduced the number of 

discussions regarding travel expenses that used to occupy weekly meetings. 

The Project has spent a considerable amount of time discussing and negotiating travel expenses alone, which 
distracted focus on the project goals and seriously derailed the implementation schedule. It is therefore beneficial 

for both the C/Ps and the Project that discussions on budget items, specifically on travel expenses, be agreed at the 

onset by both governments, prior to the start of the Project. An explicitly defined counterpart arrangements will 

ease the burden for both C/Ps and Project implementors of having to negotiate sensitive issues like travel 

allowances. For example, if the time involved in project activities is in addition to regular work, overtime wages 

will be paid; if it is within the normal work schedule, the C/P is officially mandated to adjust his/her normal work 
schedule to include the project activities, along with other cost-sharing arrangements must be clearly specified 

before the agreement is signed (Records of Discussion). This will address the structural challenge of compensation 

at par with local market standards as well as facilitate good working relationship and smooth implementation 

without the unnecessary distractions of worrying about money or working hours during the implementation period. 

If such an arrangement is difficult to determine during the government-to-government discussions, it is crucial 

that the Project Design deprioritize capacity building of government officers, to relieve C/Ps and project 
implementors from negotiating travel expenses during the implementation phase. 

 

6.5. Lesson Learnt from the Selection of Model ACs 
The Project selected the target ACs from four provinces (Prey Veng, Takeo, Battambang, and Kampong 

Chhnang) for technology transfer for the QDS seed production, and although there are differences among the target 
ACs in the four provinces, they have actively participated and contributed to the Project activities, increased the 

production of QDS seeds, will continue to do so in the future and active in expanding their seed business. 

The selection criteria established during the baseline survey conducted in the first phase of the Project were used 

as the background for the selection of such effective model ACs. The Project first obtained a list of agricultural 

cooperatives in each province from the DACP. The list included the number of members of the cooperative, the 

number of seed producers, the availability of irrigation facilities, the area of fields available for seed production, 
and the availability of post-harvest processing facilities. From this list, field interviews were conducted to narrow 

down the list of candidate ACs based on the Minimum Requirement, Highly Considered Requirement, Other 

Considered Requirement that should be taken into account. From among the candidate agricultural cooperatives, 

the model ACs were determined, reflecting the opinions of PDAFF, which has knowledge of the field as well as 

GDA. 
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Table 43: Criteria for selecting the target ACs 

 
 

Ultimately, the process related to the determination of the target ACs is described in Activity 1-4/1-5, but the 

Project established selection criteria, narrowed down the list of candidate ACs, and involved GDA and PDAFF in 

the final decision, which enabled the selection of the ideal model ACs. Other PDAFF C/Ps commented during the 

final evaluation interviews conducted in April 2023 that the selection of highly motivated ACs with the necessary 

facilities for seed production, such as irrigation facilities, contributed to the success of the Project. It was also 
important to note that the selection criteria established by the Project were consistent with the opinions of the 

PDAFF. 
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7. Recommendation to Achieve Overall Goal 
Overall Goal: More quality rice seed is produced, and more farmers use it for production nationwide. 

 

7.1. Prospects to Achieve the Overall Goal 
The Project supported the formulation of the "Rice Seed Roadmap 2028," which is deemed to be completed 

once the project ends. The roadmap signifies that rice seed production under the QDS system will expand both 

inside and outside of the project target provinces. Currently, awareness of the QDS system in the target provinces 

and signs of expanded QDS seed production are on a steady increase as new farmers are enrolling in the system to 

produce quality rice seed. To accelerate this trend, there is a need to increase awareness of QDS seeds and the price 

premium that comes with it. This will require ramping up of advocacy in awareness-raising activities led by the 
government, the CRF and other industry associations. 

In addition to the above, at the 6th JCC held in March 2023, the Director of the DRC made a presentation on a 

government project scheduled to start in 2023. The government project has been decided to be introduced by the 

MAFF Minister to promote the QDS seed production and is expected to contribute to the achievement of the 

Overall Goal. A summary of what is known is as follows. 

Table 44: Outline of the government project scheduled to start in 2023 

1. Target provinces ・13 provinces (include four target provinces of RSPP) 
2. Production of Foundation Seed (FS) ・Budget 440 million riels (appx. 110 thousand US$) 

・CARDI produces the FS 
3. Production and distribution of Registered Seed (RS) ・Budget 8,640 million riels (appx. 2.1 million US$) 

・DRC takes care of this activity 
・ARS produces RS and distributes to seed producers 

4. Deployment of staffs to the field for the operation of 
QDS system 

・Budget 949 million riels (appx. 230 thousand US$) 
・200 students from Royal University of Agriculture (RUA) would be 

deployed to the field inspections 
5. Technical trainings of the QDS system ・Budget 1,350 million riels (appx. 330 thousand US$) 

・Target trainees are PDAFF and students from RUA 
6. Government procurement of the QDS seed (CS) ・Budget 555 million riels (appx. 130 US$) 

・Government procurement from seed producers via PDAFF 
・The target varieties are SKOB-CS, OM5451-CS, and PRDU-CS 

7. Opening events and forums for raising the 
awareness of the QDS seed 

・Budget 188 million riels (appx. 50 thousand US$) 

 

7.2. Plan of Operation and Implementation Structure of the Cambodian Side to Achieve 
(1) Activity plan 

DCS under GDA is taking the lead in drafting the "Rice Seed Roadmap 2028," for 2023-2028. The MAFF plans 
to distribute one-time special budget of 500 million Riel to the DCS for the expansion of rice seed production to 

support the roadmap. The budget is to hold briefings and trainings on the QDS system in June-July 2023 in 

provinces, including individual farmers and agricultural cooperatives interested in PDAFF and QDS seed 

production. An official letter has already been issued to PDAFF to invite participants. 

 

(2) Implementation system 
Although the QDS system is operated and managed by the DCS, PDAFFs are in the front-line as coordinators 
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for applications, notifications, inspection reports, and other related documents. The DCS plans to gradually 

establish a specialized unit within the PDAFF to receive seed-related documents, assign inspectors, and assign 
enforcement officers to prevent counterfeiting. 

 

7.3. Recommendations for Cambodian Side 

7.3.1. Seed production and seed business management 

(1) Support for seed production technology 
In order to expand the QDS seed production to other provinces in the future, PDAFF staffs other than the C/Ps 

of this Project need to be able to conduct trainings for seed growers. As a technical support structure for this purpose, 

it is recommended that a master trainer be trained and assigned within GDA who can conduct trainings for PDAFF 

staffs with emphasis on the QDS system. 
The QDS seed production technology can be broadly classified into two categories: technology related to seed 

production itself, such as field management, and technologies related to understanding the QDS system and seed 

business. GDA and PDAFF staffs with previous project experiences with development partners such as JICA, 

other donors, and NGOs already have the necessary knowledge to train the trainers on seed production technology. 

On the other hand, the requirements of the QDS system, such as minimum planting area, assignment of field 

numbers, restrictions on conversion from other varieties, and seeding methods by seed class, are new knowledge 
for PDAFF staffs. After accurately informing seed producers of these requirements of the QDS system, PDAFF 

staffs must also be responsible for preventing unnecessary production cancellations and rejections, controlling 

quality through voluntary inspections, and providing trainings on customer service, such as returning or 

exchanging inferior quality seeds when sold. 

As a future technical support system, the Project proposes the establishment of a master trainer within the GDA 

to train trainers (PDAFF staffs) on the requirements of the QDS system and the seed business in particular. The 
experiences in this Project have shown that the requirements of the QDS system are not easy for PDAFF staffs to 

understand and operate, and that they cannot be fully mastered in a single training session. Therefore, it is 

recommended that the master trainers assigned within the GDA provide refresher trainings to PDAFF technical 

officers on a regular basis. In particular, since there are several DRC and PDAFF C/Ps who have acquired 

knowledge and skills related to the QDS system through the Project activities, it would be appropriate to give 

priority to assign them as master trainers. 
 

(2) Proposal of the business management supports for the ACs 
The Project proposed a lead agricultural cooperative model in which agricultural cooperatives with relatively 

high organizational management capacity are selected to oversee rice seed production management, adjustment, 

processing, and sales. However, insufficient human capital and lack of business management skills at par with a 

medium-sized agricultural company remain a challenge. The Project has struggled in the areas of production 
management, field quality management, and accounting management by the ending time of the Project. 

For agricultural cooperatives to actively participate and play an important role as seed production entities, they 

need to continue to undergo training where their capacity for business management (production management, 

customer management, accounting, inventory management, etc.) is still scarce. This will require cooperation 
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among DCS, DRC, and DACP of the GDA and units within the PDAFF, as demonstrated during the Project. 

In the near future, when agricultural cooperatives expand seed production, they will need to significantly improve 
their management capacity. In such a case, rather than producing everything in-house in terms of field management 

and accounting management, the use of digitalization (appointment of IT personnel) and appointment external 

experts should be considered as options. If the objective is to produce rice seeds (CS) for members of agricultural 

cooperatives, it is not necessary to apply for the QDS system, but rather to visualize quality assurance through self-

inspections (such as using labels unique to the agricultural cooperatives). Therefore, it is preferable to choose the 

method according to the management policy of each cooperative, even for seeds produced within the cooperative. 
 

7.3.2. Quality inspection 

(1) Conduct quality inspections at the provincial level 

According to the QDS System standards, only CARDI and GDA authorized institutions could conduct quality 

inspections, and as of the end of the Project, the only inspection institution officially authorized by GDA was the 
National Agricultural Laboratory (NAL). However, since the Project has been improving the quality inspection 

capacity of PDAFF from the early stage of the Project. In June 2022, GDA and the Project exchanged a 

memorandum of understanding (MOU) to tentatively approve PDAFF in the four target provinces as inspection 

agencies, and to reconsider whether the quality inspection capacity of PDAFF staffs qualifies for the approval after 

the completion of the Project. There was a persistent opinion from GDA that quality inspections should be 

centralized at NAL under the central ministry, especially during the third phase of the Project. However, during the 
project period, the PDAFF in the target provinces has been responsible for quality inspections. 

The Project has been advised from the beginning to allow inspections not only at NAL but also at PDAFF, in 

consideration of the logistics (time and cost) of sending samples from provinces to Phnom Penh and the increased 

burden on NAL's inspection operations due to the increased number of samples to be inspected in the future as a 

result of the expansion of QDS seed production. Furthermore, since the Project has been strengthening the quality 

inspection capacity of PDAFFs in the target provinces for this purpose, the decision to allow quality inspections at 
PDAFF for this purpose is appropriate. 

 

(2) Introduction of a certified inspector system and a phased self-inspection system 

The accuracy of the inspections must be uniform throughout the country. To this end, the Project recommends a 

qualification system for inspectors and periodic updates (e.g., refresher training and renewal examinations) for 

inspectors. Furthermore, inspectors do not necessarily have to be public organizations, but can be private 
individuals or organizations with a certain level of knowledge and ability. The Project recommends that the MAFF 

introduce and manage this certified inspector system. 

 

7.3.3. System operation of the QDS system 

(1) Streamlining procedures for the QDS system 
The procedural flow for application and other procedures for the QDS system currently require paper-based 

approval at key points in the process which require substantial time.  From the standpoint of applicants of the 
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QDS system, however, the longer the time between sampling of the final product, notification of acceptance of the 

final quality inspection, and issuance of the QDS tags, the more risk of losing customers. During the project period, 
there were reported cases of seed sold without waiting for the issuance of the QDS tags. While the trend toward 

digitalization is expected to continue in Cambodia, the Project recommends the robust promotion of efficient 

digitalization of various procedures such as application forms for the QDS system, notification forms, and 

notification of inspection results, as this would speed-up the application process. 

 

(2) Tiered fee collection 
The GDA has stipulated the fees for various procedures in the QDS system, namely: 1. application fee, 2. field 

inspection fee, and 3. quality inspection fee. These fees collected from the QDS applicants will cover the costs 

involved in operating, maintaining, and administering the system. Since the GDA is still in the process of 

advocating and promoting the use of the system, the fees may be a disincentive for prospective applicants. 

Requiring users to bear the cost at this stage where benefits of utilizing the system are not yet fully recognized may 

discourage applicants, resulting in their disengagement from the QDS system altogether. To collect fees in stages 
only after applicants can obtain stable and sufficient benefits from the QDS system may be a more strategic 

approach to ensure usage and invites more applications. The Project recommends that the current fee schedule be 

temporarily put on-hold and resumed only when the market recognizes the benefits of the QDS system, i.e. when 

QDS seeds and the price premium exceeds the fee borne by the applicant. 

 

(3) Mandatory acquisition of QDS tags for upstream seed 
The Project observed cases where quality of RS was unreliable, which negatively affect the quality of CS. Noting 

that quality of RS was outside of the Project scope, the Project deemed it necessary to showcase the quality of CS 

through exhibition fields. In the latter part of the Project, RS was cultivated at the ARS under the GDA as one of 

the activities in the exhibition, with the aim of its meeting the QDS standard. This activity, however, confirmed 

that the improvement of seed quality right at the upstream is an urgent issue as not all the RS produced there did 

not meet the QDS standard. The Project recommends the mandatory distribution only of upstream seeds that meet 
the standards of the QDS system, including FS. 

 

(4) Coexistence with non-QDS seeds (CS) 

The GDA intends to convert all rice seed to QDS seed. During the operational midterm review survey conducted 

in March 2022, the Director General of the GDA stated that the GDA intended to expand the market for QDS seeds 

by using strategies such as banning the sale of non-QDS rice seeds as soon as possible and enforcing a crackdown 
on violators. 

On the other hand, the Project proposes that upstream seeds such as FS and RS be required to obtain the QDS 

tags, while for CS, it is not necessary for all seeds to be registered with the QDS. Rice farmers usually home bred 

seed for a certain period of time after purchasing rice seed, and in some cases, the home bred rice seed is given to 

neighboring farmers for a fee or free of charge. In other cases, for varieties with limited demand, such as traditional 

varieties, the minimum production area requirement of 5 hectares under the QDS system may not be met. Therefore, 
it is appropriate to focus on producing export rice from the QDS seed in accordance with the "Rice Seed Roadmap 

2028". 
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Within Cambodia, there is a demand in terms of variety, quality, and price. The seed does not necessarily have 

to be of high quality to have sufficient market value for domestic use. However, it should be noted that the DCS 
should crack down on the sale of seed of lower quality standards than those listed for any level of seed. 

 

(5) Use of the QDS system by governments and development partners 

Rice-related programs and projects implemented by governments and development partners may involve seed 

production promotion and distribution of quality seeds to increase rice production. In such activities, the Project 

recommends project proponents to actively encourage the use of the QDS system. 
 

(6) Counterfeit Measures 

With the awareness on the QDS system increasing and a price premium attached to QDS seeds gradually realized, 

it is anticipated that products with falsified tags may arise. Detection and prohibition of such counterfeit products 

also fall under the role of the GDA. One possible method of control is to publish an official list of certified 

producers of QDS seeds on the GDA's official website and advocate a call not to purchase QDS seeds from 
producers who are not on the official list. The issuance of tags with holograms, which are relatively inexpensive, 

may also be considered for added security. The holograms are 1 cm square and cost about 100 riel each (lot 

100,000). These measures may be taken as recognition of the QDS increases. 

 

7.3.4. Promotion of rice seed business 

(1) Continue measures to increase awareness of QDS seeds 
Although QDS seed is gradually gaining recognition through the efforts of the target agricultural cooperatives, 

it has not yet reached a sufficient price premium. Continued efforts to raise awareness of the QDS system and QDS 

seed in the market are needed. 

The free trial distribution of QDS seed to rice farmers conducted in the Project helped raise awareness of QDS 
seed. The activity encouraged a number of rice farmers to purchase QDS seeds, after realizing its assured high 

quality. The Project recommends the conduct of activities that raise awareness through government support, such 

as the free trial distribution campaign, as this approach will help stimulate the market demand for QDS seeds. 

 

(2) Calling on entities other than agricultural cooperatives to participate in the QDS system 
The "Rice Seed Roadmap 2028" sets a target to achieve "at least 30% of milled rice for export to be produced 

by QDS seeds". The production of milled rice for export involves a chain of events: the rice millers who handle it, 

the contract farmers and agricultural corporations that serve as suppliers of paddy to the millers, and the farmers 

and seed companies that serve as suppliers of the seeds to them. The recommendation to obtain the QDS tags on 

seeds for cultivation of milled rice for export (CS) is the direction that the roadmap aims to achieve. Therefore, the 

GDA recommends that seed producers in the supply chain of milled rice for export be encouraged to participate in 
the QDS system, not only through collaboration within government agencies, but also by private industry 

associations. 
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(3) Collaboration with the Cambodian Rice Federation 
The Project recommends that the CRF to initiate networking among supply chain actors by creating a platform 

where liaison among stakeholders is possible; establishing a feedback mechanism from the demand side to the 

production side of the QDS seed. This will ensure continued improvement of the quality of rice seed and the 

processes involved.  

Membership in the CRF network of supply chain actors will be advantageous for QDS-seed producers and their 

associations as the network will allow them to share the benefits and advantages of QDS seeds with exporters and 
millers, as well as give seed producer associations access to market trends. The Project recommends that the CRF 

provide options to cater to potential members’ financial capacity. i.e., a premium membership fee and regular 

membership fee, with corresponding privileges. 
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8. Summary of JICA's Rice Development Assistance in Cambodia 
JICA's technical assistance in the rice sector had started with the "Cambodia-Japan Friendship Technical 

Education Center" in the 1950s, and after a brief interruption in the 2000s, four major technical cooperation projects 

have been implemented since 2003 as follows. 

 

Battambang Agriculture Productivity. Enhancement Project (BAPEP) 

Period: April 1, 2003 - March 31, 2006 
Target area: Kamping Pouy, Battambang Province 

 

Centering in Kamping Pouy district, the project promoted the spread of high-quality seed production by farmers 

and contract cultivation of high-quality paddy with rice millers. Consequently, the number of farmers was 

expanded through the supply of high quality seeds and production technology guidance through certification by 

public institutions. Moreover, paddy rice yields improved in conjunction with improved water management 
through supports from the water users' association, and diversification of crop types was promoted by 

recommending the creation of planting plans based on community-based surveys at the local level. 

・ Production of high quality rice through production and use of high quality seeds 

・ Improvement of rice production technology 

・ Improvement of water management technology 

・ Introduction of diversified management for livelihood stability (vegetable cultivation, peanut cultivation, 
pig and poultry farming) 

 

Battambang Rural Area Nurture and Development Project (BRAND) 

Period: November 30, 2006 - March 31, 2010 

Target area: 4 districts in Battambang Province 

 
In order to extend the results of BAPEP to other areas in Battambang Province, the project aimed to strengthen 

cooperation between PDAFF, pilot stations, and provincial and district level extension, and to enhance agricultural 

extension services in consideration of farmers' farming improvement and market distribution. Four communes in 

four metropolitan areas with high development priorities and high agricultural potential were selected for support. 

・ Introduction of market oriented rice production and marketing 

・ Development of guidelines for rice farming operations 
・ Development of agricultural extension plans, agricultural technologies and methods, and extension 

activities 

・ Technology dissemination using demonstration fields with superior seeds 

・ Support farmers to improve productivity (crop diversification) 

・ Establishment of brand rice standards, certification system, official accreditation of rice mills supplying 
rice 

 

Agricultural Productivity Promotion Project in West Tonle Sap (APPP) 

Period: October 2010 to March 31, 2015 
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Target area: Battambang Province, Pursat Province, Kampong Chhnang Province 

 
The objectives of the project were to further establish the technologies accumulated through BAPEP and 

BRAND, to expand and disseminate them on an area-wide basis, and to strengthen the system that leads to higher 

income through the promotion of rice production and distribution. The three target provinces are areas with high 

potential for agricultural production in Cambodia, and in order to maximize their potential, C/Ps were selected 

from the relevant departments at the central, provincial, and district levels responsible for the dissemination of 

improved technologies, and project activities were implemented. 

・ Dissemination of seed production technology through Farmer Field Schools (FFS) 

・ Implementation of farmer group fund system 

・ Joint purchase of agricultural materials and joint shipment of rice by farmer groups 

・ Farmers' groups to practice recommended technologies and share information on distribution prices 

・ Cultivation of guaranteed seeds by seed production groups, field testing, seed quality inspection 

・ Strengthening organizational management capacity by creating common accounting forms, conducting 
bookkeeping training, and establishing group bylaws 

 

Project for Rice Seed Production and Promotion (RSPP) 

Period: November 2017 - May 2023 

Target area: Battambang, Kampong Chhnang, Prey Veng, and Takeo provinces 

 
In order to establish a QDS system, a seed quality control system that includes unified quality standards and 

production management methods at the national level to expand production of quality rice seeds, relevant 

documents such as rice seed guidelines and seed production manuals were developed. Additionally, the QDS 

system was officially launched through the dissemination of seed production technology, field and laboratory 

inspections, human resource development at the central and provincial levels for the operation of the seed system, 

and the development of seed-producing target ACs in the target provinces through these activities. 

・ Support for preparation of guidelines required for the QDS system 

・ Capacity building in seed production and quality inspection technology in accordance with the QDS system 
(GDA, PDAFF, seed producing cooperatives) 

・ Strengthening the management capacity of seed producing agricultural cooperatives (field management, 
accounting, inventory control, marketing) 

・ Support for the operation of the QDS database 
・ Support for development of rice seed roadmap 

・ Raising awareness of the QDS system and seed quality 
 

In each of the technical cooperation projects, efforts have been made to improve production technology and post-

harvest processing technology, water management technology, distribution, and support for group farming by 

agricultural cooperatives and others, with the aim of increasing the added value of rice and improving farmers' 
livelihoods. From the beginning of JICA's support, JICA has recognized the importance of rice seeds in Cambodia 

and has worked to produce quality seeds. During this period, improvements in agricultural infrastructure and 
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agricultural mechanization have progressed, and Cambodia has become a rice exporting country, with export 

volumes increasing in recent years. Although export volumes have come to a stagnated in recent years, partly due 
to the COVID19, demand for quality seeds will continue to increase, as the CRF aims to export 750,000 tons by 

2024 and 1 million tons by 2025. The government has also set the expansion of agricultural exports as one of its 

policy goals and has just launched a program to support the rice sector. 

After the completion of this Project, MAFF and GDA will continue to improve the productivity, quality, and 

export of rice in Cambodia without any technical assistance or financial support from JICA, such as travel expenses. 

To date, JICA has been working to design systems and improve the capacity of all parties involved, from rice self-
sufficiency to exports, targeting GDA at the central level, PDAFF at the provincial level, and target ACs at the 

producer level, including productivity improvement, commercialization, distribution promotion, and production, 

inspection, and distribution of quality seeds. Through such supports, the Cambodian rice sector has come to have 

sufficient knowledge, technology, and capacity not only in production, but also in the production of quality seeds, 

which is necessary to expand rice exports, with the relevant institutions and persons involved. 

The government's strong will to expand rice exports can be seen in the fact that the government of Cambodia 
has already begun preparing a government project (see 7.1 Prospects to achieve Overall Goal) scheduled to start 

in 2023 in accordance with the Rice Seed Roadmap 2028 to expand production of high-quality rice seeds. Although 

it will take time to strengthen the capacity of all parties involved at the nationwide level, the Project are eagerly 

anticipating that it will be realized. 
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Appendix 1 
Project Design Matrix (PDM)  

Final Version 

  



Project Design Matrix (PDM) Outputs 
Final Version 

Project Title: Project for Rice Seed Production and Promotion (RSPP)  
Implementing Agency:  General Directorate of Agriculture (GDA), Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries 
Target Group: Staff of GDA, Provincial Department of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries (PDAFF), District Agriculture Office (DOA), Seed 

Producers Groups (SPGs) and other stakeholders concerned. 
Period of Project: November 2017 – April 2023 
Project Site: Phnom Penh and target Provinces (Prey Veng, Takeo, Kampong Chhnang, and Battambang) 
 

Narrative Summary of Objectives Objectively Verifiable Indicators* Means of Verification 
Important  

Assumption 
Achievement 

As of March 2023 
Remarks 

Overall Goal  
More quality rice seed is produced, and 
more farmers use it for production 
nationwide. 

- Policy measures to promote the QDS 
system are authorized. 

 
- Rice seed production area or volume of 

the Seed Business Model is expanded in 
four target provinces. 

Report of Government    

Project Purpose  
System for producing and distributing 
quality rice seed is established and 
functions properly in the target provinces. 

GDA counterpart institutionalizes the QDS 
system to ensure quality rice seed 
distributed in the market by  

i. establishing an organizational structure 
(CA) and QDS workflow,  

ii. preparing a Road Map for the 
proliferation of rice seeds, and  

iii. building capacity to manage the QDS 
database 

Survey/reports made by the Project - There is no significant 
change for 
Cambodian policy on 
quality rice seed 
production and 
promotion. 

i. Both the organization 
structure for the operation 
of the QDS system and 
the QDS workflow have 
been established 

ii. The target of the future 
QDS seed production in 
the roadmap is agreed 
with DCS 

iii. The QDS database was 
appropriately managed 
by the DCS and the DCS 
successfully issued the 
QDS tags. 

 

Outputs  
1. Capacity of GDA, PDAFF, AC/SPG 
and private sector is upgraded in the 
fields of seed production technique and 
its management. 

1-a) 
- A manual of rice seed production and 

business management is endorsed by 
GDA and the manual is utilized by GDA 
and PDAFF Counterparts who are in 
charge of the QDS system.  

 
1-b) 
- Compared to the planned volume, at least 

80% of rice seeds produced by target 
ACs in the Seed Business Model meet 
the standard of the QDS system by the 
end of the Project except for 
uncontrollable losses by environmental 
and climate disasters. 

 
1-c) 
- Each Seed Business Model produces at 

least 20 ha per year of high-quality rice 
seed by the end of the Project except for 
uncontrollable losses by environmental 
and climate disasters. 

 
1-d) 
- All lead ACs in the Seed Business Model 

are able to provide a periodical business 
plan and evaluate/improve it every year 
by the end of the Project. 

 
1-e) 
- All lead ACs in the Seed Business Model 

allocates personals to key business roles 
such as quality control, processing, and 
marketing and they provide a periodical 
activity report to other members to show 
each role functions well.   

 

Project report, Draft manuals,  
 
 
 
Observation/test done by the Project,  
 
 
 
Data on productivity, profitability, and 
quality of paddy as well as financial 
statements of target ACs 
 
 
Questionnaire survey to target ACs 
Business plans, and financial statements 

- Cambodian side 
continues to 
implement awareness 
raising activities for 
utilization of quality 
rice seeds. 

- The target provinces 
do not heavily suffer 
from disasters such as 
drought and flood. 

1-a) 
- Rice Seed Production 

Manual is confirmed and 
endorsed by GDA 
 

1-b) 
- The indicator has been 

achieved except for 
uncontrollable losses and 
cancelations 
 

1-c) 
- The indicator has been 

achieved except for 
uncontrollable losses and 
cancellations. 
 

1-d) 
- The ACs showed the skill 

of business planning by 
regular submission of 
Declaration A form under 
the QDS system. 

- The ACs successfully 
organized annual general 
assembly to share their 
achievement and 
reflections  
 

1-e) 
- The ACs have allocated 

their members to 
maintain and develop 
their rice seed business 
 
 

 

2. The rice seed inspection and 
certification system are introduced in the 
target provinces. 

2-a) 
- An inspection manual of the QDS system 

is endorsed by GDA. 
 
2-b) 
- Assessment criteria for QDS system 

inspector is introduced and all target 
PDAFF Counterparts obtain above 80% 
of the assessment criteria.  

 
2-c) 
- Each inspector of PDAFF and GDA CP 

and/or private sectors conduct the field 
and laboratory inspection of the QDS 
system above 10 samples/year. 

 
2-d) 
- All target ACs are able to operate whole 
procedures as an applicant in accordance 
with QDS manual. (Monitor capacity 
building level using a check sheet) 
 

Draft guidelines and manuals,  
 
The assessment criteria for QDS system 
inspector  
 
Observation/test done by the Project 
 
 
Record of the QDS inspection 
Observation/test done by the Project. 
Check sheet 

-All relevant 
stakeholders adopt the 
guidelines. 
 
 

2-a) 
- The inspection manual 

has been confirmed and 
endorsed by GDA 
 

2-b) 
- The GDA and PDAFF 

C/P achieved above 80% 
of the score for the 
capacity development 
assessment 
 

2-c) 
- The PDAFF C/P have 

their capacity to conduct 
the laboratory inspection 
for 10samples per year.   
 

2-d) 
- The ACs achieved 

above 80% of the score 
for the capacity 
development 
assessment 

 

3. Rice seed business is accelerated in 
the target provinces. 

3-a) 
- At least 70% of paddy farmers who use 

high-quality rice seeds are satisfied with 
the effectiveness of CS (purity, 
germination rate, and yield). (hearing form 
QDS users and demo-farmers) 
 

3-b) 
- All target Seed Business Model increase 

the sales volume of CS per year, 
compared to the first cropping season by 
the end of the Project.   

Questionnaire survey to rice millers and 
traders 
 
 
Project report, Contracts(documents), 
Sales record 
 
 

- The prices of rice are 
not drastically 
fluctuated. 

3-a) 
- More than 80% of the 

rice farmers who joined 
the seed trial satisfied 
with the QDS seed and 
the indicator has been 
achieved 
 

3-b) 
- Compared to the sales 

volume of 2020, that of 
2022 has been 
increased. 

 

Activities Input Pre-Conditions Issues Countermeasures 

 Japanese side Cambodian side    

1-1. Conduct baseline survey on current 
situation and compile/submit a proposal 
for upgrading capacity as well as 
mechanism for rice seed production, 
inspection/ certification. 

Dispatch of Japanese Experts 
- Chief advisor 
- Seed business 
- Seed production and inspection 
- Extension of seed production and 

inspection 
- Marketing 
- Monitoring 
- Farmer organization 

Assignment of sufficient C/P personnel 
from Crop Seed Department and the 
PDAFF (Crop Seed Unit and extension 
workers) in target provinces including 
Project Director and Project Manager. 

 
Facilities 
- Office space and furniture in GDA and 

in target PDAFF as required 

- Seed Policy is 
officially approved. 

- Seed Management 
Unit is officially 
established. -
Counterpart (C/P) 
personnel are 
assigned. 

  



- Coordinator 

 
Facilities and equipment 
- Facility and equipment necessary for 

Project implementation 

 
Training 
- Training in Japan/third country 

- Electricity, water, telephone/ 
communication 

1-2. Conduct baseline survey on quality 
rice seed production and distribution in 
the target provinces. 

     

1-3. Confirm capacity of existing SPGs 
and identify tasks ahead for upgrading 
their production capacity. 

     

1-4. Provide training to GDA, PDAFF, 
AC/SPG and private sector on seed 
production. 

     

1-5. Provide training to staff of 
PDAFF/DAO on-rice seed production, in 
cooperation with GDA. 

     

1-6. Provide rice seed processing 
equipment/ facilities to selected SPGs in 
conjunction with training on operation and 
maintenance. 

     

1-7. Provide training to SPGs for 
upgrading their seed business 
management capacity through PDAFF in 
the target provinces. 

     

1-8. Set up mechanism to incorporate 
market demands into their rice seed 
production plan through training to SPGs 
on marketing. 

     

1-9. Based on the results of above 
activities, develop final draft of manual for 
seed production and seed business 
management, and submit to MAFF as a 
basis for national guidelines in Cambodia. 

     

2-1. Provide training to GDA, PDAFF, 
AC/SPG and private sector on seed 
quality inspection and certification. 

     

2-2. Provide training to PDAFF/DAO staff 
on seed quality inspection and 
certification, in cooperation with GDA. 

     

2-3. Carry out 1-year trial of QDS system 
and evaluate the performance for the 
improvement (end/2019). 

     

2-4. Extend the improved QDS system to 
other SPGs in the target provinces and 
draft manuals, recommendations on 
implementation structure and budget for 
the national rice seed inspection and 
certification system are prepared 
(end/2020). 

     

2-5. Provide technical support on 
implementation of the national rice seed 
inspection and certification system in the 
target provinces. 

     

3-1. Conduct baseline survey on rice 
seed and paddy value chain 

     

3-2. Conduct demonstration activities to 
show advantage of utilizing quality rice 
seeds at SPGs' field 

     

3-3. Conduct demonstration activities to 
show advantage of utilizing quality rice 
seeds at rice farmer's field 

     

3-4. Verify impact of quality rice seed to 
the productivity, profitability, and quality 
of paddy based on the result of 3-2, 3-3. 
(quality is compared with export 
standard) 

     

3-5. Carry out events/workshop for 
networking the stakeholders to identify 
potential rice seed business model 
(stakeholders include SPGs, paddy 
producers (farmers), seed 
company/sellers, rice millers) 

     

3-6. Conduct trial for identified rice seed 
business model, monitor and evaluate the 
result. 

     

 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix 2 
Plan of Operation (PO)  

Final Version 

  



Stage III
2019 2020 2021 2022 2022 2023

Project Title:  Project for Rice Seed Production and Promotion
Inputs
【Expert Team Members from JICA】

Assignment Schedule

Mr. KUDO, Yasunobu Plan 

(Chief Advisor / Seed Business Experts) Actual

Ms. AKIYAMA, Akiko Plan 

(Deputy Chief Advisor / Seed Business Expert) Actual

Mr. TANAKA, Toyozo Plan 

(Seed Production and Inspection Expert) Actual

Mr. TANAKA, Hiroyuki Plan 

(Marketing (1)) Actual

Mr. YAMAZAKI, Masaru Plan 

(Extension of seed production and inspection Expert) Actual

Ms. TAMURA, Noriko/Ms. IWASAKI, Tamami Plan 

(Farmers Organizion Expert/ Marketing (2)) Actual

Ms. UEHARA, Keiko/Ms. NAKAMURA, Yukiko Plan 

(Coordinator/ Equipment Procurement Expert) Actual

Mr. SAK Choeun Plan 

 (National Consultant) Actual

Mr. Meas Soborn Plan 

 (Techinical Assitant) Actual

Ms. SAK Sokhena Plan 

(Secretary) Actual

Activities-sub activities 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

OUTPUT1. Capacity of GDA, PDAFF, AC/SPG and private sector is upgraded in the fields of seed production technique and its management

Plan 

Actual Done during the Phase I&II

Plan 

Actual Done during the Phase I&II

Plan 

Actual Done during the Phase I&II

Plan 

Actual

Plan 

Actual

Plan 

Actual

Plan 

Actual

Plan 

Actual

Plan 

Actual

OUTPUT2. The rice seed certification and inspection system is introduced in the target provincess.

Plan 

Actual

Plan 

Actual

Plan 

Actual Done during the Phase I&II

Plan 

Actual

Plan 

Actual

OUTPUT3. Rice seed business model is proposed in the target provinces.

Plan 

Actual Done during the Phase I&II

Plan 

Actual

Plan 

Actual

Plan 

Actual

Plan 

Actual

Plan 

Actual

Project Monitoring Sheet II  (Inputs and Activities) Final

Version (As of April 2023)

11 12 7 8 9 10 11 121 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 121 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 121 2 3 4 5 6

4 5 6 7 8 911 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 11 12 1 2 3

1-4. Provide training to GDA, PDAFF, AC/SPG and private sector on seed production.

1-5. Provide training to staff of PDAFF/DAO on-rice seed production, in cooperation with

GDA.

10 11 12

1-1. Conduct baseline survey on current situation and compile/submit a proposal for

upgrading capacity as well as mechanism for rice seed production, certification and quality

1-2. Conduct baseline survey on quality rice seed production and distribution in the target

provinces.

1-3. Confirm capacity of existing SPGs and identify tasks ahead for upgrading their

production capacity.

4 5 6 7 8 910 11 12 1 2 3

1-8. Set up mechanism to incorporate market demands into their rice seed production plan

through training to SPGs on marketing.

1-6. Provide rice seed processing equipment/facilities to selected SPGs in conjunction with

training on how to operate.

1-7. Provide training to SPGs for upgrading their seed business management capacity

through PDAFF staff in the target provinces.

2-2. Provide training to PDAFF/DOA staff on certification, quality inspection of rice seed, in

cooperation with GDA.

2-3. Carry out 1-year trial of QDS system and evaluate the performance for the

improvement.

1-9. Based on the results of above activities, develop final draft of manual for seed

production and seed business management, and submit to MAFF as a basis for national

2-1. Provide training to GDA, PDAFF, AC/SPG and private sector on seed quality inspection

and certification.

3-3. Conduct demonstration activities to show advantage of utilizing quality rice seeds at

rice farmer's field.

3-4. Verify impact of quality rice seed to the productivity, profitability, and quality of paddy

based on the result of 3-2, 3-3. (quality is compared with export standard).

3-5. Carry out events/workshop for networking the stakeholders to identify potential rice

seed business model(stakeholders include SPGs, paddy producers (farmers), seed

2-4. Extend the improved QDS system to other SPGs in the target provinces and draft manuals,

recommendations on implementation structure and budget for the national rice seed inspection and

certification system are prepared.

2-5. Provide technical support on implementation of the national rice seed inspection and

certification system in the target provinces.

3-1. Conduct baseline survey on rice paddy and rice seed value chain.

3-2. Conduct demonstration activities to show advantage of utilizing quality rice seeds at

SPGs' field.

6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5

3-6. Conduct trial for identified rice seed business model, monitor and evaluate the result.



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix 3 
Dispatchment of Japanese Experts 

  



Dispatchment of Japanese Experts

1. Dispatchment in Cambodia 　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

Phase 3

2. Dispatchment in Japan

Position 2019 2020 2021 2022

8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5

2023

11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 12 1 2 3 4 56 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 56 7 8 9 10 11

Chief Advisor / Seed
Business Experts

(40) (62) (27) (31) (33) (27)

(15) (70) (97) (61)

(20)

Marketing (1)

(15)

Seed Production and
Inspection Expert

(21)

(16)

Deputy Chief Advisor /
Seed Business Expert

(21) (58) (90)

(17)

Extension of seed
production and
inspection Expert (56) (36) (82) (24) (35) (7)

Farmers Organization
Expert/ Marketing (2)

(36) (18) (17) (25) (32)

Coordinator/ Equipment
Procurement Expert

(125) (421) (91)

1 2 3 4 5 6
Position

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

11 12

(79) (173)

4 5

Chief Advisor / Seed
Business Experts

7 8 9 10 11 121 2 3 4 5 67 8 9 10 11 12

(10.0)

1 2 31 2 3 4 5 67 8 9 10 11 12

(4.0) (2.0)(4.0) (4.0) (6.0)(2.0) (4.0) (4.0)(4.0)

(10.0) (10.0) (10.0) (10.0) (10.0) (4.0) (4.6)

Seed Production and
Inspection Expert

(6.0) (3.0) (4.0) (8.0) (8.0) (3.0)(10.0) (10.0) (10.0) (6.0) (4.0)

Deputy Chief Advisor /
Seed Business Expert

(3.0) (2.3)

Marketing (1)
(2.0)

(4.0) (4.0) (4.0) (4.0) (2.0) (2.0) (2.0) (2.0)(4.0)(2.0) (2.0)

(10.0) (10.0) (10.0) (4.0)

Farmers Organization
Expert/ Marketing (2)

(4.0) (5.0) (4.0) (5.0) (5.0) (3.0)(10.0) (10.0) (2.0) (10.0) (6.0) (2.0)

Extension of seed
production and
inspection Expert

(8.0)

Coordinator/ Equipment
Procurement Expert

(12.0) (16.0)

(10.0) (13.0) (8.0) (8.0) (8.0) (6.0)

(6.0) (10.0) (5.0) (4.0)

(8.0) (9.0) (9.0) (9.0) (4.0) (4.0)

(16.0) (16.0) (16.0) (12.0) (4.0)(4.0)

(7.0)

(6.0)

(6.0)

(4.0)

(6.0)

(2.0)

(8.0) (9.0) (9.0) (9.0) (4.0) (4.0)

(8.0) (9.0) (9.0) (9.0) (9.0) (2.0)
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List of Equipment

Product name Specification
Num
ber

Purchase
price
（KHR)

Purchase
date

Location

Multi-function printer
Kyocera

TASKalfa5550ci
1 3,850.00 2017/11/24 GDA

Computer Microsoft Surface Pro 1 1,976.70 2018/3/5 GDA

Computer Asus A442UA 5 4,207.50 2018/3/27 GDA

Seeder Eli rice seeder 4 4,560.00 2018/9/17

Bopea Sen Chey AC （Prey Veng)
Ang Kamping Puoy AC （Battambang)
Baphnom Meanchey AC （Prey Veng)

O'Saray AC （Takeo)

Motorcycle YAMAHA SIRIUS 8 9,680.00 2019/1/8 PDAFF（Battambang, Prey Veng）

Moisture meter SATAKE SS-7 5 2,406.25 2019/3/13 GDA、PDAFF（Four target provinces）

Motorcycle SUZUKI 8 12,584.00 2019/6/3 PDAFF（Kampong Chhnang, Takeo）

Diaphanoscope 220V Diaphanoscope 5 4,288.63 2019/6/21
GDA

PDAFF（Four target provinces）

Electronic scale Precision Balance-AND 5 5,004.90 2019/6/21
GDA

PDAFF（Four target provinces）

Seeder Lun Heng seeder 1 700.00 2019/9/23 Baphnom Meanchey AC （Prey Veng)

Moisture meter SATAKE SS-7 4 1,925.00 2019/11/29

ARS
（Battambang, Prey Veng）

Baphnom Meanchey AC （Prey Veng)
O'Saray AC （Takeo)

Seeder Eli rice seeder 1 1,510.00 2019/11/29 Lve Rong Roeung AC (Takeo)

Seeder Lun Heng seeder 1 850.00 2020/2/23 LAREC (Kampong Chhnang)

Seed grader
AGROSAW Seed Grader,

Model UC-2
2 52,659.20 2021/1/20

Baphnom Meanchey AC （Prey Veng)
O'Saray AC （Takeo)

Tablet
Samsung Galaxy Tab

S6 Lite
20 8,980.00 2021/7/26

GDA、NAL、PDAFF（Four target provinces）
Baphnom Meanchey AC （Prey Veng)

O'Saray AC （Takeo)
Chamroeun Phal Rieng Kesey AC (Battambang)
Camseed Pichangva AC （Kampong Chhnang)

Moisture meter Kett　FG521 1 480.00 2021/11/16 Chamroeun Phal Rieng Kesey AC (Battambang)

Moisture meter Kett　FG521 1 480.00 2021/12/3 Camseed Pichangva AC （Kampong Chhnang)

Seed grader
Phuminhphat

LS1.5
1 30,750.00 2022/2/15 Chamroeun Phal Rieng Kesey AC (Battambang)

Tractor
Kubota M6040SU
Kubota RX220H

4 wheels trailer
1 36,500.00 2022/5/10 Camseed Pichangva AC （Kampong Chhnang)
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Rice Seed Roadmap 2028 
 
1. Goals 
Goal: By 2028, 30% of exported rice will be produced by Quality Declared Seed. 
Period: Six years from 2023 
 
There are three stages, namely, the Application stage, the Surge stage, and the Steady increase stage, to 
achieve the goal. In the Application stage, GDA will support increasing the acreage of the existing 
Agricultural cooperatives (ACs) targeted by Rice Seed Production and Promotion (RSPP) by JICA and 
Cambodia Agricultural Value Chain Program (CAVAC) by AusAID. GDA will also promote new ACs 
to participate in QDS production. 
The Surge stage invites other producers, in addition to the existing ACs, such as individual seed 
producers and private seed companies, to participate in QDS production. 
By the Steady Increase stage, PDAFF in all rice-producing provinces will be familiar with the QDS 
system and will become to support seed producers under the QDS system. It is expected that the number 
of QDS producers will steadily increase from this stage. 
The following table shows the necessary volume of certified seed in each stage, estimated from the 
export volume of milled rice in 2020. Then, the next table computes the main target volume and number 
of producers at each stage by seed class, based on the necessary certified seeds.  
 
 

The volume of necessary certified seed in each stage 
 

 

2023-2024 
Application 

2025-2026 
Surge 

2027-2028 
Steady Increase 

Export volume (MT) 690,829 690,829 690,829 

Use of QDS 10% 20% 30% 

Milled rice with QDS (MT) 69,083 138,166 207,249 

Paddy with QDS (MT) 119,108 238,217 357,325 

Production area with QDS (ha) 39,703 79,406 119,108 

Necessary seed (MT) 1,588 3,176 4,764 

*Conditions for the estimation: Export volume: 690,829 MT (milled rice) as of 2020, 
milling ratio: 58%, seed renewal rate: 50%, seeding rate: 80 kg/ha 

 
Target production volume of seed by class and stages 

 

Seed 
 Class 

Seed producers 
2023-2024 

Application stage 
2025-2026 
Surge stage 

2027-2028 
Steady Increase stage 

CS  Target 1,400MT Target 3,250MT Target 5,100MT 

 
4 ACs (RSPP) and 5ACs 
(CAVAC) 

900 MT/year 
(100 MT/year-applicant x 9 
AC) 

1350MT 
(150 MT/year-applicant x 
9 AC) 

1800MT 
(200MT/year-applicant x 9 
AC) 



 
10 newly participating 
ACs 

500MT/year 
(50MT/year-applicant x 10 
AC) 

1000MT 
(100MT/year-applicant x 
10 AC) 

1500MT 
(150MT/year-applicant x 
10 AC) 

 
9 newly participating 
individual producers and 
private seed companies 

 900MT 
(100MT/year-applicant x 
9 applicants) 

1800MT 
(200MT/year-applicant x 9 
applicants) 

RS  Target 20MT Target 47MT Target 73MT 

 
CARDI (Cambodia 
Agriculture Research and 
Development Institute) 

20MT/year 20MT/year 20MT/year 

 
ARS (Agriculture 
Research Station) or 
private sector 

0MT/year 27MT/year 53MT/year 

FS  Target 17 kg Target 39 kg Target 55 kg 

 CARDI  17 kg/year 39 kg/year 55 kg/year 

*Conditions for the estimation: Seeding rate: 20kg (BS to FS), 40 kg (FS to RS), 80 kg (RS to CS), Yield: 
2.5Mt/ha (BS to FS), 2.8 Mt/ha (FS to RS), 2.8 Mt/ha (RS to CS), 
 
2. Target provinces and seed producers 
(1) Target provinces 
Taking PDAFF capacity into consideration, GDA shall select new seed producers from QDS-
experienced provinces such as Battambang, Kampong Chhnang, Takeo, and Prey Veng. Notably, seed 
centers with the processing capacity of 60 Mt of rice seeds were newly constructed in the provinces of 
Battambang and Prey Veng. As such, the two provinces can invite more seed producers. 
 
(2) Target seed producers 
To avoid high initial investment, it is highly recommended to prioritize seed producers  with the 
necessary facilities and equipment, such as a warehouse, drying yard, and seed cleaner. 
 
3. Government roles 
The GDA and PDAFF play a significant role in the following;  

- Provision of the technical training on seed production and inspection based on the QDS system 
to newly participating PDAFF staff, seed producers, ACs, and seed production companies in 
new target provinces (costs shouldered by the participants) 

- Issuance of QDS business certificates (cost shall be shouldered by the participants) 
- Field inspection excluding seeds produced by CARDI (cost shall be shouldered by applicants) 
- Laboratory test excluding seeds produced by CARDI (cost shall be shouldered by applicants) 
- Issuance of QDS labels (tags) 
- Provision of subsidies to promote QDS production. 
- Maintaining and rationalization streamlining the QDS system, including minimizing  

paperwork, introducing an electric application, electric issuance, and handing over of field 
inspection to PDAFF or applicants. 

 
4. Activities 
(1) Activities for human resource development 

- Training for provincial extension officers and seed inspectors 



New participants in the QDS system need to obtain intensive technical supports. PDAFF and 
provincial extension officers will be in charge of guiding those new participants. To do so, GDA 
will provide the training to PDAFF or provincial officers on the QDS system, its flow, and the 
roles of PDAFF in the system. 
The laboratory inspection in the QDS system requires about 15 days for one sample, and the 
necessary number of inspectors would depend on the seed volume. The following table 
estimates that each stage requires 12, 28, and 42 inspectors respectively, responding to the 
increase of seed volume. 

 
 2023-2024 

Application 
2025-2026 

Surge 
2027-2028 

Steady Increase 

The necessary number of 
inspectors 

12 28 42 

CS Target 1,400MT Target 3,250MT Target 5,100MT 

15days 15days 15days 

RS Target 20MT Target 47MT Target 73MT 

0.21days 0.21days 0.22days 

* Conditions for the estimation:  Inspection efficiency: 2 samples per day-inspector, Lots of samples: 1 sample 
per 4 tons of seed. Production seasons: 2 seasons per year 
 
(2) Activities for Increase of recognition of the Quality Declared Seed system 

- Public disclosure of applicants with seed business certification in the MAFF and GDA official 
homepage. For rice seed consumers, the government should disclose the names of QDS certified 
applicants. 

- Promotion of public awareness of the QDS system 
MAFF/GDA shall cooperate with Cambodia Rice Federation, the largest rice stakeholder 
association, to promote public awareness of the QDS system.  

- Free trial of QDS seeds 
Free seed trials conducted by the RSPP have resulted in seed sales contracts between the 
targeted ACs and the participants in the trials. To raise awareness of the QDS system, the 
government shall employ the approach in rice-producing areas.  

- Financial support to newly participating seed producers 
Quality seed production requires an initial investment such as a warehouse, drying yard, and 
seed cleaner. The total cost of those investment is as high as $85,000, according to the RSPP’s 
experience. Not all ACs and private companies can bear such an amount. Previously under the 
Boosting Food Production Program, the government granted warehouses, drying yards, and 
seed cleaners to a number of ACs. In the same manner  the government shall consider the budget 
allocation to directly subsidize eligible producers  or  provide a package of interest supplement 
of bank loans.  
 

- Provision of the sales subsidy to invite more QDS producers 
Since the QDS system is yet to be fully recognized in the market, the selling price of QDS seeds 
is not always higher than non-QDS seeds. This has discouraged seed producers to participate 
in the QDS system. The government will incentivize QDS producers by providing a sales 
subsidy of about 400 Riel per kg. Once the market awareness of the QDS system rises 



sufficiently to invite new QDS participants, the government will gradually reduce the amount 
of the subsidy. 

 
5. Necessary budget for achieving the goal of the roadmap 
(1) Support seed production business through capacity development (USD) 

 
2023-2024 
Application 

2025-2026 
Surge 

2027-2028 
Steady Increase 

Follow-up current target 0 10 9 

New target 10 9 0 

Total number of target 10 19 9 

Unit cost for intervention (USD) 4,860 4,860 4,860 

Direct cost total (USD) 48,600 92,340 43,740 

Indirect cost (20%) 9,720 18,468 8,748 

Total intervention cost (USD) 58,320 110,808 52,488 

 
(2) Support investment of facility and equipment (USD) for the provinces other than Battambang and 
Prey Veng provinces1 

 
2023-2024 
Application 

2025-2026 
Surge 

2027-2028 
Steady Increase 

Warehouse (200 MT) 10 9 0 

Drying yard (25x25m) 10 9 0 

Seed cleaner (1 ton/hr) 10 9 0 

The unit cost of Warehouse 35,000 35,000 35,000 

The unit cost of Drying yard 15,000 15,000 15,000 

The unit cost of Cleaner (1 Mt/hr) 35,000 35,000 35,000 

Total cost 850,000 765,000 0 

Government subsidy (70%) 595,000 535,500 0 

 
(3) Promotion of Quality Declared Seed (USD) 
Free seed trial 

 
2023-2024 
Application 

2025-2026 
Surge 

2027-2028 
Steady Increase 

Number of trial farmers 20 20 0 

Unit seed volume (kg/time) 80  80 0 

Unit price of seed (USD/kg) 0.675 0.675  

Duration (years) 2 1 0 

Total cost (USD) 2,160 1,080 0 

 
(4) Sales subsidy 

 
1 There are newly constructed seed centers in Battambang and Prey Veng provinces. Seed producers can utilize 
these facilities for post-harvest processing. 



 

 
2023-2024 
Application 

2025-2026 
Surge 

2027-2028 
Steady Increase 

Sales subsidy (USD/kg) 0.1 0.1 0 

Target volume (kg) 1,400,000 3,250,000 0 

Duration (years) 2 1 0 

Total cost (USD) 280,000 325,000 0 

 
(5) Total cost at each stage (USD) 

 2023-2024 
Application 

2025-2026 
Surge 

2027-2028 
Steady Increase 

(1) Capacity development 58,320 110,808 52,488 

(2) Subsidy for facility and equipment 595,000 535,500 0 

(3)-1 Free trial of QDS seeds 2,160 1,080  

(3)-2 Sales subsidy 280,000 325,000 0 

Total 935,480 972,388 52,488 

 
 
 
Attachments 
1) Implementation Structure 
2) QDS workflow 
3) Fee structure  



Department of 
Crop Seed

Office of 
Administration,Planning, 
Accounting and 
International Cooperation

Office of 
Variety Registration 
and Seed Certification

Office of 
Legislation and Seed 
Inspection

Director

Deputy Directors Deputy Director Deputy Director

●Check of QDS related documents.
●Issuance of a business certificate
●Implementation of field inspection.
●Sample taking for labo. test.
●Operation and management of QDS database.
●Issuance QDS tags.

Roles of QDS Implementation

Uth Sam Al, Mak Chan Ratana Dr. Srun Khema Tai Chandara

1. Implementation Structure



 QDS Operation Workflow -1 

QDS Application Form (60 days before sawing) 

 
 

■QDS Application Form (60days before seeding) ■Declaration A From (20 days before sawing) ■Field inspections (before flowering/ before harvest) ■Declaration B From (after processing and bagging) ■Laboratory Inspection and Issuance of QDS label
 (both processes need to be done within one week, in total two weeks)

Seed producer (SG) is interested
in the production of QDS seed
production

PDAFF announces AC about the
upcoming submission schedule
of QDS related forms and fees

PDAFF decides date of
inspection based on the date of
sawing/ transplanting

PDAFF reminds SG the
submission of the form

PDAFF reminds SG the request
of the laboratory inspection

PDAFF/ DCS handouts the QDS
manual and announces
necessary applications and fees

SG submits the form and
attachments by hand/ postal
service

PDAFF coordinates the field
inspection schedule with DCS
and SG

SG submits the form and
attSGhments by hand/ postal
service

SG requires the laboratory
inspection to NAL/PDAFF by
phone

SG proceeds to the training of
QDS procedure and the quality
testing (only for seed sellers)

GDA sends the invoice of
training (and quality test) fees
for the SG by hand/ postal
service

DCS check contents PDAFF confirms the contents
PDAFF reminds SG the request
of the field inspection before 24
hours by phone/ visit

DCS confirms the contents PDAFF confirms the contents PDAFF coordinates the sampling
schedule with DCS and SG

SG pays the training fees by
cash/ bank transfer

DCS stores the form in a file and
circulate it to the Director

PDAFF stores the copy and
submit to DCS by hand/ postal
service

DCS and PDAFF visit fields and
operates the field inspection

GDA sends the invoice of field
inspection fees for the SG by
hand/ postal service

DCS stores the form in a file and
circulate it to the Director

PDAFF stores the copy and
submit to DCS by hand/ postal
service

DCS and PDAFF visit the SG for
sampling

　　　　　In case NAL operates
         laboratory inspection

PDAFF confirms SG for
necessary numbers of labels

GDA issues a receipt to the SG
by hand/ postal services

The Director circulates it to GDA
for fomal authorization Internal authorization in GDA

DCS and PDAFF issue primary
result report and
recommendations to SG by
hand on the day visited

SG pays the field inspection fees
by cash/ bank transfer/ wing/
other

The Director circulates it to GDA
for fomal authorization Internal authorization in GDA PDAFF operates laboratory

inspection DCS sends the sample to NAL

GDA sends the invoice of
laboratory inspection fees and
QDS label fee to SG by hand/
postal service

SG submits the QDS application
form and attachments by hand/
postal service

After the authorization, the data
implementor of DCS enters the
data into system

GDA issues a receipt to the SG
by hand/ postal services

After the authorization, the data
implementor of DCS enters the
data into system

PDAFF issues the result report to
DCS

NAL operates laboratory
inspection

SG pays the fees by cash/ bank
transfer

DCS confirms the contents PDAFF confirms the contents
GDA sends the invoice of QDS
business certification fees for
the SG by hand/ postal service

DCS officially informs
acceptance of the form to SG
and PDAFF by hand/ postal
service

DCS officially informs
acceptance of the form to SG
and PDAFF by hand/ postal
service

DCS stores the result report in a
file and circulates it to the
Director

NAL issues the result report to
DCS

PDAFF issues a receipt to the SG
by hand/ postal services

DCS announces SG about the
upcoming submission schedule
of QDS related forms and fees

PDAFF announces the upcoming
submission schedule of QDS
related forms and fee payment

SG pays the QDS certification
fees by cash/ bank transfer

DCS check contents and stores
the copy/ photo of result report
in a file and circulates it to the
Director

PDAFF stores the copy/photo of
primary result report and
recommendations

The Director circulates it in GDA
for fomal authorization Internal authorization in GDA

DCS stores the form in a file and
circulates it to the Director

PDAFF stores the copy and
submit to DCS by hand/ postal
service

GDA issues a receipt to the SG
by hand/ postal services

The Director circulates it in GDA
for fomal authorization Internal authorization in GDA

After the authorization, the data
implementor of DCS enters the
data into system

DCS officially sends the result
report to SG by hand/ postal
service

The Director circulates it to GDA
for fomal authorization Internal authorization in GDA

After the authorization, the data
implementor of DCS enters the
data into system

The data implementor issues the
QDS label

After the authorization, the data
implementor of DCS enters the
data into system

DCS sends official result to SG
by hand/ postal service

DCS prints out the QDS label
and send it to SG by
hand/postal service

The data implementor of DCS
issues the QDS certification

DCS prints out the certification
and send it to SG by
hand/postal service

The QDS label 
needs to be arrived 
to AC within one 
week after the 
issuance of the 
laboratory result

After collecting the 
samples, the result 
needs be issued 
within 7days



 QDS Operation Workflow -2 

Declaration A Form (20 days before sawing) 

 
  

■QDS Application Form (60days before seeding) ■Declaration A From (20 days before sawing) ■Field inspections (before flowering/ before harvest) ■Declaration B From (after processing and bagging) ■Laboratory Inspection and Issuance of QDS label
 (both processes need to be done within one week, in total two weeks)

Seed producer (SG) is interested
in the production of QDS seed
production

PDAFF announces AC about the
upcoming submission schedule
of QDS related forms and fees

PDAFF decides date of
inspection based on the date of
sawing/ transplanting

PDAFF reminds SG the
submission of the form

PDAFF reminds SG the request
of the laboratory inspection

PDAFF/ DCS handouts the QDS
manual and announces
necessary applications and fees

SG submits the form and
attachments by hand/ postal
service

PDAFF coordinates the field
inspection schedule with DCS
and SG

SG submits the form and
attSGhments by hand/ postal
service

SG requires the laboratory
inspection to NAL/PDAFF by
phone

SG proceeds to the training of
QDS procedure and the quality
testing (only for seed sellers)

GDA sends the invoice of
training (and quality test) fees
for the SG by hand/ postal
service

DCS check contents PDAFF confirms the contents
PDAFF reminds SG the request
of the field inspection before 24
hours by phone/ visit

DCS confirms the contents PDAFF confirms the contents PDAFF coordinates the sampling
schedule with DCS and SG

SG pays the training fees by
cash/ bank transfer

DCS stores the form in a file and
circulate it to the Director

PDAFF stores the copy and
submit to DCS by hand/ postal
service

DCS and PDAFF visit fields and
operates the field inspection

GDA sends the invoice of field
inspection fees for the SG by
hand/ postal service

DCS stores the form in a file and
circulate it to the Director

PDAFF stores the copy and
submit to DCS by hand/ postal
service

DCS and PDAFF visit the SG for
sampling

　　　　　In case NAL operates
         laboratory inspection

PDAFF confirms SG for
necessary numbers of labels

GDA issues a receipt to the SG
by hand/ postal services

The Director circulates it to GDA
for fomal authorization Internal authorization in GDA

DCS and PDAFF issue primary
result report and
recommendations to SG by
hand on the day visited

SG pays the field inspection fees
by cash/ bank transfer/ wing/
other

The Director circulates it to GDA
for fomal authorization Internal authorization in GDA PDAFF operates laboratory

inspection DCS sends the sample to NAL

GDA sends the invoice of
laboratory inspection fees and
QDS label fee to SG by hand/
postal service

SG submits the QDS application
form and attachments by hand/
postal service

After the authorization, the data
implementor of DCS enters the
data into system

GDA issues a receipt to the SG
by hand/ postal services

After the authorization, the data
implementor of DCS enters the
data into system

PDAFF issues the result report to
DCS

NAL operates laboratory
inspection

SG pays the fees by cash/ bank
transfer

DCS confirms the contents PDAFF confirms the contents
GDA sends the invoice of QDS
business certification fees for
the SG by hand/ postal service

DCS officially informs
acceptance of the form to SG
and PDAFF by hand/ postal
service

DCS officially informs
acceptance of the form to SG
and PDAFF by hand/ postal
service

DCS stores the result report in a
file and circulates it to the
Director

NAL issues the result report to
DCS

PDAFF issues a receipt to the SG
by hand/ postal services

DCS announces SG about the
upcoming submission schedule
of QDS related forms and fees

PDAFF announces the upcoming
submission schedule of QDS
related forms and fee payment

SG pays the QDS certification
fees by cash/ bank transfer

DCS check contents and stores
the copy/ photo of result report
in a file and circulates it to the
Director

PDAFF stores the copy/photo of
primary result report and
recommendations

The Director circulates it in GDA
for fomal authorization Internal authorization in GDA

DCS stores the form in a file and
circulates it to the Director

PDAFF stores the copy and
submit to DCS by hand/ postal
service

GDA issues a receipt to the SG
by hand/ postal services

The Director circulates it in GDA
for fomal authorization Internal authorization in GDA

After the authorization, the data
implementor of DCS enters the
data into system

DCS officially sends the result
report to SG by hand/ postal
service

The Director circulates it to GDA
for fomal authorization Internal authorization in GDA

After the authorization, the data
implementor of DCS enters the
data into system

The data implementor issues the
QDS label

After the authorization, the data
implementor of DCS enters the
data into system

DCS sends official result to SG
by hand/ postal service

DCS prints out the QDS label
and send it to SG by
hand/postal service

The data implementor of DCS
issues the QDS certification

DCS prints out the certification
and send it to SG by
hand/postal service

The QDS label 
needs to be arrived 
to AC within one 
week after the 
issuance of the 
laboratory result

After collecting the 
samples, the result 
needs be issued 
within 7days



 QDS Operation Workflow -3 

Field inspection (before flowering/ before harvest) 

  

■QDS Application Form (60days before seeding) ■Declaration A From (20 days before sawing) ■Field inspections (before flowering/ before harvest) ■Declaration B From (after processing and bagging) ■Laboratory Inspection and Issuance of QDS label
 (both processes need to be done within one week, in total two weeks)

Seed producer (SG) is interested
in the production of QDS seed
production

PDAFF announces AC about the
upcoming submission schedule
of QDS related forms and fees

PDAFF decides date of
inspection based on the date of
sawing/ transplanting

PDAFF reminds SG the
submission of the form

PDAFF reminds SG the request
of the laboratory inspection

PDAFF/ DCS handouts the QDS
manual and announces
necessary applications and fees

SG submits the form and
attachments by hand/ postal
service

PDAFF coordinates the field
inspection schedule with DCS
and SG

SG submits the form and
attSGhments by hand/ postal
service

SG requires the laboratory
inspection to NAL/PDAFF by
phone

SG proceeds to the training of
QDS procedure and the quality
testing (only for seed sellers)

GDA sends the invoice of
training (and quality test) fees
for the SG by hand/ postal
service

DCS check contents PDAFF confirms the contents
PDAFF reminds SG the request
of the field inspection before 24
hours by phone/ visit

DCS confirms the contents PDAFF confirms the contents PDAFF coordinates the sampling
schedule with DCS and SG

SG pays the training fees by
cash/ bank transfer

DCS stores the form in a file and
circulate it to the Director

PDAFF stores the copy and
submit to DCS by hand/ postal
service

DCS and PDAFF visit fields and
operates the field inspection

GDA sends the invoice of field
inspection fees for the SG by
hand/ postal service

DCS stores the form in a file and
circulate it to the Director

PDAFF stores the copy and
submit to DCS by hand/ postal
service

DCS and PDAFF visit the SG for
sampling

　　　　　In case NAL operates
         laboratory inspection

PDAFF confirms SG for
necessary numbers of labels

GDA issues a receipt to the SG
by hand/ postal services

The Director circulates it to GDA
for fomal authorization Internal authorization in GDA

DCS and PDAFF issue primary
result report and
recommendations to SG by
hand on the day visited

SG pays the field inspection fees
by cash/ bank transfer/ wing/
other

The Director circulates it to GDA
for fomal authorization Internal authorization in GDA PDAFF operates laboratory

inspection DCS sends the sample to NAL

GDA sends the invoice of
laboratory inspection fees and
QDS label fee to SG by hand/
postal service

SG submits the QDS application
form and attachments by hand/
postal service

After the authorization, the data
implementor of DCS enters the
data into system

GDA issues a receipt to the SG
by hand/ postal services

After the authorization, the data
implementor of DCS enters the
data into system

PDAFF issues the result report to
DCS

NAL operates laboratory
inspection

SG pays the fees by cash/ bank
transfer

DCS confirms the contents PDAFF confirms the contents
GDA sends the invoice of QDS
business certification fees for
the SG by hand/ postal service

DCS officially informs
acceptance of the form to SG
and PDAFF by hand/ postal
service

DCS officially informs
acceptance of the form to SG
and PDAFF by hand/ postal
service

DCS stores the result report in a
file and circulates it to the
Director

NAL issues the result report to
DCS

PDAFF issues a receipt to the SG
by hand/ postal services

DCS announces SG about the
upcoming submission schedule
of QDS related forms and fees

PDAFF announces the upcoming
submission schedule of QDS
related forms and fee payment

SG pays the QDS certification
fees by cash/ bank transfer

DCS check contents and stores
the copy/ photo of result report
in a file and circulates it to the
Director

PDAFF stores the copy/photo of
primary result report and
recommendations

The Director circulates it in GDA
for fomal authorization Internal authorization in GDA

DCS stores the form in a file and
circulates it to the Director

PDAFF stores the copy and
submit to DCS by hand/ postal
service

GDA issues a receipt to the SG
by hand/ postal services

The Director circulates it in GDA
for fomal authorization Internal authorization in GDA

After the authorization, the data
implementor of DCS enters the
data into system

DCS officially sends the result
report to SG by hand/ postal
service

The Director circulates it to GDA
for fomal authorization Internal authorization in GDA

After the authorization, the data
implementor of DCS enters the
data into system

The data implementor issues the
QDS label

After the authorization, the data
implementor of DCS enters the
data into system

DCS sends official result to SG
by hand/ postal service

DCS prints out the QDS label
and send it to SG by
hand/postal service

The data implementor of DCS
issues the QDS certification

DCS prints out the certification
and send it to SG by
hand/postal service

The QDS label 
needs to be arrived 
to AC within one 
week after the 
issuance of the 
laboratory result

After collecting the 
samples, the result 
needs be issued 
within 7days



 QDS Operation Workflow -4 

Declaration B Form (after processing and bagging) 

  

■QDS Application Form (60days before seeding) ■Declaration A From (20 days before sawing) ■Field inspections (before flowering/ before harvest) ■Declaration B From (after processing and bagging) ■Laboratory Inspection and Issuance of QDS label
 (both processes need to be done within one week, in total two weeks)

Seed producer (SG) is interested
in the production of QDS seed
production

PDAFF announces AC about the
upcoming submission schedule
of QDS related forms and fees

PDAFF decides date of
inspection based on the date of
sawing/ transplanting

PDAFF reminds SG the
submission of the form

PDAFF reminds SG the request
of the laboratory inspection

PDAFF/ DCS handouts the QDS
manual and announces
necessary applications and fees

SG submits the form and
attachments by hand/ postal
service

PDAFF coordinates the field
inspection schedule with DCS
and SG

SG submits the form and
attSGhments by hand/ postal
service

SG requires the laboratory
inspection to NAL/PDAFF by
phone

SG proceeds to the training of
QDS procedure and the quality
testing (only for seed sellers)

GDA sends the invoice of
training (and quality test) fees
for the SG by hand/ postal
service

DCS check contents PDAFF confirms the contents
PDAFF reminds SG the request
of the field inspection before 24
hours by phone/ visit

DCS confirms the contents PDAFF confirms the contents PDAFF coordinates the sampling
schedule with DCS and SG

SG pays the training fees by
cash/ bank transfer

DCS stores the form in a file and
circulate it to the Director

PDAFF stores the copy and
submit to DCS by hand/ postal
service

DCS and PDAFF visit fields and
operates the field inspection

GDA sends the invoice of field
inspection fees for the SG by
hand/ postal service

DCS stores the form in a file and
circulate it to the Director

PDAFF stores the copy and
submit to DCS by hand/ postal
service

DCS and PDAFF visit the SG for
sampling

　　　　　In case NAL operates
         laboratory inspection

PDAFF confirms SG for
necessary numbers of labels

GDA issues a receipt to the SG
by hand/ postal services

The Director circulates it to GDA
for fomal authorization Internal authorization in GDA

DCS and PDAFF issue primary
result report and
recommendations to SG by
hand on the day visited

SG pays the field inspection fees
by cash/ bank transfer/ wing/
other

The Director circulates it to GDA
for fomal authorization Internal authorization in GDA PDAFF operates laboratory

inspection DCS sends the sample to NAL

GDA sends the invoice of
laboratory inspection fees and
QDS label fee to SG by hand/
postal service

SG submits the QDS application
form and attachments by hand/
postal service

After the authorization, the data
implementor of DCS enters the
data into system

GDA issues a receipt to the SG
by hand/ postal services

After the authorization, the data
implementor of DCS enters the
data into system

PDAFF issues the result report to
DCS

NAL operates laboratory
inspection

SG pays the fees by cash/ bank
transfer

DCS confirms the contents PDAFF confirms the contents
GDA sends the invoice of QDS
business certification fees for
the SG by hand/ postal service

DCS officially informs
acceptance of the form to SG
and PDAFF by hand/ postal
service

DCS officially informs
acceptance of the form to SG
and PDAFF by hand/ postal
service

DCS stores the result report in a
file and circulates it to the
Director

NAL issues the result report to
DCS

PDAFF issues a receipt to the SG
by hand/ postal services

DCS announces SG about the
upcoming submission schedule
of QDS related forms and fees

PDAFF announces the upcoming
submission schedule of QDS
related forms and fee payment

SG pays the QDS certification
fees by cash/ bank transfer

DCS check contents and stores
the copy/ photo of result report
in a file and circulates it to the
Director

PDAFF stores the copy/photo of
primary result report and
recommendations

The Director circulates it in GDA
for fomal authorization Internal authorization in GDA

DCS stores the form in a file and
circulates it to the Director

PDAFF stores the copy and
submit to DCS by hand/ postal
service

GDA issues a receipt to the SG
by hand/ postal services

The Director circulates it in GDA
for fomal authorization Internal authorization in GDA

After the authorization, the data
implementor of DCS enters the
data into system

DCS officially sends the result
report to SG by hand/ postal
service

The Director circulates it to GDA
for fomal authorization Internal authorization in GDA

After the authorization, the data
implementor of DCS enters the
data into system

The data implementor issues the
QDS label

After the authorization, the data
implementor of DCS enters the
data into system

DCS sends official result to SG
by hand/ postal service

DCS prints out the QDS label
and send it to SG by
hand/postal service

The data implementor of DCS
issues the QDS certification

DCS prints out the certification
and send it to SG by
hand/postal service

The QDS label 
needs to be arrived 
to AC within one 
week after the 
issuance of the 
laboratory result

After collecting the 
samples, the result 
needs be issued 
within 7days



 QDS Operation Workflow -5 

Laboratory inspection and issuance of QDS label  
(both processes need to be done within, in total two week) 

 

■QDS Application Form (60days before seeding) ■Declaration A From (20 days before sawing) ■Field inspections (before flowering/ before harvest) ■Declaration B From (after processing and bagging) ■Laboratory Inspection and Issuance of QDS label
 (both processes need to be done within one week, in total two weeks)

Seed producer (SG) is interested
in the production of QDS seed
production

PDAFF announces AC about the
upcoming submission schedule
of QDS related forms and fees

PDAFF decides date of
inspection based on the date of
sawing/ transplanting

PDAFF reminds SG the
submission of the form

PDAFF reminds SG the request
of the laboratory inspection

PDAFF/ DCS handouts the QDS
manual and announces
necessary applications and fees

SG submits the form and
attachments by hand/ postal
service

PDAFF coordinates the field
inspection schedule with DCS
and SG

SG submits the form and
attSGhments by hand/ postal
service

SG requires the laboratory
inspection to NAL/PDAFF by
phone

SG proceeds to the training of
QDS procedure and the quality
testing (only for seed sellers)

GDA sends the invoice of
training (and quality test) fees
for the SG by hand/ postal
service

DCS check contents PDAFF confirms the contents
PDAFF reminds SG the request
of the field inspection before 24
hours by phone/ visit

DCS confirms the contents PDAFF confirms the contents PDAFF coordinates the sampling
schedule with DCS and SG

SG pays the training fees by
cash/ bank transfer

DCS stores the form in a file and
circulate it to the Director

PDAFF stores the copy and
submit to DCS by hand/ postal
service

DCS and PDAFF visit fields and
operates the field inspection

GDA sends the invoice of field
inspection fees for the SG by
hand/ postal service

DCS stores the form in a file and
circulate it to the Director

PDAFF stores the copy and
submit to DCS by hand/ postal
service

DCS and PDAFF visit the SG for
sampling

　　　　　In case NAL operates
         laboratory inspection

PDAFF confirms SG for
necessary numbers of labels

GDA issues a receipt to the SG
by hand/ postal services

The Director circulates it to GDA
for fomal authorization Internal authorization in GDA

DCS and PDAFF issue primary
result report and
recommendations to SG by
hand on the day visited

SG pays the field inspection fees
by cash/ bank transfer/ wing/
other

The Director circulates it to GDA
for fomal authorization Internal authorization in GDA PDAFF operates laboratory

inspection DCS sends the sample to NAL

GDA sends the invoice of
laboratory inspection fees and
QDS label fee to SG by hand/
postal service

SG submits the QDS application
form and attachments by hand/
postal service

After the authorization, the data
implementor of DCS enters the
data into system

GDA issues a receipt to the SG
by hand/ postal services

After the authorization, the data
implementor of DCS enters the
data into system

PDAFF issues the result report to
DCS

NAL operates laboratory
inspection

SG pays the fees by cash/ bank
transfer

DCS confirms the contents PDAFF confirms the contents
GDA sends the invoice of QDS
business certification fees for
the SG by hand/ postal service

DCS officially informs
acceptance of the form to SG
and PDAFF by hand/ postal
service

DCS officially informs
acceptance of the form to SG
and PDAFF by hand/ postal
service

DCS stores the result report in a
file and circulates it to the
Director

NAL issues the result report to
DCS

PDAFF issues a receipt to the SG
by hand/ postal services

DCS announces SG about the
upcoming submission schedule
of QDS related forms and fees

PDAFF announces the upcoming
submission schedule of QDS
related forms and fee payment

SG pays the QDS certification
fees by cash/ bank transfer

DCS check contents and stores
the copy/ photo of result report
in a file and circulates it to the
Director

PDAFF stores the copy/photo of
primary result report and
recommendations

The Director circulates it in GDA
for fomal authorization Internal authorization in GDA

DCS stores the form in a file and
circulates it to the Director

PDAFF stores the copy and
submit to DCS by hand/ postal
service

GDA issues a receipt to the SG
by hand/ postal services

The Director circulates it in GDA
for fomal authorization Internal authorization in GDA

After the authorization, the data
implementor of DCS enters the
data into system

DCS officially sends the result
report to SG by hand/ postal
service

The Director circulates it to GDA
for fomal authorization Internal authorization in GDA

After the authorization, the data
implementor of DCS enters the
data into system

The data implementor issues the
QDS label

After the authorization, the data
implementor of DCS enters the
data into system

DCS sends official result to SG
by hand/ postal service

DCS prints out the QDS label
and send it to SG by
hand/postal service

The data implementor of DCS
issues the QDS certification

DCS prints out the certification
and send it to SG by
hand/postal service

The QDS label 
needs to be arrived 
to AC within one 
week after the 
issuance of the 
laboratory result

After collecting the 
samples, the result 
needs be issued 
within 7days



 

3. Price chart related to the QDS seed production 

 
Regulation Fee/ Validity Necessary days for issuance 

1.1 Certification fee of seed 
production (production and 
processing) 

500,000 riels 
Validity: 3years 

30days 

1.2 Certification fee of seed 
distribution  
(only for seed companies, 
not necessary for ACs) 

100,000 riels 
Validity: 3years 

30days 

1.3 Quality test fee 
(For applicant of 1.2 who sells 
imported seeds, needs to submit 
the quality test result) 

Moisture contents: 20,000riels /a 
sample  
Purity: 20,000riels/ a sample 
Germination: 80,000riels / a 
sample 
(paid to NAL) 
Validity: 1years (if QDS seed 
follow the QDS regulations) 

Moisture takes 1day, purity 
takes 3days and germination 
takes 14days 

2.1 Training of QDS procedure 
and QDS seed production (2 
days) for application of 1.1 (and 
partially for 1.2) 

400,000 riels (lamp sum) per a 
person 
-it includes 3 trainers (at least, 1 
from DCS and 1 from DRC, 
assistance), DSA and 
transportation for trainers, 
refreshment, a certification etc 
-No validity set 

 

2.2 Field inspection fees  -DSA 60,000 riels/person for total 
of 3 personnel (1 from DCS and 2 
from PDAFF) and  
-Transportation fee depending on 
distance (800riel/ km from 
PDAFF) 

 

2.3 Laboratory inspection fees/ 
Sampling fee 

-DSA 60,000 riels/person for total 
of 3 personnel (1 from DCS and 2 
from PDAFF) and  
-Transportation fee depending on 
distance 
-Inspection fees follow 1.3 

 

2.4 Printing fee for the QDS label 
with QR code 

Actual cost (in average 500 
riels/bag) including printing and 
transportation cost 
-40kg/20kg the price would be the 
same and the AC can decide the 
size of bag. 

After receipt of the results 
from NAL, 5days or 1 week 
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Appendix:The Report on Baseline Survey of Rice Seed and Paddy in the Target Provinces 
 

i 
 

Abbreviation/Acronym 

AC Agricultural Cooperative  
APPP Agricultural Productivity Promotion Project in West Tonle Sap 
AQIP Agriculture Quality Improvement Project 
BFPPP Boosting Food Production Project  
CARDI Cambodian Agricultural Research and Development Institute 
C/P Counterpart 
CS Certified Seed 
DCS Department of Crop Seed (under authorization) 
DAO District Agricultural Office 
EFAP Emergency Food Assistance Project 
FAEC Farmer Associations Promoting Family Agricultural Enterprise in Cambodia 
FS Foundation Seed 
GDA General Directorate of Agriculture 
HEKS Hilfswerk der Evangelischen Kirchen Schweiz 
IFAD International Fund for Agricultural Development 
IRRI International Rice Research Institute 
JCC Joint Coordination Committee 
KHR Khmer Riel  
LAREC Local Agricultural Research and Extension Centre 
MAFF Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 
NGO Non-governmental Organization 
PDAFF Provincial Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 
PPG Paddy Producer Group  
R/D Record of Discussions 

RS Registered Seed 
RIAPIP Rural Irrigation Agriculture Productivity Improvement Project  
RSPP The Project for Rice Seed Production and Promotion 
SOFDEC Society for Development in Cambodia  
SPG Seed Producer Group 
WCS Wildlife Conservation Service 
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 Introduction 

 Background 

The report on the baseline survey of rice seed and paddy in the target provinces was prepared under the 
JICA supported project, "The Project for Rice Seed Production and Promotion" (hereinafter, RSPP or 
The Project). RSPP was a technical cooperation, aiming at establishing the functional system of rice 
seed production and extension in the target provinces (Battambang, Kampong Chhnang, Prey Veng, and 
Takeo). Toward the goal, the Project organized a baseline survey team (hereinafter, RSPP survey team) 
in order to:   

1) Capture the current status of seed production in the target provinces,  
2) Capture the current status of the quality of rice seed and paddy in the target provinces, 
3) Capture the current status of the value chain and marketing of rice seed and paddy in the target 
provinces,  
4) Select the recommended rice varieties in the target provinces, and finally,  
5) Propose the implementation structure of the RSPP's activity in the target provinces. 

 Methodology 

The baseline survey consists of three approaches: (1) survey of agricultural cooperatives in the target 
provinces, (2) laboratory quality test of rice seed and paddy, (3) survey of the value chains of rice seed 
and paddy. All the surveys were conducted in January and May 2018, by the RSPP survey team. Table 
1.1 summarizes the methods, targets and objectives of each survey.   

Table 1.1 Summary of Baseline Surveys in the Target Provinces 
  Methods Targets Objectives 

(1) Survey of agricultural cooperatives in the 
target provinces 

Structured and semi-
structured interview 

40 ACs and one NGO  Capture the current 
status of seed 
production in the 
target provinces 

(2) Laboratory quality test of rice seed and 
paddy  

Laboratory test in 
seven components for 
paddy and eight 
components for seed  

Three samples of rice 
seed and three 
samples of paddy in 
the target provinces  

Capture the current 
status of the quality 
of rice seed and 
paddy in the target 
provinces 

(3) Survey of the value chain of rice seed 
and contract farming  

Structured and semi-
structured interview 

Stakeholders in the 
target provinces  

Capture the current 
status of the value 
chain and marketing 
of rice seed and rice 
in the target 
provinces 

 
Based on the results of the above three surveys, the RSPP survey team consider the recommended rice 
varieties in the target provinces (Chapter 5) and proposes the implementation structure of the RSPP's 
activity from 2018 to 2022 in the target provinces (Chapter 6). 
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 Present Condition of Rice Seed Production in the Target 

Provinces 

 Overview of the Four Target Provinces  

 Agricultural Cooperatives and Seed Producers Groups 

Currently, there are 60 Seed Producers Groups (SPGs) under 40 Agricultural Cooperatives (ACs) in the 
target provinces, namely, Battambang, Kampong Chhnang, Prey Veng, and Takeo. The Prey Veng 
Province has the largest number of SPGs and members, followed by the Battambang Province. Notably, 
however, most ACs did not register, nor manage, all SPGs and seed producers. For this reason, the 
number of SPGs, and members of SPGs listed in Table 2.1 does not capture all seed producers in each 
province. For instance, in the Kampong Chhnang Province, 113 individual farmers engage in rice seed 
production while only one SPG is listed. 

Table 2.1 Number of ACs, SPG, and Seed Producers in the Target Provinces  

Province Number of ACs Number of SPGs 
Number of Seed 

Producers 

Battambang 14 16 207 
Kampong Chhnang 5* 1 113 
Prey Veng 14 24 252 
Takeo 8 19 131 
Total  41 60 703 

Note: One NGO is included.  
Source: RSPP survey team    

 Rice Seed Variety and Production  

Phka Rumduol and Sen Kra Oub were the two most produced varieties in the target provinces in 2017. 
38 ACs produced Phka Rumduol, but only in the rainy season since it is a photoperiod sensitive variety. 
This variety is one of the governmentally recommended, premium aromatic rice (see Chapter 5 for the 
detail).  
On the contrary, Sen Kra Oub, literally "fragrant rice" was cultivated both in the dry and rainy seasons 
of the year, since the variety can be cultivated in any general, irrigated area and harvested throughout 
the year.1 Sen Kra Oub with a smooth aroma resembles jasmine fragrant rice, and has high market 
demand all over the country.  

Table 2.2 Major Seed Varieties in the Target Provinces in 2017 (Number of ACs) 

 

Dry Season Rainy Season 

Total Battamb 
-ang 

Kampong 
Chhnang 

Prey 
Veng Takeo Sub 

Total 

Battamb
-ang 

Kampong 
Chhnang 

Prey 
Veng Takeo Sub 

Total 

Phka 
Rumduol 0 0 0 0 0 13 4 14 7 38 38 
Sen Kra 
Oub 1 2 2 0 5 7 0 1 2 10 15 

CAR15 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 
Sbai 
Mongkul 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 2 

IR504 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

IR66 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Phka 
Kravann  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 
Phka 
Romeat 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 

Source: RSPP survey team  

                                                        
1http://mekongoryza.com/en/article/products/long-grain-rice/fragrant-sen-kra-oub.html  
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Table 2.3 Planted Area of Major Seed Varieties in the Target Provinces in 2017 (ha) 

  

Dry Season Rainy Season 

Total Battam-
bang 

Kampong 
Chhnang 

Prey 
Veng Takeo Sub 

Total 

Battam- 
bang 

Kampong 
Chhnang 

Prey 
Veng Takeo Sub 

Total 

Phka 
Rumduol 15.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.0 106.0 34.1 174.0 45.3 359.4 374.4 

Sen Kra Oub 0.0 116.4 24.0 0.0 140.4 105.5 0.0 16.0 33.0 154.5 294.9 

CAR15 0.0 0.0 59.0 0.0 59.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.3 59.3 

Sbai Mongkul 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.4 

IR504 0.0 21.8 0.0 0.0 21.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 21.8 

IR66 0.0 0.0 59.0 0.0 59.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 59.0 

Phka Kravann 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 69.0 0.0 0.0 69.0 69.0 

Phka Romeat 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 0.0 0.0 1.1 1.1 

 Total 15.0 138.2 142.0 0.0 295.2 211.5 104.2 190.3 78.7 584.7 879.9 

Note: The above data is rounded off to one decimal place 
Source: RSPP survey team 

Table 2.4 Production of Major Seed Varieties in the Target Provinces in 2017 (Mt) 
  Dry Season Rainy Season Total 

Battambang Kampong 
Chhnang 

Prey 
Veng 

Takeo Sub 

Total 

Battambang Kampong 
Chhnang 

Prey 
Veng 

Takeo Sub 

Total 

Phka Rumduol 0 0 0 0 0 279.1 65.3 316.7 132.7 793.8 793.8 

Sen Kra Oub 45.0 191.6 60.0 0 296.6 368.3 0 44.5 76 488.8 785.4 

CAR15 0 0 236.0 0 236.0 1.0 0 0 0 1.0 237.0 

Sbai Mongkul 0 0 N/D 0 0 0 0 0 N/D 0 0 

IR504 0 35.6 0 0 35.6 0 0 0 0 0 35.6 

IR66 0 0 236.0 0 236.0 20.0 0 0 0 20 256.0 

Phka Kravann  0 0 0 0 0 0 240 0 0 240 240.0 

Phka Romeat 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.8 0 0 4.8 4.8 

Total 45 227.2 532.0 0 804.2 668.4 310.1 361.2 208.7 1548.4 2352.6 

Note: The data are rounded off to one decimal place 
Source: RSPP survey team  

 Labor Cost in Sowing, Harvesting and Post-Harvesting 

Transplanting, more specifically row planting, is in principle, recommended for rice seed production in 
order to optimize the amount of seeds, and to rationalize weed, pest and fertilizer management. In the 
four provinces, 32 ACs employed transplanting by hand while 10 ACs practiced direct sowing and only 
two used a drum seeder. Notably, however, transplanting by hand does not mean row planting. 
According to the APPP's report, random planting is more widely practiced and uses approximately 100 
kg/ha of seeds, against 40 kg/ha for the APPP's recommendation2.  
In terms of labor cost, transplanting by hand, regardless of whether planting by row or randomly, 
required the highest expense per hectare, approximately 19.1 times higher than direct sowing, and 2.9 
times higher than if using a drum seeder. As such, transplanting by hand required not only higher labor 
costs, but a higher seed ratio, and even a physically heavy workload. In the case of random planting, it 
does not rationalize the farm management despite the higher labor and seed cost. It is necessary to 
employ an alternative sowing method that is cost-effective and enables the rationalization of weed, pest 
and fertilizer control. 

                                                        
2 The final report of APPP (2016) 
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In the drying of produce, most ACs conducted solar drying while only three used a flatbed dryer. As 
Table 2.7 shows, the higher labor cost of using a flatbed hinders its dissemination.  

Table 2.5 Sowing Practices and Labor Cost in the Target Provinces (plural answers)  

  

Number of AC Labor Cost (KHR per ha)  
Battam
-bang 

Kampong 
Chhnang 

Prey 
Veng Takeo Total 

Battam-
bang 

Kampong 
Chhnang 

Prey 
Veng Takeo Average 

Direct 
Seedling  2 2 3 3 10 32,500 22,500 36,667 33,333 31,250 

Transplanti
ng by Hand 10 4 12 6 32 773,250 306,875 636,250 666,667 595,760 

Drum 
Seeder 0 0 2 2 4 N/A N/A 115,000 300,000 207,500 

Transplanti
ng Machine 0 0 0 0 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Note: The data is rounded to be integers 
Source: RSPP survey team  
 
In harvesting, a combine harvester has been widespread in the country3, although manual harvesting is 
still observed. In the target provinces, 27 ACs utilized a combine harvester, while 20 ACs harvested seed 
paddy by hand. The cost of using a combine harvester is approximately 1.96 times cheaper than manual 
harvesting per hectare. It is assumed that the current lack of agricultural labor in the country and the cost 
effectiveness of a combine harvester will lead to combine harvesters being the main method in the near 
future. 

Table 2.6 Harvesting Practices and Labor Cost in the Target Provinces (KHR /ha) 

  
  

Number of AC Labor Cost 
Battam
bang 

Kampong 
Chhnang 

Prey 
Veng Takeo Total 

Battam-
bang 

Kampong 
Chhnang 

Prey 
Veng Takeo Average 

Harvesting by 
Hand  1 4 9 6 20 900,000 490,000 849,794 551,111 697,726 

Combine 
Harvester 13 2 8 4 27 361,923 312,500 302,222 450,000 356,661 

Note: The data is rounded to be integers 
Source: RSPP survey team  

Table 2.7 Drying Practices and Labor Cost in the Target Provinces (KHR /ha) 

  
Number of AC Labor Cost 

Battam-
bang 

Kampong 
Chhnang 

Prey 
Veng Takeo Total 

Battam- 
bang 

Kampong 
Chhnang 

Prey 
Veng Takeo Average 

Solar 14 5 11 8 38 50,727 85,000 44,167 30,000 52,474 

Dryer 0 0 3 0 3 N/A N/A 76,667 N/A 76,667 

Note: The data is rounded to be integers 
Source: RSPP survey team  
 

 Inspection 

It is notable that there is no standardized certification system, based on appropriate inspection 
procedures.  
In the field inspection, the major inspectors are the AC committee and PDAFF. The AC committee 
employed an internal inspection system. In the system, typically, the AC board nominates its members 
who received the training of the inspection provided by NGO or others. Notably, the guidelines or 

                                                        
3 Combine harvesters are mainly used through mechanization service by large scaled farmers or service 
providers (Saruth Chan, 2014, Agricultural Mechanization in Cambodia). In 2014, combine harvesters 
covers 70 % with a growth rate of 384% between 2010 and 2013 ESCAP, 2014, Status and Prospectus of 
Agricultural Mechanization in Cambodia). 
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manuals provided by such trainings are not standardized. For instance, the "procedures of seed 
certification" in the National Seed Strategy for Cambodia4, instructed that at least 2-3 times, field 
inspection shall be conducted in the following manner:  

(1) The first inspection shall be made before flowering in order to determine isolation, presence of 
volunteer plants, outcrosses, planting ratio, errors in planting and other relevant factors  

(2) The second shall be made during flowering to check isolation, off-types, pollen shedders in 
female parent and other relevant factors 

(3) The third inspection shall be made at or prior to maturity, to verify the true nature of the plant 
and other relevant factors 

Nevertheless, the field inspection by the AC committee concentrated on the reproductive phase (during 
flowering), while that by PDAFF focused more on the growth phase (before flowering).  
In the laboratory quality inspection, only a limited number of ACs received the test. PDAFF plays a 
main role on the test, but the absolute number of the test practice is still by far below the expected 
amount. 

Table 2.8 Field Inspection in the Target Provinces (Number of ACs) 

Inspectors/Timing 
Growth Phase 

(before flowering) 

Reproductive 

Phase 

(during flowering) 

Ripening Phase 

(maturity) 

ACs which 

received more than 

2 phases of 

inspection  

AC Committee 4 27 0 4 

PDAFF 17 7 1 8 

BFPP 5 0 3 3 

GDA 0 0 1 0 

Others 1 2 2 2 

Total 27 36 7 17 
Source: RSPP survey team  

Table 2.9 Laboratory Inspection in the Target Provinces (Number of ACs)  

Inspectors Purity 
Inert 

Matters 
Weed Seed 

Other 

Crop Seed 

Other Rice 

Variety 

Seed 

Germina-

tion 

Moisture 

Content 

PDAFF 4 3 0 1 0 3 4 

GDA 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 

BFPP 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 

AC Committee 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 

Total 7 6 0 3 0 4 7 

Source: RSPP survey team 

 Capacity for Expansion of Seed Production 

Table 2.10 summarizes the (1) infrastructural capacity to expand seed production and, (2) organizational 
capacity and willingness to expand seed production of all target ACs in the four provinces.  

In the infrastructural capacity, the common challenge is the lack of post-harvest facilities. Only less than half 
of the total number of ACs have additional space capacity. This is mainly because of the widespread use of 
combine harvester in the country, which leads rice farmers to sell wet paddy directly from a combine 
harvester without postharvest process（See also 2.1.3）. 

It is also observed that only less than half of the total ACs have the organizational capacity and willingness 
to expand seed production. Notably, those who showed the capacity and willingness have been supported by 
either governmental or donor's projects. Through the supports, they became not only familiar with seed 
production, but also aware with the market demand in high quality seeds. As such, they tend to expect more 

                                                        
4 MAFF, GDA 2017 "National Seed Strategy for Cambodia (2017-2022)"(draft version).  
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profit through the expansion of seed production. 

 

Table 2.10 Infrastructural Capacity to Expand Seed Production and Organizational Capacity and 

Willingness to Expand Seed Production (the number of ACs who answered yes/total ACs) 

Provinces 
The existence 

of irrigation  

The existence 

of farmland 

The existence 

of farmland 

The existence 

of warehouse 

Organizational 

capacity/willingness 

Battambang 13/14 12/14 4/14 8/14 4/14 

Kampong Chhnang 2/5 5/5 3/5 3/5 3/5 

Prey Veng 9/14 13/14 4/14 3/14 5/14 

Takeo 3/8 6/8 5/8 3/8 3/8 

Total 27/41 36/41 16/41 17/41 15/41 

Source: RSPP survey team 

 Key Facts of Rice Seed Production in the Target Provinces 

 Key Facts 

1 41 ACs and 60 SPGs (703 members) are identified in the four target provinces, while there exists a significant number 
of individual seed producers without forming an SGP. 

2 Currently, Phka Rumduol and Sen Kra Oub are dominantly produced due to high market demand.  

3 
In sowing practice, transplanting by hand requires above 19 times higher labor cost than direct sowing (broadcasting). 
Considering a shortage of agricultural labor, and higher labor wage, it is urgent to consider another cost-effective sowing 
technology which enables to control the required level of farming management.  

4 
There is no standardized certification system with the proper procedures of field and laboratory inspection. Field 
inspection is conducted mainly by PDAFF and the AC committee (internal inspection system) without the standardized 
methods and procedures. On the other hand, only a limited number of ACs received the laboratory quality test.  

5 Most ACs do not have sufficient capacity postharvest facilities such as drying yard, which can hinder the smooth 
expansion of seed production.  

 Battambang Province 

Battambang is a province of Cambodia located in the far northwest. Bordering provinces are Banteay 
Meanchey to the north, Pursat to the east and south, Siem Reap to the northeast, and Pailin to the west. 
Battambang area covers 11,702km² with a population of 1.037 million. The rice-cultivated area is about 
287,200ha including 270,700ha of wet season rice and 16,500ha of dry season rice. 

 Agricultural Cooperatives and Seed Production Groups 

The RSPP survey team identified only 16 SPGs under 14 ACs in the Battambang Province that currently 
produce rice seed, although 21 ACs were listed prior to the survey. The AQIP's withdrawing of seed 
business discouraged the producers in the province to provide rice seed (for the detail, See Chapter 4).  

Table 2.11 Number of SPGs 
Name of AC Total Members of 

AC (Female) 

Number of SPGs Member of SGPs 

Phnom Krapeu 470 (268) 1 20 

Teuk Chet Kasekar Kea Mean Chey 312 (142) 1 12 

Chamreoun Phal Reang Kesei 288 (138) 1 4 

Sangha Phal 215 (85) 1 31 

Khum Kampong Preang  201 (75) 1 30 

Kanteu1 Pheakdey Reasmey Chulsa 184 (87) 1 17 

Morodok Bansay Treng 154 (101) 1 7 

Kamping Puoy Bangkoeun Phal 123 (62) 1 10 

Chrey Samaki Bangkoeun Phal 112 (68) 1 40 
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Chraneang Cheng Peas Chamroeun Phal 104 (71) 1 4 

Reaksmey O’Daun Pov Chamroeun Phal 86 (52) 2 9 

Samaki Mean Chey 60 (20) 2 8 

Prek Chik 45 (22) 1 12 

Beung Pring 42 (14) 1 3 

Total  2396 (1205)  16 207 

Source: RSPP survey team  
 
 Table 2.12 Agricultural Facility, Machinery and Equipment Owned by ACs 

Name of AC 
Land 

(㎡) 

Flatbed 

Dryer 

Drying 

Yard (㎡) 

Warehouse 

(㎡) 
Tractor Others 

Phnom Krapeu 20,000 10 
Mt/time 

225 112 N Power tiller, water pump, 
weighing scales, stitching 
machine, moisture meter 

Teuk Chet Kasekar Kea 
Mean Chey 

1,200 N N N N Power tiller, water pump, 
stitching machine 

Chamroeun Phal Reang 
Kesei 

1,500 
 

N N 54 N Water pump, stitching 
machine, moisture meter  

Sangha Phal 5,000 N 350 200 N Power tiller, water pump, 
thresher, winnower, 
weighing scales, stitching 
machine, moisture meter 

Khum Kampong Preang  5,000 N 375 60 55 hp Power tiller, water pump, 
winnower, weighing scales, 
stitching machine, pallet, 
moisture meter 

Kanteu1 Pheakdey 
Reasmey Chulsa 

4,500 N 375 112 N Power tiller, water pump, 
winnower, weighing scales, 
stitching machine, pallet, 
trolley, moisture meter 

Morodok Bansay Treng 0 105 ㎡  N 60 N Power tiller 

Kamping Puoy 
Bangkoeun Phal 

3,100 N 96 96 N Water pump, thresher, 
winnower, weighing scales, 
stitching machine, pallet, 
moisture meter 

Chrey Samaki 
Bangkoeun Phal 

0 10 
Mt/time 

N 96 N Power tiller, thresher, 
winnower, weighing scales, 
stitching machine, moisture 
meter 

Chraneang Cheng Peas 
Chamroeun Phal 

150 N N N N Water pump, stitching 
machine, 

Reaksmey O’Daun Pov 
Chamreoun Phal 

0 N N N N Power tiller, water pump 

Samaki Mean Chey 0 N N N N Power tiller 

Prek Chik 0 N N N N Power tiller 

Beung Pring 0 N N N N Power tiller 

Source: RSPP survey team  

 Rice Seed Varieties and Production 

While Phka Rumduol is applied by the largest number of farmers in the province, Sen Kra Oub is widely 
produced in terms of the actual planted area and production. All informants indicated that its higher 
demand and market price are the main reasons to choose these varieties. 
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Table 2.13 Major Seed Varieties and the Number of SPGs Cultivated in 2016 and 2017 
Variety  2016 2017 

Dry   Rainy Dry Rainy 

Sen Kra Oub 2 1 1 7 

Phka Rumduol 0 7 0 13 

CAR15 0 0 0 1 

Total 2 8 1 21 

Source: RSPP survey team  

Table 2.14 Production of Major Seed Varieties in 2017 
Variety  Dry Rainy 

Number of 

Producers  

Planted Area 

(ha) 

Production 

(Mt) 

Number of 

Producers  

Planted Area 

(ha) 

Production 

(Mt) 

Sen Kra Oub 15 15 45.0 76 106 368.3 

Phka Rumduol 0 0 0 139 105.5 279.1 

CAR15 0 0 0 1 0.3 1 

Total 15 15 45 216 211.8 648.4 

Source: RSPP survey team  

 Labor Cost in Sowing, Harvesting and Post-Harvesting  

In the Battambang Province, most ACs practiced transplanting by hand despite its higher cost 
(approximately 23.8 times higher expense than direct sowing) and only two ACs applied direct sowing.  
In harvesting, 13 ACs used a combine harvester which is around 2.5 times a lower labor cost than manual 
harvesting. All ACs dry-harvested seed paddy by solar and its average expense is 50,727.3 per Mt. 

Table 2.15 Comparison of Labor Costs of Seedling/Transplanting  
Number of ACs 

(plural 

answers) 

Number of 

Labor  

(persons/ha) 

Wage 

(KHR/person/day) 

Duration per 

ha 

Total Labor 

Cost per ha 

(KHR/ha) 

Transplanting by 
Hand 10 N/A N/A N/A 773,250 

Direct Sowing 2 1 32,500 1 32,500 
Source: RSPP survey team  

Table 2.16 Comparison of Labor Costs of Harvesting  
Number of ACs 

(plural 

answers)  

Number of 

Labor  

(persons/ha) 

Wage 

(KHR/person/day) 

Duration per 

ha 

Labor Cost  

(KHR/ ha) 

Combine Harvester  13 N/A N/A N/A 361,923.1 

Harvesting by Hand 1 45 20,000 1 900,000.0 

Source: RSPP survey team  

Table 2.17 Comparison of Labor Costs of Drying  
Number of ACs (plural answers) Expense (KHR/Mt) 

By Solar  14 50,727.3 

By Dryer 0 N/A 

Source: RSPP survey team  

 Inspection 

In the Battambang Province, the field inspection is relatively well practiced. The main inspectors, 
PDAFF and the AC committee (internal inspection system) conducted the field inspection, in particular 
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at the growth and reproductive phase. On the contrary, the laboratory inspection has not been practiced 
sufficiently. PDAFF and BFPP conducted a laboratory inspection for only one.  

Table 2.18 Field Inspection and Its Timing  
Inspectors/Timing Growth Phase Reproductive Phase  Ripening Phase Total 

PDAFF 4 5 1 10 

AC Committee 4 8 0 12 

BFPP 4 0 2 6 

GDA 0 0 1 1 

RIARIP 0 0 1 1 
Source: RSPP survey team  

Table 2.19 Laboratory Inspection 

Inspectors Purity 
Inert 

matters 
Weed seed 

Other Crop 

Seed 

Other Rice 

Variety 

Seed 

Germination 
Moisture 

content 

PDAFF 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 

BFPP 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 
Source: RSPP survey team  

 Capacity for Expansion of Seed Production  

Table 2.20 shows the infrastructure capacity of the ACs in the province to extend seed production. Most 
of the ACs, except one, are equipped with irrigation.12 ACs showed their availability of farmland, 
while the areas have large ranges, from 5 to 150 ha. For post-harvest facilities, on the other hand, only 
four ACs have a certain size of land, 00.1 to 0.16 ha, and eight have extra space in a warehouse for seed 
storage. 
 

Table 2.20 Infrastructural Capacity to Expand Seed Production  
Name of AC Irrigation Farmland 

(ha) 

Land for 

Drying 

Yard (ha) 

Warehouse 

(Mt) 

Warehouse 

(㎡) 

Khum Kampong Preang  Y 150 0.01 500 200 

Sangha Phal Y 100 0 300 500 

Chrey Samaki Bangkoeun Phal Y 60 0 200 200 

Prek Chik Y 50 0 0 0 

Kanteu1 Pheakdey Reasmey Chulsa Y 50 0.15 200 200 

Phnom Krapeu Y 38 0 200 200 

Teuk Chet Kasekar Kea Mean Chey Y 30 0 0 0 

Morodok Bansay Treng Y 30 0 0 0 

Samaki Mean Chey Y 30 0.16 50 200 

Kamping Puoy Bangkeoun Phal Y 20 0 500 300 

Chamroeun Phal Reang Kesei Y 10 0.02 100 150 

Reaksmey O’Daun Pov Chamroeun Phal Y 5 0 0 0 

Chraneang Cheng Peas Chamroeun Phal Y 0 0 0 0 

Beung Pring N 0 0 0 0 
Source: RSPP survey team  
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Table 2.21 selected ACs which showed strong organizational capacity and willingness to expand seed 
production. Out of the 14 ACs in the Battambang Province, four ACs showed both strong organizational 
capacity and a willingness to increase seed production.  

Table 2.21 Organizational Capacity and Willingness to Expand Seed Production 
Name of AC Organizational Capacity Willingness 

Chamroeun Phal Reang 
Kesei 

 Bookkeeping is well-managed 
 AC committee actively engaged in 

management 
 AC has its own organizational 

structure by law and internal 
regulations 

 With good knowledge in paddy and 
seed production, the AC is willing to 
expand rice seed production   

Chrey Samaki Bangkoeun 
Phal 

 Recording of transactions and 
income/expense is well-managed 

 AC has regular internal meetings 
 Active leadership is observed 

 With high skill levels in seed 
production, trained by JICA, they are 
willing to expand seed production 

Kamping Puoy 
Bangkoeun Phal 
 

 Bookkeeping is well-managed 
 AC committee actively engaged in 

management 
 AC has its own organizational 

structure by law and internal 
regulations 

 With good knowledge in seed 
production, trained by JICA, the AC 
are willing to expand rice seed 
production up to 20ha at an initial 
stage 

Sangha Phal 
 

 Bookkeeping is well-managed 
 Strong and active leadership is 

observed  
 Committee members are active and 

responsible for the management 

 With good experience in seed 
production supported by JICA and 
BFPP, they are willing to expand seed 
production up to 100 ha 

 The AC also plans to enlarge their 
warehouse up to 500 square meters 

Source: RSPP survey team  
 

 Kampong Chhnang Province 

Kampong Chhnang is one of the central provinces of Cambodia. Neighbouring provinces are Kampong 
Thom, Kampong Cham, Kandal, Kampong Speu and Pursat. Kampong Chhnang area covers 5,521km² 
with population of 472,616 (2011). The rice planted area is around 152,000 ha, including wet season of 
121,800ha and dry season of 30,700ha. 

 Agricultural Cooperatives and Seed Production Groups 

The Kampong Chhnang Province has only a limited number of seed producer groups; four SPGs in four 
ACs and one local NGO. All of them have recently started rice seed production and their experience in 
production, processing and marketing is limited, compared to the other three provinces.   
Among them, Kasekam Chey Chumneas AC, for instance, has the largest number of seed producers (48 
members). In 2017, Kasekam Chey Chumneas had a contract for seed with a French-Cambodian rice 
milling company, Golden Rice Cambodia Co., Ltd (hereinafter, Golden Rice). The AC is contracted to 
produce rice seed of Phka Kravann, on 69 hectare farm land.  
Anhjanhroung Samey Thmey AC has the second largest number of seed producers, 43 members from 4 
villages. The AC began to produce rice seed in the rainy season of 2017. The AC bought CS or RS from 
LAREC and produce and sell CS at the Boosting Food Production Project (BFPP)5 at a subsidized price. 
Local Agricultural Research and Extension Centre (LAREC), is one of the projects operated by a local 
NGO called Society for Development in Cambodia (SOFDEC). The LAREC focuses on the rice sector 
including seed production, processing and marketing. It’s funded by HEKS, a Swiss-based Christian 

                                                        
5 BFPP is a 3 year, 2016-2019, USD 20 million self-financed project supported by International Fund for Agricultural 
Development (IFAD). BFPP focuses on rice seed and increased vegetable production among other areas. MAFF and GDA are 
expected to take a leading role in implementation (IFAD, 2016, Cambodia Accelerating Inclusive Markets for Smallholders 
Final project design report).  
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foundation, and is well equipped with related facilities, including a flatbed dryer, drying yard, and 
warehouse.  
 

Table 2.22 Number of Members of AC and SPGs 
Name of AC Total Members of 

AC (Female)  

Number of SPGs Member of SGPs 

Kasekam Chey Chumneas 1,243 (799) 0 48 

Kasekam Khunrorng Reak Reay 221 (196) 1 2 

Anhjanhroung Samey Thmey 178 (140) 0 43 

Phnom Tauch Samaki 70 (47) 0 20 

LAREC (NGO)  12 (1) N/A N/A 

Total 1724 (1183) 1 113 

Source: RSPP survey team  
 

Table 2.23 Agricultural Facility, Machinery and Equipment Owned by ACs 
Name of AC Land 

(㎡) 

Flatbed 

Dryer 

Drying 

Yard 

Warehouse 

(㎡) 

Tractor Power 

Tiller 

Others 

Kasekam Chey Chumneas 4000  N N 220.5 N Y Moisture meter 

Kasekam Khunrorng Reak Reay N N N N N Y N 

Anhjanhroung Samey Thmey 1200 N 300 72 N N N 

Phnom Tauch Samaki N 72 ㎡  N 60 N Y Winnower, 
moisture meter 

LAREC (NGO)   8Mt 
capacity 

480 
㎡    

128  N Y  Water pump, 
thresher, 
winnower, 
weighing scales, 
stitching machine, 
pallets 

Source: RSPP survey team  
 

 Rice Seed Varieties and Production 

In 2016 and 2017, the three ACs and one NGO produced two varieties of seed, Phka Rumduol and IR 
504 in the dry season, and three, Phka Rumduol, Phka Romeat and Phka Kravann in the rainy season. 
Marketability, higher selling price and demand are the main factors for selecting these varieties. 

Table 2.24 Major Seed Varieties and the Number of SPGs Cultivated in 2016 and 2017 
Variety  2016 2017 

Dry   Rainy Dry Rainy 

Phka Rumduol 0 2 0 4 
Sen Kra Oub 1 0 2 0 
IR504 1 0 1 0 
Phka Romeat 0 0 0 1 
Phka Kravann  0 0 0 1 
Total 2 2 3 6 

Source: RSPP survey team  
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Table 2.25 shows the production of the major seed varieties in 2017. The largest number of the producers 
cultivated Phka Rumduol, followed by Sen Kra Oub. In terms of production, on the other hand, Phka 
Kravann is the most, followed by Sen Kra Oub.   

Table 2.25 Production of Major Seed Varieties in 2017 
Variety  Dry Season Rainy Season 

Number of 

Producers  

Planted Area 

(ha) 

Production 

(Mt) 

Number of 

Producers  

Planted Area 

(ha) 

Production 

(Mt) 

Phka Rumduol 0 0 0 67.0 34.1 65.3 
Sen Kra Oub 62.0 116.4 191.6 0 0 0 
IR504 13.0 21.8 35.6 0 0 0 
Phka Romeat 0 0 0 2.0 1.1 4.8 
Phka Kravann  0 0 0 49.0 69.0 240.0 
Total  75.0 138.2 227.2 118.0 104.2 310.1 

Note: The data is rounded off to one decimal place 
Source: RSPP survey team  
 

 Labor Cost in Sowing, Harvesting and Post-Harvesting  

Most of seed producers in the province practice both direct sowing (broadcasting) and transplanting by 
hand (row planting). As Table 2.26 clarifies, the labor cost of transplanting by hand indicates to be 
approximately 13.64 times higher than that of direct sowing (broadcasting).  
 

Table 2.26 Average Cost of Seeding/Transplanting  

Number of 

ACs/NGO 

Number of 

Labor 

(person/ha) 

Wage 

(KHR/person/day) 

Duration per 

ha 

Total Labor 

Cost per ha 

(KHR/ha) 

Direct Seeding by Hand 2 1.5  45,000 0.75 22,500 

Transplanting by Hand* 4 N/A N/A N/A 30,6875 

Transplanting Machine 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Source: RSPP survey team  
 
In harvesting, two ACs use a combine harvester and four practiced manual harvesting. The gap in labor 
cost is approximately 1.5 times.  
In drying, All ACs dry paddy seed by solar, with an average cost is 85,000 KHR/Mt6.   
 

Table 2.27 Average Cost of Harvesting  
Number of 

ACs/NGO 

Number of 

Labor  

(Persons/ha) 

Wage 

(KHR/person/day) 

Duration per 

ha 

Labor Cost 

(KHR /ha) 

Harvesting by Hand  4 15.5 20,000 1.5 490,000 

Combine Harvester 2 N/A N/A N/A 312,500 

Note: The data of wage and labor costs are rounded off to be integers 
Source: RSPP survey team  
 

                                                        
6 LAREC has a flatbed dryer and operates it, but the RSPP survey team could not obtain a labor cost of the flatbed.  
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Table 2.28 Average Cost of Drying 

 Number of SPGs/NGOs Expense (KHR/Mt) 

By Solar  5 85,000 

By Dryer (fuel) 0 0 

By Dryer (electricity)  0 0 

Source: RSPP survey team  
 

 Inspection 

In the Kampong Chhnang Province, the seed inspection is not yet to be well systematized both in the 
field and the laboratory.  
Basically, the field inspection of seed needs to be conducted two or three times; at the growth phase, 
reproductive phase and ripening phase7. Nevertheless, no AC received more than one field inspection 
either at the growth phase by PDAFF or reproductive phase by AC committee or NGO.  
In the case of laboratory inspection, only one AC received the inspection by PDAFF with the limited 
components; purity, inert matters, other crop seed, and moisture content.   
 

Table 2.29 Field Inspection and Its Timing  

Inspectors/Timing Growth Phase Reproductive Phase Ripening Phase Total 

PDAFF 2 0 0 2 

AC Committee  0 3 0 3 

Private Company 0 0 0 0 

NGO 0 1 0 1 

Total 2 4 0 6 

Source: RSPP survey team  
 

Table 2.30 Laboratory Inspection 
Inspectors Purity Inert 

matters 

Weed seed Other 

Crop Seed 

Other Rice 

Variety Seed 

Germination Moisture 

Content 

PDAFF 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 

Total 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 

Source: RSPP survey team  
 

 Capacity for Expansion of Seed Production  

In the Kampong Chhnang Province, only a few ACs have infrastructural capacity large enough to expand 
rice seed production. For instance, only two ACs, Kasekam Chey Chumneas AC and Kasekam 
Khunrorng Reak Reay AC, have an irrigation system. In post-harvesting facilities, two ACs and one 
NGO are equipped with extra land for a drying yard and a warehouse.  
 

                                                        
7 A draft of "National Seed Strategy for Cambodia (2017-2022)"  
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Table 2.31 Infrastructural Current Capacity to Expand Seed Production  
Name of AC Irrigation 

System (Y/N) 

Farmland 

(ha) 

Land for Drying 

Yard (ha) 

Warehouse 

(Mt) 

Warehouse 

(m2) 

Anhjanhroung Samey Thmey N 50 0 0 0 

Kasekam Chey Chumneas Y 100 0 0 0 

Kasekam Khunrorng Reak Reay Y 10 0.03 100 200 

LAREC N 150 1 500 336 

Phnom Tauch Samaki N 10 0.03 50 200 
Source: RSPP survey team  
 
In addition to the infrastructural capacity, the RSPP survey team identified two ACs and one NGO which 
have strong organizational capacity with the willingness to expand rice seed production. Anhjanhroung 
Samey Thmey AC is one of them and they are preparing to organize new SPGs. Moreover, Kasekam 
Chey Chumneas, the largest AC with 1243 numbers, is willing to expand rice seed production up to 400 
hectares. LAREC, unlike the other ACs, functions as a marketer, trainer and even an inspector. Backed 
up by a Swiss-based foundation, the NGO has an outstanding capacity of financial management and 
marketing experience.  

Table 2.32 Organizational Capacity and Willingness to Expand Seed Production 
Name of AC Organizational Capacity Willingness 

Anhjanhroung Samey 
Thmey 

 Bookkeeping is well-managed 
 AC committee actively and voluntarily 

engaged in management 
 AC holds regular internal meetings 

 With good knowledge in seed 
production trained by BFPP, the AC is 
willing to expand rice seed production 
up to 20 ha. 

 They are willing to form more SPGs as 
well as invest in rice seed business    

Kasekam Chey Chumneas  Recording of income/expense is well-
managed 

 AC has a large scale of capital 

 AC has contract farming of rice seed 
with Golden Rice and LAREC, and 
willing to expand the scale of the 
contract up to 400 ha. 

LAREC  Supported by HEKS, a Swiss-based 
foundation, it has a secure budget and 
internal management system 

 The NGO plays a significant role in 
marketing to neighbouring ACs through 
contract farming  

 

 Prey Veng Province 

Prey Veng is a province of Cambodia located in the southeast, bordering Svey Rieng and Vietnam to the 
east, Kampong Cham to the north and Kandal to the west. In 2008 it had a total population of 947,357 
people. This densely populated agricultural region is located on the east bank of the Mekong. Prey Veng 
territory covers 4,883km² with a planted rice area of 325,000ha including 250,000ha of wet season rice 
and 75,000ha of dry season rice, standing as number one of rice planted area in the country. 

 Agricultural Cooperatives and Seed Production Groups 

Currently, the Prey Veng Province has the largest number of SPGs; 24 SPGs out of 14 ACs among the 
target four provinces. In the Prey Veng province, BFPP, kicked off in 2016/2017, notably assisted those 
ACs to produce rice seed. Poloas Sen Chey AC, for instance, being the largest seed producers, contracted 
with BFPP to produce Phka Rumduol seed in 2017. They also contracted with GDA/EFAP in 2017 to 
produce IR66 (major) and CAR15 (minor) in 55ha by 41 contracted farmers, with the total supplied 
quantity of 200Mt as final product (processed seed).  

Table 2.33 Number of AC and SPGs 
Name of AC Total Members of AC 

(Female)  

Number of SPGs Member of SGPs 

Ponleu Kaksekar Khum Kampong Seung 992 (614) 3 24 
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Sambo Phal Russey Sanh 685 (518) 1 15 

Kantrean 440 (304) 1 16 

Chamros Loas Thmey Svay Teap 147 (111) 1 16 

Kdey Sangkheum Beung Preah 141 (82) 1 15 

Oudom Mongkul Anlong Sar 138 (95) 1 8 

Tro Trung Kaksekar 112 (65) 1 8 

Baphnom Mean Chey 108 (21) 2 31 

Bopea Senchey 84 (17) 2 9 

Poloas Sen Chey 71 (7) 5 71 

Kdey Sangkheum  62 (27) 3 13 

Kaksekar Akphiwat 50 (27) 1 8 

Prech Samaki Mean Chey 44 (20) 1 10 

Phum Yeoung 30 (10) 1 8 

Total 3104 (1918) 24 252 

 Source: RSPP survey team  
  

Table 2.34 Agricultural Facility, Machinery and Equipment Owned by ACs 
Name of AC Land 

(㎡) 

Flatbed 

Dryer 

Drying 

Yard 

(m2) 

Ware-

house 

(m2) 

Tractor Power 

Tiller 

Others 

Ponleu Kaksekar Khum 
Kampong Seung 

N N N N N N Water pump  

Sambo Phal Russey Sanh 705 105m2 N 60 N N Water pump 

Kantrean N N N N N N Water pump 

Chamros Loas Thmey Svay 
Teap 

5,000 12 Mt N N N N Water pump 

Kdey Sangkheum Beung 
Preah 

N N N 1,000 N N Water pump, 
weighing scales, 
stitching machine 

Oudom Mongkul Anlong 
Sar 

N N N N N N Water pump 

Tro Trung Kaksekar 156 N N 99 N N Water pump, 
stitching machine 

Baphnom Mean Chey 1,080 N 540 288 N N Water pump, 
weighing scales, 
stitching machine, 
pallet  

Bopea Senchey 2,450 N 380 112 N N Water pump, 
weighing scales, 
stitching machine, 
pallet 

Poloas Sen Chey N N N N N N Water pump 

Kdey Sangkheum  27,000 N N N N N  

Kaksekar Akphiwat N N N N N N Water pump, 
stitching machine 

Prech Samaki Mean Chey N N N N N N Water pump, 
weighing scales, 
stitching machine 

Phum Yeoung 800 N N N N N Water pump, 
weighing scales, 
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stitching machine 

"N" means the AC does not own the facility/equipment  
Source: RSPP survey team  
 

 Rice Seed Varieties and Production 

The ACs in the province produced five rice varieties in 2016 and 2017. While the most number of 
farmers produced IR66 in terms of actual planted areas, the actual production of Phka Rumduol was the 
most.  

Table 2.35 Major Seed Varieties and the Number of SPGs Cultivated in 2016 and 2017 
Variety 2016 2017 

Dry   Rainy Dry Rainy 

IR66 2 1 1 0 
Sen Kra Oub 2 0 2 1 
Chul’sa 0 1 0 0 
Phka Rumdoul  0 9 0 14 
CAR15 0 0 1 0 

Source: RSPP survey team  
 

Table 2.36 Production of Major Seed Varieties in 2017 

Variety 

Dry Rainy 

Number of 

Producers  

Planted Area 

(ha) 

Production 

(Mt) 

Number of 

Producers  

Planted Area 

(ha) 

Production 

(Mt) 

IR66 40 59 236 0 0 0 
Sen Kra Oub 18 24 60 16 16 44.5 
Chul’sa 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Phka Rumdoul  0 0 0 21 174 316.7 
CAR15 42 59 236 1 0.3 1 

Source: RSPP survey team  

 Labor Cost in Sowing, Harvesting and Post-Harvesting  

Table 2.37 computes the average labor cost in transplanting by hand, direct sowing, and using a drum 
seeder. 12 ACs in the province practice transplanting by hand despite of the high labor cost. 
Transplanting by hand required approximately 17.4 times higher labor cost than broadcasting and 5.5 
times higher than using a drum seeder. 
Manual harvesting and using a combine harvester are equally practiced in this province, although 
harvesting by hand is 2.8 times higher in terms of labor cost than using a combine harvester. 
Most of the ACs utilize the solar drying method, as opposed to dryer, as it is considerably cheaper, more 
specifically, 32,500 KHR/Mt cheaper. 

Table 2.37 Average Cost of Sowing/Transplanting  
Number of ACs 

(plural 

answers) 

Number of 

Labor 

(person/ha) 

Wage 

(KHR/person/day) 

Duration  

(day/ha) 

Total Labor 

Cost per ha 

(KHR/ha) 

Transplanting by Hand 12 N/A N/A N/A 636,250.0 

Direct Sowing 3 1 36666.7 1 36666.7 

Drum Seeder 2 2 57,500.0 1 115,000.0 

Source: RSPP survey team  
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Table 2.38 Average Cost of Harvesting  
Number of 

ACs (plural 

answers)  

Number of 

Labor  

(persons/ha) 

Wage 

(KHR/person/day) 

Duration per 

ha 

Labor Cost 

KHR/ha 

Harvesting by Hand 9 27.7 19666.7 1.6 849,794.2 

Combine Harvester 8 N/A N/A N/A 302,222.2 

Source: RSPP survey team 

Table 2.39 Average Cost of Drying  
Number of ACs (plural answers) Expense (KHR/Mt) 

Solar 11 44,166.7 

Dryer 3 76,666.7 

Source: RSPP survey team    
 Inspection 

The ACs in the Prey Veng Province, received the field inspection relatively well. 12 ACs obtained the 
field inspection by AC committee (internal inspection system), at a reproductive phase. PDAFF 
conducted the inspection of the growth phase for eight ACs and that of the reproductive phase for two 
ACs. However, no AC received a complete package of the filed inspection.  
Compared with the field inspection, the laboratory inspection was less practiced. One AC committee 
conducted 4 items of the laboratory inspection for only one AC, for instance, and BFPP and GDA also 
conducted the inspection at one AC.   

Table 2.40 Field Inspection and its Timing  
Inspectors/Timing  Growth Phase  Reproductive 

Phase  

Ripening Phase Total 

AC Committee  0 12 0 12 

PDAFF 8 2 0 10 

BFPP 1 0 1 2 

RIAPIP 0 0 1 1 

Source: RSPP survey team  
 

Table 2.41 Laboratory Inspection 
Inspectors Purity Inert 

Matters 

Weed Seed Other 

Crop Seed 

Other Rice 

Variety 

Seed 

Germina-

tion 

Moisture 

Content 

AC Committee 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 

GDA 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 

BFPP 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 

Source: RSPP survey team  
 

 Capacity for Expansion of Seed Production  

In the Prey Veng Province, nine ACs out of 14 have an irrigation system. In addition, 13 ACs possess 
surplus farmland for additional seed production. On the other hand, a limited number of ACs have post-
harvest facilities including land for a drying yard and a warehouse. 
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Table 2.42 Infrastructural Capacity to Expand Seed Production  

Name of AC 
Irrigation 

(Y/N) 

Farmland 

(ha) 

Land for 

Drying 

Yard (ha) 

Warehouse 

(Mt) 

Warehouse 

(m2) 

Bopea Senchey Y 73 0 0 0 

Kdey Sangkheum  Y 50 0.4 0 0 

Poloas Sen Chey Y 40 0 0 0 

Baphnom Mean Chey Y 37 0 0 0 

Chamros Loas Thmey Svay Teap Y 25 0.1 100 200 

Oudom Mongkul Anlong Sar N 25 0 0 0 

Tro Trung Kaksekar N 10 0 0 0 

Sambo Phal Russey Sanh Y 10 0.04 80 800 

Prech Samaki Mean Chey N 10 0.3 100 300 

Kdey Sangkheum Beung Preah Y 4 0 0 0 

Phum Yeoung Y 4 0 0 0 

Kaksekar Akphiwat N 2 0 0 0 

Ponleu Kaksekar Khum Kampong Seung N 2 0 0 0 

Kantrean Y 0 0 0 0 
"Y" means the AC has the facility/equipment while "N" does not. 
Source: RSPP survey team  
 
Table 2.43 extracts, out of the 14 ACs, those which have a certain level of organisational capacity with 
the willingness to expand seed production. In particular, Bopea Senchey AC shows outstanding 
organizational capacity and potential in the expansion of rice seed production. This AC has experience 
in contract farming with AQIP and is ready to utilize another 70ha for seed production. The other ACs 
listed in the following Table 2.43 Organizational Capacity and Willingness to Expand Seed Production 
have received technical trainings from various projects and have sufficient experience in seed production.  

Table 2.43 Organizational Capacity and Willingness to Expand Seed Production 
Name of AC Organizational Capacity Willingness 

Baphnom Mean Chey  Balance sheet is well-managed 
 AC has a stock management system 

 With good knowledge in seed 
production trained by BFPP, PDAFF, 
GDA and RIAPIP, the AC is willing to 
expand rice seed production 

Bopea Senchey  Recording of income/expense is well-
managed 

 Strong leadership exists 
 The committee members actively 

engage in the organizational 
management 

 AC has its own organizational 
management structure with internal 
regulation  

 With good experience in rice seed 
production through contract farming 
with AQIP, the AC is willing to expand 
rice seed production up to 70ha  

Chamros Loas Thmey 
Svay Teap 

 Record keeping is well-managed  
 AC has its own organizational 

management structure with internal 
regulation 

 AC has received technical support from 
several projects of PDAFF, BFPP, 
RIAPIP, and plans to expand their rice 
seed production   

Kdey Sangkheum Beoung 
Preah 

 The committee members are active and 
responsible 

 AC has its own financial policy 

 AC has received the training on rice 
seed production from PDAFF/RIAPIP 
and is now willing to expand to produce 
Phka Rumduol, Sen Kra Oub, IR504 
OM5451  

Sambo Phal Russey Sanh  AC uses accounting software system for 
financial management  

 The committee members and leader 
actively engage in organizational 

 AC has received technical support from 
several projects of PDAFF and RIAPIP, 
and now plans to expand the production 
up to 10 ha  
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management with its own structure and 
rules 

Source: RSPP survey team  

 Takeo Province 

Takeo is a province of Cambodia located in the southwest, and in the south of the Phnom Penh 
Municipality. Takeo borders Kampot to the west, Kampong Speu to the northwest and Kandal to the 
north and east. Its southern boundary is the international border with Vietnam. The province consists of 
the typical plain wet area, covering rice fields and other agricultural plantations. Takeo has a total land 
area of 3,563km² with a population of 843,931 (2008). The rice planted area is about 245,000ha 
including 170,000ha of wet season rice and 75,000ha of dry season rice, which ranks as number 4 after 
Kampong Thom Province. 
 

 Agricultural Cooperatives and Seed Production Groups 

The RSPP survey team identified 19 SPGs in eight ACs in the Takeo Province. Among the eight ACs, 
O’Saray AC has the largest number of SPG members (37), followed by the 30 members of the Choeung 
Kuon Chauk Chey AC.  
O’Saray AC started to produce rice seed through contract farming with the Bati Research and 
Development station of GDA in Takeo, under the Emergency Food Assistant Project in 2015. Then, 
since 2017, the AC have contracted, through PDAFF, with BFPP in 2017. The AC is well equipped with 
a flatbed dryer, drying yard, and warehouse.  
Choeung Kuon Chauk Chey AC also started rice seed production supported by BFPP in 2017. The AC 
owns the 1,200 square meter land but it does not possess any other infrastructure such as a flatbed dryer 
or a drying yard.  
On the other hand, Sdok Sdom AC purchased the FS from CARDI and has extended them to RS and CS 
since 2013, unlike O’Saray AC and Choeung Kuon Chauk Chey AC.  

Table 2.44 Number of SPGs 
Name of AC Total Members of 

AC (Female)  

Number of SPGs Member of SGPs 

Sdok Sdom 417 (245) 1 15 

Baksey Reak Reay 204 (121) 1 16 

Oudom Sorya 101 (48) 3 15 

Samaki Sre Kvav 85 (44) 1 3 

Choeung Kuon Chauk Chey  81 (50) 6 30 

Champey 69 (38) 1 6 

O’Saray 55 (11) 5 37 

Tipath Punlok Thmey 43 (0) 1 9 

Total  1055 (557) 19 131 

 Source: RSPP survey team  
  

Table 2.45 Agricultural Facility, Machinery and Equipment Owned by ACs 
Name of AC Land 

(m2) 

Flatbed 

(m2) 

Drying 

Yard 

(m2) 

Ware-

house 

(m2) 

Tractor Power 

Tiller 

Others 

Sdok Sdom 8,200 50 N 600 N N Water pump, 
stitching machine, 
trolley 

Baksey Reak Reay 1,495 N N 1495 N Y Weighing scales 
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Oudom Sorya 0 N N 136 N N Weighing scales, 
stitching machine, 
pallet, trolley, 
moisture meter 

Samaki Sre Kvav 320 N N 153.6 N N  

Choeung Kuon Chauk Chey  1,200 N N N N N Weighing scales, 
stitching machine 

Champey 0 N N N N N  

O’Saray 0 Y 375 72 N Y Weighing scales, 
stitching machine, 
pallet, trolley 

Tipath Punlok Thmey 0 N N 80 N N Weighing scales, 
stitching machine, 
pallet, trolley, 
moisture meter 

"Y" means the AC has the facility/equipment while "N" does not 
Source: RSPP survey team  
 

 Rice Seed Varieties and Production 

In 2016 and 2017, the ACs in the Takeo Province produce five rice seed varieties only in the rainy season.  
Phka Rumduol is the most widely produced variety both in terms of the planted area and production. 
Sen Kra Oub follows the Phka Rumduol.  

Table 2.46 Major Seed Varieties and the Number of SPGs Cultivated in 2016 and 2017 
Variety  2016 2017 

Dry   Rainy Dry Rainy 

Phka Rumduol  0 5 0 7 
Sen Kra Oub 0 1 0 2 
IR66 0 1 0 0 
Phka Rumdeng 0 1 0 0 
Sbai Mongkul 0 0 0 1 

Source: RSPP survey team  
 
 

Table 2.47 Production of Major Seed Varieties in the Rainy Season of 2016 and 2017 
Variety  2016 2017 

Number of 

Producers  

Planted Area 

(ha) 

Production 

(Mt) 

Number of 

Producers  

Planted Area 

(ha) 

Production 

(Mt) 

Phka Rumduol 0 0 0 94 45.27 132.7 

Sen Kra Oub 0 0 0 39 33 76 

IR66 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Phka Rumdeng 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Sbai Mongkul 0 0 0 3 0.4 0 

Total 0 0 0 136 78.67 208.7 

Source: RSPP survey team  

 Labor Cost in Sowing, Harvesting and Post-Harvesting  

In Takeo Province, six ACs out of eight practice transplanting by hand. Table 2.48 computes the average 
labor cost of direct sowing, transplanting by hand, and using a drum seeder. Notably, transplanting by 
hand is 20 times more expensive than direct sowing by hand, and 2.2 times higher than using a drum 
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seeder. In harvesting, the gap between manual harvesting and combine harvesting indicates 
approximately 1.2 times. All ACs dry-harvested seed paddy by solar and its average expense is 30,000 
per Mt. 

Table 2.48 Average Cost of Seedling/Transplanting  
Number of ACs 

(plural 

answers)  

Number of 

Labor  

(persons/ha) 

Wage 

(KHR/person/day) 

Duration 

per ha 

Total Labor Cost 

per ha (KHR/ha) 

Direct Sowing by 
Hand 

3 1 33333.3 1 33333.3 

Transplanting by 
Hand* 

6 N/A N/A N/A 666666.7 

Drum Seeder  2 1 30000.0 1 300000.0 

Transplanting 
Machine 

0 0 0 0 0 

Source: RSPP survey team  

Table 2.49 Average Cost of Harvesting  
Number of ACs 

(plural answers)  

Number of Labor  

(persons/ha) 

Wage 

(KHR/person/day) 

Duration 

per ha 

Total Labor Cost 

per ha (KHR/ha) 

Harvesting by Hand  6 21.3 25833.3 1 551111.1 

Combine Harvester 4 N/A N/A 1 450000.0 

Source: RSPP survey team  

Table 2.50 Average Cost of Drying  
Number of ACs (plural answers) Expense (KHR/Mt) 

By Solar  8 30,000 

By Dryer (fuel) 0 0 

By Dryer (electricity)  0 0 

Source: RSPP survey team  
 

 Inspection 

No AC in Takeo Province has received the complete package of field and laboratory inspections. In the 
field inspection, some ACs were inspected at either growth phase or reproductive phase. In the 
laboratory inspection, on the other hand, only two ACs were inspected by PDAFF with three 
components, namely purity, inert matters and germination.  
 

Table 2.51 Field Inspection and Its Timing  
Inspectors/Timing Growth Phase Reproductive Phase  Ripening Phase Total 

PDAFF 3 0 0 3 

AC Committee  0 4 0 4 

FAEC* 0 1 0 1 

NGO  1 0 0 1 

Total 4 5 0 9 

* Farmer Associations Promoting Family Agricultural Enterprise in Cambodia 
Source: RSPP survey team  
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Table 2.52 Laboratory Inspection 
Inspectors Purity Inert 

Matters 

Weed seed Other Crop 

Seed 

Other Rice 

Variety 

Seed 

Germina-

tion 

Moisture 

Content 

PDAFF 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 

Total 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 

Source: RSPP survey team  
 

 Capacity for Expansion of Seed Production  

In the Take Province, six ACs possess surplus farmland for additional seed production while only three 
of them are equipped with an irrigation system. Considering post-harvest facilities, a limited number of 
the ACs have sufficient facilities; five have surplus land for a drying yard and four have extra space for 
a warehouse. 
 

Table 2.53 Infrastructural Capacity to Expand Seed Production  
Name of AC Irrigation 

System 

Farmland 

(ha) 

Land for Drying 

Yard (ha) 

Warehouse 

(Mt) 

Warehouse 

(m2) 

O’Saray Y 50 0.038 300 0 

Choeung Kuon Chauk Chey  Y 35 0.06 200 112 

Sdok Sdom N 30 0.011 0 0 

Oudom Sorya Y 20 0.08 300 200 

Baksey Reak Reay N 10 0.02 200 200 

Tipath Punlok Thmey N 5 0 0 0 

Champey N 0 0 0 0 

Samaki Sre Kvav N 0 0 0 0 
Source: RSPP survey team  
 
In terms of organisational capacity and willingness to expand rice seed production, three ACs show 
notable strengths; O’Saray, Choeung Kuon Chauk Chey and Oudom Sorya, as Table 2.54 shows. 

Table 2.54 Organizational Capacity and Willingness to Expand Seed Production 
Name of AC Organizational Capacity Willingness 

O’Saray  Bookkeeping of transactions, income and 
expenditure is well-managed 

 AC committee actively and voluntarily 
engaged in management 

 AC holds regular internal meetings 
 AC has its own internal regulation 

 With good knowledge in seed production 
trained by BFPP, the AC is willing to 
expand rice seed production up to 50 ha 

Choeung Kuon Chauk 
Chey  

 Recording of income/expense is well-
managed 

 AC committee actively engaged in 
management. 

 AC has received technical support from 
PDAFF/BFPP, practices contract farming 
of rice seed with BFPP, and is willing to 
expand rice seed production up to 35 ha 

Oudom Sorya  Bookkeeping of transactions, income and 
expenditure is well-managed 

 Strong leadership exists  
 AC has its own internal regulation 

 AC is willing to expand rice seed 
production up to 20 ha, if some projects 
support it  

Source: RSPP survey team  
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 Present Condition of the Quality of Rice Seed and Paddy in 

the Target Provinces  

 Methodology of grain quality inspection 

In order to identify the current quality of rice seeds (hereinafter, seeds) and paddy (for consumption), 
the RSPP survey team collected 24 samples from the four target provinces. Three samples of seeds (300-
500g each) and three samples of paddy (300-500g each) were collected in each province. The RSPP 
Survey Team extracted 100g of grains from each sample and used them for inspection at the GDA 
laboratory. 
The paddies were examined from seven categories, namely purity, other variety contamination, red rice 
contamination, broken grains, weed seed contamination, other seed contamination, and moisture of 
grains. In addition to these seven categories examined, the seeds in germination rate was assessed. The 
quality inspections have been done by the technical staff of the GDA laboratory for rice quality 
inspection under the supervision of C/P. The results of the survey are compared to the seed standards in 
Table 3.1 in "National Seed Strategy for Cambodia (2017-2022)8" drafted by MAFF. 
 

Table 3.1 Seed Standards in National Seed Strategy for Cambodia (2017-2022) 

Factor 

Standards for each class 

Breeder 
Foundation and 

Registered 
Certified 

Pure Seed (minimum) 99.0% 98.0% 98.0% 

Inert Matter (maximum) 1.0% 2.0% 2.0% 

Huskless Seeds (maximum) 1.0% 2.0% 2.0% 

Other Crop Seeds (maximum) 5/kg 10/kg 20/kg 

Other Distinguishable Varieties (max) 5/kg 10/kg 20/kg 

Red Rice (max) 0 2/kg 10/kg 

Total Weed Seeds (maximum) 5/kg 10/kg 20/kg 

*Objectionable Weed Seeds (maximum) 0 2/kg 5/kg 

Seeds Infected by Paddy Bunt 0.001% 0.10% 0.50% 

Germination (minimum) 80% 80% 80% 

Moisture (maximum) 13% 13.0% 13.0% 

For Vapor-Proof Containers (max) 8% 8.0% 8.0% 
*Objectionable weeds: Echinochloa spp, Cyperus iria, Monocharia vaginalis, Leptochlora Chinensis  
 

  

 Results of the quality inspection of seeds in target provinces 

Table 3.2 shows the results of the quality inspection of seeds in target provinces. The results of the 
quality inspection are converted from 100g of sample to one kg of sample. 
The contamination of other varieties and red rice is the most critical issue. According to the criteria of 
Certified Seeds (CS) in the seed standards, grains of other distinguishable varieties should be less than 
20 grains/kg and red rice should be less than 10 grains/kg. Nevertheless, only three out of the 12 samples 
met the criteria. The contamination of other varieties and red rice can be reduced by applying good 
quality Registered Seeds (RS), frequent field visits and removing plants of other varieties. 
Broken rice, including huskless seeds could be reduced by adjusting the setting of the harvester. 
Although it does not affect seeds of the next generation, broken rice decreases the purity of the grains, 
which leads to a lower quality rice for the consumers, thus a lower market price. For the case of the 
                                                        
8 The Strategy has not been formally authorized.  
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samples, only 0.20 to 1.02% of broken rice were identified. The contamination of weed seeds was well 
controlled, since only two samples included the contamination. Moisture content should be less than 
13% but four out of 12 samples exceeded the criteria. It could be reduced by applying an appropriate 
drying method and pre-shipment inspection with a moisture meter. 
Lastly, all the samples except CAR15 of the Battambang Province achieved more than 80% of the 
germination rate. CAR15, one of the popular varieties in the province, has a dormant period of one 
month in its harvesting period. The RSPP survey team collected the samples of CAR15 in early April, 
nearing its harvesting time. So, the grains might’ve still been in the dormant stage, which could be the 
main reason for the lower germination rate. Grain moisture of all the samples indicates about 13%, 
achieving the target rate. 
As a result, only two out of the 12 samples satisfied all criteria. The failures are mainly due to the 
contamination of other distinguishable varieties, red rice and a lack of drying. 

Table 3.2 Results of the Inspection for the Seeds in Target Provinces 

 
Source: RSPP survey team  
 

 Results of the quality inspection of paddy in target provinces 

In the Institute of Standards of Cambodia, there are criteria of milled rice for export, namely, high quality 
jasmine rice, ordinary jasmine rice and high-quality non-jasmine rice. In the domestic market, however, 
the price of rice is decided by a different category, such as jasmine rice, mixed rice or other rice. Jasmine 
rice is the most expensive, followed by mixed rice. Mixed rice consists of several traditional varieties. 
Since farmers have collected seeds by themselves for a long time, many kinds of seeds have been mixed. 
It has been widely distributed in the domestic market and is generally accepted by consumers in 
Cambodia. However, the various shapes of rice are not suitable for post-harvest machines such as a 
dryer and others. As such, it is expected that mixed rice will be eliminated from the market once the 
institutionalization of the criteria of the milled rice and the maturing consumers’ preference are 
proceeded.  
It is necessary to reduce the contamination of red rice and other seed verities in order to enhance the 
value of Cambodian rice in the international market. The best solution is to use pure seeds without red 
rice and to renew seeds periodically. It should be recognized that quality improvement can be achieved 
by using high-quality seeds and effective dissemination should be promoted urgently. 

Purity Other variety
contamination 

Red rice
contamination

Broken grain Weed seed
contamination 

Other crop
contamination

Moisture 
of grain 

Germination
rate

(%) (No. of grain) (No. of grain) (g) (No. of grain) (No. of grain) (%) (%)

CAR15 97.88 70 0 0.35 0 0 12.9 26.00

CAR15 93.95 210 20 0.42 0 0 12.7 26.00

CAR15 95.43 470 40 0.57 0 0 12.5 25.00

Riang Chey 97.12 50 0 0.42 0 0 12.5 86.50

Phka Rumduol 98.06 0 0 0.48 0 0 12.6 97.00 ✔

Sen Kra Oub 93.73 210 740 0.90 0 0 11.3 92.00

Phka Rumduol 98.01 120 0 0.79 0 0 13.1 89.00

Phka Rumduol 98.33 0 0 0.30 0 0 12.9 86.00 ✔

Phka Rumduol 98.02 20 0 0.22 0 0 13.9 97.00

Sen Kra Oub 99.33 30 20 0.20 10 0 14.2 92.00

Sen Kra Oub 98.94 10 110 0.17 0 0 13.9 92.00

Sen Kra Oub 98.09 20 20 1.02 30 0 12.5 94.00

98.00
(min)

20
 (max)

10
 (max)

2.00
(max)

20
(max)

20
(max)

13.0
(max)

80.00
(min)

*Indicates that the colored cells do not meet seed standard of CS

Seed Standard of CS

Certifiable 
grains as CSProvince Variety

Takeo

Prey Veng

Kampong 
Chhnang

Battambang
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Table 3.3 Results of the inspection for the paddy in the target provinces 

 
Source: RSPP survey team  
 

 Summary 

Most of the sample seeds have not reached the standard set out in the National Seed Strategy for 
Cambodia (draft) mainly due to the high contamination of other varieties and red rice. It is urgent to 
improve the challenges of seeds since these items can significantly cause the low-quality of the paddies.  
In order to achieve this, it is required to improve the quality of RS and CS and increase its amount of 
production. This will allow seed producers to easily access high-quality RS and CS. Furthermore, seed 
producers should practice proper seed cultivation methods, so quality seeds can be disseminated to 
ordinary farmers. Lastly, the seed certification system should be introduced to certify high-quality seeds 
properly.  
Besides, it is necessary to note that the above result was derived from the limited number of the samples. 
For this reason, the result indicates no more than the general quality of seeds and paddies in the target 
provinces. Once the target SPGs are selected, the RSPP will test the quality of seeds of the target SPGs 
and their neighbours for a comparison and regard the result as formal baseline data.   
 

  

Purity Other variety
contamination 

Red rice
contamination

Broken grain Weed seed
contamination 

Other crop
contamination

Moisture 
of grain 

(%) (No. of grain) (No. of grain) (g) (No. of grain) (No. of grain) (%)

Sen Kra Oub 95.89 60 40 0.57 0 0 12.2

Kramom Yuon 90.98 250 3200 0.15 10 0 12.4

Sra Ngae 96.77 530 70 0.13 30 0 12.9

Kreum 97.23 120 60 0.14 0 0 12.1

Riang Chey 98.02 0 0 0.23 0 0 12.3

Kantol 97.55 210 20 0.14 120 0 12.7

Krosiang Teab 89.85 780 3280 0.15 30 0 12.5

Krosiang Teab 94.2 110 1910 0.08 10 0 12.8

Krosiang Teab 97.81 50 250 0.02 30 0 13.5

Sen Kra Oub 93.36 0 50 0.19 20 0 14.7

Sen Kra Oub 97.87 30 0 0.19 20 0 15.2

Sen Kra Oub 97.28 80 240 0.02 0 0 12.4

96.17 36.67 96.67 0.13 13.33 0.00 14.10Average 

Province Variety

Takeo

Prey Veng

Kompong 
Chhnang

Battambang
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 Present Condition of Value Chain and Marketing of Rice 

Seed and Paddy/Rice in the Target Province  

 Overview 

The supply of high-quality seeds in Cambodia is still not reaching the market required amount. It is 
estimated that the total need of rice seed is around 124,000Mt per year (the seeding rate is 80kg/ha, the 
total rice cultivation area is 3.11million9 ha, and the renewal rate is 50%), while the supply of the seeds 
was no more than 12,204Mt in 2017. Currently, the gap in supply and demand is significantly filled by 
unofficial import from neighbouring countries, in particular Vietnam.  

Table 4.1 Rice Seed Supply in 2017 
No. Producer Quantity, Mt 

1 AQIP 1,444 
2 Other companies 4,000 
3 ACs 3,800 
4 BFPP 2,960 
 TOTAL 12,204 

Source: AQIP Annual Report 2016-2017, List AQIP Competitors 2017, BFPP Achievement Report 2018 for 1st Quarter, and  
Technical Working Paper “Overview of a Cambodian seed sector” AusAID and World Bank Group, May 10, 2011 

 
 
A number of stakeholders in the rice sector play an implicative role in relation to rice drive and demand. 
Figure 4.1 represents the rice value chain in Cambodia that describes an interrelationship of those 
stakeholders. 
 

Source: RSPP survey team 
Figure 4.1 Current Rice Value Chain in Cambodia 

                                                        
9 Source: MAFF Annual Report 2016-2017 
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 Key Stakeholders of the Value Chain 

(1) Cambodia Agricultural Research and Development Institute 

It is a national institute that predominantly produces rice seeds of different varieties and classes. 
Cambodia Agricultural Research and Development Institute (CARDI) plays a main role in supplying 
foundation and registered seeds only for the private sector, ACs, government projects and others who 
have a need for seed-multiplication for businesses or distribution to target customers or beneficiaries. 
CARDI is normally producing about 5Mt of foundation seed per year. It is now trying to work more on 
privately-orientated research and development to fit private sector preferences, in particularly for rice 
exporters. CARDI has sufficient physical infrastructure, processing facilities and equipment to function 
at its production level. CARDI has capacity to produce up to 50Mt of foundation seed per year. 

(2) Private Companies 

There are approximately 24 local private companies, including the Agricultural Quality Improvement 
Project (AQIP) Seed Company, producing self-declaring certified rice seed and distribute through their 
channels in the entirety of Cambodia. AQIP purchased foundation seeds from CARDI, as well as from 
Vietnam and contracted with farmers to produce registered and certified seeds under an internal quality 
control system at field and plant levels. AQIP also produced foundation and registered seeds of specific 
varieties by itself, those of which not produced by CARDI. For certified seed production, it was carried 
out through contract farming with individual seed growers, which some of them are AC members, in 
order to supply raw seeds to AQIP. AQIP carried out all the activities related to seed processing, 
packaging, storing, quality control and marketing. AQIP sold certified seeds to paddy farmers through 
its distribution channel (AQIP seed distributors are mostly agricultural input sellers). AQIP supplied 
between 2,500Mt-3,500Mt certified seeds per year from 2013 to 2016. 
Unlike AQIP, most of the private companies do not have their own adequate facilities and equipment to 
perform as a rice seed business, but they have to lease. Furthermore, besides AQIP, the private 
companies have not provided proper technical assistance to the contracted seed growers yet. Sometimes, 
they use AQIP seed growers to produce seeds rather than invest in seed growers’ capacity development, 
as well as not hiring enough technical staff to function at appropriate seed production levels. The areas 
are mainly related to quality control and inspection at either field or plant levels, including laboratory. 
AQIP closed its operation in October 2017; they only sold 1,444Mt that year. Other private seed 
companies have adopted AQIP’s model and practices and are trying to expand their volume of 
production based on their affordable capacity by using the existing AQIP seed distribution channel to 
sell their seed products to the paddy farmers. 

(3) Private Seed Producers 

Farmers with large farmland also produce rice seeds for their own retention, for their next rice production, 
and also for selling to paddy farmers, whether through agricultural input sellers or directly. For rice seed 
production, they purchased seeds from CARDI, AQIP or sometimes from Vietnamese traders. The 
private seed producers process their seeds by using traditional facilities and equipment and pack the 
seed with unprinted bags for sale. The quality of seed is uncertain, with high variation of germination 
and purity, but the price is cheaper, between 2,000KHR - 2,300KHR/kg (according to different varieties), 
in comparison with AQIP and other private companies that range between 2,600KHR - 3,200KHR/kg. 
However, the seed supply of private seed producers is not so stable due to the demand change, natural 
disasters, climate change and hesitance towards more investment due to limited technical and marketing 
capacity and too few varieties produced; Phka Rumduol, Sen Kra Oub or IR504. 

(4) Agricultural Cooperatives 

There are Seed Producer Groups (SPG) under ACs, who produce and supply rice seeds to their members 
and neighbouring farmers. Normally, each AC produces rice seed between 40-50Mt per year when their 
processing capacity is too small. The estimated total quantity of rice seed supplied by ACs in Cambodia 
is around 3,800Mt per year, which is comparatively too small for the required amount (124,000 Mt).  
Recently, in a special contract with NGOs or a government project, they increase the production area 
by mobilizing more SPG members to meet the contracted plan. For certified seed production, they 
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purchase seed from CARDI and AQIP. Apart from such a contract with local NGOs or government 
projects, ACs also contract with rice millers/exporters to supply paddies that most of the seeds are 
purchased from Vietnamese traders such as IR504, OM4900 and OM5451, but there is uncertainty 
around the quality and class of seed, since the seed prices are different between companies and the 
packaging language being Vietnamese. However, the quality of paddy was checked by the rice millers 
during the procurement.  
Currently, a few government projects work on rice seed production and promotion by providing 
technical knowledge and some facilities and equipment, so that they can enhance the quality and quantity 
of seed. 

(5) Other Seed Traders 

Other seed traders include rice millers and Vietnamese traders, who also play the role as rice seed 
distributor to farmers with the promise of buying back the paddy. But, the majority of those supplying 
seed are Vietnamese traders, while the rice millers sell not as many seeds from their own sources. The 
tendency of supplying seed from Vietnamese traders is still increasing, while Vietnamese short-maturity 
rice is gradually grown by the farmers versus a lack of local seed supply. 

(6) Paddy Farmers 

At household level, seed retention for own paddy production is very limited due to reasons of labor 
shortage as a serious barrier in farming, lack of seed and post-harvest technologies, limited access to 
fundamental seeds for multiplication, and crop failure caused by disasters, such as climate change. The 
farmers also approach ACs or private companies for high-quality seeds, but they’re sometimes 
unavailable or not available on-time, with limited choices of varieties, causing production failure, and 
food and nutrition insecurity. The traditional rice varieties are more underutilized and less conservative 
due to the paddy price of such varieties be competitively lower than high-yielding ones. A number of 
planted varieties are also narrowed down to fit export purposes. Meanwhile, it has been difficult to find 
rice mills at village level to mill small quantities of paddies of producing traditional varieties. Therefore, 
the farmers have gradually given up the traditional varieties and have sought high-yielding ones, buying 
back milled rice for home consumption. As a consequence of seed shortage, sometimes the farmers use 
paddy grain as seeds, which has a negatively very high sowing rate, up to 300kg/ha, low productivity, 
poor paddy quality, and the price of paddy offered is lower. 

(7) Boosting Food Production Project 

Boosting Food Production Project (BFPP) is a government-funded project, which merely emphasizes 
on aromatic quality rice seed to make them more available and accessible to farmers in the country. The 
project is for 3 years and started in mid-2017, with the plan to produce 15,000Mt in total. The project 
initially started work with 19 ACs and extended up to 36 ACs in the 11 provinces of Takeo, Kampong 
Speu, Kandal, Prey Veng, Tboung Khmum, Kampong Cham, Kampong Thom, Siam Reap, Battambang, 
Pursat and Kampong Chhnang, to produce certified seeds.  
BFPP’s facilitation is to produce paddy under contract farming with rice millers/exporters. The BFPP's 
contract is formulated between Paddy Producer Group (PPG) under ACs and BFPP. The PPG has to buy 
certified seed from the BFPP to produce paddy for supplying to rice millers/exporters through contract 
farming. The PPG purchase certified seed from the BFPP, only 2,000KHR/kg, but the PPG receive a 
subsidy of 1,000KHR/kg from the project, thus the PPG pays only 1,000KHR/kg. The certified seed 
purchased by PPGs has to be from other ACs determined by the BFPP. 
Table 4.2 below indicates the prices and subsidy amounts. 

Table 4.2 Prices of Seeds and Subsidy Offered by The Project in 2017 (KHR/kg) 
No. Producer Actual Price of 

RS 

Actual Price of 

CS 

Producer Paid 

Actual Price 

Subsidy Offered 

by BFPP 

1 CS Producer 3,000  2,000 1,000 
2 Paddy Producer  2,000 1,000 10,00 

Source: RSPP survey team 
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In 2017, ACs could only produce 1,487Mt, equal to 50.24% out of the planned 2,960Mt, while in 2018 
they will produce 2,990Mt out of the planned 5,540Mt. The certified seed produced is to supply to 114 
other ACs for high-quality paddy production, to supply to rice millers for export through contract 
farming. However, the BFPP is not a business body involved in the long-term process of supplying the 
seed. In terms of subsidy, the BFPP is now considering to eliminate this for PPGs who produce paddy 
for rice millers/exporters through contract farming. This is due to a trial with some PPGs on 
unsubsidized seed which was carried out and PPGs accepted the price of seed even up to 2,400 KHR/kg. 
However, it is still considered that the periodical subsidy may affect the mechanism of market-based 
pricing and might delay to establish a sustainable foundation of seed supply and distribution. 
The main role of the BFPP is to strengthen ACs’ capacity to produce certified seed in compliance with 
the national minimum rice seed standard. It is also to facilitate subsidies of rice seed production and 
paddy production produced by identified ACs under the project, coordinating linkage between ACs and 
the private sector to promote the use of certified rice seeds – an opportunity for the private sector in rice 
development.  

(8) Paddy Traders 

Their main role is to collect paddy from farmers in different provinces and supply to rice millers and 
Vietnamese traders. Vietnamese traders also come into Cambodia and collect the paddy by themselves. 
In early 2018, it was found that plenty of paddy had been collected by Cambodian and Vietnamese 
traders by offering better prices in comparison to previous years and transported to Vietnam. 
Subsequently, the rice millers in Cambodia could not collect the paddy by offering the same competitive 
Vietnamese prices, except rice millers in Battambang and Banteay Meanchey provinces since they are 
strongly financially competitive. This causes Cambodian farmers to double and sometimes triple their 
rice crops by using early-maturing varieties, which require a lot of seeds in the year. 

(9) Rice Millers 

They buy paddy from farmers and paddy collectors. It is about 60% of paddy they purchase through 
paddy collectors/traders, and about 40% directly from farmers and ACs through contract farming. The 
rice millers/exporters prefer to purchase paddy from ACs through contract farming rather than through 
paddy collectors/traders due to quality concerns and mistakes. Rice millers mill rice and supply to 
processors and exporters, and also to the domestic market. Meanwhile, rice millers also sell paddy (dry 
paddy) to Vietnamese traders due to price increases. The rice millers claimed that the milled rice price 
is stable in the market, but paddy prices have increased and electricity and labor are expensive, so it’s 
expressively better to sell paddy and make more profit, rather than milling. 

(10) Exporters 

Most of the exporters are not only processors, but sometimes rice millers. They purchase milled rice 
from rice millers in bulk, then polish and repack into printed bags with their own trademarks. 
Occasionally, they order milled rice from the rice millers, who can fulfil the order specifications and 
pack with their brand-printed bags. Exporters who have their own mills are now trying to connect with 
potential ACs who are able to supply adequate required volume of paddy with an ensured quality. 

 Key Facts of Current Rice Value Chain in Cambodia 

No. Key Facts 

1 There is a significant lack of supply in high-quality seeds against the required amount in Cambodia. 
Currently the gap is filled by unofficial trading with the Vietnamese. 

2 CARDI plays a significant role as the producer and supplier of foundation and registered seeds to the 
private sector, ACs, government project, NGOs and individual farmers for seed multiplication. 

3 Seed traders are various; private companies, private seed producers, ACs and paddy traders. Private 
companies claimed that they produce certified seeds under a self-certification system, while ACs and 
private seed producers produce seeds based on their practices.  

4 There is a lack of sustainable distributors of seeds, since AQIP stopped producing and selling rice seed. 
5 BFPP supplies CS/RS to contracted ACs and purchases CS with a subsidized price. The Project 

drastically enhances the seed production in the country. However, it might be challenging for periodical 
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support to establish a sustainable foundation of high-quality seeds, supplied and distributed, as well as 
appropriate pricing.  

6 Recently, rice millers/exporters prefer to purchase through contract farming with ACs, rather than 
through paddy collectors/traders due to quality concerns and mistakes. 

 

 Battambang Province 

 Current Rice Value Chain and Key Stakeholders  

In Battambang, there exists a large area of rice plantation, which stands in second place after Prey Veng. 
Every year, the farmers purchase seed from different sources, such as private companies, informal 
businessmen and ACs, to produce paddy and sell to paddy traders and rice millers. Figure 4.2 shows the 
complicated relationship between rice value chain stakeholders in Battambang. 
 

 
Source: RSPP survey team 

Figure 4.2 Current Rice Value Chain in Battambang 

The private companies outside of the province produce certified seeds and sell to paddy farmers in 
Battambang. The seed produced by private seed companies is distributed to farmers through agricultural 
input sellers that were mostly recruited by AQIP. There are 6 seed wholesalers and approximately 30 
seed retailers in Battambang. The private companies sell rice seed at approximately 800Mt per year, out 
of which the AQIP Seed Company was accountable for 650-700Mt. The private companies are mainly 
AQIP Seed Co., Ltd, KK Seed Co., Ltd, and Super Gold Seed (SGS). Unfortunately, in 2017, AQIP 
supplied only 220Mt of certified seeds to Battambang from January to October, and then stopped for 
unknown reasons. Henceforth, in 2018, only KK Seed and SGS produce and sell to Battambang. They 
only sold 77Mt of Sen Kra Oub (70Mt from KK Seed and 7Mt from SGS) due to running out of stock.  
Apart from private companies, there are informal rice seed businesses based in Battambang which 
cooperate with AC members, also producing and selling seeds in the province at an approximate rate of 
80Mt per year.  
ACs in the province also produce rice seed and sell to paddy farmers. There are 83 ACs in Battambang, 
out of which only 14 ACs produce rice seed. It is estimated that approximately 693Mt are produced and 
sold by ACs every year, and this quantity is excluded from certified seed production contracted with the 
BFPP. In Battambang, there are only 6 ACs contracted with BFPP to produce 453Mt of certified seeds.  
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The study found that Sen Kra Oub and Phka Rumduol are the most popular varieties grown in 
Battambang, which are now largely in a deficit supply for 2018; which is making the farmers more 
troubled with their rice production. Consequently, the farmers grow other varieties instead, for instance 
Sra Ngae (short maturity, photoperiodic insensitive) from their own or unreliable sources. It has also 
been revealed that the farmers believe the good quality seed (certified seed) provides them with more 
benefits to their production and income, since by using good quality seed they can comply with the 
requirement of paddy buyers – rice millers/exporters and paddy traders are saying it’s easy to sell and 
has a good price offering, thus the demand for certified seed is increasing. 

Table 4.3 Rice Seed Supply in Battambang in 2017 
No. Producer Quantity, Mt 

1 AQIP 220 
2 Other companies 150 
3 Informal business 80 
4 ACs 693 
5 BFPP 453 
 TOTAL 1,596 

Source: RSPP survey team 

 
The quantity of certified seeds produced by six ACs sold to other ACs inside and outside of Battambang 
for paddy production is coordinated by BFPP through contract farming with rice millers/exporters, such 
as AMRU Rice and BRICo. The certified seed growers and paddy growers under the targeted ACs 
received a subsidy from the project.  

In Battambang, paddy farmers mostly sell wet paddy to rice millers rather than to Vietnamese traders, 
since rice millers have strong financial competition to pay farmers the same price and via immediate 
cash as Vietnamese traders. However, Vietnamese traders have to pay an extra cost of for transportation 
from Battambang to the Vietnamese border. The farmers also sell paddy to paddy traders/collectors. The 
prices of paddy vary according to varieties and paddy quality standard determined by those factors. 

 Marketing 

(1) Rice Seed 

In Battambang, it is rare to see an advertisement related to rice seed products of private companies and 
ACs. Most of the farmers access rice seed at the seed dealers’ shops or agricultural inputs sellers’ shops. 
Besides this, the farmers contact rice seed producers directly, since they know they can supply the seed 
in their respective areas. 
The quality of rice seed also varies from one supplier to another without any guarantee when the farmers 
face germination problems and impurity, whereas AQIP do have guarantees in place. Thanks to an 
increase in demand, the supply is also surging from the private sector, NGOs and government projects, 
all of them trying to promote the rice seed industry. 
The prices of certified seeds differ in accordance to the varieties and suppliers. The retail price refers to 
selling price to paddy farmers, NGOs and development donor project, whereas wholesale price refers to 
seed dealers who retail seed to paddy farmers. The prices of certified seeds are revealed in Table 4.4 
below.  

Table 4.4 List of Certified Seed Prices Offered by Private Companies and ACs in 2017, KHR/kg 

Variety 
AQIP KK Seed SGS Informal AC 

Retail Wholesale Retail Wholesale Retail Wholesale Retail Wholesale Retail Wholesale 

Sen Kra Oub 3,100 2,850 3,100 2850 3,100 2,750 3,000 2,400 2,800 2,200 
IR504 2,600 2,400 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
OM4900 2,600 2,400 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Phka Knhey 2,800 2,600 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Phka Rumduol 3,200 2,800 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Riang Chey 2,800 2,600 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
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Neang Khon 2,800 2,600 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Source: RSPP survey team 
 
Table 4.4 indicates that Sen Kra Oub is the only variety that sold the most, with the same prices when 
comparing AQIP and KK Seed. But, the variation in prices compared to SGS, Informal seed businesses 
and ACs is comparatively lower.  
Based on the survey, sometimes the selling prices of seed offered to farmers are above listed prices, 
especially for Sen Kra Oub and Phka Rumduol, due to a deficit supply. However, it is found that the 
trend of the seed price is not really increasing. 

(2) Paddy and Rice 

Paddy has been much easier to sell to buyers in 2017 and 2018 because of the competition between 
Vietnamese traders and rice millers for export. The quality of paddy is found to be much better if 
produced through contract farming, as indicated by rice millers.  
The ACs. individual farmers, and farmer groups contracted with rice millers/exporters to supply paddy 
(Phka Rumduol variety) have to comply with the required paddy quality standard (see Table 4.5) of the 
rice millers/exporters. The quality and prices of paddy under the contract are interrelated. The setting 
price is flexible according to the paddy market referent price, which is quoted from three different 
sources identified and agreed by both ACs and rice millers. The prices during purchase of Phka Rumduol 
wet paddy in 2017 were between 1,170KHR, 1,190KHR and 1,200KHR per kg.  

Table 4.5 Required Paddy Quality Standard During Purchase by BRICo 

No. Description Category A Category B 

1 Moisture (max, %) 22 - 26 26 - 29 
2 Pure paddy (min, %) 92 90 
3 Inert matter (max, %) 3 5 
4 Red rice & short grain rice (max, %) 3 3 
5 Broken grain (max, %)  1 1 
6 Impure grain (max, %) 1 1 
7 Other varieties (max, %) 8 10 

     Source: RSPP survey team 
 
In the case of the required paddy quality standard being unmet under category B, there are two ways of 
reduction; (1) reduce by 50kg/Mt of purchased paddy, so only 950kg of paddy to be paid, and (2) reduce 
the price of 20KHR/kg of purchased paddy. However, the AC committee and paddy producers receive 
sale commission of 10USD per Mt, which is allocated into 1USD for AC committee and 9USD for 
paddy contracted producers. It is noted that the AC committee plays a role as paddy collector and 
delivers to a contracted rice miller warehouse. All quality checks and quality report issuances are carried 
out by the contracted rice miller. The terms of payment is within 3 days after paddy is delivered to the 
rice mill and the payment is made by check in USD. Besides the payment, the contracted rice miller also 
provides technical assistance to paddy contracted producers in cooperation with the NGO, WCS 
(Wildlife Conservation Service). 
Rice millers/exporters have a certain quality paddy standard with a price category, while small rice 
millers and others have not, and they check paddy quality by using a traditional method of visual 
observation. Table 4.6 indicates the prices of wet paddy in Battambang. 

Table 4.6 Prices of Wet Paddy in Battambang in 2017, KHR/kg 

No. Variety 
Bin Rath 

(RM) 

Chheung 

Chan Duong 

(RM) 

BRICo (RM) 
Yin Mann 

(RM) 

Paddy 

Trader 

1 Sen Kra Oub 1,100-1,350 N/A 1,100-1,365 1,100-1,365 1,040-1,170 
2 IR504 N/A 800 N/A 1,040 N/A 
3 OM4900 910-920 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
4 Phka Knhey 920 920 N/A N/A N/A 
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5 Phka Rumduol 1,100 N/A 1,200 1,300 1,105-1,235 
6 Riang Chey N/A 920 N/A N/A N/A 
7 Neang Khon 930-1,130 920 N/A 1,066 N/A 

RM means a rice miller. 
Source: RSPP survey team 
 
The small size rice millers in Battambang mainly purchase paddy directly from farmers. They focus 
more on rainy season rice such as Phka Rumduol, Phka Khney, Riang Chey and Neang Khon (mixed up 
traditional varieties and named Neang Khon, because it is a popular traditional variety). Meanwhile, 
they also purchase dry season paddy rice like Sen Kra Oub and OM4900. They mainly supply milled 
rice to local markets in Battambang. They also purchase Phka Rumduol paddy and sell to Vietnamese 
traders with a high price of 1,400KHR/kg (dry paddy). 

Table 4.7 List of Paddy Prices Offered by Small Sized and Village Rice Millers in 2017 

No. Variety Wet Paddy Price, KHR/kg Dry Paddy Price, KHR/kg 

1 Phka Rumduol 1,100 N/A 
2 Phka Knhey 920 1,000 
 Riang Chey N/A 920 

3 Neang Khon 930-1,130 920 
4 Sen Kra Oub 1,100-1,300 N/A 
5 OM4900 910-920 N/A 
 IR504 N/A 800 

Source: RSPP survey team 
 
Whereas, village rice millers always purchase dry paddy rather than wet paddy due to having small 
capacity dryers. They mainly purchase traditional rice such as Phka Knhey, Neang Khon and Riang 
Chey, and sometimes IR504. For Neang Khon, the wet paddy is reversely more expensive than dry 
paddy due to the different time of supply with small quantities and also this variety is known as a mixed-
up variety. The village rice millers supply milled rice to the villages and small markets close to public 
gathering places. 
In general, the wet paddy price offered by large scale rice millers and paddy traders is higher than small 
scale rice millers. 

 Key Facts of Rice Value Chain in Battambang 

 Key Facts 

1 Seed supply to Battambang by private companies was 800Mt in 2017, and AQIP supplied 
750Mt. Nevertheless, currently AQIP has stopped supplying seed, whereas two other 
companies, KK Seed and SGS, supplied only 77Mt.   

2 Currently, the dominant varieties produced and supplied in Battambang are Phka Rumduol and 
Sen Kra Oub, due to high demand for export by rice millers/exporters.  

3 There are 83 ACs in Battambang, but only 14 ACs produce rice seed, including six ACs 
producing certified seeds of Phka Rumduol and Sen Kra Oub for BFPP. 

4 Rice millers/exporters now prefer more contract farming for paddy production rather than 
purchasing paddy through paddy collectors/traders, due to quality concerns and varieties being 
mixed-up. 

5 Vietnamese traders cannot procure paddy in competition with rice millers/exporters in 
Battambang due to additional costs of transportation to the Vietnamese border. 
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 Kampong Chhnang Province 

 Current Rice Value Chain and Key Players 

In Kampong Chhnang, farmers largely purchase seed from private seed producers LAREC (Local 
Agricultural Research and Extension Centre), and agricultural input sellers for paddy production, and 
sell paddy to paddy traders and rice millers. Figure 4.3 represents the relationship of the rice value chain 
in Kampong Chhnang. 
 

 
Source: RSPP survey team 

Figure 4.3 Current Rice Value Chain in Kampong Chhnang 

 
The NGO, LAREC, based in Kampong Chhnang, plays an important role in seed distribution in 
Kampong Chhnang and other provinces. LAREC purchase foundation seed of CARDI released varieties 
for registered seed multiplication. It also produces its own foundation seed, such as Sen Kra Oub, for 
registered seed production. In addition, LAREC also produces other varieties demanded by the market, 
such as Chul’sa, Phka Kravann (Vietnamese rice variety), IR504 and Damnoeb Sbai Mongkul (glutinous 
rice). For certified seed production, LAREC contracts with ACs to produce raw seed. LAREC has its 
own equipment and facilities to carry out all processing activities.  
There are 4 ACs that produce rice seed in Kampong Chhnang. LAREC is likewise one of the registered 
and certified seed producers supplying to the BFPP. In 2017, LAREC could sell certified seeds up to 
400Mt to the BFPP and farmers through agricultural input sellers in Kampong Chhnang, Kampong Speu, 
Kandal, Kampong Thom, Banteay Meanchey and Battambang.  
In 2017, the BFPP contracted with 2 ACs to produce 82Mt of certified seed of Phka Rumduol only. In 
2018, the project contracted with 4 ACs to increase up to 277Mt of Phka Rumduol. This certified seed 
will be used for paddy production through contract farming with rice millers/exporters in 2019. 
Some private seed producers under the name of AC as local suppliers in Kampong Chhnang, produce 
rice seeds and sell to farmers and rice millers. Most of the seed produced by private seed producers are 
Vietnamese rice varieties such as IR504 and Phka Kravann. In 2017, they produced the rice seed Phka 
Kravann through contract farming with Golden Rice Company for 400Mt, and they received certified 
seed from Golden Rice Company for the paddy contract. 
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The private company overlooked Kampong Chhnang as being a small market for rice seed business. 
Even AQIP put in little effort due to the demand being smaller than other provinces, and at the same 
time, some local seed suppliers exist.  
Notably, however, the demand for high-quality seeds has risen. Several seed dealers informed that 
farmers frequently requested high-quality rice seeds, but a lack of its supply hinders dealers' business 
opportunities. 

Table 4.8 Rice Seed Supply in Kampong Chhnang in 2017 
No. Producer Quantity, Mt 
1 AQIP 15 
2 Other companies N/A 
3 Informal business 100 
4 LAREC 20 
5 ACs 400 
6 BFPP 82 
 TOTAL 617 

Source: RSPP survey team 
 

 Marketing 

(1) Rice Seed 

In Kampong Chhnang, as in other provinces; it is hard to notice rice seed advertisements at the dealers’ 
shops. Only a few of ACs’ signboards indicating rice seed production are found along the national road 
number 5. LAREC, the main supplier in the province also does not disclose a proper advertising board 
to attract the farmers. The farmers access rice seed between each other, as they realize the need, and 
sometimes they obtain seed from agricultural inputs sellers. It is revealed that the demand of seed is now 
intensely rising versus the vast deficiency in supply.  
Selling prices of the rice seed differ from one supplier to another based on how popular they are at the 
provincial level. Table 4.9 describes selling prices of major seed varieties in 2016 and 2017.  

Table 4.9 List of Certified Seed Prices Offered by Private Companies and Others in 2017, 
KHR/kg 

Variety AQIP LAREC Others 

Sen Kra Oub 2,850-3,100 2,500-2,700 2,500 
IR504 2,400-2,600 N/A 2,000 
OM4900 2,400-2,600 N/A N/A 
Phka Kravann N/A N/A 1,500 
Phka Knhey 2,600-2,800 N/A N/A 
Phka Rumduol 2,800-3,200 2,500-2,700 2,500-2,675 
Phka Romeat N/A N/A 2,700 
Riang Chey 2,600-2,800 N/A N/A 
Neang Khon 2,600-2,800 N/A N/A 

Source: RSPP survey team 
 
The prices of rice seed sometimes fluctuate in conjunction with the availability of supplying specific 
varieties and seasonality. Rainy season rice variety prices, especially, are often altered, with them being 
lowered near to the end of the rainy season. 

(2) Paddy and Rice 

Paddy is always sold to paddy traders and rice millers in the form of wet paddy rather than dry. Rice 
millers in Kampong Chhnang town expressed that it is very difficult to find good quality paddy. They 
buy paddy from approximately 80% provincial paddy collectors and stress that most of the paddy is 
impure and sometimes over mature. They check the quality by visual observation, a traditional method. 
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They mostly mill rice for supplying to the local market and Phnom Penh market. The local market 
typically demands traditional varieties, but there is mixing-up with different varieties when rice is milled 
(only Neang Khon or Neang Menh) since both of these varieties are popular in the country, whereas 
Phka Rumduol and Phka Malih are milled for the Phnom Penh market. A medium scale rice miller, 
known as KTS Rice Mill, the biggest mill in Kampong Chhnang, mostly mills for the Phnom Penh 
market and exporters, such as AMRU, Khmer Food, Golden Rice and Primalis. Due to paddy supply 
within the province being inadequate and of an undesirable quality, KTS Rice Mill frequently acquires 
from Battambang and Banteay Meanchey provinces, mainly Phka Rumduol and Sen Kra Oub varieties. 
They also milled IR504 and Phka Kravann for exporters. Table 4.10 indicates the prices of wet and dry 
paddy procured by rice millers. 

Table 4.10 List of Wet and Dry Paddy Prices Offered by Rice Millers in 2017 

No. Variety Wet Paddy, KHR/kg Dry Paddy, KHR/kg 

1 Phka Rumduol/ Phka Malih 1,100-1,200 1,500 
2 Neang Khon/ Neang Menh 900-950 1,000-1,050 
3 Sen Kra Oub 1,100-1,140 N/A 
4 Phka Kravann 820-890 1,200 
5 IR504 800-850 900-950 

Source: RSPP survey team 

 Key Facts of the Rice Value Chain in Kampong Chhnang 

 Key Facts 

1 LAREC plays an important role in certified seed supply in Kampong Chhnang. LAREC has 
supplied a significant amount of CS with existing facilities and equipment. 

2 Currently, the dominant varieties produced and supplied in Kampong Chhnang are Phka 
Rumduol, Sen Kra Oub, IR504, OM4900 and Phka Kravann due to high demand for exportation 
by rice millers/exporters.  

3 There are 38 ACs in Kampong Chhnang, but only four ACs produce rice seed and one NGO, 
LAREC, purchases raw seed from ACs and processes and sells seed inside and outside the 
province. All 4 ACs only produce Phka Rumduol and Sen Kra Oub for BFPP, but other 
Vietnamese varieties also for LAREC. 

4 Seeds are in high demand by farmers in the province and the supply is lacking.  
 

 Prey Veng Province 

 Current Rice Value Chain and Key Players 

Private companies, private seed producers and agricultural input sellers play a very key role in the supply 
of rice seed in Prey Veng. Figure 4.4 represents the rice value chain in Prey Veng. 
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Source: RSPP survey team  

Figure 4.4 Current Rice Value Chain in Prey Veng 

The private companies produce rice seed through contract farming with individual seed growers to 
supply raw seeds. In particular, AQIP has its own facilities and equipment, unlike KK Seed having to 
hire the facilities and equipment for seed processing. They sell their seed in Prey Veng and other 
provinces of Cambodia. But now, AQIP has stopped, which has caused a gap in the seed supply to this 
province.  
Private seed producers can be members and non-members of ACs who access irrigation systems and 
have their own facilities to produce and process the seed. They produce seed and sell to farmers through 
agricultural input sellers. 
Three ACs in Prey Veng produce certified seed for the BFPP. They produced 202Mt of Phka Rumduol 
and Sen Kra Oub in 2017, and 300Mt of the same varieties in 2018, and then distribute to other ACs. 
Generally, paddy farmers obtain the rice seed from private seed producers, private companies and 
agricultural input sellers. Rainy season rice is mostly produced for home consumption with some surplus 
sold to rice millers in the province. They regularly sell their paddy to Vietnamese traders rather than rice 
millers, since it’s easy to sell, they receive cash in hand payment and there’s not much concern about 
the quality.  
Owing to consequences of inadequacy and quality concerns of paddy supply, recently the rice millers in 
Prey Veng have turned to ACs for paddy supply through contract farming arrangements. The rice millers 
in Prey Veng also sell dry paddy to rice exporters who also own rice mills. The dry paddy of which most 
is sold to exporters is Phka Rumduol. They also sell dry paddy to Vietnamese traders, most of the 
varieties being sold are IR504 and OM4900. 

Table 4.11 Rice Seed Supply in Prey Veng in 2017 
No. Producer Quantity, Mt 

1 AQIP 116 
2 Other companies 250 
3 Private producers 150 
4 ACs 250 
5 BFPP 202 
 TOTAL 968 

Source: RSPP survey team  
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Paddy traders do not buy paddy only in Prey Veng, but from other provinces including Siam Reap, Preah 
Vihear, Kampong Thom, Kampong Cham, Tboung Khmum and Kratie and transport to the Vietnamese 
border pass, namely “Banteay Chakrey”; here, the paddy is easily transported by boat to Vietnam. The 
research revealed that there are approximately 300-400 trucks with loads of 25-30Mt per truck per day 
during the harvest season, from November to December, for wet season rice and from January to April 
for dry season rice. The estimate of wet paddy transported to Vietnam is around 2 million Mt from 
November 2017 up to May 2018. 

 Marketing 

(1) Rice Seed 

The rice seed can be obtained from the AQIP dealers’ shops, through which other private companies 
also use to distribute their seeds. Rice seed promotion through any means is rarely carried out, excluding 
AQIP’s signboards. The majority of rice seeds supplied by local private seed companies is Sen Kra Oub 
and Phka Rumduol. Since the local private companies have been limited in supply capacity, there are a 
lot of seeds imported from Vietnam and distributed to Cambodia through the border pass “Banteay 
Chakrey” in Prey Veng province. The Vietnamese rice varieties are IR504, OM4900 and OM5154. 
The selling prices of seed differ according to the varieties and suppliers. However, for Cambodian rice 
varieties, the variance of price is between 200-400KHR/kg, unlike Vietnamese rice varieties where the 
price variation is between 725-875KHR/kg. This means the same Vietnamese rice seeds produced by 
Vietnamese companies receive more profit than Cambodian companies. On the other hand, the cost of 
rice seed production in Cambodia is much more expensive than in Vietnam. 
Besides, there is no promotion of Vietnamese rice seeds, but more attractive packing bags, shorter 
duration of planting and easiness of paddy sales contributed to using more of Vietnamese rice seeds in 
the province. However, it is a complaint of the farmers using Vietnamese seed imported from Vietnam 
that there are lots of off-types and weeds in their fields, which caused poor quality paddy and a hesitance 
of buying from traders and rice millers. 

Table 4.12 Selling Price of Major Seed Varieties at Dealer Shops in 2017 (KHR/kg) 

Variety AQIP KK Seed Others 

Sen Kra Oub 2,850-3,100 2,500-2,700 2,500 
IR66 N/A N/A 2,100 
IR504 2,400-2,600 N/A 1,700-2,575 
OM4900 2,400-2,600 N/A 2,150-2,875 
OM5154 (mild aromatic) N/A N/A 1,800-2,575 
Phka Kravann N/A N/A 1,500 
Phka Knhey 2,600-2,800 N/A N/A 
Phka Rumduol 2,800-3,200 2,500-2,700 2,500-2,675 
Phka Romeat N/A N/A 2,700 
Riang Chey 2,600-2,800 N/A N/A 
Neang Khon 2,600-2,800 N/A N/A 

Source: RSPP survey team  

(2) Paddy and Rice  

The farmers mainly sell their paddy to paddy collectors/traders rather than rice millers due to it being 
easy to sell, they receive immediate cash payment and not much concern with regards to the quality. 
Both Cambodian and Vietnamese traders accessed the rice fields during harvest season, identified the 
paddy quality and negotiated the price with immediate payment. Unlike rice millers who wait for paddy 
collectors to supply to their warehouse gates before carrying out their quality checks, and up to 5-day 
payment terms. The rice millers’ practice is such due to a lack of labor to travel to check and collect 
paddy at the fields; on occasion, they did purchase paddy at field level.  
The prices of paddy vary in accordance to varieties and quality as well. Table 4.13 shows the list of 
prices of paddy offered by different buyers at the field. 
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Table 4.13 Purchasing Prices of Wet Paddy Prices at field in 2017 (KHR/kg) 

No. Variety Rice Miller Paddy Collector/Trader 

1 Phka Rumduol/ Phka Malih 1,200 N/A 
2 Neang Khon N/A N/A 
3 Sen Kra Oub N/A 850 
4 Sen Pidor 900 900-950 
5 IR504 850 850-880 
6 OM4900 950 700-990 
7 OM5154 900 N/A 

Source: RSPP survey team 
 
The rice millers bought paddy from the field by using their own transportation, but sometimes they paid 
30-40KHR/kg for transport rental with distances of 30-40km from field to their warehouses. 
In general, rice millers in Prey Veng offered prices competitively lower than paddy collector/trader and 
with longer terms of payment, which led the farmers to more frequently sell paddy to paddy 
collectors/traders. 

 Key Facts of the Rice Value Chain in Prey Veng 

 Key Facts 

1 Only KK Seed now supply seed in Prey Veng. 
2 Vietnamese rice varieties (IR504, OM4900 and 5154) are dominant crops in Prey Veng. Most 

of Vietnamese rice seeds are directly supplied from Vietnam through agricultural input sellers. 
3 Rice millers turn to contract with ACs for the supply of high-quality paddy 
4 Prey Veng is a key province where the paddy is transported to and the seed is imported from 

Vietnam.  
 

 Takeo Province 

 Current Rice Value Chain: From Foundation Seeds to Milled Rice 

The rice value chain in Takeo is similar to Prey Veng Province. Figure 4.4 Current Rice Value Chain in 
Prey Veng above shows the flow of seed and paddy in that province. 
Under the BFPP, 2 ACs produced certified seeds of 146Mt of Phka Rumduol and Sen Kra Oub in 2017 
and distributed to 3 other ACs to produce paddy through contract farming with exporters. In 2018, there 
are 3 ACs producing 280Mt of the same varieties and who distribute to other ACs for paddy production 
contract with rice millers/exporters. 
Private companies such as SGS and Golden Seed sell rice seed through agricultural input sellers. 
However, it is found that private companies are not so strong in seed distribution in Takeo due to high 
competition from Vietnam and local private seed producers.  

Table 4.14 Rice Seed Supply in Takeo in 2017 
No. Producer Quantity, Mt 

1 AQIP 47 
2 Other companies N/A 
3 Private producers 600 
5 ACs 30 
6 BFPP 146 
 TOTAL 823 

Source: RSPP survey team 
 
Most of the varieties demanded from private companies are Sen Kra Oub and rainy season rice varieties, 
such as Phka Rumduol, Phka Knhey and Riang Chey. For dry season rice production, the farmers 
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regularly purchased seeds from Vietnamese traders due to Vietnamese rice varieties being shorter, easy 
to sell at the field with good prices and cash payment carried out immediately. The paddy produced 
close to the Cambodian-Vietnamese border is sold to Vietnam after immediate harvest, unlike the paddy 
produced far from the border being sold through paddy collectors/traders. There are seven large scale 
Cambodian paddy traders who collect paddy and sell to Vietnam. The paddy collectors in Takeo 
purchased paddy not only in Takeo, but from other neighbouring provinces such as Kampot, Kampong 
Speu, Kandal, Kampong Cham and Pursat. They estimated that they sold about 1.4 million Mt of paddy 
in 2017. There are three focal Cambodian-Vietnamese border passes where the paddy is sold in the dry 
season: Number 21 port (namely, Yin Ya), Kampong Ampil port, and Angkor Borey port. In the rainy 
season, the paddy is sold to Vietnam at Takeo town port. 
Rice millers/exporters in Takeo purchased approximately 60% of their paddy from collectors and 40% 
directly from farmers. They complained about impure and mixed-up paddy purchased through paddy 
collectors. The Sok Keo Rice Mill in Takeo claimed that the paddy purchased from either the farmer or 
collector is not so pure, which caused a lot of rejection and losses while milling. Most of the paddies are 
purchased from Takeo, Kampot, Kampong Speu and Pursat. They also added that they would like to 
have contract farming with ACs or large farm paddy producers to ensure the purity and quality. The rice 
they mill are Phka Rumduol and Sen Kra Oub for export to European Market, and IR504 for export to 
China. 

 Marketing 

(1) Rice Seed 

Rainy season farmers access rice seed from agricultural input sellers’ shops where AQIP signboards are 
located and at the AQIP seed center in Takeo town. The varieties the farmers produce in the rainy season 
are Sen Kra Oub, Phka Rumduol, Riang Chey, Phka Knhey, and other traditional rice varieties. For dry 
season production, the farmers mostly procured Vietnamese rice seeds from agricultural input sellers 
and private seed producers in Takeo town, and from seed dealers in Vietnamese bordering districts, 
where a large area is planted to dry season and recession water rice. Large scale paddy producer farmers 
chiefly access seed directly from Vietnamese dealers at the border. Sen Kra Oub has been slowly adopted 
in the dry season production in Takeo due to it being difficult to sell and the price offered by traders is 
the same as IR504 or OM4900. In addition to that, the duration of Sen Kra Oub is longer and the yield 
is even lower than Vietnamese types.  

Table 4.15 Selling Price of Major Seed Varieties at Dealer Shops in 2017 (KHR/kg) 

Variety AQIP Private Producers 
Vietnamese 

Dealers 
Others 

Sen Kra Oub 2,850-3,100 N/A N/A 2,500 
IR504 2,400-2,600 1,300 2,500-2,800 1,300 
Phka Knhey 2,600-2,800 N/A N/A N/A 
Phka Rumduol 2,800-3,200 2,500 N/A 3,000 
Riang Chey 2,600-2,800 N/A N/A N/A 
Neang Khon 2,600-2,800 N/A N/A N/A 

Source: RSPP survey team  
 
There are three variety seeds predominantly supplied in Takeo province; IR504, Sen Kra Oub and Phka 
Rumduol by AQIP, private seed producers and Vietnamese dealers. Whereas traditional and other 
varieties are mostly retained by farmers and bought from the rice seed dealers of AQIP.  

(2) Paddy and Rice  

As in Prey Veng, the same reasons exist as to why most of the farmers sell paddy to Vietnamese traders 
rather than rice millers in Takeo. The paddy prices differ from one to another of the same variety due to 
the required quality by visual observation. Table 4.16 shows the prices offered by different buyers. 
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Table 4.16 Price of Wet Paddy Offered by Buyers in 2017 (KHR/kg) 

No. Variety Sok Keo RM Local Trader VN Trader Other 

1 Phka Rumduol 1,000-1,150 1,150-1,200 N/A 1,050 
 Chmar Prum N/A 1,120-1,130 1,150-1,180 N/A 
 Sreov Krahorm N/A 1,120-1,130 1,150-1,180 N/A 
 *Mixed Rice N/A 800 850 N/A 

2 Sen Kra Oub 1,050-1,100 N/A N/A 1,000 
3 IR504 760-770 730-850 820-860 800-830 

Source: RSPP survey team  
*Mixed rice (traditional rice): Banteay Meas, Neang Menh, Neang Khon, Riang Chey, Krahorm 
 

 Key Facts of the Rice Value Chain in Takeo 

No. Key Facts 

1 Phka Rumduol, Sen Kra Oub and IR504 are the dominant crops produced in Takeo mainly for 
export. IR504 is the majority produced in the dry season and sold to Vietnam. 

2 Vietnamese traders are strong in seed distribution to farmers. 
3 Takeo is the province where the paddy supply flows from other provinces in to Vietnam. 
4 Rice millers/exporters turn to focus on contract farming to ensure the quality. 

 Recommended Rice Seed Varieties in the Target Provinces 

Currently, CARDI registers 46 rice varieties and selects 12 recommended varieties out of the registered 
varieties (Table 5.1). Nevertheless, this baseline survey found that only four of 46 registered varieties 
are actually produced in the target provinces (Table 5.2, and Chapter 2 for the detailed information).  

Table 5.1 Recommended Rice Seed Varieties by CARDI 
Early Type Medium Type Late Type 

IR 66 
Chul'a sa 
Sen Pidao 
CAR14 
CAR15 

Phka Rumduol 
Phka Rumdeng 

Phka romeat 
Phka Chan Sen Sar 

Riang Chey 
CAR4 
CAR6 

 

Source: Rice Seed Manuals, APPP, 2014. JICA and information from GDA C/P 
 

Table 5.2 Major Rice Seed Varieties and Their Production in the Target Provinces 

 
Dry Rainy Total 

Number of 

ACs 

Production 

(Mt) 

Number of 

ACs 

Production 

(Mt) 

Number of 

ACs 

Production 

(Mt) 

Phka Rumduol 0 0 38 38 38 793.8 

Sen Kra Oub 5 296.6 10 311.6 15 785.4 

CAR15 1 236 1 238 2 237 

Sbai Mongkul 1 0 1 2 2 0 

IR504 1 35.55 0 36.55 1 35.55 

IR66 1 236 0 237 1 256 

Phka Kravann 0 0 1 1 1 240 

Phka Romeat 0 0 1 1 1 4.79 
Source: RSPP survey team  
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Market demand levels change the prices of different rice seed varieties and naturally, producers and 
distributors respond to the dynamics. For this reason, it is not appropriate for The Project, which plans 
to promote the market-oriented distribution system of rice seeds, to fix the recommended varieties. 
Instead, The Project will consider the market demand and availability of registered seeds at each crop 
season, and choose suitable varieties, considering each of their agroecological conditions, through 
consultation with GDA and PDAFF. 
For the dry and rainy seasons of 2018/2019, the first training period, the following varieties will be used for 
the project activities: 
 

 Sen Kra Oub, Phka Rumdoul and CAR15 (only in Battambang) 
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 Recommended Implementation Structure of the Project in 

the Target Provinces 

 Proposed Basic Directions 

Table 6.1 summarizes the significant challenges toward the RSPP's project purpose; "system for 
producing and distributing quality rice seed is established and functions properly in the target provinces", 
and Figure 6.1 shows the basic directions which RSPP proposes to employ. The challenges that hinder 
an appropriate production and distribution of quality rice seed can be compiled into three intertwined 
factors, namely, (1) lack of high-quality seeds in the market, (2) unstable price of seeds, and (3) unstable 
supply of seeds. 

Table 6.1 Summary of Challenges  
Intertwined Challenges  Reference  

Lack of high-quality seeds in the 
market 

Lack of quality control  Chapter 3.2 and 3.3  
Absence of standardized inspection system Chapter 2.1 
Absence of authorized certification system Chapter 2.1 

Unstable price of seeds  
Lack of cost-effective farming practices Chapter 2.1 
Lack of distributors with appropriate pricing  Chapter 4.1 

Unstable supply of quality seeds 
Lack of supply of high-quality seeds Chapter 4.1 

Source: RSPP survey team  
 

 
Source: RSPP survey team  

Figure 6.1 Challenges and Basic Directions 

The RSPP aims to turn over the hindrances toward the driving forces; basic directions, to achieve the 
project purpose:  

(1) Anyone can access high quality seeds in the seed market, through; 
 enhancement of capacity of produce quality at SPG level,  
 enhancement of capacity in inspection and certification 

 
(2) Anyone can buy high quality seeds with affordable price, through 
 cost reduction by mechanization and optimization of input application, 
 enhancement of SPG's capacity to maximize the profit from seed business 

 
(3) Adequate and stable supply of high quality seeds is secured through; 
 establishment of a matching forum with stakeholder exchange information 
 stimulation of demand in high-quality seeds, via a demonstration farm 
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 Selection of the Target Seed Producer Groups 

The RSPP plans to create the business model, employing the above basic directions. The business model 
is a sustainable business-linkage of seed producers, distributors (private organizations) and consumers, 
tied up by a standardized inspection and certification system. To do so, the RSPP needs to cooperate 
with highly potential SPGs who (1) own the necessary infrastructure and equipment to expand rice seed 
production, and (2) are willing to participate in the project activity and engage in seed business. With 
this understanding, the RSPP proposes the criteria for selection of target ACs as Table 6.2 lists. 

Table 6.2 Criteria for Selecting Target ACs 
Minimum Requirement Highly Considered Requirement Other Considered Requirement 

 Existence of irrigation 
 Existence of land for seed 

production 
 Willingness to expand seed 

production and business* 

 Land for a drying yard 
 Warehouse capacity 
 Organizational capacity (internal 

management)**  
 

 Accessibility to main road and 
business centers 

 Number of experienced seed 
producers 

 

*Those who are willing to expand seed production and business, are aware of the current high demand in quality seeds and expect an increase 
in their profit through seed production.  

**The organizational capacity is evaluated by the practice (or not) of book keeping, regular meetings, and the existence of internal regulation, 
leaderships.   

Source: RSPP survey team  
 
The selection criteria is divided into three levels; minimum, highly considered, and other considered 
requirement by priority order. The following tables, Table 6.3 - Table 6.6 show the results of screening 
based on the minimum and highly considered criteria. The screening results of each provinces narrow 
down the following ACs: 
(1) Battambang  

 Chamroeun Phal Riang Kesey AC 
 Chrey Samaki Bangkoeun Phal AC 
 Kamping Puoy Bangkoeun Phal AC 
 Sangha Phal 

(2) Kampong Chhnang 
 Anhjanhroung Samey Thmey AC  
 Kasekam Chey Chumneas AC 
 LAREC (NGO) 

(3) Prey Veng 
 Baphnom Mean Chey AC 
 Bopea Senchey AC 
 Chamros Loas Thmey Svay Teap AC  
 Kdey Sangkheum Beung Preah AC 
 Sambo Phal Russey Sanh AC 

(4) Takeo  
 O’Saray AC 
 Baksey Reak Reay AC 
 Choeung Kuon Chauk Chey AC 
 Oudom Sorya AC 

The Project would like to finalize the selection through consulting GDA and each PDAFF.  
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Table 6.3 Nominated ACs in the Battambang Province 

 
Source: RSPP survey team  

Table 6.4 Nominated ACs in the Kampong Chhnang Province 

 
Source: RSPP survey team  
 

Dry Rainy

1 Beung Pring 42 (14) 1 3 N 0 5 0 0 0 Low Low
2 Chamroeun Phal Riang Kesey 288 (138) 1 4 Y 0 5.5 10 0.02 100 High High
3 Chraneang Cheng Peas Chamroeun Phal 104 (71) 1 4 Y 0 2 0 0 0 Low Fair
4 Chrey Samaki Bangkoeun Phal 112 (68) 1 40 Y 0 40 60 0 200 High High
5 Kamping Puoy Bangkoeun Phal 123 (62) 1 10 Y 0 2 20 0 500 High High
6 Kanteu1 Pheakdey Reasmey Chulsa 184 (87) 1 17 Y 0 16 50 0.15 200 Fair Fair
7 Khum Kampong Preang 201 (75) 1 30 Y 15 15 150 0.01 500 Fair Low
8 Morodok Bansay Treng 154 (101) 1 7 Y 0 11 30 0 0 Fair High
9 Phnom Krapeu 470 (268) 1 20 Y 0 24 38 0 200 Fair Low
10 Prek Chik 45 (22) 1 12 Y 0 12.3 50 0 0 Fair Fair
11 Reaksmey Odaun Pov Chamroeun Phal 86 (52) 2 9 Y 0 2 5 0 0 Fair Low
12 Samaki Mean Chey 60 (20) 2 8 Y 0 10 30 0.16 50 Fair High
13 Sangha Phal 215 (85) 1 31 Y 0 65 100 0 300 High High
14 Teuk Chet Kasekar Kea Mean Chey 312 (142) 1 12 Y 0 2 30 0 0 Fair High

Total 2396 (1205) 16 207 13 15 211.8 573 0.34 2050 4 7

No.

Farmland for 

additional seed 

production 

(ha)

Land for 

drying yard 

(ha)

Warehouse 

(ton)

Organizational 

Capacity
Willingness

Current cultivated 

farmland for rice seed 

(ha) 
Name of AC

Total Members 

of AC (Female)

Number of 

SPGs

Member of 

SGPs

Irrigation 

system (Y/N)

Dry Rainy

1 Anhjanhroung Samey Thmey 178 (140) 0 43 N 0 11 50 0 0 High High
2 Kasekam Chey Chumneas 1,243 (799) 0 48 Y 0 69 100 0 0 High High
3 Kasekam Khunrorng Reak Reay 221 (196) 1 2 Y 0.4 0.7 10 0.03 100 Fair High
4 LAREC (NGO) 12 (1) N/A N/A N 137.75 5.45 150 1 500 High High
5 Phnom Tauch Samaki 70 (47) 0 20 N 0 18 10 0.03 50 Fair Low

Total 1724(1184) 1 113 2 138.15 104.15 320 1.06 650 3 4

Organizational 

Capacity
Willingness

Irrigation 

system (Y/N)

Current cultivated farmland for 

rice seed (ha) 

Farmland for 

additional seed 

production 

(ha)

Land for 

drying yard 

(ha)

Warehouse 

(ton)
No. Name of AC

Total 

Members of 

AC (Female)

Number of 

SPGs

Member of 

SGPs
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Table 6.5 Nominated ACs in the Prey Veng Province 

 
Source: RSPP survey team  

Table 6.6 Nominated ACs in the Takeo Province 

 
Source: RSPP survey team  
 
  

Dry Rainy

1 Baphnom Mean Chey 108 (21) 2 31 Y 0 33 37 0 0 High High
2 Bopea Senchey 84 (17) 2 9 Y 74 6 73 0 0 High High
3 Chamros Loas Thmey Svay Teap 147 (111) 1 16 Y 0 6 25 0.1 100 High High
4 Kaksekar Akphiwat 50 (27) 1 8 N 0 2 2 0 0 Fair High
5 Kantrean 440 (304) 1 16 Y 0 8 0 0 0 Fair Low
6 Kdey Sangkheum 62 (27) 3 13 Y 0 13.6 50 0.4 0 Fair High
7 Kdey Sangkheum Beung Preah 141 (82) 1 15 Y 0 2 4 0 0 High High
8 Phum Yoeung 30 (10) 1 8 Y 0 2 4 0 0 Fair Low

9 Punleu Kaksekar Khum Kampong 
Seung

992 (614) 3 24 N 0 6 2 0 0
Fair High

10 Prech Samaki Mean Chey 44 (20) 1 10 N 0 2 10 0.3 100 Fair High
11 Poloas Sen Chey 71 (7) 5 71 Y 69 35.7 40 0 0 Fair High
12 Sambo Phal Russey Sanh 685 (518) 1 15 Y 0 4 10 0.04 80 High High
13 Tro Trung Kaksekar 112 (65) 1 8 N 0 2 10 0 0 Fair High
14 Oudom Mongkul Anlong Sar 138 (95) 1 8 N 0 2 25 0 0 Fair High

Total 3104 (1918) 24 252 9 143 124.3 292 0.84 280 5 12

Willingness

Current cultivated 

farmland for rice 

seed (ha) 

Farmland for 

additional seed 

production 

(ha)

Land for 

drying yard 

(ha)

Warehouse 

(ton)

Organization

al Capacity

Irrigation 

system (Y/N)
No. Name of AC

Total Members 

of AC (Female)

Number of 

SPGs

Member of 

SGPs

Dry Rainy

1 O'Saray 55 (11) 5 37 Y 0 60 50 0.038 300 High High
2 Baksey Reak Reay 204 (121) 1 16 N 0 0.6 10 0.02 200 High High
3 Champey 69 (38) 1 6 N 0 2.5 0 0 0 Fair Fair
4 Choeung Kuon Chauk Chey 81 (50) 6 30 Y 0 2.7 35 0.06 200 High High
5 Samaki Sre Kvav 85 (44) 1 3 N 0 2.87 0 0 0 Fair High
6 Sdok Sdom 417 (245) 1 15 N 0 13 30 0.011 0 Fair High
7 Tipath Punlok Thmey 43 (0) 1 9 N 0 18 5 0 0 Fair Low
8 Oudom Sorya 101 (48) 3 15 Y 0 6 20 0.08 300 High High

Total 1055 (557) 19 131 3 0 105.67 150 0.209 1000 4 6
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 Implementation Structure 

Figure 6.2 draws the proposed implementation structure and Table 6.7 describes the main roles of the 
implementation bodies, namely, RSPP/JICA (Japanese side), GDA and PDAFF. 
 

 
Source: RSPP survey team  

Figure 6.2 Proposed Implementation Structure  

Table 6.7 Main Roles of RSPP/JICA, GDA and PDAFF 

 The Project GDA/CSD PDAFF 
Overall - Overall management and 

M&E of the Project 
activities. 

- Establish Crop Seed 
Department (CSD). 

- Establish a rice seed 
inspection and 
certification unit 

Rice seed production and 
its management 

- Provides training to GDA, 
PDAFF, AC/SPG and 
private sector 

- Provides the necessary 
equipment and facilities to 
GDA and PDAFF 

 

- Provides training to 
PDAFF 

- Provides training to DAO 
and SPG 

Inspection/ Certification - Provides training to GDA, 
PDAFF, AC/SPG and 
private sector 

- Establish an inspection 
system 

- Provides training to 
PDAFF 

- Provides training to DAO 
and SPG 

- Conduct inspection of 
rice seed 

Business model and Market 
linkage 

- Develop rice seed business 
models and introduce them. 

- Promote a market linkage 
among stakeholders at the 
beginning 

- Build national network 
and coordinate with 
relevant players 

- Organize rice seed 
business forum and 
provincial network 

Source: RSPP survey team  
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Preface 

 

In May 2022, the General Directorate of Agriculture (GDA) officially endorsed the 

Quality Declared Seed System for Rice Seed Production and Business (QDS). Based 

on the QDS, a group of experts from the Project for Rice Seed Production and 

Promotion (RSPP), funded by the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA), 

compiled this manual. 

 

The purpose of the manual is to share practical knowledge and experiences on the 

QDS rice seed production with the seed producers, especially those who pursue 

the rice seed business. 

 

The manual consists of two parts: Rice Seed Production and Post-harvest 

Management. Notably, the manual intends to show the sequential steps in each 

part so that the practitioners can easily follow them. 

 

In addition, the manual is also a complementary document to the technical 

manuals for rice seed production that exist at the GDA.  

 

The GDA gratefully thanks JICA and its experts for their efforts, in particular the 

RSPP’s advisors and the technical counterparts from the Department of Rice Crop.  

 

The GDA also would like to devote this accomplishment to contributing to the seed 

sector in the Kingdom of Cambodia. 
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Technical Working Group 

 
No. Name Position Organization 
1 H.E Dr. Ngin Chhay Royal Government Delegation in 

charge as Director General of the 
General Directoriate of Agriculture 

General Directoriate of 
Agriculture 

2 Dr. Kong Kea Director of Department of Rice 
Crop 

General Directoriate of 
Agriculture 

3 Mr. Chea Sokly Vice Chief of Research and Training 
Office 

General Directoriate of 
Agriculture 

4 Mr. Prum Vuthy Vice Chief of Rice-based Farming 
System Office 

General Directoriate of 
Agriculture 

5 Mrs. Tim Savann Vice Chief of Rice Crop 
Development and Management 
Office 

General Directoriate of 
Agriculture 

6 Mr. Nget Sovann Vice Chief of Rice Crop 
Development and Management 
Office 

General Directoriate of 
Agriculture 

7 Mr. Sovann Dara Vice Chief of Rice Postharvest and 
Marketing Office 

General Directoriate of 
Agriculture 

8 Mrs. Nget Chanbo Officer of Rice Crop Development 
and Management Office 

General Directoriate of 
Agriculture 

9 Mr. Sak Choeun Advisor  The Project for Rice Seed 
Production and 
Promotion (RSPP) 

10 Mr. Masaru YAMAZAKI Expert  The Project for Rice Seed 
Production and 
Promotion (RSPP) 

11 Mrs. Sak Sokhena Assistant to Advisor The Project for Rice Seed 
Production and 
Promotion (RSPP) 
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Introduction 

What is a good quality seed? 

a. High Purity Seed 

Grains are neither contaminated by other varieties nor other plants and have the 

genetic characterization of the variety.  

 

b. Healthy Seed 

Grains are neither affected by diseases nor insects.  

 

c. Good Germination Seed 

Grains are well-matured and have a high germination ability. 

 

 

 

What is the Quality Declared Seed System (QDS)? 

The QDS label promotes a trusted seed market between seed producers, traders, 

and paddy producers. The QDS is to certify the quality of seeds by field inspection 

and seed quality inspection, according to the standard that the QDS Manual for Rice 

Seed Production and Business specified. The Competent Authority shall issue the 

QDS label to the qualified seed.    
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Part 1: Rice Seed Cultivation 
 

 

 

 

Ten things to do for the QDS seed cultivation 

 

1. Use an appropriate class of authorized upstream seed. 

2. Treat the seed with a fungicide before seeding. 

3. Confirm the cultivation history of your field. 

4. Measure the size of your field correctly. 

5. Confirm the isolation of your field from other fields. 

6. Practice proper seeding method according to the seed class. 

7. Control noxious weeds in your field. 

8. Remove off-type plants from your field. 

9. Control seed-borne disease before heading stage. 

10. Clean the harvester before harvesting. 
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1. Use an appropriate class of authorized upstream seed.   

1.1. Seed Class 

Use the proper class of upstream seed for the lower class seed production. Certified 

Seed (CS) production requires Registered Seed (RS), and RS production requires 

Foundation Seed (FS). 

 

1.2. Foundation Seed (FS) 

Only recognized agencies, such as the Cambodian Agricultural Research and 

Development Institute (CARDI) and other authorized institutes, can produce FS to 

maintain genetic identity and purity. 

 

1.3. Registered Seed (RS) 

RS is the progeny of FS. CARDI and other authorized seed producers are allowed to 

produce RS. The seed quality must meet the QDS standard. 

 

1.4. Certified Seed (CS) 

CS is the progeny of RS produced by the authorized seed producers. The seed 

quality must meet the QDS standard. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-1 Seed propagation system 
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1.5. Seed Quality Standard 

The Quality Declared Seed System (QDS) defines the seed quality standard in Table 

1-1. 

 

Table 1-1 Seed quality standard of the QDS 

Factors 
Seed Class 

FS RS CS 

1. Pure seed (Min, %) 98 98 98 

2. Inert matter (Max, %) 2 2 2 

 Weed seeds (Max, No. of grain/500g) 3 5 10 

 Other crop seeds (Max, No. of grain/500g) 2 3 5 

 Other rice variety seeds (Max, No. of grain/500g) 1 5 15 

 Red rice (Max, No. of grain/500g) 0 2 5 

3. Germination rate (Min, %) 85 85 80 

4. Moisture content (Max, %) 12 13 14 

 

1.6. Seed Source Certification 

Renew the upstream seed every season as the QDS requires and retain the 

label/tag of the sack and invoice/receipt of the upstream seed as evidence of the 

seed source and show it to a field inspector upon request.  

 

 

Figure 1-2 Evidence of the seed source 
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2. Treat the seed with a fungicide before seeding. 

2.1. Seed Treatment 

Put the seed into the water and remove the floating unfilled grains since diseases 

might affect them. Then, disinfect the seed with a chemical fungicide to prevent 

seed-borne diseases. 

 

Recommended fungicide for seed treatment 

Cruiser Plus 10ml (Thiametoxam, Difenoconazole, Fludioxinil) 

 

Dilute 30ml of Cruiser Plus with 3L of water and apply to 100kg of dry seed. Then, 
leave it for more than 3 hours. 

 

2.2. Seed Incubation 

Soak the seed in the water for at least 24 hours for better germination. After 

soaking the seeds, cover them with a cloth or plastic sheet to keep them under the 

shade for 12-24 hours, according to the seeding method. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-1 Seed treatment method 
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3. Confirm the cultivation history of your field. 

3.1. Field Requirement 

The QDS standard requires a seed production field where the same rice variety or 

other small grain crops had been planted in the previous season.  

 

 

Figure 3-1 Requirement of cultivation history of the field 

 

 

3.2. Prevention of Volunteers, Ratoons, and Other Plants 

Your seed production field should be free from volunteers, ratoons, and other 

plants. Remove them, and plow the field well before seeding for seed production.  
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4. Measure the size of your field correctly. 

4.1. Production Area Requirement 

A total CS seed production area should be more than 5ha for each variety and class 

per season to comply with the QDS system. RS seed production requires 0.5ha of 

the production area at least. 

 

4.2. Minimum Size of the Field 

Each seed production field should be more than 0.5ha for CS/RS production and 

more than 0.2ha for FS production. 

 

Table 4-1 Production area and field size requirement 

Seed class FS RS CS 

Minimum production area per 
season, variety, and class 

0.2ha 0.5ha 5.0ha 

Minimum size of 
each production field 

0.2 ha 0.5 ha 0.5 ha 

 

4.3. Integration of the Plots 

If the same variety and class of seeds are grown in several plots nearby at the same 

time, the plots can be considered as one field. 

 

 

Figure 4-1 Field requirement for seed production 
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5. Confirm the isolation of your field from other fields. 

5.1. Field Isolation 

Keep the isolation from other fields by more than 1m or physical barriers, such as 

a ditch, hedge, and fence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-1 Requirement of isolation from other fields 

 

5.2. Exemption 

Isolation is not required if the same rice variety is grown in the adjoining field. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-2 Exemption of isolation from other fields 

 

 

How to select rice seed production field. 

a. Accessibility: Select the field near the road for inspection.  
b. Water availability: Confirm water availability during seed production. 
c. Land flatness: Select the flat field to control the weeds. 
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6. Practice proper seeding method according to the seed class. 

6.1. Seeding Method for FS/RS Production 

Transplant in lines by hand or a machine is required to produce FS/RS. Random 

transplanting or direct sowing is not allowed for FS/RS production.  

 

6.2. Seeding Method for CS Production 

CS can be produced by random transplanting or direct line sowing, but 

broadcasting is not allowed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-1 Planting method for RS/CS production 

 

 

 

Equipment for line sowing 

a. Small scale rice transplanting machine (Contact: 023 666 0337 / 011 447 
725)  

b. Eli Seeder (Contact: 023 666 0337 / 011 447 725) 
The Eli seeder is used with a power tiller. 

c. Lun Heng Seeder (Contact: 061 664 947 / 097 797 4545) 
The Lun Heng Seeder is a kind of drum seeder, but a power tiller tows it.  
No other power source is required.  

d. Thai Kit Seeder is a kind of dry seed planter with a power tiller tows it. 
e. Drum Seeder: Several types of drum seeders are available in Cambodia. It is 

suitable for the small size of the plot. It can be operated by human power. 
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7. Control noxious weeds in your field. 

7.1. Noxious Weeds 

The QDS field standard defines three kinds of weeds, such as Barnyadrgrass, 

Sprangletop, and Rice flatsedge, as harmful plants. They shall be strictly controlled 

in the field. 

 

Barnyardgrass Sprangletop Rice flatsedge 
   

Genus: Echinochloa Genus: Leptochloa Genus: Cyperus 

Photo: Website of the University of Arkansas Cooperative Extension Service 

 

Figure 7-1 Noxious weeds by the QDS field standard 

 

7.2. The QDS Field Standard 

Those noxious weeds shall be less than ten plants per 10m2 for CS production and 

less than five plants for RS production to meet the QDS field standard.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7-2 Judgement of noxious weeds at the field level 

Small weeds without flowers do not 

affect the quality of the seeds, and 

they are not counted as noxious 

weeds. On the other hand, flowering 

noxious weeds with flowers or seeds 

are not acceptable. 
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8. Remove off-type plants from your field. 

8.1. Roguing Off-types 

Rouge off-types from time to time. They can be identified by observing the plant 

height, shape, color, number of tillers, heading time, panicles, and grains.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8-1 Identification of off-types 

 

 

8.2. The QDS Field Standard 

Off-types shall be less than one plant tiller per 10m2 for RS production and three 

plant tillers for CS production to meet the QDS field standard. 

 

Table 8-1 The QDS field standard 

Seed Class Registered Seed Certified Seed 

Noxious weeds Less than 5 tillers/10m2 Less than 10 tillers/10m2 

Off-types Less than 1 tiller/10m2 Less than 3 tillers/10m2 
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9. Control seed-borne diseases before heading stage. 

9.1. Three Types of Seed-borne Diseases 

Three kinds of seed-borne diseases must be controlled in a seed production field, 

such as Rice Blast, Brown Spot, and Sheath Blight. 

 

a. Rice Blast 

 Before heading: Vertical diamond shapes 

with brown and yellow lines appear on 

leaves.  

 Before harvesting: Infection is observed on 

the leaf collar under the panicle.  

 

b. Brown Spot 

 Before heading: Dark brown and yellow 

round shape rings appear on leaves.  

 Before harvesting: The panicle turns light 

brown. Infection is also observed on the 

leaves.  

 

c. Sheath Blight 

 Before heading: The infection starts from a 

lower part of the sheath.  

 Before harvesting: Flag leaf withers, and 

infection is also observed on the sheaths.  

 

d. Non-disease infection 

 Before heading: The plant is affected by stem 

borers.  

 Before harvesting: The panicle is easily 

pulled out by hand. 

 

 

 

Figure 9-1 Identification of seed-borne diseases 
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9.2. Judgment of the plant with diseases  

Seed-borne diseases should be controlled before the flowering stage to avoid 

infections on panicles. While excessive nitrogen promotes Rice Blast, lack of 

nitrogen causes Brown Spot. 

 

a. Rice Blast and Brown Spot 

The affected tillers should be less than 25% after the booting stage.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9-2  Judgement of blast and brown spot infection 

 

b. Sheath Blight 

The affected tillers should be less than 25% after the heading stage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9-3  Judgement of sheath blight infection 

Leaf 

Blast 

Brown 

Spot 

Sheath 

Blight 
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10. Clean the harvester before harvesting. 

10.1. Harvesting 

When around 85-90% of grains 

mature, it is the time for harvest.  

 

                                                                                           Figure 10-1 Timing of harvest 

 

10.2. Avoiding Contamination of Other Varieties 

To avoid contamination by other seeds, clean a harvester well before harvesting 

and use clean sacks to carry the products. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10-2 How to clean harvester 

 

Harvest the outmost area of the field first and do not use the first harvested 

products as seeds since other grains may remain in the harvester. 

 

Figure 10-3 Quality control after harvesting 
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Part 2: Post-harvest Management 
 

 

 

 

Six things to do for the QDS post-harvest management 

 

1. Check the moisture content with a moisture meter. 

2. Remove inert matters with a seed cleaner. 

3. Check the germination rate after processing. 

4. Allocate the specific seed lot number to each product. 

5. Use a printed sack with accurate product information. 

6. Store the products in dry and cool condition. 
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1. Check the moisture content with a moisture meter. 

1.1. Moisture Control 

Soon after harvesting, dry the fresh seed. Do not keep it wet for more than one day. 

Dry the product gradually to avoid grain cracks. The drying speed shall be 0.5% of 

moisture per hour. Dry the product evenly. Make small hills of the product and turn 

it over from time to time when you dry it under the sun.  

 

 

Figure 1-1 How to dry the product 

 

1.2. How to Use a Moisture Meter 

Measure the moisture content of the 

product three times and calculate the 

average. If an abnormal value is 

detected, measure the moisture 

content twice more. Then, eliminate 

two abnormal values and estimate the 

average. 

                                                                                                                Figure 1-2 Digital moisture meter 

 

1.3. The QDS Seed Standard 

Maintain the moisture level at less 

than 13% for RS and less than 14% for 

CS as the QDS standard. 

 

                                                                                                    Figure 1-3 Moisture contents standard 
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2. Remove inert matters with a seed cleaner. 

2.1. Cleaning Products 

After drying, remove the inert matters with a cleaner to avoid contamination by 

other rice varieties and maintain purity. Use designated sacks for the product 

before cleaning and after cleaning separately. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-1 Process of seed cleaning 

 

2.2. The QDS Seed Standard 

After cleaning, check the quality of the products. If you find inert matters such as 

rice straws, stones, weeds, and immature grains over the QDS standard, clean the 

products again. The QDS standard specifies that pure seed should be more than 

98% of the product's weight. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-2 Distinction between inert matters and pure seeds 
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3. Check the germination rate after processing. 

3.1. Germination Test 

Set 300 grains on the wet paper and keep them moist by spraying water from time 

to time. After seven days, count the number of germinated seeds and calculate the 

germination rate.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-1 Germination test 

 

3.2. The QDS Seed Standard 

The germination test shall be done three weeks or later after harvesting, 

considering the seed dormancy period. A dead, abnormally germinated, or spoiled 

seed after germination shall not be counted as a germinated seed. The QDS 

standard requires more than 85% of the germination rate for FS/RS and more than 

80% for CS.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-2 How to identify germinated seed 
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4. Allocate the specific seed lot to each product. 

4.1. Seed Lot Preparation 

The size of each lot shall be less than 10 tons. If the amount of the product exceeds 

10 tons, divide the product into several lots. If the products are harvested from the 

different fields nearby, they can be combined as the same seed lot. Note the points 

below before integrating the products as one seed lot.   

 

a. The variety of the products is the same. 
b. The class of the products is the same (FS/RS/CS). 
c. The products are produced in the same season. 
d. The moisture contents of the products are the same (±1%). 

 

4.2. Seed lot allocation 

Allocate the seed lot to each product, referring to the example shown in Figure 4-1. 

 

 

Figure 4-1 Example of lot allocation 
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5. Use a printed sack with accurate product information.  

5.1. Information on the Sack 

Prepare the printed sack for the QDS-qualified product. The printed sack shall 

show the necessary product information. 

 

 

Figure 5-1 Example of the appropriately printed sack 

 

5.2. Non-certified Seed 

The grains which fail to pass the inspection should be separated from the other 

certified seeds. If the inert matter is detected excessing the standard, reclean the 

product and submit the samples for retesting.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-2 Categorization of the seed quality level 

  

Quality information should 

be provided to the buyers 

for selling non-certified 

seed. 
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6. Store the products in dry and cool condition. 

6.1. Warehouse Management 

Keep the storage cool and clean it to avoid product deterioration and damage by 

rats, birds and insects. Keep space between the products and walls for ventilation 

and avoid moisture or heat in the walls. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-1 Ventilation system of the storage 

 

6.2. Stock Management  

Store the products according to the seed lot. Use a pallet to keep the products dry. 

Don't put seeds of different varieties and classes together on the same pallet(s). 

Keep enough space between the piles for sampling by an inspector.  

Record all transactions of the product with seed lot code. The product information 

such as the seed, the seed class, the grower's name, the date of harvest, and the 

moisture content should be traceable by seed lot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-2 Storage of the products 
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Appendix 1 
 

 

 

Proper Use of Herbicides 
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1. Introduction 

Several methods can control paddy weeds. However, prevention is more important.   

 Use pure seeds without contamination of weed seeds. 

 Consider the timing of cultivation before seeding. 

 Make the paddy field flat and keep enough water. 

 Avoid using paddy fields with a high risk of drought. 

 Practice transplanting in the field where irrigation is not available. 

 Consider the timing of the weeding. Once the rice leaves cover the paddy's 

surface, most weeds cannot grow under the shadow. 

 Do not use the same herbicide many times.   

 

 

2. Integrated Weed Management 
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3. Types of Weeds 

 
 

4. Target of Herbicides 
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5. Crucial Points for Weed Control 

 

 

6. Weed Control for Transplanting 
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7. Weed Control for Line Seeding in Wet Field 

 

 

8. Weed Control for Line Seeding in Dry Field 
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9. Types of Herbicides 

 

 

10. Basic Information of Herbicides 
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11. Target of Herbicides 

 

12. Formulation and Mixing Order 
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13. Tips of Herbicide Use 

 

14. Safety in Herbicide Use 
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Appendix 2 
 

 

 

Rice Disease Control 
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1. Introduction 

Several methods can control rice diseases. However, prevention is more important.   

 Use pure seeds without disease contamination, in particular seed-borne 

diseases, such as Brown Spot, Sheath Blight and Rice Blast. 

 Consider seed treatment with fungicide before seeding. 

 Know the field background, from which it is easy to control diseases and 

nutrient deficiency that is closely interrelated.  

 Monitor field regularly for crop health and nutrient need to prevent or avoid 

serious diseases.  

 Practice transplanting in the field where irrigation is not available. 

 Consider limitation of disease infection before taking chemical measurement. 

 Do not use the same fungicides many times.  

 

2. Rice Disease Identification 
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3. Conditions for Rice Blast Infection 

 

4. Rice Leaf Blast 
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5. Rice Blast Control 

 
 

6. Rice Panicle Blast 
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7. Rice Panicle Blast Control 

 

8. Conditions for Brown Spot Infection 
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9. Brown Spot Control 

 

10. Infection of Rice Sheath Blight 
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11. Monitoring of Rice Sheath Blight  

 

 

12. Control of Rice Sheath Blight 
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13. Symptoms Similar to Rice Sheath Blight 

 
 

14. Pathogen Types and Appropriate Chemicals 
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15. Pathogens of Rice Diseases 

 
 

16. Vectors Caused Disease Infection 
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17. Rice Diseases 

 
 

18. Other Physical Disorders 
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19. Points to Be Checked at Field Inspection 

 

20. Seed Borne Diseases 
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21. Integrated Pest Management 

 
 

22. Types of Insecticide 
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23. Types of Bactericide and Fungicide 

 

 

24. Preventive Bactericides and Fungicides 
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25. Curative Bactericides and Fungicides 

 

 

26. Chemical Resistance  
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27. Modes of Action for Crop Chemicals 

 

 

28. Proper Use of Chemicals 
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Appendix 3 

 

 

 
Self-inspection and Seed Quality Control 
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1. Introduction 

The customers’ confidence and increasing a number of customers repeatedly, will 

sustainably help in rice seed business. Therefore, seed quality assurance is 

certainly important. Even if the seeds are certified by QDS system, the seed quality 

would gradually get worse, so timely self-inspection is needed till sales finish. Here 

is a guideline for quality self-inspection and appropriate measurements.   

 

2. Moisture Control 

Measure the moisture content of the product three times and calculate the average 

(Table 1). If an abnormal value is detected, measure the moisture content twice 

more. Then, eliminate two abnormal values and estimate the average (Table 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Purity Control (Physical) 

Remove stones, rice straw, unfilled rice husk, broken grain and other dust by a 

cleaner. The weight of the inert matters should be less than 2% of the product. 

Excessing inert matters can be removed by re-cleaning the seed before packing. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Seed purity 98% 

Inert Matter 2% 
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4. Genetic Control (Varietal)  

Identify the characteristics of the shape and color of the target seed. Then, count 

the number of off-types and red rice in the seed. If off-types and red rice are 

detected exceeding the standard below, do not use the product as a seed.   

   

 
 

5. Molds and Fungus Prevention   

Ventilation is important to avoid heat and moisture that cause mold and fungus 

propagation. Keep at least 50cm between the piles of the products.   
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6. Insect Damage Prevention 

Use the inner plastic bag to prevent the propagation of insects such as weevils and 

rice moths. Check the seed quality from time to time and if you find many insects 

in a product, do not use it as a seed since it may affect the germination rate.  

 

       
 

7. Germination Capacity Control 

Conduct germination tests of stocked seeds once a month.  Test 300 grains for self-

inspection and count the number of germinated seeds after seven days. 
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QDS Rice Seed Production Check List for Seed Growers and AC Technical Officers 

1. Decision before selecting seed grower and field Tick ✓ 

1-1 The last season’s crop is the same variety of seed or other small grain crops. □ 

1-2 The field size is larger than the minimum requirement. 

(RS: 0.5 ha, CS: 0.5 ha) 
□ 

2. Field Preparation Tick ✓ 

2-1 The field is level enough. □ 

3. Sowing Tick ✓ 

3-1 The field is free from weeds at the time of sowing. □ 

3-2 The seeds are authorized with proper class for seed production.  □ 

3-3 Two persons check the seed variety and the field codes. □ 

3-4 The seed grower uses a seeder for direct sowing.  □ 

3-5 The seed grower sows only one variety on the same day. □ 

4. Field Management Tick ✓ 

4-1 The seed grower checks the field more than twice a week. □ 

4-2 The seed grower consults the agricultural cooperative if she/he finds diseases or pests 

in the field. 
□ 

4-3 The seed grower removes noxious weeds and off-types frequently. □ 

5. Self-Field Inspection Tick ✓ 

5-1 The number of noxious weeds, diseases, and off-types does not exceed the QDS field 

standard.  
□ 

6. Harvesting  Tick ✓ 

6-1 The other grain does not remain in a harvester.  □ 

6-2 The crops on the edge of the field are harvested first.  □ 

6-3 The products on the edge of the field are not used as seeds.  □ 

6-4 New bags are used for fresh seeds. □ 

6-5 Bags are stored by lot in gathering points and warehouses.  □ 

7. Drying Seeds Tick ✓ 

7-1 Only one variety seeds are dried at once. □ 

7-2 A tarpaulin sheet is placed under the fresh seeds during the drying process.  □ 

7-3 The temperature setting of a dryer is lower than 45oC, if you use a dryer.  □ 

8. Cleaning and Warehousing Seeds Tick ✓ 

8-1 The other grains do not remain in a whole seed cleaner before changing other variety 

seeds or classes. 
□ 

8-2 Grains do not remain on the screen of a seed cleaner after every use. □ 

8-3 Grains, trash, and dead animals are not found on a warehouse floor. □ 

8-4 A Pallet is placed under the pile of bags.  □ 

8-5 The distance between the piles is more than 50 cm.  □  
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អារម្ភកថា 

នៅក្នុងខែឧសភា ឆ្ន ាំ២០២២ អគ្គនាយក្ដ្ឋា នក្សិក្ម្មបានអនុញ្ញា តដ្ឋក់្ឱ្យន្រើ្បាស់ជាផ្លូវការនូវ

្រព័នធធានាគុ្ណភាពពូជដាំណាំ (រ.គ្.ព) ស្ារ់ផ្លិតក្ម្មនិងន វ្ើអាជើវក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជ្សូវ។ នោងតាម្ 

រ.គ្.ព ្កុ្ម្ជាំនាញម្ក្ពើគ្ន្ាងជាំរុញផ្លិតក្ម្មនិងការន្រើ្បាស់្ារ់ពូជ្សូវ ខដលផ្តល់ថវកិានដ្ឋយ

ទើភាន ក់្ងារកិ្ច្ចសហ្រតិរតតកិារនន្រនទសជរ ុន បាន្ច្ង្ក្ងជានសៀវនៅននេះន ើង។ 

នាលរាំណងនននសៀវនៅននេះ គឺ្នដើម្បើខច្ក្រ ាំខលក្នូវច្ាំនណេះដឹងនិងរទពិនោ្ន៍ជាក់្ខសតងនៅក្នុង

ផ្លិតក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជ្សវូតាម្ រ.គ្.ព នៅដល់ផ្លិតក្រ្ារ់ពូជ្សូវ ជាពិនសសអនក្ខដលក្ាំពុងន វ្ើអាជើវក្ម្ម

្ារ់ពូជ្សូវ។ 

នសៀវនៅននេះខច្ក្នច្ញជាពើរខផ្នក្ គឺ្ខផ្នក្ផ្លិតក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជ្សូវ និងខផ្នក្្គ្រ់្គ្ងន្កាយនពល

្រមូ្លផ្ល នហើយក៏្ច្ង់រងាា ញអាំពើជាំហានតាម្លាំដ្ឋរ់លាំនដ្ឋយនៅក្នុងខផ្នក្នើម្យួៗខដលន វ្ើឱ្យអនក្អនុវតត

ងាយ្សលួ្រតិរតតិតាម្។ 

នលើសពើននេះ នសៀវនៅននេះក៏្ជាឯក្ោររាំនពញរខនែម្នៅនលើឯក្ោរម្យួច្ាំននួសតើពើផ្លិតក្ម្ម្ារ់

ពូជ្សូវខដលាន្ោរ់នៅអគ្គនាយក្ដ្ឋា នក្សិក្ម្ម។ 

អគ្គនាយក្ដ្ឋា នក្សិក្ម្ម សូម្ខថលងអាំណរគុ្ណោ ង្ជាលន្ៅច្ាំន េះទើភាន ក់្ងារកិ្ច្ចសហ្រតិរតតិការ

អនតរជាតិនន្រនទសជរ ុន និងអនក្ឯក្នទសស្ារ់កិ្ច្ច្រឹងខ្រងននេះ ជាពិនសសទើ្រឹក្ាររស់គ្ន្ាង

ជាំរញុផ្លិតក្ម្មនិងការន្រើ្បាស់្ារ់ពូជ្សវូ ្ពម្ទាំងម្ន្តនតើរនច្ចក្នទសនននាយក្ដ្ឋា នដាំណា្ំ សូវ។  

អគ្គនាយក្ដ្ឋា នក្សិក្ម្ម សូម្ឧទទិសោន នដននេះក្នុងការចូ្លរមួ្អភិវឌ្ឍន៍វស័ិយពូជដាំណាំនៅក្នុង    

្ពេះរាជាណច្្ក្ក្ម្ពុជា។ 

 

នថៃ   ខែ ឆ្ន ាំខាល ច្តាវ ស័ក្ ព.ស២៥៦៦ 

ធានើភនាំនពញ នថៃទើ   ខែ ឆ្ន ាំ២០២៣ 

អគគនាយកដ្ឋា ន្កសកិមម 

 

 



ក្កុម្ការងារបច្ចេកច្េស 
ល.រ ន ម្ េះ តនួាទើ ោែ រ័ន 
១ ឯក្ឧតតម្រណឌិ ត ងនិ ឆ្យ ្រតិភូរាជរដ្ឋា ភិបាលក្ម្ពុជាទទលួរនទុក្ជា

អគ្គនាយក្ននអគ្គនាយក្ដ្ឋា នក្សិក្ម្ម 
អគ្គនាយក្ដ្ឋា នក្សកិ្ម្ម 

២ រណឌិ ត គ្ង់ ា ្រធាននាយក្ដ្ឋា នដាំណា្ំ សវូ អគ្គនាយក្ដ្ឋា នក្សកិ្ម្ម 
៣ រណឌិ ត ្សរនុ នែា  អនុ្រធាននាយក្ដ្ឋា នពូជដាំណាំ អគ្គនាយក្ដ្ឋា នក្សកិ្ម្ម 
៤ នោក្ នត ច័្នទតារា អនុ្រធាននាយក្ដ្ឋា នពូជដាំណាំ អគ្គនាយក្ដ្ឋា នក្សកិ្ម្ម 
៥ នោក្ ជា សុែលើ អនុ្រធានការោិល័យ្ោវ្ជាវ នងិ     

រណតុ េះរណត ល 
អគ្គនាយក្ដ្ឋា នក្សកិ្ម្ម 

៦ នោក្្សើ ទមឹ្ ោវ ន់ អនុ្រធានការោិល័យ្គ្រ់្គ្ង នងិ
អភវិឌ្ឍន៍ពូជដាំណា្ំ សវូ 

អគ្គនាយក្ដ្ឋា នក្សកិ្ម្ម 

៧ នោក្ ្ពុាំ វុទធើ អនុ្រធានការោិល័យ្រព័នធក្សកិ្ម្ម
ដាំណា្ំ សវូជាមូ្លដ្ឋា ន 

អគ្គនាយក្ដ្ឋា នក្សកិ្ម្ម 

៨ នោក្ សុវណណ តារា អនុ្រធានរនច្ចក្វទិាន្កាយនពល្រមូ្ល
ផ្ល នងិទើផ្ារ្សវូ 

អគ្គនាយក្ដ្ឋា នក្សកិ្ម្ម 

៩ នោក្ ខង ត សុវណណ អនុ្រធានការោិល័យ្គ្រ់្គ្ង នងិ
អភវិឌ្ឍន៍ពូជដាំណា្ំ សវូ 

អគ្គនាយក្ដ្ឋា នក្សកិ្ម្ម 

១០ នោក្ ្ើម្ ្កួ្ អនុ្រធានការោិល័យចុ្េះរញ្ជ ើ្រនភទពូជ
ដាំណាំ នងិរញ្ញជ ក់្គុ្ណភាពពូជដាំណាំ 

អគ្គនាយក្ដ្ឋា នក្សកិ្ម្ម 

១១ នោក្ ន   រតនា អនុ្រធានការោិល័យចុ្េះរញ្ជ ើ្រនភទពូជ
ដាំណាំ នងិរញ្ញជ ក់្គុ្ណភាពពូជដាំណាំ 

អគ្គនាយក្ដ្ឋា នក្សកិ្ម្ម 

១២ នោក្្សើ ខង ត ច័្នទរូ ម្ន្តនតើការោិល័យ្គ្រ់្គ្ងនងិអភវិឌ្ឍន៍
ពូជដាំណា្ំ សវូ 

អគ្គនាយក្ដ្ឋា នក្សកិ្ម្ម 

១៣ នោក្ ោក់្ នជឿន ទើ្រឹក្ា គ្ន្ាងជាំរុញផ្លិតក្ម្មនងិ
ការន្រើ្បាស់្ារ់ពូជ្សូវ 
(RSPP) 

១៤ Mr. Masaru YAMAZAKI ទើ្រឹក្ា គ្ន្ាងជាំរុញផ្លិតក្ម្មនងិ
ការន្រើ្បាស់្ារ់ពូជ្សូវ 
(RSPP) 

១៥ នោក្្សើ ោក់្ សុែើណ ជាំនួយការទើ្រកឹ្ា គ្ន្ាងជាំរុញផ្លិតក្ម្មនងិ
ការន្រើ្បាស់្ារ់ពូជ្សូវ 
(RSPP) 
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ច្សចកតីច្្តើម្ 

ត ើអ្វីតៅជាប្ារ់ពូជមាន្គុណភាពល្អ? 
ក្. ្ារ់ពូជានភាពសុទធែពស់ 

្ារ់ាម នោយ ាំជាម្យួ្រនភទពូជនផ្េងឬដាំណាំនផ្េង និងានច្រតឹលក្ខណៈពនធុនន្រនភទពូជ។  

ែ. ្ារ់ពូជានសុែភាពលអ 

្ារ់ាម នរងផ្លរ េះ ល់នដ្ឋយជាំងឺឬសតវលអិត។  

គ្. ្ារ់ពូជានដាំណុេះលអ 

្ារ់ទុាំលអ និងានសម្តែភាពដាំណុេះែពស់។ 

 

ត ើអ្វីតៅជាប្រព័ន្ធធានាគុណភាពពជូដណំ ំ(រ.គ.ព)? 
ោល ក្ រ.គ្.ព ជាំរុញទើផ្ារ្ារ់ពូជគ្រួឱ្យទុក្ចិ្តតរវងផ្លិតក្រ្ារ់ពូជ អាជើវក្រលក់្្ារ់ពូជ និង

ក្សិក្រផ្លិត្សូវច្ាំណើ ។ រ.គ្.ព រញ្ញជ ក់្គុ្ណភាព្ារ់ពូជតាម្រយៈការ្តួតពិនិតយគុ្ណភាពផ្លិតក្ម្ម

ទើវល និងការន វ្ើនតសតិ៍គុ្ណភាព្ារ់ពូជខផ្អក្តាម្សតង់ដ្ឋរខដលានខច្ងនៅក្នុងឯក្ោរ  រ.គ្.ព ស្ារ់

ផ្លិតក្ម្មនិងអាជើវក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជ្សូវ។ ោែ រ័នានសម្តែកិ្ច្ចនឹងផ្តល់ោល ក្ រ.គ្.ព ច្ាំន េះ្ារ់ពូជ្សវូ

គុ្ណភាពលអ។   
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មាតិកា  
  

ខផ្នក្ទើ១៖ ការផ្លិត្ារពូ់ជ្សូវ 
១. ន្រើ្ារ់ពូជថ្នន ក់្ែពស់សម្្សរខដលបានអនុញ្ញា ត ...................................................................... 4 
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៦. អនុវតតវ ិ្ ើដ្ឋាំដុេះនៅតាម្ថ្នន ក់្្ារ់ពូជ ........................................................................................ 10 
៧. ្គ្រ់្គ្ងនមម ហាម្ឃាត់ក្នុងខ្សផ្លិតក្ម្មររស់នោក្អនក្ ........................................................... 11 
៨. ដក្ពូជោយនច្ញពើខ្សផ្លតិក្ម្មររស់នោក្អនក្..................................................................... 12 
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ខផ្នក្ទើ៣៖ ឧរសម្ពន័ធ 
ឧរសម្ពន័ធទើ១៖ ការន្រើ្បាស់ថ្នន ាំសាល រ់នមម ្តឹម្្តូវ 
ឧរសម្ពន័ធទើ២៖ ការ្គ្រ់្គ្ងជាំងឺ 
ឧរសម្ពន័ធទើ៣៖ សវ័យ្តួតពិនិតយ និងការ្គ្រ់្គ្ងគុ្ណភាព្ារ់ពូជ 
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ផ្នែកទី១៖ ការនល្ិ ប្ារព់ូជប្រូវ 
 

 

 

សក្ម្មភាពទាំង១០ ស្ារ់អនុវតតការផ្លតិ្ារ់ពូជ្សូវតាម្ រ.គ្.ព 

 
១. ន្រើ្ារ់ពូជថ្នន ក្់ែពសស់ម្្សរខដលបានអនុញ្ញា ត 
២.  រ ាំងារ់នម្នរាគ្នលើ្ារ់ពូជនដ្ឋយថ្នន ាំសាល រ់នម្នរាគ្ផ្េតិមុ្នដ្ឋាំ 
៣. រញ្ញជ ក្់្រវតតិដ្ឋាំដុេះខ្សររសន់ោក្អនក្ 
៤. វសខ់វងទាំហាំខ្សររសន់ោក្អនក្ឱ្យបាន្តឹម្្តូវ 
៥. រញ្ញជ ក្់គ្ាល តខ្សររស់នោក្អនក្ពើខ្សដនទ 
៦. អនុវតតវ ិ្ ើដ្ឋាំដុេះនៅតាម្ថ្នន ក្់្ារ់ពូជ 
៧. ្គ្រ់្គ្ងនមម ហាម្ឃាត់ក្នុងខ្សផ្លិតក្ម្មររសន់ោក្អនក្ 
៨. ដក្ពូជោយនច្ញពើខ្សផ្លិតក្ម្មររសន់ោក្អនក្ 
៩. ្គ្រ់្គ្ងជាំងឺរោក្្ារពូ់ជមុ្នដាំណក្់កាលនច្ញក្ួរ 
១០. សាអ តា សុើន្ច្ូតមុ្ន្ច្ូត្ារ់ពូជ 
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១. ប្រើ្ារ់ពូជថ្នាក់ខ្ពស់សម្សរដែលបានអនុញ្ញាត   

១.១. ថ្នាក់ប្ារ់ពូជ 
្តូវន្រើ្ារ់ពូជថ្នន ក់្ែពស់សម្្សរស្ារ់ផ្លិតក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជថ្នន ក់្ទរជាង។ ផ្លិតក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជ

វញិ្ញា រនរ្ត្តូវការ្ារ់ពូជចុ្េះរញ្ជ ើ និងផ្លិតក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជចុ្េះរញ្ជ ើ្តូវការ្ារ់ពូជ្គឹ្េះ។ 

១.២. ថ្នាកប់្ារ់ពូជប្គរឹះ 
ានខតោែ រ័នទទលួោគ ល់ជាផ្លូវការរ ុនណណ េះ ដូច្ជាវទិាោែ ន្ោវ្ជាវនិងអភិវឌ្ឍន៍ក្សិក្ម្មក្ម្ពុជា

(កាឌ្ើ)និងោែ រ័ននផ្េងនទៀត ខដលទទលួបានសិទធិអាច្ផ្លិត្ារ់ពូជ្គឹ្េះ នដើម្បើរក្ាអតតសញ្ញា ណនិង

ភាពសុទធពនធុ។ 

១.៣. ថ្នាកប់្ារ់ពូជចឹុះរញ្ជី 
្ារ់ពូជចុ្េះរញ្ជ ើ គឺ្ជាកូ្ននៅជាំនាន់ន្កាយនន្ារ់ពូជ្គឹ្េះ។ កាឌ្ើ និងផ្លិតក្រ្ារ់ពូជានសិទធិ

នផ្េងនទៀត្តូវបានអនុញ្ញា តឱ្យផ្លិត្ារ់ពូជចុ្េះរញ្ជ ើ។ គុ្ណភាព្ារ់ពូជ្តូវខត្សរនៅតាម្សតង់ដ្ឋរ  

រ.គ្.ព។ 

១.៤. ថ្នាក់ប្ារ់ពូជវិញ្ញារន្រប្  
្ារ់ពូជវញិ្ញា រនរ្ត គឺ្ជាកូ្ននៅជាំនាន់ន្កាយនន្ារ់ពូជចុ្េះរញ្ជ ើខដលផ្លតិនដ្ឋយផ្លិតក្រ

្ារ់ពូជ្សរច្ារ់។ គុ្ណភាព្ារ់ពូជ្តូវខត្សរនៅតាម្សតង់ដ្ឋរ រ.គ្.ព។ 

 

គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ១-១៖ ្រព័នធរ ើក្ោយ្ារ់ពូជ 
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១.៥. រតងដ់ារគណុភាពប្ារ់ពូជ 
រ.គ្.ព ក្ាំណត់សតង់ដ្ឋរគុ្ណភាព្ារ់ពូជក្នុងតារាង ១-១។ 

តារាង ១-១៖ សតង់ដ្ឋរគុ្ណភាព្ារ់ពូជ្សវូ រ.គ្.ព 

ក្តាត  
ថ្នន ក់្្ារ់ពូជ 

្គឹ្េះ ចុ្េះរញ្ជ ើ វញិ្ញា រនរ្ត 

១. ្ារ់ពូជសុទធ (អរបររា %) ៩៨ ៩៨ ៩៨ 

២. ក្នម្ទច្ក្ម្ទើរ (អតរិរា %) ២ ២ ២ 

 ្ារ់នមម  (ច្ាំននួ្ារ់អតរិរាក្នុង៥០០្កាម្្ារ់ពូជ) ៣ ៥ ១០ 

 ្ារ់ដាំណាំដនទ (ច្ាំននួ្ារ់អតរិរាក្នុង៥០០្កាម្្ារ់ពូជ) ២ ៣ ៥ 

 ្ារ់្សវូនផ្េង (ច្ាំននួ្ារ់អតិររាក្នុង៥០០្កាម្្ារ់ពូជ) ១ ៥ ១៥ 

 ្ារ់្សូវអងករ្ក្ហម្ (ច្ាំនួន្ារ់អតិររាក្នុង៥០០្កាម្្ារ់ពូជ) ០ ២ ៥ 

៣. ដាំណុេះ្ារ់ (អរបររា %) ៨៥ ៨៥ ៨០ 

៤. សាំនណើ ម្្ារ់ (អតរិរា %) ១២ ១៣ ១៤ 

 

១.៦. ការរញ្ជាកប់្រភពប្ារ់ពូជ 
្តូវន្រើ្ារ់ពូជថ្នន ក់្ែពស់ជាថមើនរៀងរាល់រដូវដ្ឋាំដុេះនៅតាម្លក្ខែណឌ ត្មូ្វររស់ រ.គ្.ព និង្តូវរក្ាទុក្

នូវោល ក្ឬោល ក្សញ្ញា  បាវនវច្ែចរ់ និងវកិ្កយរ្តឬរងាក ន់នដទិញ្ារ់ពូជថ្នន ក់្ែពស់ទុក្ជាព័សតុតាងនន

្រភព្ារ់ពូជ និង្តូវរងាា ញវច្ាំន េះម្ន្តនតើ្តួតពិនិតយគុ្ណភាពផ្លិតក្ម្មទើវលនៅតាម្សាំនណើ ។ 

 

គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ១-២៖ ព័សតុតាងនន្រភព្ារ់ពូជ 
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២. រំងារ់បមបោគបលើ្ារ់ពូជបោយថ្នាាំសមាារ់បមបោគផ្សិតមុនោាំ 

២.១. ការរងំារត់មតរាគតល្ើប្ារ់ពូជ 
្តូវចាក់្្ារ់ពូជចូ្លនៅក្នុងទឹក្ រចួ្្សង់យក្្ារ់នសពៀតអខណត តនច្ញ ន្ េះជាំងឺអាច្ឆ្លងតាម្រយៈ

្ារ់ពូជទាំងននេះ។ រនាទ រ់ម្ក្ ្តូវរ ាំងារ់នម្នរាគ្នៅនលើ្ ារ់ពូជជាម្យួថ្នន ាំសាល រ់នម្នរាគ្ផ្េតិ នដើម្បើរងាក រ

ជាំងឺរោក្្ារ់ពូជ។ 

ថ្នារំមាលារ់តមតរាគនាសិ ផ្ណនារំប្មារ់ការរងំារ់តមតរាគនាសិ  
្គ្ុយនហេើផ្លល ស ១០ម្.ល (Thiametoxam, Difenoconazole, Fludioxinil) 

 

្តូវោយថ្នន ា្ំ គ្យុនហេើផ្លល ស ៣០ម្.ល ជាម្យួទកឹ្ ៣លើ្ត រចួ្្រឡាក់្ជាម្យួ្ារ់ពូជសៃួតច្ាំននួ ១០០គ្.្ក្។ 
រនាទ រ់ម្ក្ ្តូវដ្ឋក់្សាំដលិវនចាល្រខហល ៣នា ង។ 

 

២.២. ការផ្អារ់ប្ារ់ពូជ 
្តូវ្តាា្ំ ារ់ពូជក្នុងទឹក្្រខហល ២៤នា ង នដើម្បើឱ្យានដាំណុេះលអ។ រនាទ រ់ពើ្តាា្ំ ារ់ពូជរចួ្ ្តូវ

្គ្រវនឹង្ក្ណត់ ឬតង់បាល សទើក្ រចួ្រក្ាទុក្នៅក្នុងម្លរ់រយៈនពលពើ ១២ នៅ ២៤នា ង នដ្ឋយខផ្អក្នៅតាម្

វ ិ្ ើោន្តសតននការដ្ឋាំ។ 

 

គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ២-១៖ វ ិ្ ើរ ាំងារ់នម្នរាគ្នលើ្ារ់ពូជ 
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៣. រញ្ញាក់្រវតតិោាំែុុះដ្សររស់បោកអនក 

៣.១. ល្កខខណឌ ប្មវូរប្មារ់ផ្ប្រនល្ ិកមម 
សតង់ដ្ឋរ រ.គ្.ព ត្មូ្វឱ្យខ្សផ្លិតក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជដ្ឋា្ំ រនភទពូជខតម្យួ ឬដ្ឋាំដាំណា្ំ ារ់តូច្ៗកាលពើ

រដូវមុ្ន។ 

 

គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ៣-១៖ លក្ខែណឌ ត្មូ្វ្រវតតិដ្ឋាំដុេះននខ្សផ្លិតក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជ 

 

៣.២. ការរងាការមរួប្រវូ សាប្រវូ ន្ងិរុកខជា ិតនាសងតទៀ  
ខ្សផ្លិតក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជររស់នោក្អនក្ គ្ួរខតាម នម្ួរ្សូវ ោ្សូវ និងរុក្ខជាតិនផ្េងនទៀត។ 

្តូវ្រមូ្លយក្នច្ញរាល់ម្រួ្សូវ ោ្សវូ និងរុក្ខជាតិនផ្េងនទៀត រនាទ រ់ម្ក្ភជួរខ្សឱ្យបានលអមុ្នដ្ឋាំស្ារ់

ផ្លិតក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជ។  
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៤. វាស់ដវងទាំហាំដ្សររស់បោកអនកឱ្យបាន្តឹម្តូវ 

៤.១. ល្កខខណឌ ប្មវូរប្មារ់ទំហំផ្នៃដីនល្ ិកមម 
ទាំហាំនផ្ទដើផ្លិតក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជវញិ្ញា រនរ្តសរុរ គ្រួខតចារ់ពើ ៥ហកិ្តាន ើងនៅ ស្ារ់្រនភទពូជ

និងថ្នន ក់្្ារ់ពូជនើម្យួៗក្នុងម្យួរដូវ នដើម្បើ្ សរតាម្ រ.គ្.ព។ ស្ារ់ផ្លិតក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជចុ្េះរញ្ជ ើ ត្មូ្វ

ឱ្យានោ ងនហាច្ណស់ចារ់ពើ ០,៥ហកិ្តាន ើងនៅ។ 

៤.២. ទំហផំ្ប្រអ្រាបររមា 
ខ្សផ្លិតក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជនើម្យួៗគ្រួខតានទាំហាំចារ់ពើ ០,៥ហកិ្តាន ើងនៅស្ារ់ផ្លិតក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជ

វញិ្ញា រនរ្តនិង្ារ់ពូជចុ្េះរញ្ជ ើ នហើយចារ់ពើ ០,២ហកិ្តាន ើងនៅស្ារ់ផ្លិតក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជ្គឹ្េះ។  

តារាង ៤-១៖ លក្ខែណឌ ត្មូ្វននទាំហាំនផ្ទដើ និងទាំហាំខ្សផ្លិតក្ម្ម 

ថ្នន ក់្្ារ់ពូជ ពូជ្គឹ្េះ ពូជចុ្េះរញ្ជ ើ ពូជវញិ្ញា រនរ្ត 
ទាំហាំនផ្ទដើខ្សផ្លិតក្ម្មអរបររាក្នុងម្ួយរដូវ 
ស្ារ់្រនភទពូជម្ួយ នងិថ្នន ក់្្ារ់ពូជម្ួយ ០,២ហ.ត ០,៥ហ.ត ៥,០ហ.ត 

ទាំហាំអរបររាននខ្សផ្លិតក្ម្ម្ារ់
ពូជនើម្យួៗ 

០,២ហ.ត ០,៥ហ.ត ០,៥ហ.ត 

 

៤.៣. ការរមួរញ្ចលូ្ផ្ប្រ 
្រសិននរើ្រនភទពូជនិងថ្នន ក់្្ារ់ពូជដូច្ាន ្តូវបានដ្ឋាំដុេះក្នុងខ្សតូច្ៗ(កូ្នខ្សឬអាំពក្)ជារ់ាន

ក្នុងនពលខតម្យួ ននាេះនគ្អាច្ចាត់ទុក្វថ្នជាខ្សខតម្យួ។ 

 

គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ៤-១៖ លក្ខែណឌ ត្មូ្វស្ារ់ខ្សផ្លិតក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជ  
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៥. រញ្ញាក់គមាាតដ្សររស់បោកអនកពីដ្សែទទ 

៥.១. គមាលា ផ្ប្រ 
្តូវរក្ាគ្ាល តពើខ្សដនទចារ់ពើ ១ខម្ ្ត ឬនដ្ឋយរបាាំងទើតាាំង ដូច្ជា ្ រឡាយ ររងន ើរស់ និងររង។  

 

គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ៥-១៖ លក្ខែណឌ ត្មូ្វគ្ាល តពើខ្សដនទ 

 

៥.២. ករណីតល្ើកផ្ល្ង 
គ្ាល តខ្ស គឺ្មិ្នត្មូ្វឱ្យាននទ ្ រសនិនរើ្រនភទពូជ្សវូខតម្យួ្តូវបានដ្ឋាំដុេះក្នុងខ្សខក្បរាន ។ 

 

គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ៥-២៖ ក្រណើ នលើក្ខលងគ្ាល តពើខ្សដនទ 

 

វធីិតប្ជើរតរើរផ្ប្រនល្ិ កមមប្ារ់ពូជប្រូវ 
១. ភាពងាយចូ្លដល់៖ ្តូវន្ជើសនរ ើសខ្សខក្បរផ្លូវ នដើម្បើងាយ្សលួចុ្េះ្តួតពិនិតយគុ្ណភាពផ្លិតក្ម្មទើវល។  
២. ាន្រភពទកឹ្៖ ្តវូរញ្ញជ ក់្អាំពើភាពានទកឹ្្គ្រ់្ាន់អាំ ុងនពលផ្លតិក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជ។ 
៣. ភាពរារនសមើននខ្ស៖ ្តូវន្ជើសនរ ើសខ្សរារនសមើ នដើម្បើងាយ្សលួ្គ្រ់្គ្ងនមម ច្ន្ង។ 
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៦. អនុវតតវិធីោាំែុុះបៅតាមថ្នាក់្ារ់ពូជ 

៦.១. វិធីសាស្តរតដាំដឹុះរប្មារ់នល្ ិកមមប្ារ់ពូជប្គរឹះ (FS) ន្ងិប្ារ់ពូជចឹុះរញ្ជ ី(RS) 
្តូវសទូង្តង់ជរួនដ្ឋយនដឬា សុើន គឺ្ត្មូ្វស្ារ់ផ្លតិក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជ្គឹ្េះ និង្ារ់ពូជចុ្េះរញ្ជ ើ។    

ការសទូងឬការដ្ឋាំមិ្ន្តង់ជរួមិ្នអនុញ្ញា តស្ារ់ផ្លិតក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជ្គឹ្េះ និង្ារ់ពូជចុ្េះរញ្ជ ើន ើយ។  

៦.២. វិធសីាស្តរតដាំដឹុះរប្មារ់នល្ ិកមមប្ារ់ពូជវញិ្ញារន្រប្  (CS) 
្ារ់ពូជវញិ្ញា រនរ្តអាច្ផ្លិតបាននដ្ឋយការសទូងមិ្ន្តង់ជរួឬការដ្ឋា្ំ ារ់្តង់ជរួ រ ុខនតការន្ េះ

្ារ់ពូជមិ្ន្តូវបានអនុញ្ញា តន ើយ។  

 

គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ៦-១៖ វ ិ្ ើោន្តសតដ្ឋាំដុេះស្ារ់ផ្លិតក្ម្ម្ ារ់ពូជចុ្េះរញ្ជ ើ និង្ារ់ពូជវញិ្ញា រនរ្ត 

 

ឧរករណរ៍ប្មារ់ដាំប្ារ់ជាជួរ 
១. ា សុើនសទូងខាន តតូច្ (នលែទូរស័ពទទក់្ទង៖ 023 666 0337 / 011 447 725)។  

វអាច្ដាំនណើ រការនដ្ឋយមិ្នចាាំបាច់្អូសជាម្យួ្តាក់្ទ័រ ឬនាយនតនទ។ 
២. ឧរក្រណ៍ដ្ឋាំ អុើឡាយសុើដឌ័្រ (នលែទូរស័ពទទក់្ទង៖ 023 666 0337 / 011 447 725)។  

អុើឡាយសុើដឌ័្រ្តូវបាននគ្ន្រើជាម្យួនាយនត។ 
៣. ឧរក្រណ៍ដ្ឋាំ ា ក្ លន់ នហង (នលែទូរស័ពទទក់្ទង៖ 061 664 947 / 097 797 4545)។ 

ឧរក្រណ៍ដ្ឋាំ ា ក្ លន់ នហង គឺ្ជា្រនភទឧរក្រណ៍្សនដៀងនៅនឹង្ដ្ឋាំសុើដឌ័្រ  រ ុខនតនគ្ន្រើនា
យនតអូសវពើន្កាយ នហើយមិ្នត្មូ្វឱ្យន្រើា សុើននផ្េងនទៀតស្ារ់អូសវននាេះនទ។  

៤. ឧរក្រណ៍នថឃើត គឺ្ជា្រនភទឧរក្រណ៍ដ្ឋា្ំ ារ់សៃួត ន្រើនាយនត ឬ្តាក់្ទ័រអូសវពើន្កាយ។ 
៥. ឧរក្រណ៍្ដ្ឋាំសុើដឌ័្រ គឺ្ជា្រនភទនផ្េងៗម្យួច្ាំននួនន្ដ្ឋាំសុើដឌ័្រខដលន្រើ្បាស់នៅក្នុង្រនទស

ក្ម្ពុជា។  វអាច្ដាំនណើ រការនដ្ឋយន្រើក្ាល ាំងម្នុសេ។ វសម្្សរស្ារ់ខ្សានទាំហាំតូច្ៗ។ 
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៧. ្គរ់្គងបមៅហាមឃាត់កនុងដ្សផលិតកមមររស់បោកអនក 

៧.១. ត្មាហាមឃា  ់
សតង់ដ្ឋរទើវល រ.គ្.ព ក្ាំណត់្រនភទនមម ច្ាំនួនរើ រមួ្ាន នមម ខរក្ក្ាល នមម ក្នទុយនកាៃ ក្ និង

ក្ក់្ឆ័្្ត ា្ំ ខដលជា្រនភទរកុ្ខជាតិរ េះ ល់ដល់គុ្ណ្រនោជន៍។ វ្តូវខតក្ាច ត់នច្ញពើខ្សជាដ្ឋច់្ខាត។ 

នមម ខរក្ក្ាល នមម ក្នទុយនកាៃ ក្ ក្ក់្ឆ័្្ត ា្ំ 
   

Genus: Echinochloa Genus: Leptochloa Genus: Cyperus 

គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ៧-១៖ នមម ហាម្ឃាត់ក្នុងសតង់ដ្ឋរទើវល រ.គ្.ព 

 

៧.២. រតងដ់ារទវីាល្ រ.គ.ព 
នមម ហាម្ឃាត់ទាំងអស់ននាេះមិ្ន្តូវាននលើស ១០នដើម្ ក្នុង១០ម្២ ស្ារ់ផ្លតិក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជ

វញិ្ញា រនរ្ត និងមិ្ន្តូវាននលើស ៥នដើម្ ស្ារ់ផ្លិតក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជចុ្េះរញ្ជ ើ នដើម្បើ្ សរតាម្សតង់ដ្ឋរ

ទើវល រ.គ្.ព។  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ៧-២៖ ការវនិិច្ឆ័យនមម ហាម្ឃាត់នៅទើវល 

្រនភទនមម តូច្ៗាម នផ្លក មិ្នជេះឥទធិពលដល់

គុ្ណភាព្ារ់ពូជនទ នហើយក៏្មិ្នចាត់ទុក្ជា

នមម ហាម្ឃាត់ខដរ។ ផ្ទុយនៅវញិ នមម ហាម្ឃាត់

ខដលានផ្លក  គឺ្មិ្ន្តូវឱ្យានជាដ្ឋច់្ខាត។ 
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៨. ែកពូជោយបេញពីដ្សផលិតកមមររស់បោកអនក 

៨.១. ការដកពជូលាយ 
្តូវដក្ពូជោយជា្រចាាំ។ វ្តូវក្ាំណត់នដ្ឋយការសនងកតនលើក្ម្ពស់នដើម្ ្ទង់្ទយ ពណ៌ 

ច្ាំននួនដើម្ខរក្ នពលនវោនច្ញក្រួ ក្រួ និង្ារ់។ 

 

គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ៨-១៖ អតតសញ្ញា ណននពូជោយ 

 

៨.២. រតងដ់ារទវីាល្ រ.គ.ព 
ពូជោយមិ្ន្តូវាននលើស ១នដើម្ ក្នុង១០ម្២ ស្ារ់ផ្លិតក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជចុ្េះរញ្ជ ើ និង ៣នដើម្ 

ស្ារ់ផ្លិតក្ម្ម្ ារ់ពូជវញិ្ញា រនរ្ត នដើម្បើ្ សរតាម្សតង់ដ្ឋរទើវល រ.គ្.ព។ 

តារាង ៨-១៖ សតង់ដ្ឋរទើវល រ.គ្.ព 

ថ្នន ក់្្ារ់ពូជ ្ារ់ពូជចុ្េះរញ្ជ ើ ្ារ់ពូជវញិ្ញា រនរ្ត 

នមម ហាម្ឃាត់ មិ្ននលើស ៥នដើម្ ក្នុង១០ម្២ មិ្ននលើស ១០នដើម្ ក្នុង១០ម្២ 

ពូជោយ មិ្ននលើស ១នដើម្ ក្នុង១០ម្២ មិ្ននលើស ៣នដើម្ ក្នុង១០ម្២ 
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៩. ្គរ់្គងជាំងឺរោក្ារ់ពូជមុនែាំណាក់កាលបេញកួរ 

៩.១. ជំងឺរលាកប្ារ់ពូជរីប្រតភទ 
្រនភទទាំងរើននជាំងឺរោក្្ារ់ពូជ្តូវខត្គ្រ់្គ្ងឱ្យបានដ្ឋច់្ខាតនៅក្នុងខ្សផ្លតិក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជ 

ខដលរមួ្ាន ជាំងឺបាល ស់ ជាំងឺអុច្នតាន ត និងជាំងឺរោក្្សទរសលឹក្។ 

ក្. ជាំងឺបាល ស់ 
 មុ្ននច្ញក្រួ៖ សណា នរាង្សួច្្តង់ ានពណ៌នតាន តនិង

នលឿងនលច្ន ើងតាម្រនណត យសលឹក្។ 

 មុ្ន្រមូ្លផ្ល៖ ការរាំផ្លល ញភាគ្ន្ច្ើនរក្នឃើញនៅនលើច្ងកាំ
សលឹក្ន្កាម្ក្រួ។  

ែ. ជាំងឺអុច្នតាន ត 
 មុ្ននច្ញក្រួ៖ សណា នរាងមូ្លពណ៌នតាន តចាស់និងនលឿង

នលច្ន ើងនៅនលើសលឹក្។  

 មុ្ន្រមូ្លផ្ល៖ ក្រួ្សវូខ្រជាពណ៌នតាន ត្ពខលត។      
ការរាំផ្លល ញក៏្រក្នឃើញាននៅនលើសលកឹ្ខដរ។  

គ្. ជាំងឺរោក្្សទរសលកឹ្ 
 មុ្ននច្ញក្រួ៖ ការរាំផ្លល ញចារ់នផ្តើម្ពើខផ្នក្ខាងន្កាម្នន

្សទរសលឹក្។ 

 មុ្ន្រមូ្លផ្ល៖ សលឹក្ទង់ជ័យន ើងសវិតរញម្។            
ការរាំផ្លល ញក៏្រក្នឃើញាននៅនលើ្សទរសលឹក្ខដរ។ 

ឃ. ការរាំផ្លល ញមិ្នខម្នជាជាំងឺ 
 មុ្ននច្ញក្រួ៖ រុក្ខជាតិរងរាំផ្លល ញនដ្ឋយដងកូវសុើរូងនដើម្។  

 មុ្ន្រមូ្លផ្ល៖ ក្រួ្សវូងាយដក្នច្ញនដ្ឋយនដ។ 

 

គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ៩-១៖ អតតសញ្ញា ណននជាំងឺរោក្្ារ់ពូជ 
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៩.២. ការវិន្ិចឆ័យរុកខជា ិតកើ ជំងឺ  
ជាំងឺរោក្្ារ់ពូជ ្តូវខត្គ្រ់្គ្ងឱ្យបានមុ្នដាំណក់្កាលនច្ញផ្លក  នដើម្បើរនញ្ច ៀសការរាំផ្លល ញនៅ

នលើក្រួ។ នៅនពលនលើសោរធាតុអាសរូត គឺ្ជាំរុញឱ្យនក្ើតជាំងឺបាល ស់ ខតនរើែវេះវ គឺ្រងកឱ្យនក្ើតជាំងឺអុច្នតាន ត។ 

ក្. ជាំងឺបាល ស់ និងជាំងឺអុច្នតាន ត 

នដើម្នក្ើតជាំងឺមិ្នគ្រួនលើស ២៥%នទ រនាទ រ់ពើដាំណក់្នផ្ើម្។  

 

គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ៩-២៖ ការវនិិច្ឆ័យការនក្ើតជាំងឺបាល ស់ និងជាំងឺអុច្នតាន ត 

ែ. ជាំងឺរោក្្សទរសលកឹ្ 

នដើម្នក្ើតជាំងឺមិ្នគ្រួនលើស ២៥%នទ រនាទ រ់ពើដាំណក់្កាលនច្ញក្រួ។ 

 

គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ៩-៣៖ ការវនិិច្ឆ័យការនក្ើតជាំងឺរោក្្សទរសលឹក្ 

ជំងឺប្លារ់ ជំងឺអុ្ចតតានា  

ជំងឺរលាកប្រទររលរក 
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១០. សមាាតមា៉ាសុីន្េូតមុន្េូត្ារ់ពូជ 

១០.១. ការប្រមលូ្នល្ 
នៅនពល្ារ់ទុាំ្រខហល ៨៥-៩០% 

វគឺ្ជានពលនវោ្រមូ្លផ្លនហើយ។  

                                                               គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ១០-១៖ នពលនវោននការ្រមូ្លផ្ល 

១០.២. ការរតញ្ចៀរការលាយឡំប្រតភទពជូតនាសង 
នដើម្បើរនញ្ច ៀសការោយ ា្ំ រនភទពូជនផ្េង ្តូវសាអ តា សុើន្ចូ្តឱ្យបានោអ តមុ្ន្ចូ្ត រចួ្នហើយ

្តូវន្រើបាវោអ តស្ារ់្ច្ក្្ារ់ពូជ។ 

 

គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ១០-២៖ រនរៀរសាអ តា សុើន្ចូ្ត 

្តូវ្ចូ្តខផ្នក្ខាងន្ៅជារ់ភលឺខ្សជាមុ្ន នហើយមិ្ន្តូវទុក្វជាពូជនទ ន្ េះថ្ន ្ារ់ពូជនផ្េងអាច្

ាននៅក្នុងា សុើន្ចូ្តនៅន ើយ។ 

 

គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ១០-៣៖ ការ្គ្រ់្គ្ងគុ្ណភាពរនាទ រ់ពើ្រមូ្លផ្លរចួ្  
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ផ្នែកទី២៖ ការប្គរ់ប្គងតប្កាយតពល្ប្រមូល្នល្ 
 

 

 

សក្ម្មភាពទាំង៦ ស្ារ់្គ្រ់្គ្ងន្កាយនពល្រមូ្លផ្លតាម្ រ.គ្.ព 

 
១. ពិនិតយអ្តាសាំនណើ ម្នដ្ឋយឧរក្រណ៍វសស់ាំនណើ ម្ 
២. យក្ក្នម្ទច្ក្ម្ទើរនច្ញនដ្ឋយន្រើ្បាសា់ សុើនសាអ ត្ារ់ពូជ 
៣. ពិនិតយអ្តាដាំណុេះរនាទ រ់ពើស្ម្ិតស្ាាំង្ារ់ពូជរចួ្ 
៤. នរៀរច្ាំកូ្ដ ូតិ៍្ារ់ពូជនៅតាម្ផ្លិតផ្ល្ារ់ពូជនើម្ួយៗ 
៥. ន្រើបាវនបាេះពុម្ពខដលានភាជ រ់ព័ត៌ានផ្លិតផ្លជាក្់ោក្់ 
៦. រក្ាផ្លិតផ្លនៅក្នុងលក្ខែណឌ សៃួតនិង្តជាក្់ 
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១. ពិនិត្យអ្តាសាំបណើមបោយឧរករណ៍វាស់សាំបណើម 

១.១. ការប្គរប់្គងរតំណើម 
រនាទ រ់ពើ្រមូ្លផ្លរចួ្ភាល ម្ ្តូវសម្ៃួត្ារ់ពូជ្សវូ្សស់ភាល ម្។ មិ្ន្តូវទុក្វឱ្យនៅនសើម្នលើសពើ 

១នថៃននាេះនទ។ ្តូវសម្ៃួត្ារ់ពូជជារនតរនាទ រ់ នដើម្បើរនញ្ច ៀសការបាក់្្ារ់។ នលបឿនននការសម្ៃួត្ារ់

ពូជ គ្រួខតថយសាំនណើ ម្ ០,៥% ក្នុងម្យួនា ង។ ្តូវសម្ៃួត្ារ់ពូជឱ្យបានសពវលអ។ ្តូវឆូ្ត្ារ់ពូជជា

ច្ងអូរ រនាទ រ់ម្ក្វ ើ្ ត រ់ជានទៀងទត់នៅនពលខដលហាល្ារ់ពូជន្កាម្ក្ាំនៅនថៃ។  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

១.២. រតរៀរតប្រើឧរករណវ៍ាររ់តំណើម 
្តូវវស់អ្តាសាំនណើ ម្្ារ់ពូជរើដង រចួ្

គ្ណនារក្តនម្លម្្យម្។ ្រសិននរើរក្នឃើញតនម្ល

ម្យួមិ្ន្រ្ក្តើ ្តូវវស់អ្តាសាំនណើ ម្ពើរដង

ខថម្នទៀត។ រនាទ រ់ម្ក្ ្តូវលុរតនម្លមិ្ន្រ្ក្តើ
ពើរនចាល រចួ្គ្ណនារក្តនម្លម្្យម្។ 

 

២.៣. រតងដ់ារប្ារ់ពូជ រ.គ.ព 
្តូវរក្ាក្្មិ្តសាំនណើ ម្មិ្ននលើសពើ ១៣% 

ស្ារ់្ារ់ពូជចុ្េះរញ្ជ ើ និងមិ្ននលើសពើ ១៤% 

ស្ារ់្ារ់ពូជវញិ្ញា រនរ្ត ដូច្ានខច្ងនៅក្នុង

សតង់ដ្ឋរ្ារ់ពូជ រ.គ្.ព។                

      គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ១-២៖ ឧរក្រណ៍វស់សាំនណើ ម្នអ ចិ្្តូនើក្ 

គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ១-៣៖ សតង់ដ្ឋរអ្តាសាំនណើ ម្្ារ់ពូជ 

 គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ១-១៖ រនរៀរសម្ៃួតផ្លិតផ្ល្ារ់ពូជ 
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២. យកកបមេេកមេីរបេញបោយប្រើ្បាស់មា៉ាសុីនសមាាត្ារ់ពូជ 

២.១. ការរមាអា នល្ិ នល្ប្ារ់ពូជ 
រនាទ រ់ពើសម្ៃួតរចួ្ ្តូវយក្ក្នម្ទច្ក្ម្ទើរនច្ញនដ្ឋយន្រើ្បាស់ា សុើនសាអ ត្ារ់ពូជ នដើម្បើរនញ្ច ៀស

ការោយ ាំជាម្យួ្រនភទពូជនផ្េង និងនដើម្បើទទលួបានភាពសុទធ។ ្តូវន្រើបាវនវច្ែចរ់ខដលបានន្តៀម្

ជាន្សច្ស្ារ់្ច្ក្ផ្លិតផ្ល្ារ់ពូជមុ្ននិងន្កាយសាអ តនផ្េងពើាន ។ 

 

គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ២-១៖ ដាំនណើ រការននការសាអ ត្ារ់ពូជ 

 

២.២. រតងដ់ារប្ារ់ពូជ រ.គ.ព 
រនាទ រ់ពើសាអ ត្ារ់ពូជរចួ្ ្តូវពិនិតយគុ្ណភាព្ារ់ពូជ។ ្រសិននរើរក្នឃើញានក្នម្ទច្ក្ម្ទើរ 

ដូច្ជា ក្នម្ទច្ច្ាំនរើង ថម នមម  និង្ារ់នសពៀតនលើសក្ាំណត់នៅក្នុងសតង់ដ្ឋរ រ.គ្.ព ្តូវសាអ ត្ារ់ពូជ

ោជាថមើ។ សតង់ដ្ឋរ រ.គ្.ព ក្ាំណត់ថ្ន ្ ារ់ពូជសុទធ គឺ្មិ្នន្កាម្ ៩៨% ននទម្ៃន់ផ្លិតផ្ល្ារ់ពូជសរុរ។ 

 

គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ២-២៖ ភាពែុសាន រវងក្នម្ទច្ក្ម្ទើរ និង្ារ់ពូជសុទធ 
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៣. ពិនិត្យអ្តាែាំណ ុះរន្ទារ់ពីស្មិតស្មាាំង្ារ់ពូជរួេ 

៣.១. ត រតិ៍ដំណ ឹះប្ារ់ពូជ 
នរៀរ្ារ់ពូជច្ាំននួ ៣០០្ារ់នៅនលើ្ក្ដ្ឋសនសើម្ជក់្ទឹក្ និងបាញ់ទឹក្ឱ្យ្ារ់ពូជនសើម្ជានទៀងទត់។ 

រនាទ រ់ពើរយៈនពល ៧នថៃ ្តូវរារ់ច្ាំននួ្ារ់ពូជខដលដុេះ រចួ្នហើយគ្ណនាអ្តាដាំណុេះ។  

 

 

គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ៣-១៖ នតសតិ៍ដាំណុេះ្ារ់ពូជ 

 

៣.២. រតងដ់ារប្ារ់ពូជ រ.គ.ព 
្ារ់ពូជខដលងារ់ ដុេះមិ្ន្រ្ក្តើ ឬរលួយ រនាទ រ់ពើន វ្ើដាំណុេះ មិ្ន្តូវរារ់ជា្ារ់ពូជដុេះនទ។ 

សតង់ដ្ឋរ្ារ់ពូជ រ.គ្.ព ត្មូ្វឱ្យានអ្តាដាំណុេះ្ារ់ពូជមិ្នន្កាម្ ៨៥% ស្ារ់្ារ់ពូជ្គឹ្េះ និង

្ារ់ពូជចុ្េះរញ្ជ ើ និងមិ្នន្កាម្ ៨០% ស្ារ់្ារ់ពូជវញិ្ញា រនរ្ត។ នតសតិ៍ដាំណុេះ្ារ់ពូជគ្ួរន វ្ើ
ក្នុងរយៈនពលរើសបាត ហ៍ន្កាយនពល្រមូ្លផ្លរចួ្ ខដលអាច្ជារយៈនពលដាំនណក្ររស់្ារ់ពូជ។  

 

គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ៣-២៖ រនរៀរក្ាំណត់្ារ់ពូជដុេះ 
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៤. បរៀរេាំកូែឡូតិ៍្ារ់ពូជបៅតាមផលិតផល្ារ់ពូជនីមួយៗ 

៤.១. ការតរៀរចំឡូ ិ៍ប្ារព់ូជ 
ទាំហាំ ូតិ្៍ ារ់ពូជនើម្យួៗមិ្នគ្រួនលើស ១០នតានននាេះនទ។ ្រសិននរើររាិណផ្លតិផ្ល្ារ់ពូជ

នលើសពើ ១០នតាន ្តូវរាំខរក្ផ្លិតផ្ល្ារ់ពូជជាពើរឬរើ ូតិ៍។ ្រសនិនរើផ្លតិផ្ល្ារ់ពូជ្តូវបាន

្រមូ្លផ្លនច្ញពើខ្សនផ្េងៗជិតាន  នគ្ក៏្អាច្ដ្ឋក់្វរញ្ចូ លាន ជា ូតិ៍្ារ់ពូជខតម្យួបានខដរ។  

សូម្ក្ត់សាគ ល់ច្ាំណុច្ខាងន្កាម្មុ្ននឹងដ្ឋក់្រញ្ចូ លផ្លិតផ្ល្ារ់ពូជជា ូតិ៍ខតម្យួ។  

១. ្រនភទផ្លិតផ្ល្ារ់ពូជដូច្ាន  
២. ថ្នន ក់្ផ្លិតផ្ល្ារ់ពូជដូច្ាន  (ពូជ្គឹ្េះ/ពូជចុ្េះរញ្ជ ើ/ពូជវញិ្ញា រនរ្ត) 
៣. ផ្លិតផ្ល្ារ់ពូជផ្លិតនៅក្នុងរដូវកាលដ្ឋាំដុេះដូច្ាន  
៤. អ្តាសាំនណើ ម្ររស់ផ្លតិផ្ល្ារ់ពូជគឺ្្រខហលាន  (±១%) 

 

៤.២. ការរតងកើ ឡូ ិ៍ប្ារព់ូជ 
្តូវរនងកើត ូតិ៍្ារ់ពូជននផ្លិតផ្ល្ារ់ពូជនើម្យួៗនៅតាម្លាំដ្ឋរ់ ខដលរងាា ញជាឧទហរណ៍

ក្នុងគ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ៤-១។ 

 

គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ៤-១៖ ឧទហរណ៍ននការរនងកើត ូតិ៍្ារ់ពូជ 
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៥. ប្រើបាវបបាុះពុមពដែលមានភ្ជារ់ព័ត៌មានផលិតផលជាក់ោក់ 

៥.១. ព័ ៌មាន្តៅតល្ើប្វតវចខចរ់ 
្តូវនរៀរច្ាំបាវនបាេះពុម្ពស្ារ់្ច្ក្ផ្លិតផ្ល្ារ់ពូជខដលបានជារ់ រ.គ្.ព។ បាវនបាេះពុម្ពគ្រួខត

រងាា ញអាំពើព័ត៌ានសាំខាន់ររស់ផ្លិតផ្ល្ារ់ពូជ។ 

 
គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ៥-១៖ ឧទហរណ៍បាវនបាេះពុម្ពសម្្សរ 

 

៥.២. ប្ារ់ពូជាមាន្វិញ្ញារន្កមម (មិន្ជាររ់តងដ់ារ) 
្ារ់្សូវខដលមិ្នបានជារ់ការ្ តួតពិនិតយ គ្រួខតដ្ឋក់្ដ្ឋច់្នដ្ឋយខ ក្ពើ្ារ់ពូជខដលបានជារ់។ 

្រសិននរើរក្នឃើញានក្នម្ទច្ក្ម្ទើរនលើសពើសតង់ដ្ឋរក្ាំណត់ ្តូវសាអ តផ្លិតផ្ល្ារ់ពូជននាេះោជាថមើ 

រចួ្នហើយដ្ឋក់្ ក្យម្តងនទៀតស្ារ់ការន វ្ើនតសតិ៍គុ្ណភាពោន ើងវញិ។  

 

គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ៥-២៖ ច្ាំណត់ថ្នន ក់្ក្្មិ្តគុ្ណភាព្ារ់ពូជ  

ព័ត៌ានគុ្ណភាព គ្រួខតជ្ារ

ជូនអនក្ទិញអាំពើការលក់្្ារ់ពូជ

មិ្ន្សរតាម្សតង់ដ្ឋរ។ 
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៦. រក្ាផលិតផលបៅកនុងលកខខ្ណឌសងួតនិង្តជាក់ 

៦.១. ការប្គរប់្គងឃាលាំងរតុកប្ារ់ពូជ 
្តូវរក្ាឃាល ាំងឱ្យថិតក្នុងលក្ខែណឌ ្តជាក់្ និង្តូវសាអ តវនដើម្បើរនញ្ច ៀសការែូច្ខាតនិងការរាំផ្លល ញ

ររស់ក្ណតុ រ សតវចារ និងសតវលអិត។ ្តូវរក្ាលាំហរ ឬច្ននាល េះរវងផ្លិតផ្ល្ារ់ពូជនិងជញ្ញជ ាំងឃាល ាំង

ស្ារ់ែយល់រក់្នច្ញចូ្ល និងនដើម្បើរនញ្ច ៀសសាំនណើ ម្ ឬក្ាំនៅពើជញ្ញជ ាំង។ 
 

 

 

 

 

គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ៦-១៖ ្រព័នធែយល់រក់្នច្ញចូ្លក្នុងឃាល ាំង 

៦.២. ការប្គរ់ប្គងរន្ែិធិ (រតកុ)  
្តូវទុក្ដ្ឋក់្ផ្លតិផ្លនៅតាម្ ូតិ៍្ារ់ពូជ។ ្តូវន្រើក្ាំណល់(បា ខ ត)នដើម្បើរក្ាផ្លិតផ្លឱ្យសៃួត។ 

មិ្ន្តូវដ្ឋក់្ផ្លិតផ្ល្ារ់ពូជនិងថ្នន ក់្្ារ់ពូជនផ្េងាន នលើក្ាំណល់ជាម្យួាន ននាេះនទ។ ្តូវរក្ាលាំហឬ

ច្ននាល េះសម្លមម្រវងពាំនូក្ផ្លិតផ្លស្ារ់ម្ន្តនតើ្តួតពិនិតយគុ្ណភាពយក្សាំណក្។  

្តូវក្ត់្តារាល់្រតិរតតិការ ឬច្លនាសតុក្នច្ញចូ្លនៅតាម្កូ្ដ ូតិ៍្ារ់ពូជ។ ព័ត៌ានផ្លិតផ្ល

្ារ់ពូជ ដូច្ជា ្ារ់ពូជ ថ្នន ក់្្ារ់ពូជ ន ម្ េះក្សិក្រផ្លិត កាលររនិច្ឆទ្រមូ្លផ្ល និងអ្តាសាំនណើ ម្ 

គ្រួខតអាច្តាម្ដ្ឋនបានតាម្រយៈ ូតិ៍្ារ់ពូជ។ 

 

 

 

 

 

គ្ាំនូសរងាា ញ ៦-២៖ ការរក្ាផ្លិតផ្ល្ារ់ពូជទុក្ក្នុងឃាល ាំង 
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ឧររមព័ន្ធ 
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ឧបស្ម្ពន័្ធទី១ 

 
 

ការប្រើ្បាស់ថ្នាាំសមាារ់បមៅ្តឹម្តូវ 
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១. ការដណន្ទាំ 
វ ិ្ ើោន្តសតម្យួច្ាំននួអាច្្គ្រ់្គ្ងនមម បាន។ ោ ងណក៏្នដ្ឋយ ការរងាក រ គឺ្ានោរៈសាំខាន់ជាង។  

 ្តូវន្រើ្បាស់្ារ់ពូជសុទធ ខដលាម នោយ្ារ់ពូជនមម  

 ្តូវពិចារណអាំពើនពលនវោដ្ឋាំដុេះមុ្ននពលដ្ឋាំ 

 ្តូវព្ងារខ្សឱ្យបាននសមើលអ និងរក្ាទឹក្ក្នុងខ្សឱ្យបាន្គ្រ់្ាន់ 

 ្តូវរនញ្ច ៀសការន្ជើសយក្ខ្សផ្លតិក្ម្មខដលានហានើភ័យែពស់ននន្ាេះរា ាំងសៃួត 

 ្តូវអនុវតតការសទូងនៅក្នុងខ្សខដលាម ន្រព័នធន្ោច្្សព 

 ្តូវពិចារណអាំពើនពលនវោសាល រ់នមម ។ នៅនពលសលឹក្្សូវ្គ្រដណត រ់នពញខ្សនហើយ  

ភាគ្ន្ច្ើននមម មិ្នអាច្ដុេះន្កាម្ម្លរ់បាននទ 

 មិ្ន្តូវន្រើថ្នន ាំសាល រ់នមម ដខដលន្ច្ើនដងន ើយ។  
 

២. វិធានការេ្មុុះ្គរ់្គងបមៅេទ្ង 
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៣. ្របេទបមៅេទ្ង 

 

 

៤. មុខ្សញ្ញាថ្នាាំសមាារ់បមៅ 
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៥. េាំណ េសាំខាន់ៗស្មារ់្គរ់្គងបមៅសម្សរ 

 

 

៦. ការ្គរ់្គងបមៅស្មារ់្សូវសនេូង 
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៧. ការ្គរ់្គងបមៅស្មារ់្សូវោាំជាជួរបៅកនុងដ្សបសើម 

 

 

៨. ការ្គរ់្គងបមៅស្មារ់្សូវោាំជាជួរបៅកនុងដ្សសងួត 
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៩. ្របេទថ្នាាំសមាារ់បមៅ 

 

 

១០. ព័ត៌មានមូលោានទនថ្នាាំសមាារ់បមៅ 
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១១. មុខ្សញ្ញាទនថ្នាាំសមាារ់បមៅ  

 

 

១២. រូរមនតនិងលាំោរ់ទនការោយ  
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១៣. េាំណ េគនឹ្ុះទនការប្រើ្បាស់ថ្នាាំសមាារ់បមៅ 

 
 

១៤. សុវតថភិ្ជពទនការប្រើ្បាស់ថ្នាាំសមាារ់បមៅ 
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ឧបស្ម្ពន័្ធទី២ 

 

 

ការ្គរ់្គងជាំងឺ្សូវ 
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១. ការដណន្ទាំ 
វ ិ្ ើោន្តសតម្យួច្ាំននួអាច្្គ្រ់្គ្ងជាំងឺបាន។ ោ ងណក៏្នដ្ឋយ ការរងាក រ គឺ្ានោរៈសាំខាន់ជាង។  
 ្តូវន្រើ្បាស់្ារ់ពូជសុទធលអ ខដលាម នដិតដ្ឋម្ជាំងឺ ជាពិនសសជាំងឺរោក្្ារ់ពូជ ដូច្ជា  

ជាំងឺអុច្នតាន ត ជាំងឺរោក្្សទរសលឹក្ និងជាំងឺបាល ស់ 
 ្តូវពិចារណអាំពើការ្រឡាក់្្ារ់ពូជជាម្យួថ្នន ាំក្ាច ត់នរាគ្ផ្េតិមុ្នដ្ឋាំ 
 ្តូវដឹងអាំពើ្រវតតិខ្ស ខដលអាច្ងាយ្សលួក្នុងការតាម្ដ្ឋនជាំងឺនិងក្ងវេះជើជាតិ  

ខដលានទាំនាក់្ទាំនងោ ងជិតសនិតជាម្យួាន  
 ្តូវតាម្ដ្ឋនខ្សជា្រចាាំ នដើម្បើពិនិតយសុែភាពដាំណាំនិងត្មូ្វការជើជាតិ នដើម្បើរងាក រ  

ឬរនញ្ច ៀសការនលច្ន ើងជាំងឺ ៃ្ន់ ៃ្រ 
 ្តូវអនុវតតការសទូងនៅក្នុងខ្សខដលាម ន្រព័នធន្ោច្្សព 
 ្តូវពិចារណអាំពើក្្មិ្តឆ្លងននជាំងឺ មុ្ននឹងចាត់វធិានការបាញ់ថ្នន ាំគ្ើម្ើ 
 មិ្ន្តូវន្រើថ្នន ាំក្ាំចាត់ជាំងឺដខដលន្ច្ើនដងន ើយ។  
 

២. វិធីកាំណត់សមាាល់ជាំងឺ្សូវ 
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៣. លកខខ្ណឌទនការផេុុះជាំងឺបាាស់ 

 

 

៤. ជាំងឺបាាស់បលើស្ឹក 
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៥. ការ្តួតពិនិត្យជាំងឺបាាស់ 

 
 

៦. ជាំងឺបាាស់បលើកួរ 
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៧. ការ្គរ់្គងជាំងឺបាាស់បលើកួរ 

 

 

៨. លកខខ្ណខទនការផេុុះជាំងឺអុេបតាាត 
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៩. ការ្គរ់្គងជាំងឺអុេបតាាត 

 
 

១០. ការឆ្្ងោលោលទនជាំងឺរោក្សទរស្ឹក 
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១១. ការពិនិត្យតាមោនជាំងឺរោក្សទរស្ឹក  
 

 

 

១២. ការ្គរ់្គងជាំងឺរោក្សទរស្ឹក 
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១៣. បោគសញ្ញា្សបែៀងាាបៅនឹងជាំងឺរោក្សទរស្ឹក 

 

 

១៤. ្របេទបមបោគរងកជាំងឺ និងសារធាតុគីមីសម្សរ 
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១៥. បមបោគរងកជាំងឺ 

 

 

១៦. ភ្ជាក់ងារេម្ងបោគ 
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១៧. ជាំងឺ្សូវ 

 

 

១៨. ការខូ្េខាតរូរសាស្រសត 
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១៩. េាំណ េ្តូវពិនិត្យបៅបពល្តួតពិនិត្យគុណភ្ជពផលិតកមមទីវាល 

 

 

២០. ជាំងឺរោក្ារ់ពូជ 
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២១. វិធានការ្គរ់្គងេ្មុុះ 

 

 

២២. ្របេទថ្នាាំសមាារ់សតវលអិត 
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២៣. ្របេទថ្នាាំសមាារ់បាក់បតរ ីនិងថ្នាាំសមាារ់បោគផ្សិត 

 

 

២៤. ថ្នាាំរងាារបោគបាក់បតរ ីនិងបោគផ្សិត 
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២៥. ថ្នាាំព្ាបាលជាំងឺបាក់បតរី និងជាំងឺផ្សិត 

 
 

២៦. ភ្ជពធន់បៅនឹងសារធាតុគីមី 
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២៧. ទ្មង់ភ្ជពសកមមទនសារធាតុគីមីប្រើបលើែាំណាាំ 

 

 

២៨. ការប្រើ្បាស់សារធាតុគីមី្តឹម្តូវ 
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ឧបស្ម្ពន័្ធទី៣ 

 

 

សវ័យ្តួតពិនិត្យ នងិការ្គរ់្គងគុណភ្ជព្ារ់ពូជ 
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១. ការដណន្ទាំ 
ការទទលួបានទាំនុក្ចិ្តតពើអតិថិជន និងការរនងកើនអតិថិជនដខដលៗ នឹងជយួឱ្យដាំនណើ រការអាជើវក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជ
ាននសែរភាព។ ដូនច្នេះការធានាគុ្ណភាព្ារ់ពូជពិតជាានោរៈសាំខាន់ខាល ាំងណស់។ នទេះរើ្ារ់ពូជ
្តូវបានរញ្ញជ ក់្នដ្ឋយ រ.គ្.ព ក៏្នដ្ឋយ គុ្ណភាពអាច្នឹងថយចុ្េះ ដូនច្នេះការ្តួតពិនិតយគុ្ណភាព
នដ្ឋយែលួនឯងតាម្កាលក្ាំណត់ គឺ្ជាការចាាំបាច់្រហូតដល់លក់្វអស់។ ននេះគឺ្ជានាលការណ៍ខណនាាំសដើពើ
ការ្តួតពិនិតយគុ្ណភាពនដ្ឋយែលួនឯង និងវ ិ្ ើោន្តសត្តូវអនុវតតឱ្យបាន្តឹម្្តូវ។ 
 

២. ការ្គរ់្គងសាំបណើម្ារ់ពូជ 
្តូវវស់សាំនណើ ម្្ារ់ពូជរើដង រចួ្គ្ណនារក្តនម្លម្្យម្(តារាងទើ១)។ នរើតនម្លរក្នឃើញមិ្ន្ម្មតា ្តូវវស់
សាំនណើ ម្ខថម្ពើរដងនទៀត។ រនាទ រ់ម្ក្លុរតនម្លមិ្ន្ម្មតាទាំងពើរននាេះនចាល រចួ្នហើយគ្ណនារក្តនម្លម្្យម្
(តារាងទើ២)។ 

 

 

 

 

 

៣. ការ្គរ់្គងភ្ជពសុទធ (លកខណៈរូរសាស្រសត)  
្តូវយក្្គួ្ស ថម ក្នម្ទច្ច្ាំនរើង ្ារ់នសពៀត ្ារ់បាក់្ និងក្នម្ទច្ដើនច្ញនដ្ឋយន្រើឧរក្រណ៍សាអ ត។ 
ទម្ៃន់ក្នម្ទច្ក្ម្ទើរ្តូវខតតិច្ជាង ២% ននទម្ៃន់ផ្លិតផ្ល្ារ់ពូជ។ ក្នម្ទច្ក្ម្ទើរខដលនលើស ្តូវយក្
នច្ញតាម្រយៈសាអ ត្ារ់ពូជម្តងនទៀតមុ្ននពល្ច្ក្ចូ្លបាវសន្ម្ច្។ 
 
 

 

 

្ារ់ពូជសុទធ ៩៨% 

ក្នម្ទច្ក្ម្ទើរ ២% 
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៤. ការ្គរ់្គងពនធុ (លកខណៈខាងកនុង)  
្តូវក្ាំណត់ច្រតិលក្ខណៈនន្ទង់្ទយនិងពណ៌្ារ់ពូជនាល។ រនាទ រ់ម្ក្ ្តូវរារ់ច្ាំននួ្ារ់ពូជោយ 
និង្ារ់្សូវ្ក្ហម្ខដលោយជាម្យួ្ារ់ពូជ។ នរើរក្នឃើញនលើសពើសតង់ដ្ឋរខដលរងាា ញខាងន្កាម្ 
មិ្ន្តូវន្រើ្បាស់ផ្លិតផ្លជា្ារ់ពូជននាេះនទ។ 
 

 
 

៥. ការរងាារការែុុះផ្សិតនិងជាំងឺផ្សិត  
ែយល់រក់្នច្ញចូ្ល ានោរៈសាំខាន់ស្ារ់រនញ្ច ៀសក្ាំនៅ និងសាំនណើ ម្ខដលន វ្ើឱ្យដុេះផ្េតិនិងរាលដ្ឋល
ជាំងឺផ្េតិ។ ្តូវរក្ាច្ននាល េះោ ងនហាច្ណស់ ៥០សម្ រវងពាំនូក្នើម្យួៗ ននផ្លតិផ្ល្ារ់ពូជ។ 
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៦. ការរងាារការរាំផ្លាញររស់សតវលអិត  
្តូវន្រើបាវអរុតបាល សទើក្ខាងក្នុងនដើម្បើរងាក រការរាលដ្ឋលពពកួ្សតវលអិត ដូច្ជា ែមូត និងនម្អាំនៅែមូត។  
្តូវពិនិតយនម្ើលគុ្ណភាព្ារ់ពូជជានទៀងទត់ ្រសនិរក្នឃើញវតតានសតវលអតិន្ច្ើននៅក្នុងផ្លិតផ្ល 
មិ្ន្តូវន្រើវជា្ារ់ពូជនទ ន្ េះថ្នវអាច្រងឥទធិពលដល់អ្តាដាំណុេះ្ារ់ពូជ។ 
 

       

 
 
 
  
 

៧. ការ្គរ់្គងសមតថភ្ជពែាំណ ុះ  
្តូវន វ្ើនតសតិ៍ដាំណុេះ្ារ់ពូជផ្ទុក្ក្នុងឃាល ាំងម្យួខែម្តង។ ្តូវនតសតិ៍ ៣០០្ារ់ស្ារ់សវ័យ្តួតពិនិតយ
គុ្ណភាព រចួ្រារ់ច្ាំននួ្ារ់ដុេះរនាទ រ់ពើរណតុ េះបាន ៧នថៃ។ 
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តាោងបផេៀងផ្លាត់ផលិតកមម្ារ់ពូជ្សូរ រ.គ.ព 
ស្មារ់កសិករផលិត្ារ់ពូជនិងមស្រនតីរបេេកបទសសហគមន៍កសិកមម 

១. ការសប្មេមនុប្ជើសបរីសកសិករផលិត្ារ់ពូជនិងដ្សផលិតកមម គូស ✓ 
១-១ ដាំណាំរដូវមុ្ន គ្ឺជា្រនភទពូជ្សូវខតម្ួយ ឬជា្រនភទដាំណាំាន្ារ់តូច្ □ 
១-២ 

 
ទាំហាំខ្សផ្លិតក្ម្មអរបររាស្ារ់ថ្នន ក់្្ារ់ពូជចុ្េះរញ្ជ ើ គ្ឺ ០,២ ហ.ត នងិថ្នន ក់្្ារ់ពូជ
វញិ្ញា រនរ្ត គ្ឺ ០,៥ហ.ត  □ 

២. ការបរៀរេាំែីដ្សផលិតកមម គូស ✓ 
២-១ ដើខ្សផ្លិតក្ម្ម្ារ់ពូជ្សូវរារនសមើលអ □ 
៣. ការោាំ គូស ✓ 
៣-១ ខ្សផ្លិតក្ម្មាម ននមម នៅនពលដ្ឋាំ □ 
៣-២ ្ារ់ពូជ្តូវបានអនុញ្ញា តនិងថតិក្នុងថ្នន ក់្្ារ់ពូជ្តឹម្្តូវស្ារ់យក្ម្ក្ន្រើក្នុងផ្លិតក្ម្ម □ 
៣-៣ ម្ន្តនតើ២រូរពិនិតយ្រនភទ្ារ់ពូជនងិកូ្ដខ្ស □ 
៣-៤ ក្សិក្រផ្លិត្ារ់ពូជន្រើ្បាស់ឧរក្រណ៍ដ្ឋាំស្ារ់ការដ្ឋា្ំ ារ់ពូជនដ្ឋយផ្លទ ល់ □ 
៣-៥ ក្សិក្រផ្លិត្ារ់ពូជដ្ឋា្ំ រនភទពូជខតម្ួយក្នុងនពលខតម្ួយ □ 
៤. ការ្គរ់្គងដ្សផលិតកមម្ារ់ពូជ គូស ✓ 
៤-១ ក្សិក្រផ្លិត្ារ់ពូជពិនិតយខ្សផ្លិតក្ម្មោ ងតចិ្២ដងក្នុង១សបាត ហ៍ □ 
៤-២ ក្សិក្រផ្លិត្ារ់ពូជ្រឹក្ាជាម្យួសហគ្ម្ន៍ក្សិក្ម្ម ្រសិននរើាត់រក្នឃើញវតតានជាំងឺ  

ឬសាសភាពច្ន្ងក្នុងខ្សផ្លិតក្ម្មររស់ាត់ □ 

៤-៣ ក្សិក្រផ្លិត្ារ់ពូជដក្នមម ហាម្ឃាត់ និងពូជោយបានញឹក្ញារ់ □ 
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Preface 

 
This Guideline explains the methodology and standards of the field inspection and laboratory test in 
the Quality Declared Seed System (QDS). It also describes the roles and responsibilities of the inspector 
and will be used as a training tool for them and other technical personnel involved in managing the 
QDS. 
 
This Guideline was created by the technical working group, including the General Directorate of 
Agriculture (GDA), the Project for Rice Seed Production and Promotion (RSPP), Cambodia-Australia 
Agricultural Value Chain Program (CAVAC), International Rice Research Institute in Cambodia (IRRI-
Cambodia), and Climate-resilient Rice Commercialization Sector Development Program (Rice-SDP). 
This document results from the dedicated efforts of the teams mentioned and will be a helpful resource 
for crop seed management in Cambodia. 
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1. Introduction  
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1.1. Objective of the manual 

 
This Technical Guideline is produced as courseware for Training of Trainers (TOT) and rice seed 
inspectors. It also serves as a “bible” for the inspectors from the Department of Crop Seeds (DCS) and 
the Provincial Departments of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries (PDAFF).  
 
1.2. Course duration 

 
TOT for the rice seed inspector takes approximately three days, including one day of the lecture, one 
day of the field practice, and one day of the lab practice. 
 
1.3. Course participants   

 
The expected participants of TOT are trainers, in-service inspectors, and pre-service inspectors of the 
related institutions.  
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2. Roles and Responsibilities of Inspectors  
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2.1. Qualifications of inspector 

 
A seed inspector shall have at least one of the following qualifications: 
 A member of staff from the national or subnational competent authorities in the agricultural 

sector.  
 A person who is well-trained and qualified on seed inspection, in particular rice seed inspection. 
 A person who has a certificate or diploma of agronomy from an educational institution in the 

agricultural sector. 
 
2.2. Roles of inspector 

 
The inspector plays an essential role in verifying seed crops and seeds produced by the seed producers 
and whether the products meet the prescribed standards of the QDS. Although the inspector checks 
the consistency of seed production with the QDS procedure, they are not a rice seed production 
technician. Therefore, the inspector shall ask for the assistance of the technical staff from the DSC, 
PDAFF, or other relevant institutions, whenever they face technical problems on seed production.       
 
2.3. Responsibilities of an inspector 

 
2.3.1. Field inspection 

Before a field inspection  
 After receiving Declaration (A) from the seed producer1, obtain the list of seed growers and their 

basic information. 
 Review the basic information related to the variety produced, production areas, locations, and 

field codes. 
 Based on the list of seed growers, select at random at least 10% of the total seed production area 

by variety.  
 Verify information with the seed growers, such as the location for field inspection, availability of 

the seed grower or his/her representative, and schedule for the field inspection. 
 Make an appointment with the seed grower for field inspection at least 24 hours in advance. 
 Review the previous Field Inspection Report where this is a second or third field inspection. 
 Prepare the field inspection tools, including a chemical protection uniform, Field Inspection 

Report form, and means of transportation to the field. 
 Familiarize with the seed crop characteristics, inspection procedure and techniques of field 

inspection, and field standards described in the QDS Manual and the QDS Technical Guideline.  
 
At field inspection 
 Upon arrival at the seed production field, check all information about the rice variety, upstream 

seed source, seed class, seeded area, boundaries of the field, and cropping history of the field with 
the seed grower or his/her representative. 

 Select the field(s) to be inspected following the field sampling method of the QDS. 
 Inspect other varieties (off-types), diseased plants, noxious weeds, the general situation of the 

 
1 Those who are individuals, groups, companies, ACs, or NGOs who have a desire for rice seed 
production and business in their respective locations. 
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crop, and applied field practices. Then, estimate the expected date of harvest and yield. Please note 
that first and second field inspections shall be conducted in the same field(s) unless there is an 
exceptional case. 

 Complete the Field Inspection Report with the seed grower(s) or his/her representative’s 
signature. Keep one copy for the seed grower(s) and another copy with the PDAFF. The DCS shall 
keep the original report. 

 Give recommendations to the seed grower(s) if any remedial action is needed. Make a note about 
the recommendations in the Field Inspection Report. 

 
After field inspection 
 Inform the seed producer of non-acceptance of the seed production field(s) if the seed crop 

condition of the field is critically poor against the QDS standard. 
 
2.3.2. Seed inspection 

Before seed inspection 
 Review Declaration (B) to ensure seed storage location, the volume of seed, varieties, seed class, 

and the number of seed lots to be inspected. 
 Obtain the list of seed lots from the seed producer to conduct random sampling. 
 After receiving Declaration (B), make an appointment with the seed producer for seed inspection 

at least 24 hours in advance. 
 Prepare tools for a seed sampling such as grain trier, weighing scale, tray, sticker, plastic bags, 

marker, mask, gloves, eyeglasses, and transportation measures to the storage. 
 Familiarize yourself with the seed characteristics, sampling and inspection procedure, seed 

inspection techniques, and the seed quality standard.  
 
At seed inspection 
 Collect samples for the seed inspection randomly following the QDS sampling method. 
 Label the sampled seed with the necessary information for quality analysis. 
 Test the quality of the sample at the designated laboratory. 
 
After seed inspection 
 Write the Quality Inspection Report and send it to the DCS. 
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3. Overview of Seed Quality Inspection 
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3.1. Objectives of inspection 

 
a. To classify and standardize products according to the QDS standard. 
b. To promote fair and efficient transaction of products. 
c. To show clear quality indicators of products for both producers and users. 
 
3.2. Seed quality control 

 
There are several risks of seed contamination in rice seed production, which an inspector shall 
consider along with the QDS procedure. A proper inspection shall reduce the chances of seed 
contamination. The QDS rice seed inspection consists of (1) document review, (2) field inspection, (3) 
sampling and laboratory inspection, and (4) self-inspection by seed producer. The inspector shall 
check if the seed producer takes the mitigation measures shown in Table 3-1.  
 

Table 3-1 Risk of seed contamination and mitigation measures 

1. Seed Production  
Contamination by other 
varieties of seeds 

 Use qualified Foundation Seed (FS) or Registered Seed (RS), which 
is not mixed in with other varieties of seeds.  

 Select the land where the same variety or non-rice small grain crop 
has been planted in the last two seasons. 

Contamination by 
infected seeds with 
seed-borne diseases 

 Use qualified FS or RS, which is not infected with diseases. 
 Treat the seed with preventive chemicals. 
 Control disease in compliance with the QDS standard. 

Contamination by 
noxious weed seeds 

 Use qualified FS or RS, which is not mixed in with weed seeds. 
 Control weeds in compliance with the QDS standard. 

 

2. Harvesting 
Contamination by other 
products 

 Apply isolation between the rice seed production field and other 
rice fields.  

 Clean the combine harvester properly before harvesting seed crops. 
 

3. Post-harvesting 
Contamination by other 
products  

 Follow the proper post-harvest and self-inspection process. 
 Use the correct bags with the product. 

 

4. Sampling and Seed Quality Test 
Mishandling with other 
products 

 Attach a correct label to the test sample.  
 Check the label with the product during the seed quality test. 

 

5. Storage and Sales 
Mishandling with other 
products 

 Store the products and record them correctly.  
 Attach the correct label to the product. 
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Figure 3-1 Inspection process for seed quality control 

 
3.3. Process of rice seed production with the QDS 

 
The tables below show the process of rice seed production with the QDS. Please refer to the Annex of 
this Technical Guideline for the forms of the relevant documents.   
 

Table 3-2 Seed production process with the QDS 

 Seed production process 
Person in 

charge 
Relevant 

documents 
    

1 Seed production planning 
Contract with seed growers and field verification 

Producer  

    

2 QDS Seed Producer Registration Application Form 
Seed producer’s information and production plan 
(Three months before planting) 

Producer >> 
PDAFF/DSC 

Annex 

1-A 

    

3 QDS Rice Seed Production and Business Certificate 
(Within one month after receiving the application) 

DCS >> 
Producer 

Annex 
1-B 

    

4 Declaration (A): Seasonal Rice Seed Production Plan 
Seed origin, area of cultivation, etc. 
(At least 20 days before planting) 

Producer >> 
PDAFF/DCS 

Annex 
1-C 

    

5 Seed production in the registered fields 
Self-field management, Self-field inspection  

Producer/ 
Grower 

 

    

6 First Field Inspection and Reporting  
Recommendation on the field management if necessary  
(Before flowering) 

Inspector 
(GDA/PDAFF) 

Annex 
1-D/1-E 

    

7 Second Field Inspection and Reporting 
Conclusion of the field inspection 
(At dough stage) 

Inspector 
(GDA/PDAFF) 

Annex 
1-D/1- E 
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Table 3-3 Harvesting and Post-harvest Process with the QDS 

 Harvesting and post-harvest process 
Person in 

charge 
Relevant 

documents 
    

8 Harvesting and post-harvest processing 
Quality control during harvesting, drying, processing, and 
storing 

Producer  

    

9 Self-lot number allocation 
By grower, variety, class, season, year, and field  

Producer  

    

10 Self-quality inspection 
Purity, inert matter, weed seed, other variety seeds, other crop 
seeds, red rice, moisture, and germination rate 

Producer  

    

11 Declaration (B): Request for Seed Quality Test 
Lot No., amount of products, option for the test, etc. 

Producer >> 
PDAFF/DCS 

Annex 
1-F 

    

12 Sampling for laboratory inspection 
Ensure the samples are correct 

Inspector 
(NAL/PDAFF) 

 

    

13 Laboratory inspection 
Purity, inert matter, weed seed, other variety seeds, other crop 
seeds, red rice, moisture, and germination rate 

Inspector 
(NAL/PDAFF) 

 

    

14 Quality Inspection Report 
Results of the test and conclusion 

Inspector 
(NAL/PDAFF) 

Annex 
1-G/1-F 

    

15 Notification of the quality test result to producer 
Approval, rejection, or request for remedial measure  
(within five working days after receiving the report) 

DCS/PDAFF 
>> Producer 

 

    

16 Issuance of QDS Tags/Labels 
The official QDS tags/labels 

DCS >> 
Producer 

 
 

    

 

 
Figure 3-2 Rice Seed Production Process 
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4.1. Purpose and procedure of field inspections 

 
Field inspections shall be conducted at least twice during seed production. The first field inspection 
will be undertaken before flowering and the second before harvesting. If the second field inspection 
result does not fulfill the requirement of the QDS standard, the substitutional field inspection shall be 
considered.    
 
4.1.1. First Field Inspection (Before flowering) 

Purpose: 
 To advise a producer on proper production management following the QDS standard. 
Checklist: 
a. Check the seed source with the information on sacks, tags, invoices, etc.; 
b. Check the isolation and cultivation history of the fields; 
c. Count the number of off-types in the inspected area (1 m2 x 10 places); 
d. Count the number of tillers of noxious weed plants in the inspected area (1 m2 x 10 places); 
e. Count the number of tillers of infected plants with seed-borne diseases in the inspected area (1 

m2 x 10 places); and 
f. Monitor the general condition (including farm management) of the whole inspected field. 
 
4.1.2. Second Field Inspection (At dough stage) 

Purpose: 
 To check if the seed crop plants and fields meet the QDS standard and determine if the seed crop 

plants can be harvested as a seed. 
Checklist: 
a. Count the number of off-type plants in the inspected area (1 m2 x 10 places); 
b. Count the number of panicles of noxious weeds which may affect the seed quality in the inspected 

area (1 m2 x 10 places); 
c. Count the number of panicles infected by seed-borne diseases (1 m2 x 10 places); and 
d. Evaluate the general condition (including farm management) of the whole inspected field. 
 
4.1.3. Substitutional Field Inspection (Before harvesting) 

Purpose: 
 If an unexpected situation occurs which causes the first field inspection to be canceled, a 

substitutable field(s) shall be selected and inspected to determine if the seed crop plants can be 
harvested as a seed. 

Checklist: 
a. Count the number of off-type plants in the inspected area (1 m2 x 10 places); 
b. Count the number of panicles of noxious weeds which may affect the seed quality in the inspected 

area (1 m2 x 10 places); 
c. Count the number of panicles infected by the seed-borne diseases (1 m2 x 10 places); and 
d. Evaluate the general condition (including farm management) of the whole inspected field. 
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4.2. Verification of Foundation Seed (FS) / Registered Seed (RS) source 

 
a. Advise the seed producer to retain the labels/tags, packing sacks, and invoices for field inspections. 
b. Check the labels/tags, packing sacks, and invoices of the FS/RS in the first field inspection. FS/RS 

should be obtained from authorized institutions such as CARDI. 

 

Figure 4-1 The evidence of seed source 

 
4.3. Field background requirement 

 
a. Confirm the cultivation history of the field with the seed grower. Photoperiodic insensitive rice 

seed production requires a field where only small grain crops or the same QDS rice variety crop 
have been planted in the previous two seasons. In contrast, photoperiodic sensitive rice seed 
production requires the same condition in two straight years. 

b. Check the field condition. The field should be free from volunteer and ratoon plants. 

 
Figure 4-2 Field background requirement 
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c. Check the total seed production area by variety and planting season. The minimum eligible seed 

production area by variety and planting season is 0.20 ha for FS production, 0.50 ha for RS 
production, and 10.00 ha for CS production. 

 
Table 4-1 The minimum seed production area  

Seed class Foundation seed Registered seed Certified seed 
Minimum Production Area 0.20 ha 0.50 ha 10.00 ha 

 
d. Check the size of each field. The minimum eligible size of a single field is 0.20 ha for FS production, 

0.50 ha for RS production, and 10.00 ha for CS production. 
 

Table 4-2 The minimum field size 

Seed class Foundation seed Registered seed Certified seed 
Minimum Field Size 0.20 ha 0.50 ha 0.50 ha 

 
e. Check the isolation from the other rice fields. A CS production field would have a space of more 

than one meter to the next field. An FS/RS production field would have a space of more than three 
meters to the next field. Space is not required where there is a physical barrier (ditch, hedge, fence, 
etc.) or the same variety of rice is being produced in the next field. 

 

Figure 4-3 Isolation from the other rice fields 

 
f. Check the seedling method of the rice production field. FS production requires a line transplanting 

method with one seedling per hill, and RS production requires a line transplanting method with 
1–3 seedlings per hill. In contrast, random transplanting or line sowing method is allowed for CS 
production.  
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Figure 4-4 Seedling method by seed class 

 
4.4. Selection of sample areas 

 
a. Select a minimum of 10% of the total seed production area by variety and season for the field 

inspection. The selection of the fields shall be conducted by DCS or PDAFF randomly. The 
inspection area consists of only one or more fields.  

 

 

Figure 4-5 Field selection for the field inspection 

 
b. After selecting the inspection field(s), select ten sample areas of 1x1 meter quadrate in each 

designated inspection field at random. The sample areas should be chosen from the entire field, 
as shown in Figure 4-7. 
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Figure 4-6 Example of field selection and sampling 

 
Figure 4-7 Field sampling method 
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4.5. Standard of field inspection 

 
The QDS defines maximum permissible levels of off-type plants, noxious weed plants, and plants 
infected with seed-borne diseases, as Table 4-3 shows.  
 

Table 4-3 Field standard of the QDS 

Items Details 
Standard (per 10 m2) 

FS RS CS 
Off-type plants Other variety of rice 

plants, including red rice 
No off-type 

plant 
Maximum 

one panicle 
Maximum 

three panicles 
Noxious weeds 1. Echinochloa spp. 

2. Leptochloa chinensis 
3. Cyperus iria 

No noxious 
weed 

Maximum 
three panicles 

Maximum 
five panicles 

Plants infected 
with seed-borne 
diseases 

1. Rice Blast 
2. Brown spot 
3. Sheath blight  

No more than 50% of rice plants infected 

 
 
4.6. Identification of off-types  

 
4.6.1. First Field Inspection (Before flowering) 

To identify off-type plants, including red rice, check (1) plant height, (2) timing of heading, and (3) 
number of tillers (Figure 4-8). If you find off-type plants, instruct the producer to remove them by 
uprooting them.  
 

 

Figure 4-8 Identification of off-type plant 
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4.6.2. Second Field Inspection (At dough stage) 

To identify off-type plants, check (1) the color and maturity of plants, (2) the color and shape of 
panicles, and (3) the color, shape, and number of paddy grains (Figure 4-9). An off-type plant that does 
not yet have panicles shall not be counted in the number of off-types since it does not affect the seed 
quality (Figure 4-10).   
 

 

Figure 4-9 Identification of off-type plant 

 
 

 
Figure 4-10 Off-type plant which affects the seed quality 
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4.7. Identification of noxious weeds 

 
The QDS defines three kinds of noxious weeds, as shown in Figure 4-11.     
 

Barnyardgrass Sprangletop Rice flatsedge 
   

Genus: Echinochloa Genus: Leptochloa Genus: Cyperus 
Photo: Website of University of Arkansas Cooperative Extension Service 

Figure 4-11 Noxious weeds defined by the QDS 

 
4.7.1. First Field Inspection (Before flowering) 

Check the weeds in the field and advise the seed 
grower on proper weed control. Explain which 
weeds are not acceptable in the second field 
inspection to the seed grower. Some weeds are 
confusingly similar to rice. While rice has auricle 
and ligule, weeds do not have them generally. 
(Figure 4-12). 

Figure 4-12 Identification of rice from weed 

4.7.2. Second Field Inspection (At dough stage) 

Check whether the number of unacceptable noxious weeds is within the standard. You should not 
count a young weed before flowering as a noxious weed if it does not affect the seed quality of rice 
(Figure 4-13). 
 

 
Figure 4-13 Weeds which affect seed quality 
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4.8. Identification of seed-borne diseases 

 
The QDS defines three kinds of seed-borne diseases, Rice Blast, Brown Spot, and Sheath Blight, as 
unacceptable noxious weeds. 
 
4.8.1. First Field Inspection (Before flowering) 

To identify the disease infection, check the leaves and stems of plants. If you detect disease infections, 
advise the seed grower on controlling them properly. In general, while excessive use of nitrogen 
promotes Rice Blast, lack of nitrogen causes Brown Spot. 
 

Rice Blast Brown Spot Sheath Blight Not disease 
    

Vertical diamond 
shapes with brown 
and yellow lines 
appear on leaves.  

Dark brown and 
yellow round shape 
rings appear on 
leaves.  

The infection starts 
from the lower part of 
the sheath. 

It is not a disease but 
a physiological plant 
disorder. 

Figure 4-14 Identification of diseases by leaf and stem 

 
4.8.2. Second Field Inspection (At dough stage) 

Insects like stem borer or other reasons may cause abnormal panicles. So, check both the leaves and 
panicles of the plant to diagnose. 
 

Rice Blast Brown Spot Sheath Blight Not disease 
    

Infection appears on 
the leaf collar under 
the panicle. 

The panicle turns light 
brown. Infection 
appears on the leaves. 

Flag leaf withers. 
Infection also appears 
on the sheaths. 

The plant is affected 
by a stem borer. You 
can easily pull out the 
panicle by hand. 

Figure 4-15 Identification of disease by panicle 
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4.9. Evaluation of the infection 

 
4.9.1. Identification of infected plants 

If the seed-borne disease infects more than 25% of the tillers of the plant, the plant should be 
categorized as an infected plant.  
 

 

Figure 4-16 Identification of infected plant 

 
4.9.2. Judgment on the field regarding seed-borne disease infection 

The percentage of plants infected with seed-borne diseases in the field should be less than 50%. The 
inspector should evaluate the disease infection in the field by visual inspection.   
 

 

Figure 4-17 Judgment on the field regarding seed-borne disease infection  
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5. Laboratory Inspection 
(Inspection of the final product of seed offered for sale) 
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5.1. Seed sampling procedure 

 
Take a random sample from the product that the seed producer listed in Declaration (B) following the 
procedure shown in Figure 5-1. 

 
Figure 5-1 Sampling procedure for the seed quality test 

 
5.2. Collecting of primary samples 

 
a. Collect primary samples from the randomly selected containers with roughly equal sizes, 

following the instructions below 
(

 
b. Figure 5-2). 
c. Combine the primary samples to the composite sample only when the primary samples are 

sufficiently uniform.  

No. of 
container 

No. of samples required 
 No. of 

container 
No. of samples required 

1–4 Three samples per container  16–30 15 samples from different containers 
5–8 Two samples per container  31–59 20 samples from different containers 
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9–15 One sample per container  >60 30 samples from different containers 

 
Figure 5-2 How to collect primary samples  
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5.3. Preparation of submitted samples 

 
a. Mix the composite sample well and extract a minimum of 700 g of the composite sample by the 

hand halving method to prepare the submitted sample.  
b. Retain the remaining sample as the referral sample with the seed producer.   

 
Figure 5-3 Preparation of submitted samples 

 

Box1: Hand halving method 
a. Divide the mound into two portions and halve in two to get four portions with a spatula. 
b. Combine and retain alternative portions to receive two well-mixed equal mounds. 
c. Repeat the procedure to get enough amount of sample. 

 
 
 

 
5.4. Packaging and labeling of submitted samples 

 
a. Pack a minimum of 700 g of the submitted sample into a clean plastic bag.  
b. Write basic information, including seed lot no., seed variety, seed class (FS/RS/CS), date of harvest, 

and address of the producer, on the label and attach it to the plastic bag. 

 
Figure 5-4 Labeling on the package of sample 
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5.5. Standard of the rice seed quality 

 
The QDS sets the standard for seed quality inspection, as Table 5-1 shows. 
 

Table 5-1 The QDS seed quality standard 

Factors 
Seed Class 

FS RS CS 
1. Pure seed (Min. %) 98 98 98 
2. Inert matter (Max. %) 2 2 2 
  Weed seeds (Max. number of grain/500g) 3 5 10 
  Other crop seeds (Max. number of grain/500g) 2 3 5 
  Other rice variety seeds (Max. number of grain/500g) 1 5 15 
  Red rice (Max. number of grain/500g) 0 2 5 
3. Germination rate (Min. %) 85 85 80 
4. Moisture content (Max. %) 12 13 14 

 
 
5.6. Amount of sample for the laboratory inspection 

 
a. The laboratory inspection requires 70 g of the working sample for the physical test, 500 g for the 

variety test, and 300 grains for the germination test. 
b. Retain the remaining as a spare sample in case of reinspection.  
 

 

Figure 5-5 Amount of the sample for seed quality test 
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5.7. Physical test 

 
a. Take 70 g of the working sample and detect the inert matter such as stones, soils, rice straws, weed 

seeds, other crops, other rice varieties, immature grains, and broken grains (remaining less than 
50%). 

 

Figure 5-6 Identification of inert matter 

 
b. Measure the weight of the pure seed after removing the inert matter and calculate the percentage 

of the pure seed or the purity of the sample.   

 
Figure 5-7 How to calculate the purity  
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5.8. Variety test 

 
a. Count the number of other rice variety seeds, red rice, other crop seeds, and weed seeds in 500 g 

of the working sample.  
b. Check the color and shape to identify other rice variety seeds and red rice on a purity workboard. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5-8 Examples of other rice variety seeds 

 
5.9. Moisture test (How to use a digital grain moisture meter) 

 
a. Select ‘Paddy’ for measuring the moisture content of rice seed  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5-9 Digital grain moisture meter 

 
b. Measure the moisture content three times and calculate the average. 
c. If an abnormal value is detected, measure the moisture content twice more. Then, eliminate two 

abnormal values and calculate the average. 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

Figure 5-10 Calculation of moisture content 
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5.10. Germination test 

 
a. Prepare germination boxes that can accommodate 400 seeds for the germination test. 
b. Put a wet filter paper in the bottom of each box and set the 400 seeds randomly selected from the 

working sample. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
c. After three and seven days, count the germinated seeds and calculate the germination rate. Some 

germinated seeds may be affected by mold or fungus. In this case, do not count the affected seeds 
as a germinated seeds. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5-11 Identification of seed germination 

 
Figure 5-12 Calculation of germination rate 

 
Box2: Seed Dormancy 
Rice seeds delay germination for several weeks after harvesting. The duration of the dormant period 
depends on varieties. Most rice varieties grown in Cambodia have around 21 days of the dormant 
period, but some local varieties have 1 to 3 months. If the germination rate is very low, conduct a 
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germination test again after several weeks.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Annex 1 
Documents and report forms 
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1-A. QDS Seed Production and Business Application 
 
Applicant’s Name: ………………………..………. Gender: ………..…. Position: ……….……………….……. 
Address: Village…..… Commune/Sangkat……... District/Khan….……. Province/Municipality………….… 
Telephone number: (1) …………………………………..…….     (2) …………………..………………………….. 
Email: …………………………………………………..……        Telegram: ………………………………………………. 
Name of responsible person for seed production: ………………..…………………………………………. 
Number of members involving in seed production: ………………………… (Female #…...................) 
 

1. Training  

Did you receive rice seed production training? (tick only): ………………(Yes) …...…………(No) 
No. Training organizer Year Number of participating 

members 
1.    
2.    
3.    
4.    
5.    

 

2. Experience  

Years of experience with rice seed production (attach the reference): ………….………………………………. 
Description of seed varieties produced by group members: …………………………….…………………………… 
 
3. Rice seed production history 

Area and volume of produced seed in last three years:  

Variety 
20………. 20………. 20………. 

HA MT HA MT HA MT 
1.        
2.        
3.        
4.        
5.        
Total:       

 

4. Equipment 

Availability/access to equipment for seed production: 
Description of equipment Own (yes/no) Rent (yes/no) Comments 

4-wheel tractor    
2-wheel tractor    
Plow    
Rotavator    
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Transplanter    
Direct seeder    
Spraying equipment    
Personal protection equipment    
Combine harvester    
Drier (specify type)    
Seed cleaner    
Winnower    
Scale    
Pallets    
Trolley     
Moisture meter    
Warehouse  m2 m2 Total:           m2 
Other (specify)    

 

5. Total Planned Seed Production Area for three years: ………………. (ha) 

Seed production 
location 

20………. 20………. 20………. 
EWS WS DS EWS WS DS EWS WS DS 

1.           
2.           
3.           
4.           
5.           
Total:          

 
6. Attached reference 

6.1. Training certificate on rice seed production (  ) 

6.2. Previous contract farming agreement, if any (  ) 

6.3. Organizational structure for rice seed business (  ) 

I officially declare that all information provided is true and promise to obey the QDS procedure for the 
applied rice seed production. 
 
At …….………….………….………………………… on …………………………………………...  
 
Name of Applicant: …………………………………… Signature of Applicant: …………………….  
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1-B. Quality Declared Seed Production and Business Certificate 
 
 
Certificate No.: ………………………. 
 

- Seen the Royal Decree No. នស/រកម/០៥០៨/០១៥ proclamation law dated on May 13th 2008 for crop seed management and rights of breeder. 

- Seen the Prakas No. ……… បក/កសក dated on day …………/month …………/year ………… on application model and procedure for Quality Declared 

Seed System Certificate issuance. 
- Seen the application No. ………………. dated on day …………/month …………/year ………… 

Approved  
Mr./Ms.: …………………………………………………………………. Occupation: …………………………………………………………………………... 
Institution or Legislator: …………………….……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Perform conditioned seed business: ……………………………………... with a capacity of producing and processing.…….………….……………. per year. 
Physical address of the institution: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
This certificate is issued to the applicant for use in compliance with QDS standards and shall be valid for a period of three years from the date of 
issuance on day…………/month…………/year…………, except being withdrawn by the General Directorate of Agriculture before the expiration of validity 
date in case of serious infringement. 

 
Phnom Penh, Day……. / Month ………. / Year ……………. 

 
 

         Director General of GDA
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1-C. Declaration A: Seasonal Rice Seed Production Plan 

1. Applicant’s Name: ………………………………. Gender: ……………. Position: ………..……………….... 

2. Address: Village……... Commune/Sangkat…….. District/Khan………… Province/Municipality………… 

3. Telephone number: (1) ………………………………………… (2) ………………………………………….. 

4. Email: …………………………………………………... Telegram: ………………………………………………... 

5. Certificate number: ……………………..……………....  Issued date: ……………..………….……………… 

6. Production season: …………… Starting date: …………….…… Expected harvest date: ……..………. 

7. Seed production information:  

No. Variety Name Seed Class 
Planting 
Area (ha) 

No. of Fields 
Production 

Location 
1.      
2.      
3.      
4.      
5.      
Total      

8. Information of seed source for seed production:  

No. Variety Name Seed Class Volume (kg) No. of Fields Lot No. 
1.      
2.      
3.      
4.      
5.      
Total      

Note: Seed Producer shall retain all original tags, packing sacks, and buying invoices for verification by 
the Competent Authority. 

9. Additional information (see the attached example) 

 
I officially declare that all information provided is true. In the event of the seed production fields being 
damaged or changed, on all occasions, I will inform the Competent Authority. 
 
At …….………….………….………………………… on …………………………………………...  
 
Name of Applicant: …………………………………… Signature of Applicant: …………………….  
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1-D. Field Inspection Record 
 

Name of owner:  Date:  

Application No.:  Field No.:  
                
 

Variety 
Date of 
Sowing 

Date of Field 
Inspection 1 

Expected Date 
of Heading 

Date of Field 
Inspection 2 

Expected Date 
of Harvesting 

 
 
 

    

 

Sample No. Off-types 
Noxious 
weeds 

Seed borne disease 

Rice Blast Brown spot Sheath Blight 

Sample 1 
  

0  1  2  3 0  1  2  3 0  1  2  3 

Sample 2 
  

0  1  2  3 0  1  2  3 0  1  2  3 

Sample 3 
  

0  1  2  3 0  1  2  3 0  1  2  3 

Sample 4 
  

0  1  2  3 0  1  2  3 0  1  2  3 

Sample 5 
 
 

 
0  1  2  3 0  1  2  3 0  1  2  3 

Sample 6 
 
 

 
0  1  2  3 0  1  2  3 0  1  2  3 

Sample 7 
 
 

 
0  1  2  3 0  1  2  3 0  1  2  3 

Sample 8 
 
 

 
0  1  2  3 0  1  2  3 0  1  2  3 

Sample 9 
 
 

 
0  1  2  3 0  1  2  3 0  1  2  3 

Sample 10 
 
 

 
0  1  2  3 0  1  2  3 0  1  2  3 

Total 
 
 

 
0  1  2  3 0  1  2  3 0  1  2  3 

 ▼ ▼  ▼  

10m2 
 
 

 
Overall Disease Judgement 0  1  2  3 

 
 
  

Use for record only 
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1-E. Field Inspection Report 
 
Field Code: ………………………………….….  Report No.: …………………………………………         

Date of inspection: ….………...………………. Time: From:………………To:……………………... 

Rice variety: …………………………………… Certification Class (Certified/Registered seeds) 

Date of seeding: …….…/…………/…………. Intended date of harvest: ………/………/…………. 

1. Name of grower: ....………………………… Gender: ………. Grower code: ...…………….….… 

2. Address: Village…………… Commune…………… District…………… Province………………. 

3. Field location: ...……………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. Seed source: ...……………….……………… Date of Purchase: ...………………….……………… 

5. Total area under this seed crop production (ha): ……………………………………………………. 

6. Area of the inspected field (ha):  ...………………………………….………………………………. 

7. Previous crop in the field: …………………………. Isolation distance in the field: ….……….…… 

8. Stage of seed crop at this inspection:  ...……………………………………….……………………... 

9. Result from counting (Take field counts as directed in the guidelines) 

Sample no. 

Off-types Noxious weeds Diseased plant 

For the 1st inspection: No. of tillers 
For the 2nd inspection: No. of heads Percentage(%) 

1.      

2.       

3.       

4.       

5.       

6.       

7.       

8.       

9.       

10.       

Total       
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10. Name(s) of 

(a)    Seed-borne diseases: Blast (   ), Brown Spot (   ), Sheath Blight (   ) 

(b)    Noxious weed plants: …………………………………….……………………………… 

11. Condition of seed crop: ……………………………………………………………………………. 

12. Does this seed crop conform to the field standard? .……………………….……………………….. 

13. Quality of seed production work: …………………………………………….……………………... 

14. Is this the final report? ……………………………………………………………………………… 

15. Estimated seed yield (mt/ha): ………………………………………………………………………. 

16. Was the grower or his/her representative present at inspection time? .…………………….………. 

17. Notifications/Conclusion/Recommendation...……………………………………………………… 

.…………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

.…………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

 

Signature of grower or his/her representative                Signature of Inspector 

 

 

Name: ……………………………………….  Name: ……………………………………… 
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1-F. Declaration B: Request for Seed Quality Test 
 

1. Applicant’s Name: ……………………………. Gender: ………. Position: ……………………... 

2. Address: Village…… Commune/Sangkat…... District/Khan…… Province/Municipality………. 

3. Telephone number: (1) ……………………………. (2) ………………………………………….. 

4. Email: ……………………………………………... Telegram: …………………………………. 

5. QDS Certificate number: …………………………. Issued date: ………/………/……………… 

6. Options for seed quality test (tick one only): 

(a). 10% of total seed lots of each variety  

(b). All seed lots of each variety  

No. Lot no. Volume (kg) Variety name Seed class No. sacks for 
QDS Labels 

1.      
2.      
3.      
4.      
5.      
Total      

Note: In case more seed lots to be inspected, insert an additional table as above.   

 

7. The seed was fumigated on the day ……. /month ……. /year………...) by using ……….…. (name of 

the product) for the duration of ……….hours or ……….days). 

 
I hereby declare that each seed lot has been produced in accordance with the requirements of the 
Quality Declared Seed System. 
I request that the competent officer carries out an inspection of our seeds.  
 
At: ……………………………………………... Requesting Date: …………………………………… 
 
Name of applicant: ……………………………. Signed by: …………………………………………... 
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1-G. Germination Test Record Form 
 
Name of producer                                   Code No.                       

Sample No.                        

 

Day Date 
Good 

germination 
Normal 

germination 
Spoiled after 
germination 

Total 
germination 

 (DD/MM/YY) (A) (B) (C)* (A)+(B) 

Day1      
 
 

   

Day2       
 
 

   

Day3       
 
 

   

Day4      
 
 

   

Day5       
 
 

   

Day6    
 
 

   

Day7      
 
 

   

* A spoiled or died germinated grain shall not be counted in total germination. 
 
 
Germination ratio of Day 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Germination ratio of Day 7 
 
 
 
  

Use for record only 

300 
% 

Total tested grains 

Total germination 

300 
% 

Total tested grains 

Total germination 
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1-H. Quality Inspection Report 
 
Report No.                                                    
 
1. Information on applicants  
Name of producer                                        Code No.                       
Date of submission of the sample                                                          
 
2. Date and place of inspection     
Purity test:         /        /          Moisture test:        /        /          
Germination test: from         /      /        to       /       /       (Total      days) 
Place of inspection:                                                                             
Name of inspector:                             Organization:                               
 
3. Information of inspected sample 
Type of Crop:      Rice     Variety:                     Class:    RS  /  CS   
Date of harvest:                           Amount of sample:             g 
 
4. Result of inspection 
 

Factors 
Tested 
value 

Standard Result 
Pass/Fail RS CS 

1. Pure seed (Min, %)  98 98 P / F 
2. Inert matter (Max, %)  2 2 P / F 
  Weed seeds (Max, number of grain/500g)  5 10 P / F 
  Other crop seeds (Max, number of grain/500g)  3 5 P / F 
  Other rice variety seeds (Max, number of grain/500g)  5 15 P / F 
  Red rice (Max, number of grain/500g)  2 5 P / F 

3. Germination rate (Min, %) 
3 days  - - - 
7days  85 80 P / F 

4. Moisture content (Max, %)  13 14 P / F 
 
5. Remarks/conclusion 
                                                                                       
                                                                                       
                                                                                       
 
 
Date: 
 
 
Signature of Inspector 
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7. Annex 2 
Tools and kits for inspection 
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1. Tools for Field Inspection 
 

Measure (more than 3 m) 
To check the isolation of the field, use a measure and check the distance 
between the field and other fields properly.    
 

 
 
 
 
 

Quadrate frame (1 m x 1 m)  
To set sampling areas for field inspections, use a quadrate frame. It can 
be prepared by PVC pipes and joints, which are available in the local 
market. 

 
 
 
 
 

Clipboard 
It is helpful to record the result of an inspection in the field.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

Proper uniform for rice field 
Producers may use chemicals in their field. Therefore, wear the proper 
uniform to protect yourself. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
2. Tools for Sampling  
 

Grain trier 
To avoid damage to the sacks, use a grain trier for sampling. Insert a 
grain trier into a sack and turn it gently to collect the sample.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Plastic bags 
To avoid mixing samples, use a plastic bag to hold the sample. The 
sample should be dry before putting it into the plastic bag. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Labels for sampling 
After packing the sample into the plastic bag, attach the label to it 
immediately with the necessary information to avoid confusion of 
samples.  
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3. Tools and Kits for Laboratory Inspection 
 

Electric balance 
The purity is calculated based on weight. Therefore, the weight of the 
sample should be appropriately measured. An electric balance is a 
delicate instrument, and should be handled carefully. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Workboard for a purity test 
To identify red rice, use a workboard with light. It requires electricity.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

Wood stick 
To avoid scratching the surface of the workboard, use wood sticks to 
inspect samples. 
 
 

 

Moisture meter 
To check the moisture content of the sample, use a digital grain 
moisture meter.  
 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 

Germination box  
Any plastic box can be used for the germination test.    
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Paper for germination test 
Papers, such as kitchen paper or tissues, should be laid at the bottom of 
germination boxes to keep the grains wet during the germination test. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Tweezer 
Use a tweezer to arrange grains in the germination box neatly to 
observe and count grains easily.   
 
 

 
 
 
 

Water sprayer 
To keep grains wet during the germination test, spray water from time 
to time with a water sprayer. 
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8. Annex 3 
Terminologies 
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Quality Declared Seed System (QDS)  

FAO, after expert consultation, published the guidelines for the Quality Declared Seed System (QDS) in 
2003. The QDS is, in particular, helpful in countries where no seed quality systems existed before and 
the public sector is hampered by human and financial resources to implement a fully comprehensive 
quality control system. Since its introduction, the QDS has successfully been implemented in, among 
others, Zambia, Tanzania, Uganda, Bangladesh, Nepal, and India. At present, Cambodia adopts the QDS 
as its own system for managing seed quality and certification. 

Competent Authority (CA) 

In the implementation of the QDS for Cambodia, the Department of Crop Seeds (DSC) under the 
General Directorate of Agriculture (GDA) shall be the Competent Authority (CA).  

Competent Officer  

In the QDS, the competent officer in the DCS is responsible for issuing the QDS Rice Seed Production 
and Business Certificate to an eligible Seed Producer and the QDS Labels to the Seed Producer based 
on his/her request. The competent officer receives and keeps all relevant documents and notifies and 
validates the applicant for the QDS Certificate issuance.  

Seed Producer 

An individual producer, seed company, agricultural cooperative (AC), non-governmental organization 
(NGO), and other private producers shall be a Seed Producer. An eligible Seed Producer shall receive a 
certificate indicating his/her rights in producing and marketing the QDS rice seed.  

Nucleus seed (NS) 

Refers to the crop seed that is retained by the breeder for breeding purposes and is not seed for 
commercial purposes.  

Breeder seed (BS) 

Refers to the crop seed produced by the plant breeder from the nucleus seed through a row 
transplanting method with a single seedling per hill. This seed is formally recognized by the original 
institution, in which the breeder is based. Breeder seed is a hundred percent physically and genetically 
a pure seed source for the production of different seed classes, in particular, foundation seed.  

Foundation seed (FS) 

Refers to the progeny of breeder seed through a row transplanting method with a single seedling per 
hill under the supervision of a plant breeder or an eligible Seed Producer. The foundation seed shall be 
produced under the rule recognized by the seed certification agencies so that its genetic purity and 
identity are maintained in compliance with the QDS standards. 

Registered seed (RS) 

Refers to the progeny of foundation seed produced by either the public sector or a private sector 
(eligible Seed Producer) through a row seeding method or a row transplanting method with 1–3 
seedlings per hill, which is under the rule recognized by the seed certification agencies so that its 
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genetic purity and identity are maintained in compliance with the QDS standard. 

 

Certified seed (CS) 

Refers to the progeny of registered seed produced by an eligible Seed Producer mainly for a 
commercial purpose or by the public development station through a row seeding method or a random 
transplanting method, which is under the rule recognized by the seed certification agencies so that its 
genetic purity and identity are maintained in compliance with the QDS standard. 

Primary sample 

A primary sample shall be taken from the randomly selected containers of roughly equal sizes. A 
primary sample shall be taken from the top, middle, and bottom of each container. The required 
number of primary samples depends on the total number of containers of the lot. 

Composite sample 

A composite sample shall be taken from the primary sample on the condition that the primary samples 
are sufficiently uniform.  

Referral sample  

A referral sample is the remaining sample of the composite sample after taking the submitted sample. 
The producer shall keep the referral sample as a spare sample and for an internal quality test. 

Submitted sample 

A submitted sample shall be extracted from the composite sample for testing. The minimum size of a 
submitted sample is 700g. If the composite sample is smaller but close to 700g, the composite sample 
may be submitted in its entirety as the submitted sample. If the composite sample is large, it shall be 
divided using the hand halving method. 

Working sample 

A working sample shall be extracted from the submitted sample by the hand halving method. The 
minimum size of the working sample shall be 500g. The sample shall be used for a purity test, 
determination of other seeds, and weed seeds. The remaining 200g of the submitted sample shall be 
retained for a retest in case it is needed. 

ISTA (2018) 

ISTA is an abbreviation of the International Seed Testing Association. The QDS employs its rule for 
sampling for the test.  
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

គោលការណ៍ណណនាំបគចេកគេសសតពីីការត្រួរពិនិរយគុណភាព 
ត្ោប់ពូជត្សូវតាមត្បព័នធធានគុណភាពពូជដាំណាំ (ប.គ.ព) 

 
 
 

គរៀបចាំគោយនយកោា នពជូដាំណាំ ននអគគនយកោា នកសកិមម 
 
 
 
 

ណែឧសភា ឆ្ា ាំ២០២២ 
 
 
 

សហការោាំត្េ និងឧបរថមភគោយ 
 
 
 
 
 
 

            ប ោះពុម្ពប ើកទើ១ 



អារមភកថា 
 

ប្រព័ន្ធធានាគុណភាពពូជដំណ ំសរបសរអកសរកាត់ រ.គ.ព ប្តូវ ន្បរៀរចំប ើងបោយផ្អែកប ើបសៀវបៅ
បោ ការណ៍ផ្ណនាមួំ្យររស់អងគការបសបៀងអាហារនិ្ងកសិកម្មនន្សហប្រជាជាតិកនុងឆ្ន ២ំ០០៦ បហើយប្តូវ
 ន្យកបៅអនុ្វតតប្រករបោយបជាគជ័យកនុងរណត ប្របទសម្ួយចំនួ្ន្ផ្ដ វសិ័យសាធារណៈបៅមិ្ន្ទាន់្
មាន្ភាពរងឹមា ំ ខ្វោះខាតធន្ធាន្ម្នុ្សសន្ិងហិរញ្ញវតថុសប្មារ់អនុ្វតតប្រព័ន្ធធានាគុណភាពពូជដំណ ំ ដូចជា 
ប្របទសហសំបរ ៀ តង់សាន្ើ អ ុយហគង់ោ រង់កាា ផ្ដស បន្ ៉ា  ់ និ្ងឥណា ។  

បោយបម្ើ ប ើញអំពើអតថប្របោជន៍្បន្ោះ និ្ងភាពបជាគជ័យបៅរណត ប្របទសខាងប ើ ប្ពម្ទាងំកងវោះ
ខាតម្ន្តន្តើជំនាញ និ្ងម្បធោ យនាបព រចចុរបន្ន អគគនាយកោា ន្កសិកម្ម ន្សបប្ម្ចបប្ជើសបរ ើស រ.គ.ព ជា
ឧរករណ៍សប្មារ់ប្តួតពិនិ្តយអ ិតកម្មនិ្ងរញ្ជា ក់គុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវបៅកនុងប្ពោះរាជាណចប្កកម្ពុជា។ 
បសៀវបៅបោ ការណ៍ផ្ណនារំបចចកបទសសតើពើការប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវតាម្ រ.គ.ព ប្តូវ ន្
បរៀរចំ ផ្កសប្មួ្  និ្ងចងប្កង បដើម្បើឱ្យប្សរបៅនឹ្ង កខខ្ណា នន្ប្របទសកម្ពុជា ផ្ដ ទទួ  ន្ការោបំ្ទផ្អនក
របចចកបទសនិ្ងថវកិាពើកម្មវធិើផ្ខ្សសង្វវ ក់តនម្ាកសិកម្មកម្ពុជា-អូន្តសាត  ើ(CAVAC) និ្ងគបប្មាងជំរុញអ ិតកម្ម
និ្ងការបប្រើប្ សប់្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវ(RSPP)។ ឯកសារបន្ោះនឹ្ងបប្រើប្ ស់ជាបោ ប្រតិរតតិសប្មារ់ការប្តួតពិនិ្តយ
គុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវបៅកនុងអ ិតកម្ម សកម្មភាពរណតុ ោះរណត   ការង្វរអសពវអសយ និ្ងបប្រើប្ ស់តាម្សាថ ន្
ភាពជាក់ផ្សតងររស់ប្គរ់ភាគើពាក់ព័ន្ធបៅកនុងវសិ័យបន្ោះ។  

បសៀវបៅរបចចកបទសបន្ោះក៏រង្វា ញនូ្វព៌ត័មាន្ ម្ែិតអំពើតួនាទើ និ្ង កខខ្ណា តប្មូ្វររស់ម្ន្តន្តើប្តួតពិនិ្តយ
គុណភាព ដំបណើ ការប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពសប្មារ់អ ិតកម្មកនុងអាជើវកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវ ឧរករណ៍និ្ងសមាា រ
ច ំច់សប្មារ់ការប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាព និ្ងឯកសារពាក់ព័ន្ធមួ្យចំនួ្ន្ផ្ដ មាន្ភាា រ់ បដើម្បើង្វយប្សួ យ  ់
និ្ងប្រតិរតតិបោយប្គរ់ភាគើពាក់ព័ន្ធប្សរតាម្សាថ ន្ភាព និ្ង ទធភាពជាក់ផ្សតង។ 

អគគនាយកោា ន្កសិកម្មសងឃមឹ្ោ៉ា ងមុ្តមាថំា បសៀវបៅរបចចកបទសបន្ោះនឹ្ងអត ់នូ្វចំបណោះដឹងថមើៗ រទ
ពិបសាធន៍្ ែៗ  និ្ងបោ ការណ៍របចចកបទសជាមូ្ ោា ន្សប្មារ់ម្ន្តន្តើប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពថាន ក់ជាតិ និ្ងថាន ក់
បប្កាម្ជាតិ ប្ពម្ទាងំអ ិតករប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវអងផ្ដរ។ អគគនាយកោា ន្កសិកម្មសូម្សាវ គម្ន៍្ និ្ងទទួ យកនូ្វ
ម្តិបោរ ់ផ្ក ម្ែទាងំឡាយពើសំណក់អនកអាន្ ផ្ដ ចរ់អារម្មណ៍ប ើបោ ការផ្ណនារំបចចកបទសបន្ោះ 
បដើម្បើឱ្យបសៀវបៅរបចចកបទសបន្ោះ កាន់្ផ្ត ែប្របសើរ មាន្ប្រសិទធភាព និ្ងសុប្កឹតភាពផ្ថម្បទៀត។ 

                         នថៃ                                ផ្ខ្           ឆ្ន ឆំ្ាូវ ប្តើស័ក ព.ស២៥៦ 
      រាជធាន្ើភ្នំបពញ នថៃទើ          ផ្ខ្            ឆ្ន ២ំ០២ 
 

              អគគនយកោា នកសកិមម 
 



II 

ពាកយបាំត្ពួញ 

 

CA អងគភាពមាន្សម្តថកិចច 

CAVAC កម្មវធិើផ្ខ្សសង្វវ ក់តនម្ាកសិកម្មកម្ពុជា-អូន្តសាត  ើ (កាវ៉ា ក់) 

CS ប្ោរ់ពូជវញិ្ជញ រន្រប្ត 

FS ប្ោរ់ពូជប្គឹោះ 

GDA អគគនាយកោា ន្កសិកម្ម 

ISTA សមាគម្វភិាគពូជដំណអំន្តរជាតិ 

PDAFF ម្ន្ទើរកសិកម្ម រុកាខ ប្រមាញ់ និ្ងបន្សាទរាជធាន្ើ-បខ្តត 

PRD ពូជប្សូវផ្កា រដួំ  

QDS  ប្រព័ន្ធធានាគុណភាពពូជដំណ ំ(រ.គ.ព) 

RS ប្ោរ់ពូជចុោះរញ្ា ើ 

RSPP គបប្មាងជំរុញអ ិតកម្មនិ្ងការបប្រើប្ ស់ប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវ 

SKO-01 ពូជប្សូវផ្សន្ប្កអូរ០១ 

SP អ ិតករប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវ 
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មារិកា 
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១.១. គោលបាំណង 
បសៀវបៅបោ ការណ៍ការផ្ណនារំបចចកបទសសតើពើ ការប្តតួពិនិ្តយគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជប្សវូ តាម្ប្រព័ន្ធ

ធានាគុណភាពពូជដំណ ំ (រ.គ.ព) ប្តូវ ន្បរៀរចំប ើងកនុងបោ រំណងបប្រើប្ ស់ជាឯកសាររបចចកបទស
សប្មារ់ការរណតុ ោះរណត  ប្គូរបង្វគ   និ្ងរណតុ ោះរណត  រន្តប្គរ់ភាគើពាក់ព័ន្ធ បហើយក៍បប្រើជាឯកសារបោង
ដ៏សំខាន់្សប្មារ់ម្ន្តន្តើប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវនន្អងគភាពមាន្សម្តថកិចចកនុងកិចចប្រតិរតតិការ រ.គ.ព 
សប្មារ់អ ិតកម្ម និ្ងអាជើវកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវ។ 
១.២. រួនេី និងភារកិចេរបសម់ន្តនតីត្រួរពិនិរយគុណភាព 
១.២.១. តនួាទើររស់ម្ន្តន្តើប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាព 

តួនាទើសំខាន់្ររសម់្ន្តន្តើប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាព គឺចុោះវយតនម្ាប ើគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវបៅទើ
វ បធៀរបៅនឹ្ងពាកយបសនើសុំកនុងទប្ម្ង់(ក) បោ ការណ៍របចចកបទសបធៀរបៅនឹ្ងសតង់ោរទើវ នន្ រ.គ.ព 
ការយកសំណកប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវសប្មារ់វភិាគគុណភាពបៅម្ន្ទើរពិបសាធន៍្ និ្ងការវភិាគគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជ។ 

ចំណ៖ំ ម្ន្តន្តើប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទិវ មិ្ន្ផ្ម្ន្ជាអនកវភិាគគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវបៅម្ន្ទើរ
ពិបសាធន៍្បទ និ្ងមិ្ន្ផ្ម្ន្ជាម្ន្តន្តើរបចចកបទសកនុងអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវផ្ដរ។  

១.២.២. ភារកិចចររស់ម្ន្តន្តើប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាព 

ក. ការប្តតួពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ  
 

មុ្ន្បព ប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ ៖ 
 បរៀរចំជាបប្សចនូ្វរញ្ា ើព័ត៌មាន្សំខាន្់ៗផ្ដ អត ់ជូន្បោយអ ិតករប្ោរ់ពូជ 1  សប្មារ់យក
សំណកកនុងដំបណើ ការវយតនម្ា រនាទ រ់ពើទទួ  ន្ពាកយបសនើសុំកនុងទប្ម្ង់(ក) 
 ណត់ជួរជាមួ្យអ ិតករប្ោរ់ពូជ បដើម្បើប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ ោ៉ា ងបហាចណស់ 
២៤បមា៉ា ងជាមុ្ន្ មុ្ន្បព ចុោះប្តួតពិនិ្តយផ្ប្សអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជ 
 បអទៀងផ្កទ ត់ព័ត៌មាន្សំខាន្់ៗ ទាក់ទងបៅនឹ្ងប្របភ្ទពូជ នអទដើោដុំោះ ទើតាងំ និ្ងកូដផ្ប្សសប្មារ់យក
សំណក 
 បប្ជើសបរ ើសបោយនចដន្យោ៉ា ងបហាចណស់១០%នន្នអទដើអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវសរុរនន្ប្របភ្ទ
ពូជនិ្ងថាន ក់ពូជន្ើមួ្យៗ សប្មារ់ប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ   
 បអទៀងផ្កទ ត់ព័ត៌មាន្អំពើទើតាងំផ្ប្ស និ្ងកំណត់បព បវលាសម្ប្សរសប្មារ់ចុោះប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាព 
អ ិតកម្មទើវ ជាមួ្យអ ិតករប្ោរ់ពូជ ឬអនកតំណង 
 ពិនិ្តយរ យការណ៍ប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ ពើប ើកមុ្ន្ប ើងវញិ កនុងករណើ ប្តួតពិនិ្តយ

 
1 អ ិតករប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវ សំបៅដ ់ រុគគ  ប្កុម្ ប្កុម្ហ ុន្ សហគម្ន្៍កសិកម្ម សមាគម្ ឬអងគការបប្ៅរោា ភ្ិ   ផ្ដ មាន្
បោ រំណងអ ិត ន្ិងបធវើអាជើវកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវ។ 
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គុណភាពប ើកទើ១ ន្បធវើរចួបហើយ 
 បប្តៀម្ជាបប្សចនូ្វឧរករណ៍និ្ងសមាា រចំ ច់ដូចជា ឯកសណា ន្ការពារថាន កំសិកម្ម ម្បធោ យបធវើ
ដំបណើ រ ឧរករណ៍យកសំណក និ្ងទប្ម្ង់រ យការណ៍ប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ ។  
 

អំ ុងបព ប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ ៖ 
 ពិនិ្តយនិ្ងសាកសួររា ់ព័ត៌មាន្សំខាន់្ៗពើអ ិតករប្ោរ់ពូជ ឬអនកតំណង ទាក់ទងនឹ្ងប្ពំប្រទ ់
ផ្ប្ស ប្របភ្ទពូជ ថាន ក់ប្ោរ់ពូជ ប្រភ្ពប្ោរ់ពូជ នអទដើោដុំោះ និ្ងប្រវតតិោដុំោះនន្ផ្ប្សអ ិតកម្ម  
 ប្តួតពិនិ្តយផ្ប្សអ ិតកម្មបោយអនុ្វតតតាម្វធិើសាន្តសតយកសំណកតាម្ រ.គ.ព 
 វយតនម្ាប្របភ្ទពូជបអសង(ពូជលាយ) បមម ហាម្ឃាត់ កប្មិ្តរំផ្កា ញបោយជំងឺហាម្ឃាត់ សាថ ន្
ភាពទូបៅនន្ផ្ប្សអ ិតកម្ម ការអនុ្វតតជាក់ផ្សតងបៅផ្ប្សអ ិតកម្ម និ្ងការ ៉ា ន់្សាម ន្ទិន្នអ ផ្ដ អាច
ទទួ  ន្។ សមាគ  ់៖ ការប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ ប ើកទើ១ និ្ងប ើកទើ២ប្តូវផ្តអនុ្វតតកនុង
ផ្ប្សដផ្ដ  ប ើកផ្ ងផ្តផ្ប្សផ្ដ  ន្ប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មរចួបហើយជួរប្រទោះប្រធាន្ស័កត
ដូចជា ខូ្ចខាតបោយបប្ោោះទឹកជំន្ន់្ បប្ោោះរាងំសៃួត ការរំផ្កា ញបោយសតវ ែិតឬជំងឺធៃន់្ធៃរ ។ ។ 
 អត ់អនុ្សាសន៍្ជូន្អ ិតករប្ោរ់ពូជសប្មារ់សកម្មភាពផ្ក ម្ែប្រសិន្បរើច ំច់ បហើយប្តូវរញ្ចូ  
អនុ្សាសន៍្ទាងំបនាោះបៅកនុងរ យណ៍ប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ ។ 
 រំបពញរ យការណ៍ប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ  បោយមាន្ចុោះហតថប ខាររស់អ ិតករ
ប្ោរ់ពូជ ឬអនកតំណង និ្ងរកសទុក១(ម្យួ)ចារ់សប្មារ់អ ិតករកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជ ១(ម្យួ)ចារ់
សប្មារ់ម្ន្ទើរកសិកម្ម រុកាខ ប្រមាញ់ និ្ងបន្សាទរាជធាន្ើ-បខ្តត និ្ង១(ម្យួ)ចារ់សប្មារ់នាយកោា ន្ពូជ
ដំណនំន្អគគនាយកោា ន្កសិកម្ម។ 
 

បប្កាយបព ប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ ៖ 
 ជូន្ដំណឹងអ ិតករប្ោរ់ពូជ អំពើការរដិបសធផ្ប្សអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជ ប្រសិន្បរើផ្ប្សអ ិតកម្ម
បនាោះ មាន្គុណភាពបប្កាម្សតង់ោរទើវ ធៃន់្ធៃរ។ 
 

ខ្. ការប្តតួពិនិ្តយគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជ 
 

មុ្ន្បព ប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជ៖ 
 ពិនិ្តយពាកយបសនើសុំកនុងទប្ម្ង់(ខ្) និ្ងណត់ជួរជាមួ្យអ ិតករប្ោរ់ពូជោ៉ា ងបហាចណស់២៤
បមា៉ា ងមុ្ន្បព ចុោះប្តួតពិន្ិតយគុណភាព   
 បអទៀងផ្កទ ត់ទប្ម្ង់(ខ្) បដើម្បើប្ កដអំពើទើតាងំឃាា ងំ ររមិាណប្ោរ់ពូជ ប្របភ្ទពូជ ថាន ក់ប្ោរ់ពូជ 
និ្ងចំនួ្ន្ ូតិ៍ប្ោរ់ពូជផ្ដ ប្តូវប្តួតពិនិ្តយ 
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 កំណត់ ូតិ៍ប្ោរ់ពូជសប្មារ់យកសំណក រនាទ រ់ពើទទួ  ន្រញ្ា ើ ូតិ៍ប្ោរ់ពូជពើអ ិតករប្ោរ់
ពូជ ផ្ដ មាន្កនុងទប្ម្ង់(ខ្) 
 បប្តៀម្ជាបប្សចនូ្វម្បធោ យបធវើដំបណើ រ និ្ងឧរករណ៍ប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជ ដូចជា ផ្ដកឆ្ំ
ប្ោរ់ពូជ ជញ្ា ើងថាឹង ថាសោក់ប្ោរ់ពូជ ប្កោសសទើកគ័ររិទ ថង់ ា សទិច ហវតឺសរបសរ មា៉ា ស់ពាក់ការពារ 
បប្សាម្នដ និ្ងផ្វ ៉ាន្តាការពារផ្ភ្នក។  
 

អំ ុងបព ប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជ៖ 
 យកសំណកបោយនចដន្យ បោយអនុ្បលាម្បៅតាម្វធិាន្ររស់អុើសតា (ISTA) 
 រិទសាា កសមាគ  ់ប្ោរ់ពូជផ្ដ  ន្យកសំណកឱ្យ ន្ប្តឹម្ប្តូវសប្មារ់ការវភិាគគុណភាព 
 វភិាគគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជបៅម្ន្ទើរពិបសាធន៍្។ 
 

បប្កាយបព ប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជ៖ 
 សរបសររ យការណ៍ ទធអ នន្ការវភិាគ រចួរញ្ាូ ន្បៅនាយកោា ន្ពូជដំណនំន្អគគនាយកោា ន្   
កសិកម្ម។ 
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២. គសចកតីសគងេបននដាំគណើ រការ
ត្រួរពិនិរយគុណភាព 
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២.១. គោលបាំណងននការត្រួរពិនិរយគុណភាព 

 បធវើចំណត់ថាន ក់ និ្ងជាគំរូអ ិតអ បធៀរបៅនឹ្ងសតង់ោរគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជ 
 ជំរុញធុរកិចចអ ិតអ ប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវប្រករបោយយុតតិធ៌ម្និ្ងប្រសិទធភាព 
 រង្វា ញសូចនាករជាក់លាក់អំពើគុណភាពនន្អ ិតអ ប្ោរ់ពូជដ ់អនកទិញយកបៅអ ិត។ 

២.២. វធិានការត្គប់ត្គងគុណភាពត្ោប់ពូជ 

ហាន្ើភ័្យមួ្យចំនួ្ន្មាន្ជារ់ឬលាយ ជំាមួ្យប្ោរ់ពូជបៅកនុងដំបណើ រការអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវ 
ផ្ដ ម្ន្តន្តើប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពគួរពិចរណប្សរតាម្ន្ើតិវធិើ រ.គ.ព។ ការប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពប្តឹម្ប្តូវនឹ្ង
អាចរន្ថយហាន្ើភ័្យនន្ការលាយ ទំាងំបនាោះ ន្។ ដំបណើ រការប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវ រមួ្មាន្៖ 
(១)ការពិនិ្តយឯកសារ (២)ការប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មបៅទើវ  (៣)ការយកសំណកនិ្ងការប្តួត
ពិនិ្តយគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជបៅម្ន្ទើរពិបសាធន៍្ និ្ង (៤)សវ័យប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពនន្អ ិតករប្ោរ់ពូជ បដើម្បើ
ប្ កដថាភាពសុទធនន្ប្ោរ់ពូជប្តូវ ន្រញ្ជា ក់ ឬធានា។ 

ហាន្ើភ័្យ វធិាន្ការ 

១ ការលាយ មំ្កជាម្ួយប្ោរពូ់ជប្គឹោះ ឬប្ោរ់

ពូជចុោះរញ្ា ើ 

• បប្រើប្ សប់្ោរពូ់ជប្គោឹះ ឬប្ោរ់ពូជចុោះរញ្ា ើផ្ដ ប្សរ

តាម្សតងោ់រប្តឹម្ប្តូវ ន្ិងមាន្ប្រភ្ពចាស់លាស។់ 

២ សំណ ់ប្ោរពូ់ជបអសងកនុងផ្ប្សកា ពើរដូវោំ

ដុោះមុ្ន្ 

• បប្ជើសបរ ើសដើផ្ប្សផ្ដ ធាា រោ់បំ្របភ្ទពូជដផ្ដ  ឬ

ដំណបំអសងប្ោរ់តូចៗម្ិន្ផ្ម្ន្ជាប្សូវឱ្យ ន្ោ៉ា ង

បហាច(១)រដូវ ន្ិង 

• សមាែ តដើផ្ប្សបោយទុកឱ្យប្ោរ់ពូជបអសងដុោះអស់ រចួបប្រើ 

ប្ ស់ថាន បំមម ប្របភ្ទម្និ្បប្ជើសបរ ើស បដើម្បើសមាា រម់្ួរ ឬ 

សាប្សូវ ន្ិងបប្រើប្ ស់វធិាន្ការបកសប្តសាន្តសតបអសងបទៀត។ 

៣ ការលាយ ជំាម្ួយប្ោរពូ់ជមាន្ជំងឺហាម្

ឃាត ់

• បប្រើប្ ស់ថាន កំសិកម្មបោយប្រឡាក់ប្ោរ់ពូជមុ្ន្ោ ំ

• ប្គរ់ប្គងជងំឺហាម្ឃាត់ឱ្យ ន្ប្តឹម្ប្តូវបៅតាម្សតង់ោរ  

ទើវ ។ 

៤ ការលាយ ជំាម្ួយប្ោរពូ់ជបមម ហាម្ឃាត ់ • ប្គរ់ប្គងបមម ឱ្យ ន្ប្តមឹ្ប្តូវបៅតាម្សតង់ោរទើវ ។ 

៥ ការលាយ ជំាម្ួយប្ោរពូ់ជប្សូវបអសងកនុងបព 

ប្រមូ្ អ  

• ទុកគមាា តផ្ប្សអ ិតកម្មប្ោរពូ់ជប្សូវឱ្យឆ្ៃ យពើផ្ប្ស

អ ិតកម្មប្សូវបអសង 
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• សមាែ តមា៉ា សុើន្ប្ចតូឱ្យ ន្ប្តមឹ្ប្តូវមុ្ន្បព ប្រមូ្ អ 

ប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវ។ 

៦ ការលាយជាម្យួប្ោរ់ពូជបអសងកនុងអ ុំងបព 

ផ្កនចនប្ោរ់ពូជ ន្ិងបវចខ្ចរ ់

• ពិន្ិតយដំបណើ រការអនុ្វតតសកម្មភាពបប្កាយការប្រមូ្ 

អ ន្ិងសវ័យប្តតួពិន្តិយគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជឱ្យ ន្ 

ប្តឹម្ប្តូវ 

• ពិន្ិតយសាប ើងវញិសរំក វបវចខ្ចរ់ជាម្យួប ម្ ោះពូជ

ប្សូវ។ 

៧ ការប្ច អំំ ុងបព យកសណំក ន្ងិវភិាគ

ប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវ 

• ោក់សាា កសមាគ  ឱ់្យ ន្ប្តឹម្ប្តូវរនាទ រ់ពើយកសណំក  

ប្ោរ់ពូជរចួ។ 

៨ ការបវចខ្ចរ់ន្ងិរិទសាា កសញ្ជញ ខុ្ស • ពិន្ិតយសរំកបវចខ្ចរ់ប្ោរពូ់ជសប្មារ់ ក់ ប្ពម្ទាងំ

សាា កសញ្ជញ រញ្ជា ក់គុណភាព រ.គ.ព ផ្ដ ប្តូវរិទភាា រ់។ 
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២.៣. ដាំគណើ រការត្រួរពិនិរយគុណភាពត្ោប់ពូជត្សូវតាម ប.គ.ព 

 
 

 គំនូសបំព្រួញក្ន ុងដំណ ើរការព្រួររិនិរយគុ ភារព្ាប់រូជព្សូវតាម 
ប.គ.ព 

 

អនកទទួ រន្ទុក  ឯកសារពាក់ពន័្ធ 
អ ិតករ/ 
កសិករចុោះកចិចសន្ោ 

ការបធវើផ្អន្ការអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជ 
ចុោះកិចចសន្ោជាម្ួយកសិករអ ិតប្ោរពូ់ជ ន្ងិពនិ្ិតយផ្ប្សអ ិតកម្ម 

 

   

អ ិតករ >>> 
PDAFF/GDA 

ការោក់ពាកយបសនើសំុ ិខ្ិតអនុ្ញ្ជញ តបធវើអាជើវកម្មពូជដណំ ំ
ព័ត៌មាន្នន្អ ិតករប្ោរពូ់ជ ន្ិងផ្អន្ការររស់អ ិតករប្ោរ់ពូជ 

(ោក់៣(រើ)ផ្ខ្មុ្ន្បព ដំបណើ រការអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជ) 

ឧរសម្ពន័្ធ 
1-A 

   

GDA 
ការអត  ិ់ខ្ិតអនុ្ញ្ជញ តបធវើអាជើវកម្មពូជដណំ ំ

អត ់ជូន្បោយ GDA 
(អំ ុងបព ២០នថៃរនាទ រ់ពើទទួ ពាកយបសនើសំុ) 

ឧរសម្ពន័្ធ 
1-B 

   

អ ិតករ >>> 
PDAFF/GDA 

ការោក់ទប្ម្ង់(ក)៖ ផ្អន្ការអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជប្សវូប្រចរំដូវ 
ប្រភ្ពប្ោរ់ពូជ, នអទដើោដុំោះ។ ។ 

(ោ៉ា ងបហាចណស់២០នថៃមុ្ន្អ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវ) 

ឧរសម្ពន័្ធ 
1-C 

                                                          
អ ិតករ/ 
កសិករចុោះកចិចសន្ោ 

ដំបណើ រការអ ិតកម្មប្ោរពូ់ជកនុងផ្ប្សផ្ដ  ន្កំណត ់
សវ័យប្គរ់ប្គងប្តួតពិន្ិតយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ  

 

   
ម្ន្តន្តើប្តួតពិន្តិយ 
PDAFF/DCS 

ការប្តតួពិន្តិយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ ប ើកទើ១ ន្ិងការបធវើរ យការណ៍ 
ប្តួតពនិ្ិតយមុ្ន្បព បចញផ្កា  ន្ងិបធវើរ យការណ៍ភាា ម្រនាទ រ់ពើប្តតួពនិ្ិតយគុណភាព 

ឧរសម្ពន័្ធ 
1-D/1-E 

   
ម្ន្តន្តើប្តួតពិន្តិយ 
PDAFF/DCS 

ការប្តតួពិន្តិយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ ប ើកទើ២ ន្ិងការបធវើរ យការណ៍ 
ប្តួតពនិ្ិតយកនុងដណំក់កា ប្សូវោក់បម្ៅ ន្ិងបធវើរ យការណ៍ភាា ម្រនាទ រ់ពើប្តួតពិន្ិតយគុណភាព 

ឧរសម្ពន័្ធ 
1-D/1-E 

   
អ ិតករ/ ការង្វរប្រមូ្ អ  ន្ិងបប្កាយប្រមូ្ អ   
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 គំនូសបំព្រួញក្ន ុងដំណ ើរការព្រួររិនិរយគុ ភារព្ាប់រូជព្សូវតាម 
ប.គ.ព 

 

អនកទទួ រន្ទុក  ឯកសារពាក់ពន័្ធ 
កសិករចុោះកចិចសន្ោ ប្តួតពនិ្ិតយគុណភាពកនុងបព ប្រមូ្ អ  សម្ៃួត ផ្កនចន បវចខ្ចរ់ ន្ងិរកសទុក 
   
អ ិតករ/ 
កសិករចុោះកចិចសន្ោ 

សវយ័ចត់ផ្ចង ូតិ៍ប្ោរពូ់ជ 
ចត់ផ្ចង ូតិ៍ប្ោរ់ពូជផ្អែកប ើកសិករចុោះកិចចសន្ោ ពូជ ថាន ក់ប្ោរ់ពូជ រដូវកា /ឆ្ន អំ ិត ន្ិងផ្ប្ស 

 

   

អ ិតករ/ 
កសិករចុោះកចិចសន្ោ 

សវយ័ប្តតួពិន្តិយគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជរឋម្ 
ភាពសុទធ កបម្ទចកម្ទើរ ប្ោរ់បមម  ប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវបអសង ប្ោរដ់ំណបំអសង ប្សូវប្កហម្ សំបណើ ម្ប្ោរ ់ន្ិង

ដំណុោះប្ោរពូ់ជ  
 

   
អ ិតករ >>> 
PDAFF/GDA 

ការោក់ទប្ម្ង់(ខ្)៖ សំបណើ សំុប្តតួពនិ្តិយគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជ 
ោក់ជូន្ PDAFF/GDA 

ឧរសម្ពន័្ធ 
1-F 

   
ម្ន្តន្តើប្តួតពិន្តិយ 
PDAFF/DCS 

ការយកសំណកសប្មារ់ប្តតួពិន្តិយគុណភាពបៅម្ន្ទើរពិបសាធន្ ៍
ប្តូវយកសំណកឱ្យ ន្ប្តឹម្ប្តូវ 

 

   

ម្ន្តន្តើប្តួតពិន្តិយ 
NAL/PDAFF 

ការវភិាគគុណភាពប្ោរពូ់ជបៅម្ន្ទើរពិបសាធន្ ៍
ភាពសុទធ កបម្ទចកម្ទើរ ប្ោរ់បមម  ប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវបអសង ប្ោរដ់ំណបំអសង ប្សូវប្កហម្ សំបណើ ម្ប្ោរ ់ន្ិង

ដំណុោះប្ោរពូ់ជ 
 

   
ម្ន្តន្តើប្តួតពិន្តិយ 
NAL/PDAFF 

រ យការណ៍វភិាគគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជ 
រង្វា ញ ទធអ វភិាគ ន្ិងបសចកតើសន្នោិា ន្ 

ឧរសម្ពន័្ធ 
1-G/1-F 

   
GDA >>> 
អ ិតករ 

ការជូន្ពត័៌មាន្អំពើ ទធអ នន្ការវភិាគគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជដ អ់ ិតករប្ោរពូ់ជ 
សបប្ម្ច រដិបសធ ឬបសនើឱ្យចត់វធិាន្ការផ្ក ម្ែកនុងអំ ុងបព  ៥(ប្ )ំនថៃនន្នថៃបធវើការ 

 

   
GDA >>> 
អ ិតករ 

ការអត ស់ាា កសញ្ជញ រញ្ជា កគុ់ណភាព រ.គ.ព 
អត ់សាា កសញ្ជញ រញ្ជា កគុ់ណភាព រ.គ.ព ជូន្អ ិតករបៅតាម្ការោក់ពាកយទប្ម្ង់(ខ្) 
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៣. ការត្រួរពិនិរយគុណភាព
្លរិកមមេីវាល 
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៣.១. គោលបាំណង និងេិដាភាពត្រួរពិនិរយគុណភាព្លរិកមមេីវាល 

ការប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ ប្តូវបធវើប ើងោ៉ា ងបហាចណស់ចំនួ្ន្២(ពើរ)ដងកនុងអំ ុង
បព អ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជ។ ការប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ ប ើកទើ១បធវើប ើងមុ្ន្ដំណក់កា បចញ
ផ្កា  និ្ងប ើកទើ២បៅដំណក់កា ប្សូវោក់បម្ៅ។ កនុងករណើ  ទធអ នន្ការប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើ
វ ប ើកទើ២ មិ្ន្ ន្ប្សរតាម្សតង់ោរទើវ  រ៉ាុផ្ន្តអាចផ្ក ម្ែ ន្ ការប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើ
វ គួរផ្តបធវើសាប ើងវញិ ដូចមាន្ផ្ចងបៅចំណុច ២.៧.៥ កនុងបសៀវបៅ រ.គ.ព សប្មារ់អ ិតកម្មនិ្ងអាជើវ
កម្មប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវ។ 

៣.១.១. ការប្តតួពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មបៅទើវ ប ើកទើ១ បៅដំណក់កា បចញផ្កា  

បោ រំណងនន្ការប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ  
• បដើម្បើអត ់ប្រឹកសសម្ប្សរដ ់អ ិតករប្ោរ់ពូជឱ្យអនុ្វតតប្សរបៅតាម្សតង់ោរទើវ ។ 

ទិដាភាពប្តតួពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ  
១. ពិនិ្តយប្រភ្ពប្ោរ់ពូជយកម្កបប្រើប្ ស់កនុងអ ិតកម្ម ដូចជាព័ត៌មាន្ប ើសំរក វបវចខ្ចរ់ សាា ករិទភាា រ់ 
វកិាយរប្ត ជាបដើម្។ ។ 
២. ពិនិ្តយគមាា ត និ្ងប្រវតតិោដុំោះនន្ផ្ប្សអ ិតកម្ម 
៣. រារ់ចំនួ្ន្បដើម្ពូជលាយកនុងនអទដើផ្ដ  ន្ប្តួតពិនិ្តយប ើនអទដើ១ផ្ម្៉ាប្តកាបរ ៉ា ចំនួ្ន្១០កផ្ន្ាង 
៤. រារ់ចំនួ្ន្បមម ហាម្ឃាត់កនុងនអទដើផ្ដ  ន្ប្តួតពិនិ្តយប ើនអទដើ១ផ្ម្៉ាប្តកាបរ ៉ា ចំនួ្ន្១០កផ្ន្ាង 
៥. វយតនម្ាសាថ ន្ភាពជំងឺកនុងនអទដើផ្ដ  ន្ប្តួតពិនិ្តយប ើនអទដើ១ផ្ម្៉ាប្តកាបរ ៉ា ចំនួ្ន្១០កផ្ន្ាង និ្ង 
៦. ប្តួតពិនិ្តយសាថ ន្ភាពទូបៅនិ្ងការប្គរ់ប្គងអ ិតកម្មនន្ផ្ប្សផ្ដ  ន្ប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាព។ 

៣.១.២. ការប្តតួពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ ប ើកទើ២ បៅដំណក់កា ោក់បម្ៅ 

បោ រំណងនន្ការប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ  
• បដើម្បើពិនិ្តយបម្ើ ថាបតើផ្ប្សអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវប្សរបៅតាម្សតង់ោរទើវ ផ្ដរឬបទ បដើម្បើអនុ្ញ្ជញ តឱ្យ
អនកអ ិតប្ោរ់ពូជប្រមូ្ អ សប្មារ់ការផ្កនចនជាអ ិតអ ប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវសបប្ម្ច។ 

ទិដាភាពប្តតួពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ ៖ 
១. រារ់ចំនួ្ន្បដើម្ពូជលាយកនុងនអទដើផ្ដ  ន្ប្តួតពិនិ្តយប ើនអទដើ១ផ្ម្៉ាប្តកាបរ ៉ា ចំនួ្ន្១០កផ្ន្ាង 
២. រារ់ចំនួ្ន្បមម ហាម្ឃាត់ កនុងនអទដើផ្ដ  ន្ប្តួតពិនិ្តយប ើនអទដើ១ផ្ម្៉ាប្តកាបរ ៉ា និ្ងចំនួ្ន្១០កផ្ន្ាង 
៣. វយតនម្ាសាថ ន្ភាពជំងឺកនុងនអទដើផ្ដ  ន្ប្តួតពិនិ្តយប ើនអទដើ១ផ្ម្៉ាប្តកាបរ ៉ា និ្ងចំនួ្ន្១០កផ្ន្ាង 
៤. វយតនម្ាភាគរយនន្ការរំផ្កា ញបោយជំងឺហាម្ឃាត់កនុងផ្ប្សអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជទាងំមូ្ ផ្ដ  ន្ប្តួត
ពិនិ្តយ។ 
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៣.១.៣. ការប្តតួពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ សប្មារ់ផ្ប្សជំន្សួ កនុងករណើ ច ំច់ 

បោ រំណងនន្ការប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ  
• បដើម្បើពិនិ្តយបម្ើ ថាបតើផ្ប្សអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវប្សរបៅតាម្សតង់ោរទើវ ផ្ដរឬបទសប្មារ់ជំនួ្ស
ផ្ប្សអ ិតកម្មផ្ដ រងការរំផ្កា ញបោយសារប្រធាន្ស័កតដូចជា៖ បប្ោោះធម្មជាតិ ការរំផ្កា ញពើសមាសភាព
ចនប្ង។ ។ រនាទ រ់ពើការប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតម្មទើវ ប ើកទើ១។ 

ទិដាភាពប្តតួពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ  
១. រារ់ចំនួ្ន្បដើម្ពូជលាយកនុងនអទដើផ្ដ  ន្ប្តួតពិនិ្តយប ើនអទដើ១ផ្ម្៉ាប្តកាបរ ៉ា ចំនួ្ន្១០កផ្ន្ាង 
២. រារ់ចំនួ្ន្បមម ហាម្ឃាត់ផ្ដ អាចជោះឥទធិព ប ើគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជកនុងនអទដើផ្ដ  ន្ប្តួតពិនិ្តយប ើនអទ
ដើ១ផ្ម្៉ាប្តកាបរ ៉ា ចំនួ្ន្១០កផ្ន្ាង 
៣. វយតនម្ាសាថ ន្ភាពជំងឺកនុងនអទដើផ្ដ  ន្ប្តួតពិនិ្តយប ើនអទដើ១ផ្ម្៉ាប្តកាបរ ៉ា ចំនួ្ន្១០កផ្ន្ាង 
៤. វយតនម្ាភាគរយនន្ការរំផ្កា ញបោយជំងឺហាម្ឃាត់កនុងផ្ប្សអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជទាងំមូ្ ផ្ដ  ន្ប្តួត
ពិនិ្តយ។ 

៣.២. គ្ទៀងផ្ទទ រ់ត្បភពត្ោប់ពូជត្គរឹះ ឬត្ោប់ពូជចុឹះបញ្ជ  ី

១. បៅកនុងដំណក់កា ប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ ប ើកទើ១ ប្តូវពិនិ្តយសាា កឬសាា កសញ្ជញ   វបវច
ខ្ចរ់ប្ោរ់ពូជ និ្ងវកិាយរប្ត កប់្ោរ់ពូជប្គឹោះ ឬប្ោរ់ពូជចុោះរញ្ា ើ។  

២. ប្ោរ់ពូជប្គឹោះ ឬប្ោរ់ពូជចុោះរញ្ា ើគួរផ្តមាន្ប្រភ្ពចាស់លាស់ពើអងគភាពឬប្គឹោះសាថ ន្អ ិតប្ោរ់ពូជផ្ដ  
មាន្ការអនុ្ញ្ជញ តប្សរចារ់ដូចជា វទិោសាថ ន្ប្សាវប្ជាវ និ្ងអភិ្វឌ្ឍន៍្កសិកម្មកម្ពុជា(CARDI) និ្ងសាថ ន្ើយ
កសិកម្មផ្ដ មាន្ការទទួ សាគ  ់ និ្ងប្កុម្ហ ុន្នាចូំ  ។ ។ 

៣. ផ្ណនាអំ ិតករប្ោរ់ពូជឱ្យរកសទុកសាា កឬសាា កសញ្ជញ   វបវចខ្ចរ់ប្ោរ់ពូជ និ្ងវកិាយរប្តសប្មារ់បោ 
រំណងនន្ការប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ ។ 
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៣.៣. លកេែណឌ រត្មូវសត្មាប់គត្ជើសគរ ើសណត្ស្លរិកមម 

១. ប្របភ្ទពូជប្សូវផ្តមួ្យ ឬប្របភ្ទដំណបំអសង ប្តូវ ន្ោដុំោះបៅកនុងផ្ប្សកា ពើ១(ម្យួ)ឆ្ន ជំារ់ោន កន្ាង
ម្កសប្មារ់ពូជប្សូវប្រកាន់្រដូវ ឬ១(ម្យួ)រដូវជារ់ោន កន្ាងម្កសប្មារ់ពូជប្សូវមិ្ន្ប្រកាន់្រដូវ។ 

 
២. ផ្ប្សមិ្ន្ប្តូវមាន្ប្សូវដុោះសា ឬដុោះមួ្រ។ 
៣. ទំហនំអទដើអ ិតកម្មអរបររមាសម្ប្សរផ្ដ អនុ្ញ្ជញ តសប្មារ់ថាន ក់ប្ោរ់ពូជមួ្យ និ្ងប្របភ្ទពូជមួ្យ 
មាន្ផ្ចងដូចខាងបប្កាម្៖ 

ថាន ក់ប្ោរ់ពូជ ប្ោរ់ពូជប្គឹោះ ប្ោរ់ពូជចុោះរញ្ា ើ ប្ោរ់ពូជវញិ្ជញ រន្រប្ត 

ទំហផំ្ប្សអរបររមា ០.២០ ហ.ត ០.៥០ ហ.ត ៥.០០ ហ.ត 

៤. ទំហផំ្ប្សអ ិតកម្មអរបររមាផ្ដ អាចអនុ្ញ្ជញ តសប្មារ់ថាន ក់ប្ោរ់ពូជមួ្យ និ្ងប្របភ្ទពូជមួ្យ មាន្ផ្ចង
ដូចខាងបប្កាម្៖ 

ថាន ក់ប្ោរ់ពូជ ប្ោរ់ពូជប្គឹោះ ប្ោរ់ពូជចុោះរញ្ា ើ ប្ោរ់ពូជវញិ្ជញ រន្រប្ត 

ទំហផំ្ប្សអរបររមា ០.២០ ហ.ត ០.៥០ ហ.ត ០.៥០ ហ.ត 
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៥. ផ្ប្សអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជប្តូវផ្តឃាា តពើផ្ប្សប្របភ្ទពូជប្សូវបអសងបទៀតចមាៃ យ១(ម្ួយ)ផ្ម្៉ាប្ត ឬបោយរ ងំ
ទើតាងំ ដូចជា៖ ប្រឡាយ ររងប ើរស់ ររង។ ។ 

 
 
៦. វធិើសាន្តសតសទូងជាជួរ ១បដើម្ កនុងមួ្យដំបណត ប្តូវអនុ្វតតសប្មារ់អ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជប្គឹោះ និ្ង១-៣ បដើម្កនុង
មួ្យដំបណតសប្មារ់អ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជចុោះរញ្ា ើ។ វធិើសាន្តសតសទូងធម្មតា ឬោបំ្ោរ់ប្តង់ជួរ ប្តូវអនុ្វតតសប្មារ់
អ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជវញិ្ជញ រន្រប្ត។  

 
 

៣.៤. ការគត្ជើសគរ ើសន្ទដីយកសាំណក 

១. នអទដើអរបររមា១០%នន្នអទដើអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជសរុរនន្ប្របភ្ទពូជន្ើម្ួយៗប្តូវ ន្បប្ជើសបរ ើសបោយ 
នចដន្យបោយម្ន្តន្តើប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពនន្នាយកោា ន្ពូជដំណំនន្អគគនាយកោា ន្កសិកម្ម ឬម្ន្ទើរកសិកម្ម 
រុកាខ ប្រមាញ់ ន្ិងបន្សាទរាជធាន្ើ-បខ្តត សប្មារ់ប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ ។ នអទដើសប្មារ់យក
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សំណកប្តូវផ្តបប្ជើសបរ ើសបៅតាម្អនកអ ិតប្ោរ់ពូជ រដូវោដុំោះ ប ម្ ោះពូជ និ្ងថាន ក់ប្ោរ់ពូជ។ 

 
២. នអទដើផ្ប្សសប្មារ់ប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ  អាចផ្ត១ផ្ប្ស ឬបប្ចើន្ផ្ប្ស។ រនាទ រ់ពើការបប្ជើស
បរ ើសផ្ប្សសប្មារ់ប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ រចួ ប្តូវបប្ជើសបរ ើសនអទដើសណំកទំហ១ំផ្ម្៉ាប្តរួន្ប្ជុង
ចំនួ្ន្១០កផ្ន្ាងបចញពើផ្ប្សន្ើមួ្យៗ ផ្ដ  ន្បប្ជើសបរ ើសបោយនចដន្យរួចបដើម្បើប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាព
អ ិតកម្មទើវ ។ 
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៣. នអទដើយកសំណកប្តូវបប្ជើសបរ ើសបោយនចដន្យបចញពើផ្ប្សផ្ដ  ន្កំណត់រចួសប្មារ់ការប្តួតពិនិ្តយ
គុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ ។  
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៣.៥. សតង់ោរគុណភាព្លរិកមមេីវាល 

ពូជលាយ បមម ហាម្ឃាត់ និ្ងជំងឺហាម្ឃាត់ប្តូវរារ់បៅកនុងទំហនំអទដើយកសំណកនន្ផ្ប្សប្តួតពិនិ្តយ
គុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ ។ សតង់ោរទើវ  ន្កំណត់កប្មិ្តអនុ្ញ្ជញ តអតិររមាដូចខាងបប្កាម្៖ 

ប្របភ្ទ ររោិយ ម្ែិត 
សតង់ោរកនុងនអទដើទំហ១ំ០ម្២ 

ពូជប្គឹោះ 
ពូជ 
ចុោះរញ្ា ើ 

ពូជ 
វញិ្ជញ រន្រប្ត 

ពូជលាយ ពូជប្សូវបអសង រារ់រញ្ចូ ទាងំប្សូវប្កហម្ ០ ម្ិន្ប ើសពើ
១បដើម្ ឬ១
កួរ 

ម្ិន្ប ើសពើ
៣បដើម្ ឬ៣
កួរ 

បមម ហាម្ឃាត ់ ១. បមម ផ្រកកា  (Echinochloa spp.) 
២. បមម កន្ទុយបកាៃ ក (Leptochloa chinensis) 
៣. កកឆ់្័ប្តធំ (Cyperus iria) 

០ ម្ិន្ប ើសពើ
៥បដើម្ ឬ៥
កួរ 

ម្ិន្ប ើសពើ
១០បដើម្ ឬ
១០កួរ 

ជំងឺហាម្ឃាត ់ ១.  ា ស់ (Blast) 
២. អុចបតាន ត (Brown spot) 
៣. រលាកប្សទរសាឹក (Sheath blight)  

ម្ិន្ប ើសពើ៥០%នន្នអទដើផ្ប្សអ ិតកម្ម
ផ្ដ  ន្ប្តួតពនិ្ិតយគុណភាព
អ ិតកម្មទើវ ។ 

៣.៦. ការកាំណរ់ត្បគភេពូជលាយ  

៣.៦.១. ការប្តតួពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ ប ើកទើ១បៅមុ្ន្ដំណក់កា បចញផ្កា  

បដើម្បើកំណត់ពូជលាយ បោយរារ់រញ្ចូ  ទាងំប្សូវប្កហម្អង ប្តូវពិនិ្តយ ១)កម្ពស់រុកខជាតិ ២)បព 
បវលាបចញកួរ និ្ង៣)ចំនួ្ន្បដើម្ផ្រក។ ប្រសិន្បរើរកប ើញមាន្ប្របភ្ទពូជលាយប្តូវផ្ណនាអំនកអ ិតឱ្យដកវ
បច ។ ប្រសិន្បរើចំនួ្ន្ពូជលាយរកប ើញប ើសពើសតង់ោរកំណត់ប្តូវផ្ណនាអំនកអ ិតឱ្យដកវបច  រចួ
បហើយប្តួតពិនិ្តយម្តងបទៀតបៅបព បប្កាយ។ 
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៣.៦.២. ការប្តតួពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ ប ើកទើ២បៅដំណក់កា ោក់បម្ៅ 

បដើម្បើកំណត់ពូជលាយ ប្តូវពិនិ្តយ ១)ព៌ណនិ្ងការទំុនន្ដំណ ំ  ២)ព៌ណនិ្ងទប្ម្ង់កួរ និ្ង៣)ព៌ណ 
ទប្ម្ង់និ្ងចំនួ្ន្ប្ោរ់ប្សូវ។ 

 

 

៣.៧. ការកាំណរ់គមមហាមឃារ់ 

បមម ៣(រើ)ប្របភ្ទប្តូវ ន្កំណត់ជាប្របភ្ទបមម ហាម្ឃាត់កនុងអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវតាម្ រ.គ.ព។     

ណមៅ បបក្ក្ាល ណមៅ ក្នទ ុយណកាោ ក្ ក្ក់្ឆ័ព្រធំ 

   

Echinochloa Leptochloa Cyperus 
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៣.៧.១. ការប្តតួពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ ប ើកទើ១បៅមុ្ន្ដំណក់កា បចញផ្កា  

ពិនិ្តយសាថ ន្ភាពបមម បៅកនុងផ្ប្ស រនាទ រ់ម្កអត ់ប្រឹកសដ ់អនកអ ិតសតើពើរបចចកបទសប្គរ់ប្គងបមម ។ 
ម្ន្តន្តើប្តួតពិនិ្តយប្តូវពន្យ ់ថាបតើបមម ប្របភ្ទណមិ្ន្អាចទទួ យក ន្កនុងការប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពទើវ 
ប ើកទើ២។ 

 
៣.៧.២. ការប្តតួពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ ប ើកទើ២បៅដំណក់កា ោក់បម្ៅ 

ពិនិ្តយបម្ើ ថាបតើបមម ហាម្ឃាត់ផ្ដ  ន្រកប ើញអាចទទួ យក ន្បទបធៀរបៅនឹ្ងសតង់ោរទើវ ។ 
ប្របភ្ទបមម តូចៗោម ន្ផ្កា  គួរផ្តមិ្ន្ ច់យកចិតតទុកោក់បទ បប្ពាោះវមិ្ន្បធវើឱ្យរ៉ាោះពា ់ដ ់គុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជ
ប្សូវ។ 
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៣.៨. ការកាំណរ់ជាំងឺហាមឃារ់ 

ជំងឺហាម្ឃាត់៣(រើ)ប្របភ្ទ ដូចជា៖ ជំងឺ ា ស់ ជំងឺអុចបតាន ត និ្ងជំងឺរលាកប្សទរសាឹកប្តូវផ្ត
ប្គរ់ប្គងឱ្យ ន្ប្តឹម្ប្តូវបៅកនុងផ្ប្សអ ិតកម្ម។ 

៣.៨.១. ការប្តតួពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ ប ើកទើ១បៅមុ្ន្ដំណក់កា បចញផ្កា  

បដើម្បើកំណត់វតតមាន្ជំងឺប្តូវពិនិ្តយបម្ើ បរាគសញ្ជញ ជំងឺប ើសាឹក និ្ងបដើម្ររស់ដំណបំ្សូវ។ ប្រសិន្បរើរក
ប ើញវតតមាន្ជំងឺប្តូវអត ់ប្រឹកសដ ់អនកអ ិតសតើពើរបចចកបទសប្គរ់ប្គងជំងឺ។ ជាទូបៅ បៅបព បប្រើប្ ស់ជើ
អាសូតប ើស ុរអាចរណត  ឱ្យបកើតមាន្ជំងឺ ា ស់ ចំផ្ណកកងវោះអាសូតគឺរងាឱ្យបកើតមាន្ជំងឺអុចបតាន ត។ 

ជំងឺប្លា ស់ ជំងឺអុចត្នោ ត ជំងឺរលាកស្សទបសា ឹក ការខូចមិនមមនជាជំងឺ 

    

សណា ន្រាងប្សួចប្តង់មាន្ 
ពណ៌បតាន តន្ិងប ឿងប ច 
ប ើងតាម្របណត យសាកឹ 

សណា ន្រាងមូ្ មាន្ពណ៌បតាន ត
ចស់ន្ិងប ឿងប ចប ើងបៅប ើ   

សាឹក 

ជំងឺចរ់បអតើម្រំផ្កា ញពើផ្អនកខាង
បប្កាម្នន្ប្សទរសាកឹ 

រូរភាពបន្ោះម្ិន្ផ្ម្ន្ជាជំងឺបទ រ៉ាុផ្ន្តជា
ភាពម្និ្ប្រប្កតើនន្សរ ើរសាន្តសតររស់ 

រុកខជាត ិ

 

៣.៨.២. ការប្តតួពិនិ្តយគុណភាពអ ិតកម្មទើវ ប ើកទើ២បៅដំណក់កា ោក់បម្ៅ 

បរាគសញ្ជញ រំផ្កា ញខ្ាោះបៅកួរប្សូវគឺអាចរណត  ម្កពើដងាូវសុើរូងបដើម្ ឬបហតុអ បអសងបទៀត។ ដូបចនោះ
ប្តូវពិនិ្តយទាងំសាឹកនិ្ងទាងំកួរររស់ប្សូវ។ 

ជំងឺប្លា ស់ ជំងឺអុចត្នោ ត ជំងឺរលាកស្សទបសា ឹក ការខូចមិនមមនជាជំងឺ 

    

ការរំផ្កា ញភាគបប្ចើន្រកប ើញបៅ
ប ើចងាំសាឹកបប្កាម្កួរប្សូវ 

កួរប្សូវផ្ប្រជាពណ៌បតាន តប្ពផ្ ត។ 
ការរំផ្កា ញក៏រកប ើញផ្ដរបៅប ើ

សាឹក 

សាឹកទងជ់័យប ើងសវតិរញម្។ ការ
រំផ្កា ញរកប ើញផ្ដរបៅប ើប្សទរ

សាឹក 

ដំណរំងការរំផ្កា ញបោយដងាូវសុើ
រូងបដើម្។ កួរប្សូវង្វយដកបចញ

បោយនដ 
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៣.៩. ការវិនិចឆ័យគលើដាំណាំត្សូវេេួលរង្លប ឹះពាល ់

៣.៩.១. ការកំណត់ដំណបំ្សវូទទ ួរងអ រ៉ាោះពា ់  

ប្រសិន្បរើបដើម្ប្សូវរងអ រ៉ាោះពា ់បោយជំងឺហាម្ឃាត់ប ើស២៥% ផ្ប្សអ ិតកម្មបនាោះប្តូវចត់ទុក
ថាមាន្ជំងឺ។ 

 
៣.៩.២. ការវយតនម្ាអ រ៉ាោះពា ់បោយសារជំងឺហាម្ឃាត់  

ចំនួ្ន្គុម្ពប្សូវផ្ដ រងការរំផ្កា ញពើជំងឺហាម្ឃាតប់្តូវផ្តតិចជាង៥០% បៅកនុងផ្ប្សអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជ
ផ្ដ  ន្ប្តួតពិនិ្តយ។ ម្ន្តន្តើប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពប្តូវវយតនម្ាសាថ ន្ភាពនន្អ រ៉ាោះពា ់បោយផ្ភ្នក។    
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៤. ការត្ររួពិនិរយគុណភាពត្ោប់ពូជ
គៅមនទីរពិគោធន៍សត្មាប់្លរិ្ល

ត្ោប់ពូជត្សូវសគត្មច 
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៤.១. គាំនូសបាំត្ពួញដាំគណើ រការយកសាំណកត្ោប់ពូជត្សូវ 

ផលិតផល (គ្រាប់ពូជ)  

 ម្ន្តន្តើប្តួតពនិ្ិតយគុណភាពយកសំណកបោយអនុ្បលាម្បៅតាម្វធិាន្ររស់អុើ
សតា (ISTA) 

សំណាកបឋម  
 
 

ប្រសិន្បរើសំណករឋម្មាន្ឯកសណា ន្ភាពបពញប ញ បគប្តូវោក់វរញ្ចូ 
ោន  

សំណាករួម  
 
 

សំណករមួ្អរបររមា៧០០ប្កាម្ប្តូវរញ្ាូ ន្សប្មារ់ការប្តតួពិន្ិតយគុណភាព 

សំណាកបញ្ជូន  

 
បវចខ្ចរ់/រិទសាា កសញ្ជញ  ( ូតិ៍ប្ោរ់ពូជ ប ម្ ោះពូជ ថាន ក់ប្ោរ់ពូជ កា ររបិចេទ
ប្រមូ្ អ  ន្ងិអាសយោា ន្នន្អនកអ ិតប្ោរ់ពូជ) 

សំណាកវភិាគ  

 សំណកអរបររមា៥០០ប្កាម្ប្តូវ ន្បប្រើសប្មារវ់ភិាគភាពសុទធ ន្ិងររមិាណ
បៅស ់ទុកសប្មារ់វភិាគគុណភាពសាជាថមើកនុងករណើ ច ំច់។ 

ការវិភាគគុណភាព  

 
 

៤.២. ការយកសាំណកបឋម 

 យកសំណករឋម្បចញពើ វ ន្បប្ជើសបរ ើសបោយនចដន្យផ្ដ មាន្ររមិាណប្រហាក់ប្រផ្ហ ោន  
 ោក់សំណករឋម្ចូ ោន បៅជាសំណករមួ្ផ្តមួ្យរ៉ាុបណណ ោះ បៅបព សំណករឋម្មាន្ឯកសណា ន្

ភាពបពញប ញ។  
ចំនួនបាវ ចំនួនសំណាក្ព្រូវការ  ចំនួនបាវ ចំនួនសំណាក្ព្រូវការ 

១-៤ ៣ សំណកកនុង១ វ  ១៦-៣០ ១៥ សំណកពើ វបអសងៗោន  
៥-៨ ២ សណំកកនុង១ វ  ៣១-៥៩ ២០ សំណកពើ វបអសងៗោន  
៩-១៥ ១ សណំកកនុង១ វ  >៦០ ៣០ សណំកពើ វបអសងៗោន  
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៤.៣. ការគរៀបចាំសាំណកបញ្ជូន 

 លាយសំណករមួ្រញ្ចូ  ោន ឱ្យ ន្សពវ ែ 
 ដកយកររមិាណអរបររមា៧០០ប្កាម្ពើសំណករមួ្តាម្វធិើរផំ្ កបោយនដពាក់កណត  បសមើោន  
 រកសសំណកផ្ដ បៅស ់ទុកជាសំណកបោងបៅជាមួ្យអនកអ ិតប្ោរ់ពូជ។     

 
 

វធិើរផំ្ កបោយនដពាក់កណត  បសមើោន  

 ផ្ចកពំនូ្កជា២(ពើរ)ចំផ្ណក រនាទ រ់ម្កផ្ចកចំផ្ណកទាងំ២បនាោះ បដើម្បើទទួ  ន្៤(រួន្)ចំផ្ណក
ប្រហាកប់្រផ្ហ ោន បោយបប្រើរន្ទោះប ើសប្មារ់បកៀរផ្ញក។ 

 រនាទ រ់ម្កោក់ចំផ្ណក ម្ោន រញ្ចូ  ោន  បដើម្បើទទួ  ន្ ាយសពវបសមើោន ២ពំនូ្ក។ 
 បធវើសាជាថមើនូ្វន្ើតិវធិើបន្ោះ បដើម្បើទទួ  ន្ររមិាណប្គរ់ប្ោន់្នន្សំណក។ 
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៤.៤. ការគវចែេប់ និងបិេោា កសាំណកបញ្ជូន 

 ររមិាណ៧០០ប្កាម្នន្សំណករញ្ាួ ន្ប្តូវបវចខ្ចរ់ផ្ដ មាន្រិទសាា កព័ត៌មាន្  
 សរបសរព័ត៌មាន្ប ើសាា កសញ្ជញ  រមួ្មាន្៖  ូតិ៍ប្ោរ់ពូជ ប ម្ ោះពូជ ថាន ក់ប្ោរ់ពូជ កា ររបិចេទប្រមូ្ 

អ  និ្ងអាសយោា ន្ររស់អនកអ ិត  
 

 
 
 

៤.៥. សតង់ោរគុណភាពត្ោប់ពូជត្សូវ 

សតង់ោរគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវខាងបប្កាម្ប្តូវ ន្បប្រើប្ ស់សប្មារ់ការវភិាគគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវ 

នន្អ ិតអ ប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវសបប្ម្ច។ 
 

កត្តា 
ថ្នា ក្់ព្ាប់រូជ 

ព្ាប់រូជព្គរឹះ 
ព្ាប់រូជចុឹះ

បញ្ជ ី 

ព្ាប់រូជ

 វ ញ្ញាប បនបព្រ 

១. ប្ោរ់ពូជសុទធ (អរបររមា, %) ៩៨ ៩៨ ៩៨ 

២. កបម្ទចកម្ទើរ (អតិររមា, %) ២ ២ ២ 

  ប្ោរ់ពូជបមម  (អតិររមា, ចំន្ួន្ប្ោរ់/៥០០ប្កាម្) ៣ ៥ ១០ 

  ប្ោរ់ពូជដំណបំអសង (អតិររមា, ចំន្ួន្ប្ោរ់/៥០០ប្កាម្) ២ ៣ ៥ 

  ប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវបអសង (អតិររមា, ចំន្ួន្ប្ោរ់/៥០០ប្កាម្) ១ ៥ ១៥ 

  ប្សូវប្កហម្ (អតិររមា, ចំន្ួន្ប្ោរ់/៥០០ប្កាម្) ០ ២ ៥ 

៣. អប្តាដំណុោះ (អរបររមា, %) ៨៥ ៨៥ ៨០ 

៤. សំបណើ ម្ប្ោរ់ពូជ (អតិររមា, %) ១២ ១៣ ១៤ 
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៤.៦. ដាំគណើ រការត្រួរពិនិរយគុណភាពកាងុមនទីរពិគោធន៍ 

វភិាគរូរសាន្តសត ប្របភ្ទពូជ ដំណុោះប្ោរ់ និ្ងសំបណើ ម្ប្ោរ់ប្តូវបធវើបោយបប្រើប្ ស់សំណកវភិាគ។ 
សំណកផ្ដ បៅស ់ប្តូវរកសទុកជាសំណករប្មុ្ង។ 

 

៤.៧. វិភាគរបូោន្តសត 

 យក៧0ប្កាម្នន្សំណកវភិាគ រចួបរ ើសយកកបម្ទចកម្ទើរបចញ ដូចជា៖ ដំុថម ដើ ចំបរើង ប្ោរ់បមម  ប្ោរ់ពូជ
ដំណបំអសង ប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវបអសង ប្ោរ់ខ្ចើ ប្ោរ់ ក់ផ្ដ បៅស ់តិចជាង ៥០% 
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 ថាឹងទម្ៃន់្កបម្ទចកម្ទើរសរុរនន្សំណក រនាទ រ់ម្កគណនាភាគរយនន្ប្ោរ់ពូជសុទធ។  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

៤.៨. វិភាគត្បគភេពូជ 

 រារ់ចំនួ្ន្ប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវបអសង និ្ងប្សូវប្កហម្កនុងសំណកវភិាគ៥00ប្កាម្  
 ពិនិ្តយបម្ើ ពណ៌ និ្ងប្ទង់ប្ទាយបដើម្បើកំណត់ប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវបអសង និ្ងប្សូវប្កហម្បៅប ើរន្ទោះកាត រវភិាគ

ប្ោរ់ពូជ 
 ពិនិ្តយបម្ើ កបម្ទចកម្ទើរដនទបទៀត ដូចជា៖ ប្ោរ់អងារ ក់ផ្ដ បៅស ់បប្កាម្ ៥០% ប្ោរ់ខ្ចើ ប្ោរ់បមម  

ដំុថម ឬវតថុធាតុបអសងបទៀត។ 
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៤.៩. វិភាគសាំគណើ មត្ោប់ 

 បប្ជើសបរ ើសពាកយ ‘Paddy’ សប្មារ់វស់
សំបណើ ម្ររស់ប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវ 

 វស់ចំនួ្ន្៣ដង រចួគណនារកតនម្ាម្ធយម្ 
 កនុងករណើ រកប ើញតនម្ាមិ្ន្ប្រប្កតើ ប្តូវវស់

២ដងផ្ថម្បទៀត រចួបហើយ ុរបច តនម្ាមិ្ន្
ប្រប្កតើ រនាទ រ់ម្កគណនារកតនម្ាម្ធយម្។ 

 

 

៤.១០. វិភាគដាំណុឹះត្ោប់ 

 បរៀរចំប្រអរ់សប្មារ់ោក់រណតុ ោះសាកផ្ដ អាចោក់ ន្៤០០ប្ោរ់សប្មារ់វភិាគដំណុោះប្ោរ់ 
 ោក់ប្កោសជក់ទឹកបៅ តររស់ប្រអរ់ន្ើមួ្យៗ រចួបរៀរប្ោរ់ពូជចំនួ្ន្៤០០ប្ោរ់ ផ្ដ ចរ់យកបោយ

នចដន្យពើសំណកវភិាគ 

 

 
 រនាទ រ់ពើរយៈបព ៣(រើ)នថៃ និ្ង៧(ប្ ពំើរ)នថៃ ប្តូវរារ់ចំនួ្ន្ប្ោរ់ពូជផ្ដ ដុោះសរុរ រចួគណនាអប្តា    

ដំណុោះ។ ប្ោរ់ពូជខ្ាោះផ្ដ ដុោះអាចរងការរំផ្កា ញបោយសារជំងឺអសតិ ឬង្វរ់។ កនុងករណើ បន្ោះ មិ្ន្ប្តូវរារ់
ប្ោរ់ពូជទាងំបនាោះជាប្ោរ់ពូជដុោះបទ។ 
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ដំណ ក្ព្ាប់រូជ៖ 

ជាទូបៅ ប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវមិ្ន្អាចដុោះ ូតលាស់ភាា ម្ៗរនាទ រ់ពើប្រមូ្ អ រចួ។ រយៈបព ដំបណកប្ោរ់ពូជ
អាប្ស័យបៅតាម្ប្របភ្ទពូជន្ើមួ្យៗ។ ជាធម្មតា រយៈបព ដំបណកប្ោរ់ពូជនន្ប្របភ្ទពូជន្ើមួ្យៗ ផ្ដ 
ប្តូវ ន្ោដុំោះកនុងប្របទសកម្ពុជា គឺថិតកនុងរងវង់២១(នម្ាម្យួ)នថៃ រ៉ាុផ្ន្តពូជកនុងប្សុកខ្ាោះអាចមាន្ដំបណក
ប្ោរ់ពើ១(ម្យួ)ផ្ខ្បៅ៣(រើ)ផ្ខ្។ ប្រសិន្បរើអប្តាដំណុោះទារបពក ប្តូវវភិាគដំណុោះប្ោរ់ពូជម្តងបទៀត 
រនាទ រ់ពើ ៣-៤ស ត ហ៍បប្កាយម្ក។ 
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ឧបសមព័នធេ១ី 
ឯកោរ និងេត្មង់របាយការណ៍គ្េងៗ 
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1-A. ពាកយគសាើសុាំលែិរិអនុញ្ញា រគធវើអាជីវកមមពូជដាំណាំ 
ប ម្ ោះអនកបសនើសុំ៖  ................................................ ........................................  បភ្ទ៖ .............. ....... .  
ប ម្ ោះអងគភាព/ប្គឹោះសាថ ន្៖.................................................តួនាទើ៖ ...  .............................. ................  
អាសយោា ន្៖ ភូ្មិ្............. ុ/ំសង្វា ត់................ប្សកុ/ខ្ណា ...................បខ្តត/រាជធាន្ើ........................ 
ប ខ្ទូរស័ពទ៖ (ទើ១).........................................................(ទើ២)................................................. 
អុើផ្ម្៉ា ៖ ...............................................................  បតប ប្កាម្៖ ................................................... 
ប ម្ ោះអនកទទួ ខុ្សប្តូវចំបពាោះអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជ៖  .......................................................................... 
ចំនួ្ន្សមាជិកចូ រមួ្បៅកនុងអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជ៖.............................នាក់ កនុងបនាោះន្តសតើមាន្៖............នាក់ 
១.ការរណតុ ោះរណត   
វគគរណតុ ោះរណត  សតើពើអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជ ()៖ ធាា រ់ ន្ទទួ     មិ្ន្ធាា រ់ ន្ទទួ   
  .រ  អងគភាពអត ់វគគរណតុ ោះរណត   ឆ្ន  ំ ចំន្នួ្សមាជិក 
១    
២    
៣    
៤    
៥    

២. រទពិបសាធន៍្ 

ចំនួ្ន្ឆ្ន នំន្រទពិបសាធន៍្កនុងអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវ (ដូចមាន្ឯកសារជូន្ភាា រ់ម្កជាមួ្យ)៖..................... 

ប្របភ្ទប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវផ្ដ សមាជិកប្កុម្ធាា រ់អ ិត៖........................................................................... 

៣. ប្រវតតិនន្ការអ ិតប្ោរ់ពូជប្សវូ 

នអទដើនិ្ងររមិាណប្ោរ់ពូជ ន្អ ិតកនុងរយៈបព រើឆ្ន ចុំងបប្កាយ៖ 

ប ម្ ោះពូជ 
ឆ្ន ២ំ០......... ឆ្ន ២ំ០......... ឆ្ន ២ំ០......... 

ហ.ត បតាន្ ហ.ត បតាន្ ហ.ត បតាន្ 
១.       
២.       
៣.       
៤.       
៥.       

សរុរ       
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៤. បប្គឿងររកិាខ រ 

មាន្ឬអាចរកជួ  ន្សប្មារ់អ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជ៖ 
បប្គឿងររកិាខ  ផ្កទ  ់ខ្ាួន្ () ជ ួបគ () កំណត់សមាគ  ់ 

ប្តាក់ទ័រ    
បោយន្ត    
ន្ងគ័     
មា៉ា សុើន្វយដើ (រ ៉ាូតាវ៉ា ទ័រ)    
មា៉ា សុើន្សទូង    
ឧរករណ៍/មា៉ា សុើន្ោបំ្ោរ់ពូជជាជួរ    
ឧរករណ៍/មា៉ា សុើន្ ញ់ថាន  ំ    
សមាា រការពារខ្ាួន្    
មា៉ា សុើន្ប្ចូត    
 សម្ៃួត (សូម្រញ្ជា ក់ប្របភ្ទ)    
មា៉ា សុើន្សមាែ តប្ោរ់ពូជ    
មា៉ា សុើន្រក់ប្ោរ់ពូជ    
ជញ្ា ើង    
កំណ ់( ៉ា ផ្ ត)    
របទោះរុញ    
ឧរករណ៍វស់សំបណើ ម្    
ឃាា ងំសប្មារ់រកសប្ោរ់ពូជ ...............ម្២ ...............ម្២ សរុរ៖.............................ម្២ 
បអសងបទៀត (សូម្រញ្ជា ក់)    

៥. ផ្អន្ការអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជប្សវូសរុរសប្មារ់៣ឆ្ន ៖ំ..........................................(ហ.ត) 

ទើតាងំ
អ ិតកម្ម 

ឆ្ន ២ំ០............................ ឆ្ន ២ំ០............................ ឆ្ន ២ំ០.......................... 
បដើម្រដូ
វវសស 

រដូវ
វសស 

រដូវ
ប្ ងំ 

បដើម្រដូ
វវសស 

រដូវ
វសស 

រដូវ
ប្ ងំ 

បដើម្រដូ
វវសស 

រដូវ
វសស 

រដូវ
ប្ ងំ 

១.          
២.          
៣.          
៤.          
៥.          

សរុរ          
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៦. ឯកសារជូន្ភាា រ់៖ 
ក. វញិ្ជញ រន្រប្តវគគរណតុ ោះរណត  អ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវ  
ខ្. កិចចសន្ោអ ិតកម្មកន្ាងម្ក (ប្រសិន្បរើមាន្)  
គ. រចនាសម្ព័ន្ធធុរកិចចប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវ  
 
ខំុ្្សូម្ធានាអោះអាងចំបពាោះអងគភាពមាន្សម្តថកិចចថា រា ់ព័ត៌មាន្ខាងប ើពិតជាប្តឹម្ប្តូវ និ្ងសូម្សន្ោ

អនុ្វតតអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវតាម្បោ ការណ៍ប្រព័ន្ធធានាគុណភាពពូជដំណ ំ(រ.គ.ព)។ 
 

បធវើបៅ ....................... នថៃទើ ................/.........../........... 
 

ហតថប ខានិ្ងប ម្ ោះអនកបសនើសុំ  
 

 ................................................................. 
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1-B. គត្មូលែិិរអនញុ្ញា រគធវើអាជីវកមមពជូដាំណាំ 
 

                  ត្ពឹះរាជាណចត្កកមពុជា 
                  ជារិ  ោសន  ត្ពឹះមហាកេត្រ 

                     
                                                                    លែិិរអនុញ្ញា រ 

ត្កសងួកសកិមម រកុាេ ត្បមាញ ់និងគនោេ                   គធវើអាជីវកមម្លរិ ណកនចាពូជដាំណាំ           

                                                          
 

ប ខ្៖............................................អ.ន្.ក  
 

-  ន្ប ើញប្ពោះរាជប្កម្ ប ខ្ ន្ស/រកម្/០៥០៨/០១៥ ចុោះនថៃទើ១៣ ផ្ខ្ឧសភា ឆ្ន ២ំ០០៨ ប្រកាសឱ្យបប្រើចារ់សតើពើការប្គរ់ប្គងពូជដំណនិំ្ងសិទធិអនករង្វា ត់ពូជដំណ ំ
-  ន្ប ើញប្រកាស ប ខ្៣៧៥ ត្បក.កសក ចុោះនថៃទើ០៦ ផ្ខ្កកាោ ឆ្ន ២ំ០១៧ សតើពើគំរូពាកយបសនើសុំនិ្ងន្ើតិវធិើនន្ការអត ់វញិ្ជញ រន្រប្តរញ្ជា ក់គុណភាពពូជដំណ ំ
-  ន្ប ើញពាកយបសនើសុំប ខ្.............................................ចុោះនថៃទើ...................ផ្ខ្................ឆ្ន ២ំ០..............   

សគត្មច 
អនុញ្ញា រឱ្យ៖ បលាក/បលាកប្សើ .................................................................................. មុ្ខ្ង្វរ .............. ...............................................................................................  
ប្កុម្ហ ុន្ឬន្ើតិរុគគ .................................................................................................................................................................. .........................................................  
គធវើអាជីវកមម្ លរិណកនចាពូជដាំណាំ. ................................................................  ផ្ដ មាន្សម្តថភាពអ ិតផ្កនចនពូជដំណបំ្រចឆំ្ន .ំ..................................................... 
អាសយោា ន្ររស់ប្គឹោះសាថ ន្................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
សពុលភាព៖  ិខិ្តអនុ្ញ្ជញ តបន្ោះប្តូវ ន្ប្រគ ជូ់ន្សាម្ើអនកបសនើសុំ បដើម្បើបប្រើប្ ស់បោយអនុ្បលាម្តាម្ចារ់សតើពើការប្គរ់ប្គងពូជដំណនិំ្ងសិទធិអនករង្វា ត់ពូជដំណជំាធរមាន្កនុងសុព ភាព 
រយៈបព  ៣ឆ្ន  ំ បោយគិតចរ់ពើនថៃបចញ ិខិ្តអនុ្ញ្ជញ តបន្ោះ និ្ងប្តូវអុតសុព ភាពបៅនថៃទើ................ផ្ខ្...........ឆ្ន ២ំ០.....ប ើកផ្ ងផ្តមាន្ការដកហូតបោយអគគនាយកោា ន្កសកិម្មបៅមុ្ន្
កា ររបិចេទអុតសុព ភាព។ 
                 រាជធាន្ើភ្នំបពញ នថៃទើ..................ផ្ខ្.............ឆ្ន ២ំ០........ 

អគគនយក  

 

អគគនយកោា នកសកិមម 
 

អគគនយកោា នកសកិមម 
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1-C. េត្មង់(ក)៖ ណ្នការ្លរិកមមត្ោប់ពជូត្សូវត្បចាំរដូវ 

១. ប ម្ ោះអនកបសនើសុំ៖............................................................................................បភ្ទ៖................. 
២. ប ម្ ោះសាថ រ័ន្៖...................................................................................តួនាទើ៖.......................... 
៣. អាសយោា ន្៖ ភូ្មិ្............. ុ/ំសង្វា ត់...................ប្សុក/ខ្ណា ..................បខ្តត/រាជធាន្ើ.................. 
៤. ប ខ្ទូរស័ពទ៖ (ទើ១)..................................................(ទើ២).................................................... 
៥. អុើផ្ម្៉ា ៖.............................................................បតប ប្កាម្៖.................................................. 
៦. ប ខ្ ិខិ្តអនុ្ញ្ជញ តបធវើអាជើវកម្មពូជដំណ.ំ...................................ចុោះនថៃទើ............./............../........ 
៧. រដូវោដុំោះ៖..................កា ររបិចេទចរ់បអតើម្ោដុំោះ៖.....................កា ររបិចេទបប្ោងប្រមូ្ អ ៖..... 
៨. ព័ត៌មាន្សតើពើអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជ៖ 
  .រ  ប ម្ ោះពូជ ថាន ក់ប្ោរ់ពូជ នអទដើ )ហ .ត(  ចំន្នួ្ផ្ប្ស ទើតាងំអ ិតកម្ម 
១      
២      
៣      
៤      
៥      
 សរុរ     

៩. ព៌ត័មាន្សតើពើប្រភ្ពប្ោរ់ពូជបប្រើប្ ស់កនុងអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជ 
  .រ  ប ម្ ោះពូជ ថាន ក់ប្ោរ់ពូជ ររមិាណ )គ .ប្ក(   ូតិ៍ប្ោរ់ពូជ 
១     
២     
៣     
៤     
៥     
 សរុរ    

កំណត់សមាគ  ់៖ អនកអ ិតប្ោរ់ពូជប្តូវរកសទុករា ់សាា កសំបៅបដើម្  វបវចខ្ចរ់ វកិាយរប្តទិញប្ោរ់ពូជសប្មារ់បអទៀងផ្កទ ត់
បោយសាថ រ័ន្មាន្សម្តថកិចច។ 
១០. ឯកសារជូន្ភាា រ់ (សូម្បម្ើ តារាងគំរូ) 

ខំុ្្សូម្ធានាអោះអាងចំបពាោះអងគភាពមាន្សម្តថកិចចថា រា ់ព័ត៌មាន្ខាងប ើពិតជាប្តឹម្ប្តូវ។ កនុងករណើ
ផ្ប្សអ តិកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជខូ្ចខាត ឬផ្ប្រប្រួ បោយប្រការណមួ្យ ខំុ្្នឹ្ងជូន្ដំណឹងបៅអងគភាពមាន្សម្តថកិចច។ 

បធវើបៅ........................នថៃទើ............/........../................ 
ហតថប ខានិ្ងប ម្ ោះអនកបសនើសុ ំ

 
 ................................................................. 
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គត្មូឯកោរជូនភាជ ប៖់ បញ្ជ គី ម្ ឹះសមាជិកត្កុម្លរិត្ោប់ពូជត្សូវ 

  .រ  ប ម្ ោះ បភ្ទ កូដ 
អនកអ តិ 

ពូជ 
អ ិត 

ថាន ក់ 
ប្ោរ់ពូជ 

នអទដើអ ិត  
)ហ .ត(  

ចំន្ួន្ 
ផ្ប្ស 

នអទដើផ្ប្ស
ន្ើម្ួយៗ 

កូដផ្ប្ស 

១ អឹម្ បសរ ើ រ G001 PRD CS 1.2 2 0.7 G001F01 
        0.5 G001F02 
២  ឹម្ លាភ្ ស G002 SKO CS 2.2 2 1.2 G002F01 
        1.0 G002F02 
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1-D. េត្មង់កាំណរ់ត្តាត្រួរពិនិរយគុណភាពេីវាល 

ឈ ម្ ោះម្ចា ស់ស្រស៖  កាលបរឈិឆេទ៖  

ឈលខពាក្យឈសមើស ុំ៖  កូ្ដស្រស៖  

ឈ ម្ ោះពូជ 
កាលបរឈិឆេទ 

ដុំដ ោះ 

កាលបរឈិឆេទ 
ររួរពនិិរយគ ណភាព 
ទីវាលឈលើក្ទី១ 

កាលបរឈិឆេទ 
រ ុំពឹងទ ក្ឈៅ 

ដុំណាក្ក់ាលឈឆញផ្កា  

កាលបរឈិឆេទ 
ររួរពនិិរយគ ណភាព 
ទីវាលឈលើក្ទ២ី 

កាលបរឈិឆេទ 
រ ុំពឹងទ ក្ឈៅ 

ដុំណាក្ក់ាលរឆូរ 
      

 

ឆុំនួនសុំណាក្ ពូជលាយ 
ឈមម ហាម
ឃារ ់

ជុំងឺហាមឃារ ់
ប្លា ស់ អ ឆឈនោ រ រលាក្រសទបសាឹក្ 

សុំណាក្ទី ១   ០  ១  ២  ៣ ០  ១  ២  ៣ ០  ១  ២  ៣ 

សុំណាក្ទី ២   ០  ១  ២  ៣ ០  ១  ២  ៣ ០  ១  ២  ៣ 

សុំណាក្ទី ៣   ០  ១  ២  ៣ ០  ១  ២  ៣ ០  ១  ២  ៣ 

សុំណាក្ទី ៤   ០  ១  ២  ៣ ០  ១  ២  ៣ ០  ១  ២  ៣ 

សុំណាក្ទី ៥   ០  ១  ២  ៣ ០  ១  ២  ៣ ០  ១  ២  ៣ 

សុំណាក្ទី ៦   ០  ១  ២  ៣ ០  ១  ២  ៣ ០  ១  ២  ៣ 

សុំណាក្ទី ៧   ០  ១  ២  ៣ ០  ១  ២  ៣ ០  ១  ២  ៣ 

សុំណាក្ទី ៨   ០  ១  ២  ៣ ០  ១  ២  ៣ ០  ១  ២  ៣ 

សុំណាក្ទី ៩   ០  ១  ២  ៣ ០  ១  ២  ៣ ០  ១  ២  ៣ 

សុំណាក្ទី ១០   ០  ១  ២  ៣ ០  ១  ២  ៣ ០  ១  ២  ៣ 

សរ ប   ០  ១  ២  ៣ ០  ១  ២  ៣ ០  ១  ២  ៣ 
 ▼ ▼  ▼  

១០ម2   វនិិឆេយ័ជុំងឺជារមួ ០  ១  ២  ៣ 
 
 
សម្គា ល់៖ ០-ព្សូវាៅ នជំងឺ, ១-ព្សូវមានជំងឺរិចជាង២៥%, ២-ព្សូវមានជំងឺរិចជាង៥០%, និង៣-ព្សូវមានជំងឺណលើស៥០%
។ 

 
 
 
 
 

បគ្របើសគ្រាប់តតកត់គ្រត្តប ុបណាណោះ 
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1-E. េត្មង់របាយការណ៍ត្រួរពិនិរយគុណភាព្លរិកមមេីវាល 

ប ខ្កូដផ្ប្ស  ........................................................  ប ខ្រ យការណ៍............................................ 
កា ររបិចេទប្តួតពិនិ្តយ.................../.........../.......... បព បវលា៖ពើបមា៉ា ង  ...............ដ ់បមា៉ា ង ...............  
ប ម្ ោះពូជប្សូវ...................................................... ថាន ក់ប្ោរ់ពូជ .................................................. 
កា ររបិចេទោ/ំសទួង  ................../.........../...............  កា ររបិចេទបប្ោងប្រមូ្ អ  ....../......../......... ...  
១.ប ម្ ោះអនកអ ិត................................................ ប ខ្កូដអនកអ ិត........................................... 
២. អាសយោា ន្៖ ភូ្មិ្.................. ុ/ំសង្វា ត់................ប្សុក/ខ្ណា .............បខ្តត/រាជធាន្ើ.................... 
៣. ទើតាងំផ្ប្ស............................................................................................................................. 
៤. ប្រភ្ពប្ោរ់ពូជ.....................................................កា ររបិចេទទិញ........................................... 
៥. នអទដើអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជសរុរនន្ពូជប្សូវខាងប ើ..................................................................ហចិតា 
៦. នអទដើផ្ប្សប្តូវប្តួតពិនិ្តយ...................................................................................................ហចិតា 
៧. ប្របភ្ទដំណ ំន្ោពំើមុ្ន្បៅកនុងផ្ប្ស........................................គមាា តពើផ្ប្សជំុវញិ........................ 
៨. ដំណក់កា ប្សវូពូជខាងប ើបៅបព ប្តួតពិនិ្តយ......................................................................... 
៩.  ទធអ តាម្សំណក (អនុ្វតតតាម្បោ ការផ្ណនា)ំ 

ប ខ្បរៀងសំណក 
 ចំន្ួន្បដើម្(ប ើកទើ១)   ចំន្ួន្ករួ(ប ើកទើ២) ភាគរយ 

ពូជលាយ បមម ហាម្ឃាត់ ជំងឺហាម្ឃាត់ 
១ .    
២.    
៣.    
៤ .    
៥ .    
៦ .    
៧.    
៨ .    
៩ .    
១០ .    

សរុរ    
១០. (ក) ប ម្ ោះជំងឺហាម្ឃាត់៖   ា ស់  អុចបតាន ត  រលាកប្សទរសាឹក 
        (ខ្) ប្របភ្ទបមម ហាម្ឃាត់................................................................................................... 
១១. សាថ ន្ភាព ូតលាស់ររស់ដំណបំ្សូវ......................................................................................... 
១២. បតើដំណបំ្សូវបន្ោះអនុ្បលាម្បៅតាម្សតង់ោរទើវ ផ្ដរបទ?............................................................ 
១៣. គុណភាពនន្ការង្វរអ ិតកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជ..................................................................................... 
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១៤. បតើបន្ោះជារ យការណ៍ចុងបប្កាយផ្ម្ន្បទ?................................................................................. 
១៥. ទិន្នអ ប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវប្តូវ ន្ ៉ា ន្ប្រមាណ(បតាន្/ហចិតា).......................................................... 
១៦. បតើអនកអ ិតឬតំណងររស់ោត់មាន្វតតមាន្កនុងបព ប្តួតពិនិ្តយផ្ដរឬបទ?...................................... 
១៧. អនុ្សាសន៍្/បសចកតើសន្និោា ន្/កំណត់សំោ ់.............................................................................. 
.................................................................................................................................................    
................................................................................................................................................. 
................................................................................................................................................. 
................................................................................................................................................. 
................................................................................................................................................. 
ហតថប ខាអនកអ ិត                   ហតថប ខាម្ន្តន្តើប្តួតពិនិ្តយ 
 
 
 
ប ម្ ោះ        ប ម្ ោះ 
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1-F. េត្មង់(ែ)៖ សាំគណើសុាំត្រួរពិនិរយគណុភាពត្ោប់ពូជ 

១. ប ម្ ោះអនកបសនើសុំ៖...................................បភ្ទ៖................តួនាទើ៖............................................... 
២. អាសយោា ន្៖ ភូ្មិ្........... ុ/ំសង្វា ត់....................ប្សុក/ខ្ណា ..................បខ្តត/រាជធាន្ើ................... 
៣. ប ទទូរស័ពទ៖ (ទើ១)................................................(ទើ២)...................................................... 
៤. អុើផ្ម្៉ា ៖............................................................បតប ប្កាម្៖................................................... 
៥. ប ខ្ ិខិ្តអនុ្ញ្ជញ តបធវើអាជើវកម្មពូជដំណ.ំ..................................ចុោះនថៃទើ........./............./.............. 
៦. ជបប្ម្ើសនន្ការប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាព (សូម្គូសយកផ្តមួ្យរ៉ាុបណណ ោះ)៖ 
 ក. ១០%នន្ ូតិ៍ប្ោរ់ពូជសរុរនន្ពូជន្ើមួ្យៗ  
 ខ្. ប្គរ់ ូតិ៍ប្ោរ់ពូជទាងំអស់  

  .រ   ូតិ៍ប្ោរ់ពូជ ររមិាណ  
)គ .ប្ក(  

ប ម្ ោះពូជ ថាន ក់ប្ោរ់ពូជ ចំន្នួ្ វសប្មារ់អត ់
សាា កសញ្ជញ រញ្ជា ក់ 
គុណភាព រ  .គ.ព  

១      
២      
៣      
៤      
៥      

សរុរ     
កំណត់សមាគ  ់៖ កនុ ងករណើ  ូតិ៍ប្ោរ់ពូជមាន្ចំនួ្ន្បប្ចើន្ សូម្ភាា រ់រផ្ន្ថម្តាម្តារាងគំរូខាងប ើ។ 
៧. ប្ោរ់ពូជប្តូវ ន្ោក់ថាន ខំ្មូតបៅនថៃទើ..............ផ្ខ្............ឆ្ន .ំ................បោយបប្រើថាន បំ ម្ ោះ................ 
 ន្រយៈបព ......................បមា៉ា ង ឬ.................នថៃ។  

ខំុ្្សូម្ធានាអោះអាងថា ប្ោរ់ពូជនន្ ូតិ៍ន្ើមួ្យៗប្តូវ ន្អ ិតប្សរតាម្ កខខ្ណា តប្មូ្វនន្ប្រព័ន្ធធានា
គុណភាពពូជដំណ ំ(រ.គ.ព)។ 

ខំុ្្សូម្បោរពអបញ្ា ើញម្ន្តន្តើមាន្សម្តថកិចចចុោះម្កប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជបោយកតើអនុ្បប្ោោះ។ 
 

បធវើបៅ...........................នថៃទើ.........../.............../........... 
ហតថប ខានិ្ងប ម្ ោះអនកបសនើសុ ំ

 
 

 ................................................................... 
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1-G. េត្មង់ករត់្តាវភិាគដាំណុឹះ 
 

ប ម្ ោះអនកអ ិត៖ ................................................................... កូដអនកអ ិត៖ ........................................ 

ប ខ្សណំក៖ .......................................................................................................................................  

នថៃ កា ររបិចេទ ប្ោរ់ដុោះធម្មតា ប្ោរ់ដុោះ
បខ្សយ 

ប្ោរ់រងឹ ប្ោរ់ខូ្ច 
ឬង្វរ់ 

សរុរដណុំោះ 

 (នថៃ/ផ្ខ្/ឆ្ន )ំ (A) (B) (C) (D) * (A)+(B) 
នថៃទើ១           

នថៃទើ២            

នថៃទើ៣            

នថៃទើ៤           

នថៃទើ៥            

នថៃទើ៦         

នថៃទើ៧           
* ប្ោរ់ផ្ដ ដុោះបហើយខូ្ច ឬង្វរ់ម្ិន្គួររារ់រញ្ចូ  បៅកនុងដំណុោះសរុរបនាោះបទ។ 

 
 
អព្តាដំ ុឹះណៅថ្ងោទី៣ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
អព្តាដំ ុឹះណៅថ្ងោទី៧ 

 
 
 
  

បគ្របើសគ្រាប់តតកត់គ្រត្តប ុបណាណោះ 

៤០០ 
% 

ប្ោរ់បធវើបតសតិ៍សរុរ 

ប្ោរ់ដុោះសរុរ 

៤០០ 
% 

ប្ោរ់បធវើបតសតិ៍សរុរ 

ប្ោរ់ដុោះសរុរ 
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1-H. េត្មង់របាយការណ៍ត្រួរពិនិរយគុណភាពត្ោប់ពូជ 

                                    ប ខ្រ យការណ៍៖ .................................................... 
១. ព័ត៌មាន្នន្អនកបសនើសុ ំ  
• ប ម្ ោះអនកអ ិត៖ ................................................................. កូដអនកអ ិត៖ ...................... 
• កា ររបិចេទនន្ការរញ្ាូ ន្សំណក៖ ............../ ............../........................................................  

២. កា ររបិចេទ និ្ងទើតាងំនន្ការប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាព     
• បតសតិ៍ភាពសុទធ៖ .........../ .........../................... បតសតិ៍សំបណើ ម្៖ .........../ .........../..................... 
• បតសតិ៍ដំណុោះ៖ ពើនថៃទើ ........../ ........../.............. ដ ់នថៃទើ ......../ ........../............ (សរុរ......នថៃ) 
• ទើតាងំប្តួតពិនិ្តយ៖ ............................................................................................................. 
• ប ម្ ោះម្ន្តន្តើប្តួតពិនិ្តយ៖ ............................................. អងគភាព៖ .......................................... 

៣. ព័ត៌មាន្សំណកយកម្កប្តតួពិនិ្តយ 
• ដំណ៖ំ ................. ប ម្ ោះពូជ៖ ................................................ ថាន ក់ប្ោរ់ពូជ៖  RS  /  CS   
•  ូតិ៍ប្ោរ់ពូជររស់អនកអ ិត៖ .............................................................................................. 
• កា ររបិចេទប្រមូ្ អ ៖ .........../ .........../................. ររមិាណសំណក៖ ......................
ប្កាម្ 

៤.  ទធអ ប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជប្សវូ 

កតាត  
តួប ខ្ 
បធវើបតសតិ៍ 

សតង់ោរ  ទធអ  
ជារ់/ធាា ក់ RS CS 

1. ប្ោរ់ពូជសុទធ (អរបររមា, %)  ៩៨ ៩៨ ជារ/់ធាា ក ់
2. កបម្ទចកម្ទើរ (អតរិរមា, %)  ២ ២ ជារ/់ធាា ក ់
  ប្ោរ់ពូជបមម  (អតរិរមា, ចំន្ួន្ប្ោរ/់៥០០ប្កាម្)  ៥ ១០ ជារ/់ធាា ក ់
  ប្ោរ់ពូជដំណបំអសង (អតរិរមា, ចនំ្ួន្ប្ោរ់/៥០០ប្កាម្)  ៣ ៥ ជារ/់ធាា ក ់
  ប្ោរ់ពូជប្សូវបអសង (អតិររមា, ចំន្នួ្ប្ោរ/់៥០០ប្កាម្)  ៥ ១៥ ជារ/់ធាា ក ់
  ប្សូវប្កហម្ (អតិររមា, ចនំ្ួន្ប្ោរ/់៥០០ប្កាម្)  ២ ៥ ជារ/់ធាា ក ់

3. អប្តាដណុំោះ (អរបររមា, %) 
៣ នថៃ  - - - 
៧ នថៃ  ៨៥ ៨០ ជារ/់ធាា ក ់

4. សំបណើ ម្ប្ោរ់ពូជ (អតរិរមា, %)  ១៣ ១៤ ជារ/់ធាា ក ់
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៥. កំណត់សំោ ់/សន្និោា ន្៖ 
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................ 
 

បធវើបៅ......................., នថៃទើ............../........../............... 
 

ហតថប ខានិ្ងប ម្ ោះម្ន្តន្តើប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាព  
 

 ................................................................... 
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ឧបសមព័នធេ២ី 
ឧបករណ៍ និងសមាភ រសត្មាបត់្រួរពិនិរយគុណភាព 
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១. ឧបករណ៍សត្មាប់ត្រួរពិនិរយគុណភាពេីវាល 

មម៉ែស្តវាស់ (ស្បមែងជាង ៣ម) 

បដើម្បើពិនិ្តយបម្ើ គមាា តផ្ប្ស បប្រើសប្មារ់វស់និ្ងពិនិ្តយចមាៃ យរវង

ផ្ប្សអ ិតកម្មនិ្ងផ្ប្សប្សូវបអសងបទៀតឱ្យ ន្ប្តឹម្ប្តូវ 

 
 
 
 
 

ស ុម១មម៉ែស្តបួនស្ជងុ (១ម x ១ម)  

បដើម្បើកំណត់កផ្ន្ាងយកសំណកសប្មារ់ប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាព ប្តូវ

បប្រើស ុម្១ផ្ម្៉ាប្តរួន្ប្ជុង។ វអាចបធវើវពើរំពង់ជ័រ PVC និ្ងស ករញ្ចូ  

ោន  ផ្ដ អាចរកទិញ ន្បៅទើអសរ 

 
 
 
 
 

កាា រស្ទនាប់កត់ស្ន 

វមាន្ប្របោជន៍្សប្មារ់កត់ប្តា ទធអ ប្តួតពិនិ្តយគុណភាព       

អ ិតកម្មទើវ  

 

 
 
 
 
 

ឯកសណ្ឋា នសមរមយសស្ម្គប់ស្បតិបតាិការការងារត្ៅទីវាល 

អនកអ ិតប្ោរ់ពូជអាចបទើរផ្ត ញ់ថាន កំសិកម្មកនុងផ្ប្សររស់ោត់។ 

ដូបចនោះប្តូវពាក់ឯកសណា ន្សម្ប្សរបដើម្បើការង្វរខ្ាួន្ររស់អនក។ 
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២. ឧបករណ៍សត្មាបយ់កសាំណក 

មែកឆំស្ាប់ពូជ 

បដើម្បើរបញ្ច ៀសការខូ្ច វបវចខ្ចរ់ ប្តូវបប្រើផ្ដកឆ្បំ្ោរ់ពូជ។ ស កផ្ដក

ឆ្ចូំ បៅកនុង វបវចខ្ចរ់ រចួរងវិ វថនម្ៗបដើម្បើទាញយកសំណក 

 
 
 
 
 

ថងប់្លា សទ ិច 

បដើម្បើរបញ្ច ៀសការលាយ សំំណក ប្តូវបប្រើថង់ ា សទើកបដើម្បើរកសទុក

សំណក។ សំណកគួរផ្តសៃួត មម្មុ្ន្នឹ្ងោក់វចូ បៅកនុងថង់ 

 
 
 
 
 

បិទស្លា កសំាលត់្លើសំណ្ឋក 

រនាទ រ់ពើប្ចកសំណកចូ កនុងថង់ ា សទិចរចួ ប្តូវរិទសាា កសំោ ់ប ើ

វភាា ម្ជាមួ្យនឹ្ងព័ត៌មាន្ច ំច់ បដើម្បើរបញ្ច ៀសការប្ច សំំណក។ 
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៣. ឧបករណ៍ និងសមាភ រសត្មាប់វិភាគគណុភាពគៅមនទីរពិគោធន៍ 

ជញ្ជ ីងត្អឡិចស្តនូិច 

ភាគរយនន្ភាពសុទធប្តូវ ន្គណនាបោយផ្អែកប ើទម្ៃន់្។ ដូបចនោះ

ទម្ៃន់្នន្សំណកគួរផ្តថាឹងឱ្យ ន្ប្តឹម្ប្តូវ។ ជញ្ា ើងបអ ចិប្តូនិ្ចជា

ឧរករណ៍ទំបន្ើរ បហើយប្តូវរំផ្កា ស់ទើបោយប្រុងប្រយត័ន 

 

 

 

 

 

បនទះកាា រសស្ម្គប់ពិនិតយភាពសុទធស្ាប់ពូជ 

បដើម្បើកំណត់ប្សូវប្កហម្ បប្រើរន្ទោះកាត រសប្មារ់ពិនិ្តយប្ោរ់ពូជមាន្

រញ្ជច ងំពន្ាឺ បោយបប្រើចរន្តអគគើសន្ើសប្មារ់ដំបណើ ការឧរករណ៍បន្ោះ 

 

 

 

 

 

បនទះត្ ើ 

បដើម្បើរបញ្ច ៀសការឆ្ាូតនអទមុ្ខ្ប ើនន្រន្ទោះកាត រវភិាគប្ោរ់ពូជ ប្តូវបប្រើ

រន្ទោះប ើសប្មារ់ប្តួតពិនិ្តយសំណកបៅប ើរន្ទោះកាត រវភិាគ 

 

ឧបករណ៍វាស់សំត្ណើម 

បដើម្បើពិនិ្តយសំបណើ ម្សំណកប្តូវបប្រើឧរករណ៍វស់សំបណើ ម្បអ ចិ

ប្តូនិ្ច 

 

 

 

 

 

ស្បអប់បណ្ត ះស្លក 

ប្រអរ់ ា សទចិណក៏ ន្ផ្ដ បគអាចយកម្កបប្រើសប្មារ់វភិាគដំណុោះ  

 

 

 

 

ស្កដាសសស្ម្គប់ ែ ភាភាគែំណុះ  
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ប្កោសគួរផ្តោក់ប្ទារ់ តបប្កាម្នន្ប្រអរ់ដំណុោះ បដើម្បើរកសប្ោរ់ឱ្យ

បៅបសើម្កនុងបព វភិាគដំណុោះ។ ប្កោសអនាម័្យ ឬប្កោសជូតមាត់

អាចបប្រើប្ ស់ ន្ 

 

 

 

 

ែត្ងកៀបចាប់ 

បប្រើដបងាៀរចរ់បដើម្បើតបប្ម្ៀរប្ោរ់ពូជជាជួរបៅកនុងប្រអរ់រណតុ ោះសាក 

ដូបចនោះបយើងអាចសបងាតនិ្ងរារ់ប្ោរ់ពូជង្វយប្សួ   

 

 

 

 

ែបប្លញ់ទឹក 

បដើម្បើរកសសំបណើ ម្ប្ោរ់ពូជកនុងការវភិាគដំណុោះប្ោរ់ពូជ ប្តូវ ញ់

ទឹកពើម្តងបៅម្តងបោយបប្រើដរ ញ់ទឹក 
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ឧបសមព័នធេ៣ី 
សទ្ទទ នុត្កម 
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ប្រព័ន្ធធានាគុណភាពពូជដំណ ំ(រ.គ.ព) (Quality Declared Seed-QDS System)  

ប្រព័ន្ធធានាគុណភាពពូជដំណ ំ ផ្ដ សរបសរអកសរកាត់ រ.គ.ព ជាប្រព័ន្ធធានាការរញ្ជា ក់គុណភាពពូជ
ដំណបំ្គរ់ប្របភ្ទផ្ដ  ន្ចុោះរញ្ា ើប្សរចារ់បៅកនុងប្ពោះរាជាណចប្កកម្ពុជាសប្មារ់អ ិតកម្មពូជដំណ ំបៅ
កនុងប្សុក ការបធវើអាជើវកម្ម ឬការបធវើចរាចរណ៍ប ើទើអសរបៅកនុងប្របទសឬការបធវើពាណិជាកម្មបប្ៅប្របទស។ 

អងគភាពមាន្សម្តថកិចច (Competency authority-CA) 

អងគភាពមាន្សម្តថកិចច(CA) គឺសំបៅប ើនាយកោា ន្ពូជដំណនំន្អគគនាយកោា ន្កសិកម្ម និ្ងម្ន្ទើរកសិកម្ម 
រុកាខ ប្រមាញ់និ្ងបន្សាទរាជធាន្ើ បខ្តត។ 

ម្ន្តន្តើទទ ួរន្ទុក 

ម្ន្តន្តើទទួ រន្ទុកគឺជាម្ន្តន្តើនន្នាយកោា ន្ពូជដំណ ំ ផ្ដ មាន្តួនាទើសំខាន់្បរៀរចំទុកោក់ឯកសារពាក់ព័ន្ធ
ទាងំអស់ផ្ដ  ន្រញ្ាូ ន្ម្ក ប្ពម្ទាងំកត់សមាគ  ់ និ្ងវយតនម្ាអនកបសនើសុំជូន្អគគនាយកោា ន្កសិកម្ម បដើម្បើ 
បធវើការសបប្ម្ចចិតតអនុ្ញ្ជញ ត អត ់អនុ្សាសន៍្ផ្កតប្មូ្វ ឬរដិបសធអត ់ជូន្ ិខិ្តអនុ្ញ្ជញ តបធវើអាជើវកម្មពូជ
ដំណ ំនិ្ងអត ់សាា កសញ្ជញ រញ្ជា ក់គុណភាព រ.គ.ព ជូន្អនកបសនើសុំ។ 

អ ិតករប្ោរ់ពូជ 

អ ិតករប្ោរ់ពូជ គឺសំបៅដ ់ រុគគ  ប្កុម្ ប្កុម្ហ ុន្ សហគម្ន៍្កសិកម្ម ឬអងគការបប្ៅរោា ភិ្  ផ្ដ        
អ ិតនិ្ងបធវើអាជើវកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជ។ អ ិតករប្ោរ់ពូជប្សរចារ់នឹ្ងប្តូវទទួ  ន្វញិ្ជញ រន្រប្តផ្ដ រញ្ជា ក់ថា 
ពួកោត់មាន្សិទធិអ ិតនិ្ងបធវើអាជើវកម្មប្ោរ់ពូជផ្ដ អនុ្បលាម្បៅតាម្សតង់ោរ រ.គ.ព។  

ប្ោរ់ពូជប្គឹោះ (Foundation Seed - FS) 

សំបៅដ ់ពូជដំណជំំនាន់្បប្កាយនន្ពូជជបប្ម្ើសវទូិតាម្វធិើសាន្តសតសទូងជាជួរ មួ្យបដើម្កនុងមួ្យដំបណត និ្ង
ថិតបប្កាម្ការប្គរ់ប្គងផ្កទ  ់ររស់រុកខជបប្ម្ើសវទូិ ឬអនកអ ិតប្ោរ់ពូជប្សរចារ់។ ថាន ក់ប្ោរ់ពូជប្គឹោះ ប្តូវ ន្     
អ ិតបប្កាម្វធិាន្ទទួ សាគ  ់បោយអងគភាពរញ្ជា ក់គុណភាពពូជដំណកំនុងបោ រំណងរកសភាពសុទធពន្ធុ
និ្ងអតតសញ្ជញ ណររស់ប្របភ្ទពូជតាម្សតង់ោរគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជ។ 

ប្ោរ់ពូជរញ្ា ើ (Registered Seed - RS) 

សំបៅដ ់ពូជដំណផំ្ដ  ន្អ ិតបចញពើប្ោរ់ពូជប្គឹោះបោយវសិ័យសាធារណៈ ឬវសិ័យឯកជន្ តាម្វធិើសាន្តសត
ោជំាជួរ ឬសទូងជាជួរ១-៣បដើម្កនុងមួ្យដំបណត និ្ងថិតបៅបប្កាម្វធិាន្ផ្ដ ទទួ សាគ  ់បោយអងគភាព
រញ្ជា ក់គុណភាពពូជដំណ ំ បដើម្បើរកសភាពសុទធពន្ធុនិ្ងអតតសញ្ជញ ណររស់ប្របភ្ទពូជតាម្សតង់ោរគុណភាព
ប្ោរ់ពូជ។ 
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ប្ោរ់ពូជវញិ្ជញ រន្រប្ត (Certified Seed - CS) 

សំបៅដ ់ពូជដំណផំ្ដ  ន្អ ិតពើប្ោរ់ពូជចុោះរញ្ា ើបោយអនកអ ិតប្ោរ់ពូជ ឬសាថ ន្ើយអ៍ភិ្វឌ្ឍន៍្កសិកម្ម         
សាធារណៈតាម្វធិើសាន្តសតោជំាជួរ ឬសទូងធម្មតា១-៣បដើម្កនុងមួ្យដំបណត និ្ងថិតបៅបប្កាម្វធិាន្ទទួ 
សាគ  ់បោយអងគភាពរញ្ជា ក់គុណភាពពូជដំណ ំ បដើម្បើរកសភាពសុទធពន្ធុនិ្ងអតតសញ្ជញ ណររស់ប្របភ្ទពូជ
តាម្សតង់ោរប្ោរ់ពូជ។ 

សមាគម្វភិាគពូជដំណអំន្តរជាតិ (International Seed Testing Association-ISTA) ឆ្ន 2ំ018  

សហគម្វភិាគពូជដំណំអន្តរជាតិ (ISTA) មាន្វធិាន្បោ ការណ៍របចចកបទសផ្ដ ប្តូវ ន្
បប្រើប្ ស់សប្មារ់យកសំណក និ្ងវភិាគគុណភាពប្ោរ់ពូជដំណ។ំ 
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PREFACE 

 

The Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC) in Parliamentary Session VI still prioritizes an 
agricultural sector to support a national economic increase, food security, and promote rural 
economic development. In visualizing the vast potential of the agricultural sector, especially rice, 
in 2010, the RGC showed its intention on rice production by creating a policy to promote rice 
production and milled rice export. The annual increase in rice production and milled rice export 
is the core reason for accelerating qualified rice seed demand.   

However, the RGC does not yet have a seed quality inspection and certification system with 
human and financial resources for all crop seeds. It causes farmers to lack qualified seeds for their 
good production. 

In order to build trust amongst seed users and supply qualified seeds for use, the Quality Declared 
Seed System, hereby called the QDS, is prepared with valuable inputs and rectifications from the 
leaders of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, experts from the departments 
under the General Directorate of Agriculture (GDA), experts from the Project for Rice Seed 
Production and Promotion of JICA (RSPP/JICA), the Cambodia-Australia Agricultural Value Chain 
Programme (CAVAC), IRRI-Cambodia, and Cambodia Climate-Resilient Rice Commercialization 
Sector Development Program (MAFF-NIO for Rice-SDP). 

This QDS manual provides information relating to the implementation structure, procedure, 
criteria for quality inspection, and seed certification in the Kingdom of Cambodia.  

The GDA gratefully thanks the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) and the 
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) of the Australian Government for supporting in 
compilation and print-out of this manual for the initial stage. 

The GDA also welcomes all comments from readers on misleading points for improving this 
manual more effectively and brotherly for next step printing.  

 

Date: 

 

 

The General Directorate of Agriculture 
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INTRODUCTION 

In 2006, the Food and Agriculture Organization of United Nations (FAO) published the guideline 
manual for the Quality Declared Seed System, hereby called the QDS. Since its introduction, the 
QDS has successfully been implemented in, among others, Zambia, Tanzania, Uganda, Bangladesh, 
Nepal, and India. The QDS is particularly helpful in countries where seed quality control systems 
do not exist, and human and financial resource constraints hamper the public sector from 
implementing a fully comprehensive system.  

The Seed Policy for Cambodia (2016) states the primary purpose of a regulatory framework for 
the standards of seeds and varieties in the market is to protect farmers and other stakeholders 
against deliberate fraud. At this moment, administering the QDS is an initial stage toward creating 
a comprehensive regulatory framework in compliance with the existing seed law and the seed 
policy and improving the crop seed industry to increase farmers' productivity.  

In the QDS operation for rice seed production and business, the Competent Authority (CA) is 
responsible for field inspections in a minimum of 10% of the seed production area by variety and 
seed class and laboratory inspection of a minimum of 10% of the final products offered for sale 
by variety and seed class. The seed producers and sellers are responsible for seed quality in 
compliance with the truly certified quality labels issued by the General Directorate of Agriculture. 
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CHAPTER I: MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE OF QDS FOR RICE SEED 

PRODUCTION AND BUSINESS. 

1.1. QDS Implementing Stakeholders.  

1.1.1. The Department of Crop Seeds 

The Department of Crop Seeds (DCS) of the General Directorate of Agriculture (GDA) 
is the Competent Authority (CA) at the national level to promote the implementation of 
the QDS for rice seed production and business in the Kingdom of Cambodia. 

1.1.2. The Department of Rice Crop 

The Departments of Rice Crop (DRC) of the GDA is the technical entity at the national 
level to implement the QDS-related Rice Seed Training to the Provincial Department of 
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (PDAFF), private sector and other relevant 
stakeholders.  

1.1.3. The Provincial Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 

The PDAFFs are the Competent Authorities at the subnational level to implement the QDS 
for Rice Seed Production and Business in their respective provinces.  

1.1.4. The Seed Producer 

The Seed Producer refers to an individual, group, company, agricultural cooperative 
(AC), association, or non-governmental organization (NGO) that pursues rice seed 
production and business in their respective locations.  

1.2. Roles and Responsibilities of the QDS Implementing Stakeholders. 

1.2.1. The Department of Crop Seeds 

In the framework of the QDS operation for rice seed production and business, the DCS of 
the GDA has the following responsibilities: 

- Educate and raise awareness of the stakeholders working in a seed sector on the QDS 
Implementing Structure and Procedures; 

- Check all applications of the Seed Producer(s) and validate each applicant before the 
GDA's approval on the issuance of the QDS Rice Seed Production and Business 
Certificate; 

- Prepare technical guidelines and offer training on the QDS quality inspections to the 
staff of the PDAFF(s), the private sector, and other relevant stakeholders; 

- Manage a roster of eligible Seed Producer(s) and rice varieties requested for seed 
production in the Kingdom of Cambodia; 

- Cooperate with the PDAFF(s) in field inspections and getting samples for seed quality 
analysis in the laboratory and validate the result before the GDA's approval on the 
issuance of the QDS Labels to the Seed Producer(s); 

- Monitor and validate the Seed Producers' warehouses and rice seed market 
transactions in the Kingdom of Cambodia; and 

- Keep all relevant documents and inspection reports in chronological order. 
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1.2.2. The Department of Rice Crop 

In the framework of the QDS operation for rice seed production and business, the DRC of 
the GDA has the following responsibilities: 

- Provide QDS-related training to the PDAFFs, private sector, and other relevant 
stakeholders. 

1.2.3. The Provincial Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 

In the framework of QDS operation for rice seed production and business, the PDAFFs 
have the following responsibilities: 

- Receive all applications from Seed Producer(s) and submit them to the GDA for 
proceeding with a validation procedure; 

- Organize training on QDS quality seed inspection techniques for Seed Producer(s) 
in cooperation with the DCS of the GDA; 

- Manage a roster of eligible Seed Producer(s) and rice varieties requested for seed 
production in their respective provinces; 

- Cooperate with the DCS of the GDA in field inspections and getting samples for seed 
quality tests in the laboratory and validate the result before the GDA's approval on 
the issuance of the QDS Labels to the Seed Producer(s); 

- Monitor and validate the Seed Producers’ warehouses and rice seed market 
transactions in their respective provinces; and 

- Keep all relevant documents and inspection reports in chronological order. 

1.2.4. The Seed Producer 

The Seed Producer is in charge of implementing the QDS for Rice Seed Production and 
Business. It has the following responsibilities: 

- Possess the QDS Rice Seed Production and Business Certificate issued by the GDA; 
- Complete and submit an application with required documents stated in the 

Application Form to the GDA directly or through the PDAFF(s);  
- Guarantee and be responsible for the rice seed quality produced and marketed, 
- Produce and market approved rice seeds free from three seed-borne diseases and 

contamination of other crops and other seed varieties; 
- Cooperate with the competent officer from the DCS of the GDA and the PDAFF(s) in 

a field inspection and rice seed samplings for quality test in the laboratory; 
- Pass the training course on the QDS quality test prepared and provided by the DCS of 

the GDA; 
- Comply with rice seed production guidelines endorsed by the GDA; and 
- Possess a record book on rice seed production and business in compliance with the 

template determined by the DCS of the GDA. 

1.3. Permissible Rice Varieties for Seed Production. 

The rice varieties permissible for seed production in the QDS are typical varieties 
registered in the national rice variety roster of the GDA. They are not in the harmful 
variety roster. 
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1.4. QDS Rice Seed Production and Business Certificate. 

The QDS Rice Seed Production and Business Certificate (Annex 2) is an official letter 
issued by the GDA to the applicant if the application meets the requirement.  

The certificate is valid for 3 (three) years from the approval date, except for its 
suspension or withdrawal before the validation date. 

A Seed Producer who wishes to continue seed production and business shall resubmit 
the application 3 (three) months in advance before the expiration date of the existing 
certificate. 

1.5. Field Inspection. 

The QDS-based rice seed production fields shall be inspected at least twice, before 
flowering and at the dough stage of rice seed crops, in each growing season. The field 
inspection shall be randomly conducted in a minimum of 10% of the total rice seed 
production area of each eligible Seed Producer by variety and seed class. In each 
inspection field, 10 sample places (1meter x 1meter) shall be randomly selected and 
inspected. Soon after the inspection, the field inspection reports shall be prepared by the 
field inspector and sent to the DCS of the GDA for processing the QDS procedures. 

1.6. Quality Test of Final Product of Seeds. 

A seed inspector shall randomly take seed samples of a minimum of 10% of the total 
processed seed of the eligible Seed Producer by variety and seed class. The seed 
inspector shall submit the samples to the National Laboratory of Agriculture (NAL) or a 
laboratory accredited by the GDA for a quality test. The results of the seed quality test 
shall be submitted to the DCS for processing the QDS procedures. 

1.7. Approval before QDS Label Issuance. 

Based on the field inspection reports and the result of the seed quality test, the GDA shall 
either approve, recommend rectification, or decline to issue the QDS Labels for the Seed 
Producer. The GDA shall inform the Seed Producer of its decision within 5 (five) 
working days after receiving the laboratory's quality test result. 

1.8. QDS Label Issuance. 

The GDA shall issue the QDS Labels to the Seed Producer based on the total volume of 
the rice seed claimed in the Declaration (B): Request for Seed Quality Test (Annex 5). 
The QDS Labels shall be affixed to the seed containers for sales, and their reuse is 
prohibited. 

1.9. Service Charge. 

Expenses for the application for the QDS Rice Seed Production and Business 
Certificate and seed quality test at the laboratory are determined by the Joint Prakas on 
Public Service of the Ministry of Economy and Finance and the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries. Besides, the GDA decides on other expenses for training delivery 
on the QDS inspection techniques, field inspections, traveling for rice seed samples for 
quality testing, and the QDS Labels. All the expenses mentioned above are a burden on the 
Seed Producer. 
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CHAPTER II: QDS IMPLEMENTING PROCEDURES. 

2.1. Application  

2.1.1. An applicant for the QDS Rice Seed Production and Business shall hold a minimum area 
for a variety and seed class as follows: 

Seed Class Foundation Seed Registered Seed Certified Seed 
Production Area  

by Variety 
0.20ha 0.50ha 5.00ha 

2.1.2. An applicant shall complete the QDS Rice Seed Production and Business Application 
Form described in Annex 1 and submit it to the DCS 3 (three) months before starting 
rice seed production.  

2.1.3. An applicant shall submit the Application Form to the GDA directly or through the 
PDAFF(s) in such a province where s/he will produce the seed. The original documents 
shall be dispatched to the GDA, and the copied documents shall be sent to the relevant 
PDAFF(s) within 5 (five) working days after acceptance of the Application Form. 

2.1.4. The GDA shall inform the applicant of its decision directly or through the PDAFF(s) within 
20 (twenty) working days after accepting the application. The GDA shall issue the QDS 
Rice Seed Production and Business Certificate with validity for 3 (three) years from 
the approval date to the applicant who complied with the QDS required conditions, except 
for its suspense or withdrawal before the validity date in the case of a serious 
infringement committed by the Seed Producer. If the applicant does not fulfill the QDS 
requirement, the GDA shall request the applicant to resubmit the Application Form or 
end the process. 

2.2. Reasons for Rejection. 

The GDA may reject the application for the QDS Rice Seed Production and Business 
Certificate based on one or more grounds: 

- Insufficient evidence of skills and experience in rice seed production (e.g. the applicant 
fails to submit the training certificates, previous or current rice seed production 
contracts, etc.), 

- Incomplete or false information in the application. 

2.3. Rights of Appeal.  

The rejected applicant may appeal the decision of the GDA if they have sufficient proof 
that they complied with the requirements. The applicant must appeal to the GDA within 
5 (five) working days after receiving an official rejection letter. 

2.4. Declaration for Seasonal Rice Seed Production Plan. 

The qualified Seed Producer shall complete the Declaration (A): Seasonal Rice Seed 
Production Plan (Annex 3) with his/her signature and submit it to the GDA directly or 
through the relevant PDAFF(s) 20 (twenty) days before the planting schedule. The 
original documents shall be dispatched to the GDA, and the copied documents shall be 
sent to the relevant PDAFF(s) within 5 (five) working days after acceptance of the 
Declaration (A). 
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2.5. Determination of Seed Production Field for Inspection. 

The inspector from the DCS or the PDAFF(s) shall randomly select a minimum of 10% of 
the total confirmed seed production area for a variety and seed class produced by the 
Seed Producer. 

2.6. Verification of Seed Source for Seed Production.  

The inspector from the DCS or the PDAFF(s) shall, at the first field inspection, verify the 
origin of the FS or RS used in the production to ascertain whether the approved 
institution(s) or producer(s) produced them by confirming with the labels/tags, sales 
invoices, and packing sacks. Any doubt about the provenance of the FS or RS may 
constitute grounds for the rejection of the seed production. 

2.7. Inspection of Seed Production Field. 

2.7.1. The rice seed production fields notified in Declaration (A) shall be inspected at least twice 
during the growing season, particularly before flowering and at the dough stage of rice 
seed crops. The inspector(s) from the DCS or PDAFF shall inform the Seed Producer of 
the date and time of the inspection at least 24 hours before the inspection takes place. 

2.7.2. The inspector(s) from the DCS or the PDAFF shall inspect the identified rice seed 
production area in accordance with the QDS field inspection guideline and complete the 
Field Inspection Report (Annex 4) by indicating the result of the inspection, 
notifications, conclusion, and recommendations, then inform the Seed Producer or 
his/her representative. The inspector(s) shall hand the Field Inspection Report with 
their signatures to the Seed Producer or his/her representative. And the inspector(s) 
shall send a copy to the DCS of the GDA and the relevant PDAFF. 

2.7.3. If the result of the second field inspection meets the QDS field standard, the Seed 
Producer shall submit the Declaration (B): Request for Seed Quality Test (Annex 5) 
to the DCS of the GDA directly or through the relevant PDAFF.  

2.7.4. Suppose the result of the second field inspection does not meet the QDS field standard, 
and the field condition cannot be rectified. In that case, the GDA shall issue an official 
rejection letter of all rice seed production fields to the Seed Producer within 3 (three) 
working days after the field inspection.  

2.7.5. Suppose the field condition does not meet the QDS field standard but can be improved. In 
that case, the inspector(s) shall give a recommendation and make notes in the Field 
Inspection Report with the deadline for the additional field inspection (third field 
inspection) with the Seed Producer. Suppose the Seed Producer does not take the 
recommended actions for improvement as recommended in the second field inspection 
report by the deadline. In that case, the GDA shall issue the official rejection letter of all 
rice seed production fields to the Seed Producer within 3 (three) working days after 
the day of the deadline (third field inspection).  
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2.8. Inspection of Final Product of Seed. 

2.8.1. The GDA shall entitle the Seed Producer to choose the seed quality test method by stating 
it in Declaration (B): Request for Seed Quality Test (Annex 5). The Seed Producer 
shall select one of the 2 (two) options as follows:  

- The Seed Producer shall request the test of a minimum of 10% of the total lots for 
each variety and seed class. In this case, randomly selected seed samples represent 
all seed lots of the variety and seed class. 

- The Seed Producer shall request the test of all seed lots of the variety and seed class. 
In this case, the GDA will provide the QDS Labels only for the seed lots that pass the 
quality test (See Chapter 5). 

2.8.2. After processing and packaging the seed, the Seed Producer shall complete and duly sign 
the Declaration (B) and submit it to the DCS of the GDA directly or through the PDAFF(s). 
An original document shall be dispatched to the DCS of the GDA, and a copied document 
shall be sent to the relevant PDAFF(s) within five working days after the Declaration 
(B) is accepted. 

2.8.3. If the warehouse of the Seed Producer is located in Phnom Penh, the Seed Producer 
shall directly submit the Declaration (B) to the DCS of the GDA.  

2.8.4. The GDA or the PDAFF(s) shall inform the Seed Producer 24 hours before the 
sampling for the quality test at the NAL or in a laboratory accredited by the GDA. The 
inspector shall verify the information claimed in Declaration (B) and randomly take a 
sample(s) from a minimum of 10% of the total seed lot(s) by variety and class in 
accordance with the ISTA rules (see Chapter 4). If the amount of a single lot exceeds 
10mertic tons, the lot should be split into smaller lots. Each split lot shall not be more 
than 10metric tons. 

2.9. Seed Quality Analysis. 

The inspector shall divide the working sample in accordance with the ISTA rules to 
prepare the sample for the seed quality analysis and define the physical seed purity, 
number of weed seeds, number of other crop seeds, number of different variety seeds, 
number of red rice, moisture content, germination rate and the ratio of other inert matters. 
Within 5 (five) working days after receiving the result of the seed quality analysis, the 
inspector shall send the report to the DCS of the GDA in order to check and approve it.  

2.10. Final Decision. 

The GDA shall make the final decision in accordance with the conditions below: 

2.10.1. The QDS Labels shall be issued to the Seed Producer within five working days of 
receiving the result of the seed quality analysis if the result meets the QDS seed quality 
standard. 
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2.10.2. The QDS Labels shall not be issued to the Seed Producer in case the result of the seed 
quality analysis by variety and seed class does not meet the QDS seed quality standard. 
However, a retest is available for the result of the ratio of inert matters, the number of 
weed seeds, moisture content, and germination rate (within two months after harvest, 
considering the seed dormancy). For the retest, the Seed Producer takes necessary 
remedial actions and resubmits the Declaration (B). The GDA shall not issue the QDS 
Labels if the retested result still does not conform to the QDS standard. 
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CHAPTER III: CRITERIA FOR FIELD INSPECTION. 

3.1. Land Requirement for Rice Seed Production.  

The land for rice seed production shall be free from ratoon or volunteer plants. The QDS-
based rice seed production requires a field where only small grain crops or the same QDS 
rice variety crop have been previously planted for at least one season, which conforms 
with the QDS Rice Seed Production Manual. 

3.2. Field Isolation. 

The field for rice seed production shall be isolated from the fields of other rice varieties 
by a distance of 1 (one) meter or by a physical barrier (ditch, hedge, fence, etc.) to avoid 
contamination by a mechanical movement and other factors.  

3.3. Off-types. 

The maximum permissible number of plants of other rice varieties in the rice seed 
production field shall be as follows:  

Seed Production Class 
Before flowering stage 

The number of 
tillers/10m2 

At dough stage 
The number of 

heads/10m2 
Registered Seed (RS) 1 1 
Certified Seed (CS) 3 3 

3.4. Noxious Weeds 

Three kinds of weeds, Echinochloa spp., Leptochloa Chinensis, and Cyperus iria are defined 
as noxious weeds. The maximum permissible number of noxious weed plants in the rice 
seed production field shall be as follows: 

Seed Production Class 
Before flowering stage 

The number of 
tillers/10m2 

At dough stage 
The number of 

heads/10m2 
Registered Seed (RS) 5 5 
Certified Seed (CS) 10 10 

3.5. Seed Borne Diseases.  

Three types of diseases, such as rice blast, brown spot, and sheath blight, are defined as 
seed-borne diseases. If more than 25% of the leaves and stems of the plant are affected 
by the seed-borne disease(s), the plant shall be considered an infected plant. The number 
of infected plants in the seed production field shall not be more than 50% at the ripening 
stage. If infected plants are detected exceeding the standard, the Seed Producer is not 
allowed to harvest the plants for seed. The Technical Guideline of Quality Inspection for 
Rice indicates the detailed evaluation guideline of seed-borne diseases. 
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3.6. Field Inspection Process. 

3.6.1. Before entering the field, the inspector shall confirm the exact location, the variety, and 
the previous cropping history of the seed production field with the Seed Producer. 

3.6.2. During the field inspection, the inspector shall examine the boundaries of the seed 
production field to verify the required isolation from other fields and confirm if the rice 
seed plants conform to the characteristics of the seed variety. Then, the inspector, 
following the technical procedure, shall examine ten randomly selected areas of 1-meter 
x 1-meter in each field for the inspection.   

3.6.3. The inspector shall inspect and count the number of off-type plants, noxious weeds, and 
the plants infected by seed-borne diseases in the selected areas before the flowering stage 
and at the dough stage. If the result of the last field inspection does not conform to the 
QDS field standard, the inspector shall advise the Seed Producer or his/her 
representative to take remedial action for the re-inspection if there is a chance.  Otherwise, 
the inspector rejects the seed production. 

3.6.4. After the field inspection, the inspector shall complete the field inspection report, which 
includes the actual results and recommendations on the remedial actions, if there is a 
chance, to meet the QDS field standard (see Point 2.7). The inspector and the Seed 
Producer or his/her representative shall jointly sign the Field Inspection Report. 
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CHAPTER IV: SEED SAMPLING FOR QUALITY TEST. 

Seed sampling of seed lots of each variety and seed class shall comply with the International Rules 
for Seed Testing (2018) developed by International Seed Testing Association (ISTA).  

4.1. Seed Lot and Arrangement. 

4.1.1. A maximum single seed lot size by a variety and class is 10,000 kg. 

4.1.2. Seed lots shall be well arranged so that all parts of the seed lot are easily accessible for 
taking seed samples. The Seed Producer shall allocate the particular codes or defined 
numbers to all seed lots. 

4.2. Sample Preparation for Quality Tests. 

Seed sampling shall be conducted randomly and orderly as follows: 

4.2.1. Primary Sample 

Roughly equal sizes of primary samples shall be taken from the randomly selected 
containers. In case a primary sample is collected from 15 containers or less, it shall be 
taken from each container's top, middle, and bottom sections. If a primary sample is 
collected from more than 15 containers, it shall be taken from three (3) positions of a pile 
of the seed lot. The required number of primary samples depends on the total number of 
containers of the lot, as the table below shows: 

Table: Minimum number of primary samples 

Number of containers Number of primary samples 
1 – 4 Three primary samples from each container 
5 – 8 Two primary samples from each container 

9 – 15 One primary sample from each container 
16 – 30 15 primary samples, one each from 15 different containers 
31 -59 20 primary samples, one each from 20 different containers 

>60 30 primary samples, one each from 30 different containers 
 

4.2.2. Composite Sample 

Primary samples shall be combined to compose a composite sample on the condition that 
the primary samples are sufficiently uniform. 

4.2.3. Submitted Sample 

A minimum of 700 g of the composite sample shall be submitted for testing. If the amount 
of the composite sample is large, it shall be divided to adjust the amount of the submitted 
sample using the hand halving method. If the amount of the composite sample is smaller 
but close to 700 g, all amounts of the composite sample may be submitted as the submitted 
sample. 

Hand Halving Method 
Pour the composite sample on a clean working surface and divide the mound into two 
halves using a spatula. Then divide each half again into two halves to obtain four portions. 
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At that point, combine alternate portions to receive two well-mixed equal mounds. Repeat 
the procedure, if necessary, to obtain the required size of 700 g for the submitted sample. 

Packaging and Labelling the Submitted Sample 
The submitted samples shall be packaged in clean containers with basic information such 
as the Seed Producer's assigned seed lot, variety name, seed class, and address. 

4.2.4. Working Sample 

In the testing place, the hand halving method shall be employed to obtain a minimum of 
500 g of the working sample for determination of the purity, number of other crop seeds 
(other rice varieties, red rice, and non-rice crop seeds), the number of weed seeds, the 
moisture content, the weight of inert matter, and the germination rate. 200 g of the 
remaining sample shall be retained for a retest in case of need. 
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CHAPTER V: MINIMUM QUALITY STANDARD FOR RICE SEED 

The QDS employs the national seed quality standard established by the GDA on July 5th, 2018, as 
the minimum quality standard for rice seed. 

Factor 
Rice seed standard by class 

Foundation 
seed 

Registered 
seed 

Certified 
seed 

1. Pure seed (Min, %) 98 98 98 
2. Inert matter (Max, %) 2 2 2 

- Weed seeds (Max, number of grain/500g of 
sampled seed) 

3 5 10 

- Other crop seeds (Max, number of grain/500g of 
sampled seed) 

2 3 5 

- Other rice variety seeds (Max, number of 
grain/500g of sampled seed) 

1 5 15 

- Red rice (Max, number of grain/500g of sampled 
seed) 

0 2 5 

3. Germination rate (Min, %) 85 85 80 
4. Moisture content (Max, %) 12 13 14 

 

CHAPTER VI: QDS LABEL   

The QDS Label shall be officially issued to the Seed Producer by the GDA after the seed lot(s) 
has passed the inspection aligned with the QDS standard. 
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ANNEX 1: QDS Rice Seed Production and Business Application. 

Applicant's Name: ……………………………………………… Gender: …………………………….  

Institutions' Name: ……………………………………………... Position: …………………………… 

Address: Village….… Commune/Sangkat…... District/Khan…… Province/Municipality………….… 

Telephone number: (1) ………………………………. (2) ………………………………………….. 

Email: ………………………………………………… Telegram: ……………….…………………. 

Name of responsible person for seed production: ………………………………………………………. 

Number of members involved in seed production: ………………………… (Female #…...................) 

1. Training Obtaining  

Did you receive rice seed production training? (tick only): ………………(Yes) …...…………(No) 

No. Training Organizer Year Number of participating 
members 

1    
2    
3    
4    
5    

 
2. Experience  

Years of experience with rice seed production (attached reference): …………………………………... 

Description of seed varieties produced by group members: ……………….…………………………… 

3. Rice seed production history 

Area and volume of produced seed in the last three years:  

Variety 
20………. 20………. 20………. 

HA MT HA MT HA MT 
1.        
2.        
3.        
4.        
5.        
Total:       

 
4. Equipment 

Available/access to equipment for seed production: 

Description of equipment Own (yes/no) Rent (yes/no) Comments 
4-wheel tractor    
2-wheel tractor    
Cattle Plow    
Rotavator    
Transplanter    
Direct seeder    
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Spraying equipment    
Personal protection 
equipment 

   

Combine harvester    
Drier (specify type)    
Seed cleaner    
Winnower    
Scale    
Pallets    
Trolley     
Moisture meter    
Warehouse  …………….m2 …………….m2 Total: …………….m2 
Other (specify)    

 
5. Total Planned Seed Production Area for 3 years: ……………………. (ha) 

Seed Production 
Location 

20………. 20………. 20………. 
EWS WS DS EWS WS DS EWS WS DS 

1.           
2.           
3.           
4.           
5.           
Total:          

 
6. Attached reference 

6.1. Training certificate on rice seed production (  ) 
6.2. Previous contract farming agreement, if any (  ) 
6.3. Organizational structure for rice seed business (  ) 

I officially declare that all information provided is true and promise to obey the QDS procedure 
for the applied rice seed production. 

 

At …….………….………….………………………… on …………………………………………...  

 

Name and Signature of Applicant 

 

 

…………………….…………………………………… 
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ANNEX 2: Business Certificate for Seed Production and Processing 

 

Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 

General Directorate of Agriculture 

Certificate No.: ……………………….អ.ន.ក 
 

- Seen the Royal Decree No. នស/រកម/០៥០៨/០១៥ proclamation law dated May 13th, 2008, for crop seed management and breeder's rights. 

- Seen the Prakas No. ៣៧៥ បក/កសក dated July 6th, 2017, on application model and procedure for Quality Declared Seed System Certificate 
issuance. 

- Seen application No. ………………. dated on day …………/month …………/year ………… 

Approved  

Mr./Ms.: …………………………………………………………………. Occupation: …………………………………………………………………………... 

Institution or Legislator: …………………….……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Perform conditioned seed business: ……………………………………... with a capacity of producing and processing.…….………….……………. per year. 

Physical address of the institution: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Validation: This certificate is issued to the applicant for use in compliance with crop seed management and breeder's rights and shall be effectively 
valid for a period of 3 (three) years from the date of issuance and expire on day …………/month …………/year …………, except being withdrawn by the 
General Directorate of Agriculture before the expiration of validity date in case of serious infringement. 

Phnom Penh, Day ……. / Month ………. / Year ……………. 

 

         Director of GDA 

Kingdom of Cambodia 
Nation Religion King 
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ANNEX 3: Declaration A: Seasonal Rice Seed Production Plan 

1. Applicant's Name: …………………………………………. Gender: ………….……………….... 
2. Institutions' Name: ………………………………………… Position: …………………………… 
3. Address: Village…… Commune/Sangkat…... District/Khan…… Province/Municipality………… 
4. Telephone number: (1) ……………………………. (2) ………………………………………….. 
5. Email: ……………………………………………... Telegram: …………………………………... 
6. Certificate number: ………………………………... Issued date: ………………………………… 
7. Production season: ………… Starting date: …………………Intended date of harvest: …………. 
8. Seed production information:  

No. Variety Name Seed Class 
Planting 

Area (ha) 
No. of Fields 

Production 
Location 

1      
2      
3      
4      
5      

 Total     

9. Information on seed sources for seed production:  

No. Variety Name Seed Class Volume (kg) Lot No. 
1     
2     
3     
4     
5     

 Total    
Note: Seed producer shall retain all original tags, packing sacks, and buying invoices for 
verification by the Competent Authority. 

10. Additional information (see the attached example) 

 

I officially declare that all information provided is true. In the event of the seed production fields 
being damaged or changed, on all occasions, I will inform the Competent Authority. 

 

At …….………….………….………………………… on …………………………………………...  

 

Name and Signature of Applicant 

 

 

…………………….…………………………………… 
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Attached Example: A Roster of Rice Seed Production Members 

No. Name Gender Grower 
ID 

Product 
ID 

Seed 
Class 

Planting 
Area 
(ha) 

Number 
of Field 

Size of 
Field 

Field 
Code 

1 Im Sarey M G001 PRDU CS 1.2 2 0.7 G001F01 
        0.5 G001F02 

2 Lim Leap F G002 SKOB CS 2.2 2 1.2 G002F01 
        1.0 G002F02 
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ANNEX 4: Field Inspection Report 

Field code: ………………………………….….  Report No.: …………………………………………         

Date of inspection: ….………...………………. Time: From………………. To……………………... 

Rice variety: …………………………………… Certification class (RS/FS): ………………………... 

Date of seeding: …….…/…………/…………. Intended date of harvest: ………/………/…………. 

1. Name of grower: ....………………………… Gender: ………. Grower code: ...…………….….… 

2. Address: Village…………… Commune…………… District…………… Province………………. 

3. Field location: ...……………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. Seed provenance: ...……………….…………………………. Date of purchase: ...………………. 

5. Total area under this seed crop production (ha): ……………………………………………………. 

6. Area of the inspected field (ha):  ...………………………………….………………………………. 

7. Previous crop in the field: …………………………. Isolation distance in the field: ….……….…… 

8. Stage of seed crop at this inspection:  ...……………………………………….……………………... 

9. Result from counting (Take field counts as directed in the guidelines) 

Sample 
No. 

Number of tillers at first field inspection,  
Number of heads at second field inspection 

Percentage 

Off-types Noxious weeds Seed-borne disease 
plant 

1.      

2.       

3.       

4.       

5.       

6.       

7.       

8.       

9.       

10.       

Total       
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10. Name of 

(a) Seed-borne diseases: Blast (   ), Brown Spot (   ), Sheet Blight (   ) 

(b) Noxious weed plants: …………………………………….………………………………... 

11. Condition of seed crop: ……………………………………………………………………………... 

12. Does this seed crop conform to the field standard? .……………………….……………………….. 

13. Quality of seed production work: …………………………………………….……………………... 

14. Is this the final report? ……………………………………………………………………………… 

15. Estimated seed yield (mt/ha): ………………………………………………………………………. 

16. Is the grower or his/her representative present at inspection time? .…………………….………. 

17. Notification/Conclusion/Recommendation...……………………………………………………… 

.…………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

.…………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

 

Signature of Seed Producer                  Signature of Field Inspector 

 

 

Name: ……………………………………….  Name: ……………………………………… 
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ANNEX 5: Declaration B: Request for Seed Quality Test 

 

1. Applicant's Name: …………………………………………. Gender: ………….……………….... 

2. Institutions' Name: ………………………………………… Position: …………………………… 

3. Address: Village…… Commune/Sangkat…... District/Khan…… Province/Municipality………. 

4. Telephone number: (1) ……………………………. (2) ………………………………………….. 

5. Email: ……………………………………………... Telegram: …………………………………. 

6. Business Certificate number: ……………………... Issued date: ………/………/……………… 

7. Options for seed quality test (tick one only): 

(a). 10% of total seed lots of each variety  

(b). All seed lots of each variety  

No. Seed Lot Volume (kg) Variety Name Seed Class 
No. sacks for 
QDS Labels 

1      
2      
3      
4      
5      

 Total     
Notice: In case more seed lots are to be inspected, insert an additional table as above.   

 

8. The seeds were fumigated on day ……. /month ……. /year ………... by using ………………… 
(name of fumigant) for the duration ………. hours or ………. days. 

 

I declare that the seed of each lot has been produced in compliance with the requirements of the 
Quality Declared Seed System (QDS). 

Hereby, I would like to request the competent officer to carry out an inspection of our seeds 
duly.  

 

At …….………….………….………………………… on …………………………………………...  

 

Name and Signature of Applicant 

 

 

…………………….…………………………………… 
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PROCEDURE DIAGRAM FOR QUALITY DECLARED SEED SYSTEM 

(QDS) 

 

 
  

Approve
Reinspection Approve

Rectify by the

inspectors Reject
Reject

Approve
Monitoring Approve

Rectify by the

inspectors Reject

Reject

Approve

Re-apply

Reject

3rd inspection: Quality inspection of final products

Submission of Declaration (B) by the seed producer
The seed producer submits it to PDAFF or GDA after

processing and packing.

Field Inspection by DCS/PDAFF

QDS Label Issuance by GDA
GDA issues the QDS labels within 5 working days.

Seed Quality Inspection by DCS or PDAFF

1st inspection: Before flowering of the seed crop

 (verification of seed source, seed class and field history)

2nd inspection: At dough stage of the seed crop

Submission of Declaration (A) by the Seed Producer
The seed producer submits it to PDAFF or GDA within 20days

before seeding.

An applicant submits an application to GDA or PDAFF within

three months before seeding to become an eligible seed

producer.

Approval and instruction for proceeding by GDA
GDA approves and instructs PDAFF  to proceed.

Business Certificate Issuance by GDA
GDA informs the applicant of the result within 20 days. The

certificate is vaild for  three years.

Submission of an Application  by an Applicant

GDA retains the original document.
PDAFF keeps the copy. 

GDA retains the original document.
PDAFF keeps the copy. 

GDA sends the original Business 
Certificate to the Seed Producer 
directly or through PDAFF.
GDA sends the copy to PDAFF. 

GDA sends the original QDS labels 
to the Seed Producer directly or 
through PDAFF.
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GLOSSARY  

Quality Declared Seed System (QDS)  

The Quality Declared Seed System, abbreviated as QDS, is the system to declare the quality of all 
crop seeds, officially registered in Cambodia for domestic seed production, seed business, or seed 
marketing inside or outside the country.  

Competent Authority (CA) 

The competent authority (CA) refers to the Department of Crop Seeds (DSC) under the General 
Directorate of Agriculture (GDA) and Provincial Departments of Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fisheries (PDAFF).  

Competent Officer  

The competent officers from DCS are responsible for keeping all relevant submitted documents, 
notifying and validating the Seed Producer applicant for GDA approval on a Business Certificate 
issuance, and recommending rectification or rejecting an issuance of a Business Certificate and 
QDS labels to the Applicant.  

Foundation seed (FS) 

Foundation seed refers to the progeny of breeder seed through a row transplanting method with 
a single seedling per hill under the supervision of a plant breeder or an eligible Seed Producer. It 
shall be produced under the rule recognized by DCS to maintain its genetic purity and identity in 
compliance with the QDS standards. 

Registered seed (RS) 

Registered seed refers to the progeny of foundation seed produced by either the public or private 
sector (eligible Seed Producer) through a row transplanting method with 1–3 seedlings per hill. 
It shall be produced under the rule recognized by the DCS to maintain its genetic purity and 
identity in compliance with the QDS standard. 

Certified seed (CS) 

Certified seed refers to the progeny of registered seed produced by an eligible Seed Producer 
mainly for a commercial purpose or by the public agricultural development station through a row 
seeding method or a random transplanting method. It shall be produced under the rule 
recognized by the DCS to maintain its genetic purity and identity in compliance with the QDS 
standard. 

ISTA (2018) 

ISTA is an International Seed Testing Association regulating the technical rules for seed sampling 
and quality tests.  
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